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Even as civil nuclear energy is experiencing a real resurgence in interest, there is a need also to know
precisely what is involved in the issue, whether it be nuclear energy itself, or the associated science, and
technology. And yet, overviews evidencing a good scientific level, as regards this type of energy, are
scarce… To make good this virtual absence, and highlight its own work in due manner, the French Atomic
Energy Commission (CEA: Commissariat à l’énergie atomique) is setting out, in the form of short mono-
graphs, a comprehensive overview of its own ongoing research, in the area of civil nuclear energy.

Such research being diverse, and multidisciplinary, this series of CEA monographs explores, and surveys
topics as varied, if complementary, as the reactors of the future, nuclear fuel, materials under irradiation,
or nuclear waste… 

Aimed both at scientists hailing from other areas of expertise, wishing to appraise themselves of the
issues at hand, and a wider public, interested in learning about the present, and future technological envi-
ronment, these CEA monographs set out the recent findings from research, together with their context,
and the challenges they involve.

Controlling the corrosion phenomenon is a crucial issue,

indeed, to be addressed by the nuclear industry: not only

plant efficiency, but also plant safety are highly dependent

upon it.

The nuclear world is facing corrosion for a broad range of

materials used in a wide variety of environments. Of course,

metallic corrosion does occur in the hot, aqueous

environment of water-cooled reactors, which are

predominant in the world’s nuclear fleet. Advances achieved

in controlling corrosion of the various components in these

reactors enable them to operate under safer conditions.

Corrosion also occurs in nuclear fuel cycle back-end

facilities (corrosion in acid environment in spent fuel

treatment plants, waste container corrosion under storage

or disposal conditions…). The nuclear reactor systems of

the future will further extend the range of materials to be

investigated and their contexts of use (corrosion by liquid

metals or helium impurities).

As is depicted in this monograph, corrosion often looks like

a patchwork of particular cases. The corrosion issues

encountered and the related investigations are presented

here in various chapters dealing with the nuclear world’s

major branches, and are categorized according to their

phenomenology. This monograph illustrates ongoing

research work, highlighting the outstanding results recently

obtained.
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5Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Foreword

After a dazzling start in the 1950’s as a promising, inexhaustible, cost-effective energy
source, nuclear energy was rejected by majority opinion in several Western countries three
to four decades later, which suddenly brought its development to a halt.

Although the 1973 and 1979 oil crises marked the beginning of massive construction pro-
grams in some countries most heavily penalized by oil imports, France and Japan in parti-
cular, they were paradoxically followed by a gap in nuclear spending, first in the United States
and then in Western Europe. However, repeated oil market tensions and emerging concerns
over non-renewable natural resources should have increased such spending.

There are surely many reasons for this pause, which can in part be explained by the acci-
dents in Three Mile Island in 1979 and Chernobyl in 1986, which deeply impacted public opi-
nion. On top of this, ecological movements and Green parties made their (highly publicized)
fight against nuclear energy a key part of their platform.

In France, whose population, with the exception of one case, had never disputed nuclear
plant construction, negative attitudes began to surface in the late 1980’s concerning the
nuclear waste issue. Given Andra’s growing difficulties in finding an underground laboratory
site, the Government decided to suspend work in favor of a one-year moratorium and sub-
mitted the issue to the OPECST (French parliamentary evaluation office for scientific and
technological choices).

The French Act of 30 December 1991 on nuclear waste management implemented the
essence of the OPECST’s recommendations, in particular its definition of a diversified
research program and the basis for democratic discussion, thus helping calm the debate. It
paved the way for a fifteen-year research period in which various options for long-term radio-
active waste management were investigated.This led to the Act of 28 June 2006, which set
out the basic framework for this management, to be recognized as a necessity from now on.

In addition, the starting century is marked by renewed collective awareness that our gene-
ration’s energy needs cannot be met without concern for the environment and without pre-
serving future generations’ rights to satisfy these same needs.This concept of sustainable
development is an inevitable challenge to our society.

Today, it goes unquestioned that global warming due to increasing greenhouse gas emis-
sions is a human-caused problem. The only remaining debate concerns the extent and
consequences of this climate change. Industrialized countries, which are for the most part
responsible for the current situation, should feel particularly obliged to voluntarily take steps
towards reducing emissions of theses gases. Nuclear energy can but gain considerable
ground since, by nature, it does not produce this type of emissions and yet is a relatively
abundant, reliable and cost-effective energy source.

Even if the situation still varies from country to country, more especially in Europe, several
countries (China, South Korea, Finland, India, South Africa…) have already decided to make
huge investments in developing nuclear energy. Others are very close to taking this step, in
particular Great Britain and the United States who seem to be determined to launch pro-
grams for the construction of new nuclear power plants by the end of the decade, picking
up a process that had been on hold for over a quarter-century.
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Following France’s national energy debate that took place in the first half of 2003, the Energy
Act on energy passed in June 2005 established the decision to build an EPR demonstrator
in preparation for the replacement of currently operating power plants.

A number of signs lead us to believe that a worldwide boost of nuclear energy is taking
place. Nevertheless, the future of nuclear energy in our country, as in many others, will
depend largely on its capacity to properly address the following two concerns:

- First, its social acceptability: nuclear energy must be deployed under stringent safety and
security conditions, generating as little ultimate waste as possible, with perfect control of
the waste that is produced in terms of its possible impact on human health and the environ-
ment.

- Secondly, the availability of nuclear resources: it is important to guarantee a long-term sup-
ply of fuel, by preparing to resort to systems which are more economical in terms of natu-
ral fissile materials and, above all, less dependent on market fluctuations.

These topics are a key part of the CEA Nuclear Energy Division’s work. Indeed, this Division
is a major player in the research aimed at supporting the nuclear industry’s efforts to improve
reactor safety and competitiveness, providing the Public Authorities with the elements neces-
sary for making decisions on long-term nuclear waste management, and, finally, develo-
ping the nuclear reactor systems of the future.These systems, essentially fast neutron reac-
tors, afford highly promising innovations in waste management and raw material use.

As a fervent partisan of the broadest possible dissemination of scientific and technical know-
ledge, I believe that this research work, which calls upon a wide range of scientific disci-
plines often at top worldwide level, should be presented and explained in priority to all those
who would like to form their own opinion on nuclear energy. This is the reason why I wel-
come the publication of these DEN monographs with deep satisfaction, indeed. No doubt
that close reading of these works will afford an invaluable source of information to the, I
hope, many readers.

I would like to thank all the researchers and engineers who, by contributing to this project,
willingly shared their experience and knowledge.

Bernard BIGOT,
Chairman of the CEA
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7Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Introduction

The context, stakes, and goals
With the purpose of maintaining its economic competitiveness
while meeting safety requirements, the nuclear industry works
on how to improve and optimize the performance and durabil-
ity of its facilities (limiting maintenance, extending service life
of facilities, maintaining properties over time…).

Whatever the materials used in the nuclear industry may be –
metallic alloys, concretes, glasses, or bitumens –, they are
altered more or less rapidly on contact with the environment in
which they are used.

The modalities of the corrosion process are determined by the
physicochemical environment. Consequently, the stresses
involved may be precursors, catalyzers, or amplifiers of a
material’s damage, likely to lead to degraded properties, or
lower strength or integrity in the component, structure or
works.

So, accurate and reliable knowledge of the behavior, strength,
and properties of the materials constituting these facilities in
their environment shall be acquired prior to any study of
work/structure/object behavior, and shall be taken into account
as early as the design step.

Investigations conducted at the CEA on nuclear materials
corrosion and alteration are oriented to operational goals
that mean providing information in terms of lifetime prediction,
design aid for structures/works, support for safety calculations
and demonstration, expert advice and recommendations on
materials (formulation, fabrication, conditions of use or prepa-
ration…), as a help for nuclear facility design basis, operation,
maintenance, and safety.

The systems investigated are extremely varied, complex, and
evolutive over time, given the broad range of issues to be con-
sidered:

• Homogeneous or heterogeneous, composite,… and poten-
tially reactive materials;

• Environments, and related stresses, that may result in simul-
taneous, chained, and/or strongly coupled (multi-physics)
phenomena, sometimes under extreme conditions (high tem-
perature, high pressure, irradiations*, chemical concentra-
tion, mechanical stresses…);

• As well as broad spatial scales (multi-scale approach), from
the materials (nano-, micro-, meso-) scale to the structure
(macro-) scale.

In addition, complementary and more specifically nuclear con-
straints are to be taken into account:

• The long-term issue, to be addressed with robust, reliable,
and predictive approaches: up to several thousands of years
(e.g. in the case of radioactive waste geological disposal), i.e.
beyond usual timescales in the industry (a few decades);

• The (radionuclide and pollutant) containment issue, which
makes it necessary to comply with strict margins and con-
straints.

What is corrosion? A few definitions
Before further proceeding in presenting the Nuclear Energy
Division (DEN) studies conducted on materials corrosion and
alteration, it is worth noting that there is quite a broad range of
definitions available for the terms “corrosion” or “alteration”.

Etymologically, the word “corrosion” comes from the Latin cor-
rodere, which means to gnaw away, to gnaw to pieces. In addi-
tion, generally speaking, corrosion is often defined as the alter-
ation of a material or structure through a chemical or
physicochemical reaction with the environment.

This term may either refer to the process, or to the resulting
damage.Thus, in the 9th edition of the Dictionary of the French
Academy of Letters, corrosion is “the action of corroding or
the result of such an action”.

More scientifically, in the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry booklet of chemical definitions (IUPAC
Compendium of Chemical Terminology, Second Edition,
1997), it is mentioned that corrosion is an interfacial, irre-
versible reaction between a material and its environment,
which leads to material degradation.

Concerning metallic materials, the international Standard ISO
8044 [1] defines corrosion as “(the) physicochemical interac-
tion between a metal and its environment that results in
changes in the properties of the metal, and which may lead to
significant impairment of the function of the metal, the envi-
ronment, or the technical system, of which these form a part”.
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8 Introduction

This standard clearly presents corrosion as being “at the inter-
face between the material and the environment”: it is neither a
property of the material alone, nor a property of the environ-
ment alone, but it results from an interaction between these
two phases. Consequently, corrosion science first requires an
accurate basic knowledge of the material and the environment
in which it is located.That implies many developments, e.g. in
cementitious chemistry, mineralogy, metallurgy, interface trans-
port, and solution chemistry.

This material/environment interaction is of a physicochemical
type, which excludes from the above definition purely mechan-
ical impairment processes, such as fatigue or wear, even
though mechanical loads coupled with physico-chemical
processes are likely, indeed, to affect, or even initiate corro-
sion and alteration phenomena. The words “corrosion”, or
“alteration”, or even “damaging” will thus be used with this
restricted meaning in this monograph.

A complex science
The multiphysics, multiscale, and highly coupled aspects of
corrosion phenomena may lead to wrong identifying of the
“corrosion science” nature, which appears to be similar to a
mosaic. Its constitutive disciplines alone can be perceived
when observing it too closely: thermodynamics, chemical
kinetics, chemistry, electrochemistry, metallurgy, mineralogy,
and so many others, up to mechanics, and even biology.

Improving the reliability of behavior predictions can be
achieved only through developing robust, validated quantitative
mechanistic models. Such an approach is named “mechanis-
tic modelling”, an English phrase commonly used in this field:
corrosion processes, that may be fairly complex, must be
described as more simple physico-chemical steps.

More precisely, mechanistic modelling consists in expressing
the various steps as equations displaying the relevant local
physico-chemical parameters, e.g. concentrations or poten-
tials, and coupling them with the required equations (such as
equilibrium equations for fast reactions, balance equations,
Poisson equations, electroneutrality equations, etc.), in order
to reach a comprehensive system. Integrating this system for
given initial conditions and boundary conditions - a resolution
that may require using numerical techniques -, gives access to
physical, chemical, kinetic, thermodynamic data…, character-
istic of the corrosion phenomenon at any moment.

The physico-chemical “bricks” used for building the modelling
hereabove mentioned are chiefly chemical, electrochemical,
and quasi-chemical reactions (those involving point defects),
as well as volume and intergranular transport by diffusion and
electric migration, and, possibly, convection transport through
all the system’s phases. Diffusion is usually assumed to obey
Fick’s law. Charge transfers are modelled with the local Ohm’s

law, and convection, with a flow proportional to a concentration
and to a flow velocity.

As in other sciences related to complex systems, the process
of modelling corrosion or alteration phenomena is in very close
interaction with experimentation and simulation. Indeed, con-
ceptualization of mechanistic (or “physic”) modelling requires
knowledge of the steps involved, likely to be reached through
experimentation or simulation, used as a parametric study tool.
This approach makes it possible to identify the prevailing phe-
nomena. Symmetrically, models shall be validated by con-
fronting them with dedicated experimental tests. The whole
system’s components can thus be fed mutually and iteratively
so as to build a quantitative, validated set.

When passing to higher spatial scales, e.g. to investigate struc-
ture or object behavior, or corrosion influence upon materials
usual properties, such as their mechanical resistance or their
radionuclide or chemical toxic containment power, it may be
necessary to simplify models (these simplified versions are
sometimes called “operational models”), which only retain the
prevailing phenomena sufficient to describe alteration under
the investigated conditions.

In addition, validating corrosion models is often hindered by
the slowness of alteration phenomena, which may imply
sometimes prohibitive test periods. A way to escape this diffi-
culty may lie in increasing chemical reaction and transport
mechanism kinetics. This can often be achieved with temper-
atures higher than those of the real phenomenon investigated.
Such a method requires the mechanism to be the same at
both temperatures. Another way to escape the difficulty is car-
rying out observations of ancient natural (e.g. archaeological)
or synthetic analogs. Yet, another problem may then emerge
due to an often incomplete knowledge of how the analog’s cor-
rosion process under study has evolved.

Corrosion in the nuclear field
First of all, corrosion is an applied science. Accordingly, in this
monograph, the investigations conducted on materials corro-
sion and alteration are put forward in chapters dealing with the
major sectors of the nuclear field, and are classified according
to phenomenology, the type of environment, and the type of
alteration which materials undergo, still including a few spe-
cific nuclear-related features, such as the presence of radia-
tion.
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9Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Corrosion in water-cooled reactors (Section 1)

In pressurized water reactors, general corrosion* can be
found in fuel rod clads: in this case, investigations are
focused on assessing the behavior of zirconium alloys used
under increasingly stringent operational conditions.They are
also aimed at contributing to develop new alloys of higher
resistance.

Another important case of general corrosion is that of mate-
rials, stainless steels and nickel alloys used in reactor coolant
systems: in this case, the industrial issue is not really the
material’s corrosion-induced damage, but rather the release
and transport of corrosion products, vectors of radioactive
contamination*.

In addition to general corrosion, stress corrosion cracking*
is a critical industrial issue that especially affects a large
number of alloy-600* steam generator tubes, as well as sev-
eral other components in presence of coolants. In this field,
studies are mainly aimed at developing models able to pre-
dict crack initiation and propagation in order to optimize the
frequency of monitoring and replacement actions.

In all these cases, studies carried out on mechanisms cor-
roborate the models used, and make it possible to discrimi-
nate the relevant parameters involved.

Corrosion in the nuclear reactors of the future
(Section 2)

The reactors of the future are likely to use extreme, varied,
or little known environments, such as liquid metals, molten
salts, or very high-temperature helium containing reactive
impurities. For most of these systems, the choice and devel-
opment of corrosion-resisting materials stand as a key step.
In such a context, the aim of the studies conducted at the
Nuclear Energy Division (DEN), as part of national and inter-
national collaborations, is characterizing corrosion behavior
of the best potential materials under representative condi-
tions, and optimizing them as early as the design stage.This
characterization is based on mechanism studies and mod-
elling.

Corrosion at the back-end of fuel cycle (Section 3)

In spent fuel treatment, employing nitric acid concentrated
solutions leads to use special materials optimized and qual-
ified prior to the facility building. Thus, as regards ongoing
investigations, the main operational goals include improved
knowledge of the existing materials limits, improved capabil-
ities for predicting equipment lifetime, and qualification of new
materials likely to be used for failed component replacement
or for plants of the future. The major corrosion forms to be
encountered are general corrosion and intergranular corro-
sion*. In this case again, investigating related mechanisms

enhances the reliability of the models used for behavior pre-
dictions.

For surface or subsurface storage and deep geological dis-
posal of radioactive waste, a large number of materials will be
considered as package or infrastructure materials, such as
concrete, glass, clay, metals and alloys. Their behavior will
have to be known over very long periods of time (thousands of
years). The requirement to predict over so long timescales
stands as the main characteristic for all the studies conducted
in this sector: this raises a new, crucial issue for materials sci-
ence. Ensuring reliable prediction of container corrosion rate,
conditioning matrix behavior, and engineered barrier integrity
over so long periods of time is, indeed, a paramount scientific
and technological challenge. In such a context, investigations
carried out on mechanisms cannot be eluded. As part of this

Partnership, a feature of research on corrosion

The stakes involved in corrosion research have been recog-
nized as of prime importance by nuclear industrialists and the
organization in charge of nuclear safety expertise, who have
joined to the research conducted at the CEA through cofinanc-
ing or program follow-up.

Thus, the results highlighted in this monograph are issued from
this joint research carried out with AREVA, EDF, the French
National Radioactive Waste Management Agency (ANDRA:
Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Déchets RAdioactifs),
and the French Institute for Radiation protection and Nuclear
Safety (IRSN: Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté
nucléaire). Broadly speaking, research on water-cooled reac-
tor corrosion has been mainly followed by EDF; that relating to
fuel and fuel cycle, by AREVA and EDF; and that focused on
waste management, by ANDRA.The IRSN has also taken part
in developing innovating experimental techniques.

The industrialists EDF and AREVA have also supported some
topics posing longer-term stakes, such as corrosion by molten
fluorides, or corrosion by helium impurities, in relation to gas-
cooled reactors.

Obviously, industrialists’ support and an efficient research-
industry partnership are an indispensable requirement for this
research to prove successful.

Just as beneficial and fruitful, although of a different nature, is
the collaboration with the CNRS (Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique: French National Center for Scientific
Research), and French or foreign universities within the frame-
work of European-funded programs. Collaboration topics are
too numerous to be all mentioned here, but will be highlighted
in the following pages.
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10 Introduction

approach, some of the mechanistic models developed by DEN
are fully original. Let us quote, for instance, some models deal-
ing with atmospheric corrosion, or again glass and concrete
alteration, which combine chemical and/or electrochemical
reactions and diffusion transport under complex physico-
chemical and morphological conditions.

Reference

[1] ISO 8044, “Corrosion des métaux et alliages.Termes principaux et

définitions/Corrosion of metals and alloys – Basic terms and defini-

tions”, International Standard, Reference Number ISO 8044 2000,

Geneva, Switzerland.

Gérard SANTARINI,
High-Commissioner’s Cabinet

Damien FÉRON and Cécile RICHET,
Physico-Chemistry Department

Bernard BONIN,
Scientific Division
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11Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Corrosion in Water-Cooled Reactors: 
Phenomenology, Mechanisms, and Remedies

Metallic materials good behavior in pressurized water reac-
tors (PWRs) is one of the key factors to ensure a high safety
level while maintaining a competitive operating cost.The basic
requirement in safety is that structural materials integrity can
be ensured all along reactor lifetime by limiting alterations and
aging effects due to temperature, radiation, and chemical envi-
ronment. For safety is based upon the principle of a threefold
barrier surrounding nuclear fuel: the clad*, the primary
coolant system* wall, and the containment building*.
Reactor operation is also directly dependent upon materials
good behavior, which makes it possible to reach a maximum
energy availability factor, and reduce maintainance costs
related to in-service inspections and remedial action for any
damage repair.

Traditionally, corrosion phenomena are subdivided into two
groups: general corrosion*, and localized corrosion*.

In pressurized water reactors, general corrosion can be seen
on fuel element clads: studies are aimed at assessing the
behavior of the zirconium alloys used under increasingly strin-

gent operating conditions, and contributing to the development
of new, more corrosion-resistant alloys. Another important
case of general corrosion is that of materials used for reactor
coolant systems, such as nickel alloys: here, the industrial con-
cern is not really the material’s corrosion-induced damage, but
rather the release and transport of corrosion products, vectors
of radioactive contamination*. Computational codes used
for predicting such phenomena are steadily improved.

The main local corrosion phenomenon to be found in primary
and secondary environments is stress corrosion cracking*,
a critical industrial concern that not only affects fuel element
clads, but also nickel base alloys and stainless steels, and is
so likely to affect most of the nuclear island components (inter-
nals*, vessel heads, piping, steam generator…). Investigations
in this field are mainly aimed at developing models able to pre-
dict crack initiation and propagation in order to optimize the
frequency of monitoring and replacement actions. In all these
cases, studies carried out on mechanisms corroborate the
models used, and enable the relevant parameters involved to
be discriminated.
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13Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Uniform Corrosion

Uniform corrosion mechanisms
According to the International Standard ISO 8044, uniform
corrosion of metallic materials is defined as a “general corro-
sion proceeding at almost the same rate over the whole sur-
face” [1].

In an aqueous environment, such as water-cooled reactors,
metallic materials corrosion is of an electrochemical nature,
i.e. it takes the form of at least one anodic reaction, which is
metal oxidation:

(MX+, xe-) → (MX+) + x(e-) 
This anodic reaction has to be coupled with at least one reduc-
tion or cathodic reaction, as follows:

(Oxq+) + x(e-) → (Red(q-x)+)
This cathodic reaction corresponds with the reduction of dis-
solved oxygen (if any):

O2 + 2H2O + 4e- → 4OH-

or, in a deoxygenated environment, with the reduction of water
itself according to the following reaction:

H2O + e- →1/2 H2 + OH-

Aqueous corrosion is characterized by these basic electro-
chemical reactions that take place uniformously over the whole
surface considered. If corrosion products are soluble, uniform
corrosion is evidenced either by a decrease in metal thickness
over time (or by a mass loss per unit surface area per unit
time), or by the formation of a uniform layer of corrosion prod-
ucts, if the latter are not soluble. So, when considering corro-
sion mechanisms, two types of uniform corrosion can be dis-
tinguished traditionally: active corrosion and passive corrosion.

Active corrosion is characterized by a metal ion transfer from
the metal or alloy to the neighbouring aggressive environment,
with several steps possibly involved in this transfer. Thus, the
processes involved are always of two natures, charge transfer
processes and material transport processes. Now, modelling
the corrosion rate of a metal in an environment requires to
determine which of the processes involved in the corrosion
mechanism is the kinetically limiting step. A schematic repre-
sentation of active corrosion can be seen on Figure 1:

Passive corrosion is characterized by the occurrence of a thin,
adhering and protective layer formed at the surface of a metal
by reaction between the metal and the environment: this is the
passive (or passivation) film. So this corrosion mode induces
either the growth of a passive film at the metal / oxide interface,
or a metallic cation transfer through the film towards the
aggressive environment, or again the coupling of both phe-
nomena. Similarly to uniform corrosion in the active state, it
displays charge transfer and material transport processes.

The charge transfer process always appears at the passive
layer/aggressive environment interface, and allows the elec-
trons released during metal oxidation to move to the oxidizing
species responsible for corrosion in the aggressive environ-
ment. The electron is generated at the metallic material/pas-
sive film interface during oxidation. It reduces the oxidant either
at this internal interface, if the oxidant can diffuse through the
corrosion products layer, or at the outer interface between the
passive film and the aggressive environment after diffusing
through the oxide layer. Material transport processes describe
the motion of the metallic cations and reduced species
induced by the corrosion reaction, from the metallic
material/passive film interface to the aggressive environment
volume. They may involve several steps, such as metallic
cation and reduced species diffusion through the aggressive
environment, steps of sorption* / desorption of the same

Corrosion in Water-Cooled Reactors: Phenomenology, Mechanisms, and Remedies

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the uniform corrosion phenome-
non in the active state in an aqueous environment:
a) the initial metallic material / water interface,
b) and the recession of this interface after a given immersion time.
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14 Uniform Corrosion

species at the oxide layer surface, together with possible com-
plexing* phenomena, as well as diffusion of metallic or oxi-
dizing species through the passive film.

In addition to the phenomena hereabove mentioned, it is worth
noting the oxide layer growth processes.

The corrosion mechanism in the passive state is the sum of
these different processes. Assessing the corrosion rate
requires to know which of these processes is kinetically limit-
ing. A schematic representation of passive corrosion is shown
on Figure 2.

As material transport is faster in a liquid ionic conductor than
in a solid one, species diffusion through the passive film gen-
erally acts as a mechanism that limits corrosion in the passive
state.

Two cases are considered depending on the corrosive envi-
ronment temperature:

• Low-temperature passivation for which diffusion phenomena
within the passive film are slow; the films formed are thin, and
the effect of the electric potential gradient is prevailing.

• On the contrary, in the case of high-temperature passivation,
with diffusion being thermally activated, the films formed are
thicker, and the effect of the electric potential gradient is neg-
ligible; so, the driving force of species motion is the chemical
potential gradient.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the uniform corrosion phenome-
non in the passive state in an aqueous environment:
a) the initial metallic material / water interface,
b) and the passive layer formation after a given immersion time.
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Uniform corrosion phenomena in the nuclear steam supply
system may refer to either of these two types of mechanism.

Thus, corrosion of nickel base alloys, used for steam genera-
tor tube fabrication, results in thin oxide films of approximately
one hundred nanometers. Part of the oxidized metallic atoms
is released towards the corrosive environment owing to the
high solubility of the oxides or hydroxides formed. Species
migration is driven by the electric potential gradient. The cor-
rosion mechanism involved here is of the “low-temperature
passivation” type.

In contrast, passivation of zirconium alloys, constitutive of fuel
clads, does not lead to metallic species release (as zirconia
solubility is negligible), and generates relatively thick passive
layers (of several microns). In these layers, the corrosion
mechanism involved is rather of the “high-temperature passi-
vation” type.

Uniform corrosion of fuel clads
The cladding* material of the fuel rods used in the
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) is a zirconium alloy (Zr),
which is oxidized on contact with primary circuit water (155
bar, 300-330 °C). Owing to its effects upon clad mechanical
behavior, fuel rod* thermal behavior, and primary coolant sys-
tem contamination, Zr alloy corrosion is a factor that limits the
in-reactor residence time of fuel assemblies.Typically, the max-
imum allowable oxide thickness is approximately a hundred
micrometers.

The CEA’s studies dealing with fuel rod clad corrosion are
mainly conducted as part of the Zirconium Alloy Project, most
ofen within the framework of a partnership with EDF and Areva
NP. Their aim is to provide the relevant knowledge, data and
models relating to fuel rod clads that are required to meet the
nuclear industry’s improved competitiveness and safety needs
in the short and medium term.

Concretely, their main goals are the following:

• The global analysis of the PWR feedback (quanfying and
understanding in-reactor alloy performances);

• The assessment of Zr-alloy robustness with respect to an
evolution of PWR operating conditions (environmental impact
on corrosion kinetics);

• A contribution to the development and qualification of higher-
performance, new cladding materials (metallurgical impact
on corrosion kinetics);

• Knowledge capitalization and corrosion kinetics modelling.
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1. The test loops CORAIL and REGGAE allow
to reproduce all the operating conditions of
reactors, excluding irradiation, on the labora-
tory scale. Particularly, it is possible to control
heat flow by inserting electrically heated ele-
ments into the clads.
2. The two main Zr alloys investigated by the
CEA in relation to corrosion are Zircaloy-4 
(Zr - 1.2-1.7 % Sn - 0.18-0.24 % Fe - 0.07-0.13 % Cr), and Alloy M5TM (Zr
– 1 % Nb). The latter, developed by Framatome, is to replace current
Zircaloy-4, as its performance is increased comparing with Zircaloy-4,
especially in terms of corrosion resistance.

15Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

These investigations are based upon:

• Acquiring data on the corrosion of
clads arising from reactors (observa-
tions carried out in DEN’s hot labora-
tories);

• Performing corrosion tests in auto-
claves and in the test loops* CORAIL
and REGGAE1 (parametric studies,
hypothesis tests);

• Characterizing oxide layer microstruc-
ture (mostly through optical and elec-
tron microscopies, SIMS, DRX, and
Raman spectroscopy);

• Developing and using corrosion codes.

Oxidation kinetics of zirconium alloys

Zr alloy2 oxidation kinetics exhibit a succession of cycles (with
a decreasing oxidation rate) and transitions in the kinetic curve
(which bring the cycles to an end) (Fig. 3).

The major difference between alloys with distinct oxidation
rates lies in the thickness of the oxide which has grown
between two transitions in the kinetic curve (the so-called tran-
sition thickness). The lower the average oxidation rate, the
higher the transition thickness. For example, alloy M5TM,
which displays a higher resistance to corrosion, shows the
highest transition thickness (~ 3.1 µm for M5TM as against
~1.7 µm for Zircaloy-4, under the conditions of the test detailed
on Figure 3).

This cyclic feature observed for oxidation kinetics is also evi-
denced in the oxide microstructure. For the SEM observation
of the oxide films formed in an autoclave, a loop, or a reactor,
reveals a stratified state in the oxide films (resulting from the
oxide’s periodic cracking) (Fig. 4a). Stratum thickness is then
consistent with the transition thickness
deduced from oxidation kinetics.
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Fig. 3. Zircaloy-4 and M5TM oxidation kinetics determined through
oxidation tests that were performed in an autoclave at 360 °C, with
10 ppm Li and 650 ppm B in water. The kinetics appear as cyclic.
M5TM oxidation rate, the slowest on the average, displays the high-
est transition thickness.

Fig. 4. An oxide film formed on the M5TM in an autoclave (360 °C,
10 ppm Li, 650 ppm B):
a) SEM image showing oxide stratification, 
b) TEM image showing columnar zirconia crystallites with strong
cohesion between them.
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These observations (cyclic kinetics, oxide periodic stratifica-
tion, stratum thickness comparable to the transition thickness)
have led to propose a cyclic oxidation scenario consisting of
the following successive steps:

Oxidation cycle: during the cycle, a protective oxide layer is
formed at the metal-oxide interface, and limits oxidizing
species diffusion, the latter controlling the oxidation rate. As its
thickness increases during the cycle, the oxidation rate
decreases. At this stage, the oxide layer features high com-
pressive stresses (resulting from zirconia volume expansion)
[2]. It then consists of mostly columnar crystallites of quadratic
and monoclinic zirconia (Fig. 4b).

The transition in the kinetic curve is correlated with a loss
of the oxide protective character, as well as a decrease in
stress, a lower proportion of quadratic zirconia, and oxide
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cracking [2, 3]. Given these facts, the scenario currently inves-
tigated to account for this oxide layer destabilization during the
transition, is a mechanical type scenario. It is based upon an
increase of stresses within the oxide, and / or a buildup of
mechanical energy due to zirconia growth. A physico-chemi-
cal type hypothesis has also been considered, that implies the
conversion of quadratic zirconia at the benefit of monoclinic
zirconia.

New cycle: as the transition in the kinetic curve is correlated
with a loss in the oxide protective character, the oxidizing
species can then access nearly directly to the metal-oxide
interface: a new oxidation cycle can start then.

Influence of metallurgical factors

Among the various metallurgical factors that affect oxidation
kinetics in Zr4-type zirconium alloys, the precipitates Zr(Fe,
Cr)2 and tin play a key role in the uniform corrosion of Zr alloys
(this role may be beneficial to the precipitates, and prejudicial
to tin under standard PWR oxidation conditions).

Their incorporation into the oxide layer was investigated
through transmission electron microscopy and Mössbauer
spectroscopy. It was thus emphasized that the precipitates
Zr(Fe, Cr)2 underwent delayed oxidation in the oxide layer, the
latter being accompanied with Fe progressive passing back
into solution in zirconia (Fig. 5a). As for tin in zirconia, it exhibits

various chemical forms, such as Sn0, Sn2+, Sn4+, mostly under
the form of nanoparticles of β-Sn, SnO2 and Sn(OH)2 (Fig. 5b)
[4].

These findings have made it possible to put forward several
hypotheses to explain the role of these elements: modified
electrical and mechanical properties of zirconia, modified
oxide crystallites (size, crystallographic nature), or even anodic
protection of the matrix (shift of the corrosion potential from
the matrix to the passivity area).

Following tests performed in an autoclave for coupling pure Zr
samples and an alloy mimicking the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2,
the third hypothesis was favored to account for the beneficial
impact of the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2 on the corrosion of Zr4-
type zirconium alloys. For the high oxidation rate characteriz-
ing pure Zr significantly decreases after Zr coupling with an
alloy that mimicks the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2 (Fig. 6).

Uniform Corrosion
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Fig. 5. Precipitates of Zr(Fe, Cr)2 (a) and tin (b) in an oxide layer which has been formed on a Zircaloy-4 type alloy in an autoclave (the scans
have been respectively achieved through TEM* and Mössbauer spectroscopy in transmission mode at 77 K).
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17Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Influence of the chemical environment

Increasing nuclear power plant competitiveness requires the
following items:

• Extending operating cycles from 12 to 18 months, which
implies increasing boron and lithium contents in primary
water (for reasons related respectively to neutronics and pri-
mary coolant system contamination);

• Increasing the coolant temperature as well as heat flows (so
as to improve energy yield in reactors), which may possibly
entail nucleate boiling on clad surface in the hotter channels;

In these evolutions under consideration fuel faces more strin-
gent conditions with respect to corrosion. So, in order to
assess Zr alloy robustness in such new conditions, oxidation
tests have been performed in autoclaves and loops under ther-
mal-hydraulic and chemical conditions selected as envelope
conditions of those currently imposed on PWRs.

Impact of water chemistry

As shown in autoclave tests, Zr alloy oxidation kinetics
depends upon the solution composition (that is, whether boron
is present or not), the lithium content, the thermal-hydraulic
conditions and the oxidation time (Fig. 7).

Under chemical conditions very close
to those observed in PWRs (boron
presence, Li ≤ 10 ppm), any slight rise
of the Li content beyond the current
value of 2.2 ppm, typically up to 10 ppm,
does not display a significant effect on
corrosion.

In contrast, under chemical conditions
very far from those encountered in
PWRs (Li = 70 ppm, B = 0 – i.e. under
very basic conditions), a strongly accel-
erated corrosion phase can rapidly take
place.
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Fig. 6. Oxidation tests performed in an autoclave (360 °C, with a
PWR-type chemical composition of water) on Zr specimens alone or
coupled with an alloy simulating the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2. In the
absence of coupling, the oxidation rate of pure Zr is high. In the
opposite case, if pure Zr is coupled with the alloy representative of
the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2, its oxidation rate significantly decreases.

Fig. 7: Impact of water chemistry on the Zircaloy-4 oxidation kinetics
(tests performed in an autoclave at 360 °C). High increase in the oxi-
dation kinetics can be observed only in the case of the highest
chemical stresses (Li = 70 ppm, B = 0).
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As evidenced by the (TEM*, SIMS, Raman, impedance spec-
troscopy) observations associated with these tests, the
increase of corrosion rates is due to progressive degradation
in the protective film which controls oxidation kinetics [2, 5].
Concretely, the oxide film is dense prior to the oxidation kinet-
ics acceleration. It consists of mainly columnar quadratic and
monoclinic zirconia crystallites (Fig. 8a). During oxidation kinet-
ics acceleration, the thickness of the protective film slightly
decreases until it nearly vanishes (Fig. 8b).The oxide layer that
is formed at the metal-oxide interface, exhibits a strong inter-
granular porosity. It then consists of thin, mainly monoclinic
equiaxed zirconia crystallites (Fig. 8c).
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18 Uniform Corrosion

Boron effect on oxidation kinetics counterbalances the harm-
ful effect of high lithium contents. For example, with 70 lihium
ppm the oxidation kinetics obtained in presence of boron is not
strongly accelerated, contrasting with that obtained without
boron (Fig. 7).

Temperature impact

Temperature rise in the water of the primary coolant system
strongly accelerates oxidation kinetics (Fig. 9). The activation
energy of the oxidation reaction is then close to 137 kJ/Mol:
the oxidation rate is nearly twofold as a result of a tempera-
ture rise of 20 °C.

Influence of the heat flow

Oxidation kinetics depends upon the temperature of the metal-
oxide interface Ti. In presence of a heat flow, Ti is equal to the
wall temperature (water-zirconium oxide temperature), with the
addition of the temperature increment resulting from the
growth of the zirconia layer, the latter acting as a thermal bar-
rier (Fig. 10).

So, as the oxide thickness increases, the heat flow acceler-
ates the oxidation kinetics by increasing the temperature of
the metal / oxide interface. In PWRs, due to high heat flows
(50-60 W/cm2, or even beyond occasionally), the temperature
rise through the oxide layer is high. For example, taking the
case of a heat flow of 55 W/cm2 and for a thermal conductiv-
ity of the oxide layer equal to 0.022 W.cm-1.K-1 (case of
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the microstructure in the oxide layer formed on Zircaloy-4 after autoclave oxidation with 70 ppm Li, and without boron 
(360 °C). Prior to corrosion acceleration, zirconia crystallites are columnar (a), and the protective oxide layer is thick (b). During acceleration, 
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REGGAE test conditions, occurring
heat flow was related to the presence
of nucleate boiling on the clad wall.
Therefore, it is uncertain whether the
observed acceleration is strictly due to
the heat flow: boiling may possibly con-
tribute to such an acceleration.
Investigations are being carried out in
the CORAIL loop in order to discrimi-
nate the respective effects of flow and
boiling upon corrosion.

Boiling effect

Occurring boiling on the clad wall
results in a local alteration of water
chemistry. As a matter of fact, in a two-
phase system (that is, during boiling)
subjected to a heat flow, the liquid

phase can be enriched in lithium (a low-volatility species) at
the liquid/vapor interface, as is shown on Figure 12.

Under thermal-hydraulic conditions very close to those
encountered in PWRs, i.e. with a relative bubble volume in the
coolant (the void fraction) lower than 5%, the enrichment fac-
tor is close to 3. This entails alterations in water chemistry on
the clad wall. However, in water with a typical PWR chemical
composition, this change is not sufficient to strongly acceler-

19Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Zircaloy-4), the interface temperature rises by 1 °C when the
oxide layer grows by 4 µm.

The heat flow impact is not limited to the temperature incre-
ment related to the zirconium oxide growth. It also alters the
clad surface temperature (wall temperature) through the fluid-
wall exchange coefficient (φ = h.(Tp – Tfluid), where h is the
heat transfer coefficient). Yet it is worth noting that when the
wall reaches the saturation temperature (344.5 °C under PWR
pressure conditions, at 155 bars), a heat flow increase only
results in a very slight temperature rise, but may lead to a wall
boiling phenomenon. Heat flow impact on oxidation kinetics,
including the increase in wall and metal/oxide interface tem-
peratures, is shown on Figure 11.

Apart from this strictly thermal effect, heat flow induces in 
the oxide layer a temperature gradient which may be high
(5000 K/cm at 100 W/cm2), and may have an impact on cor-
rosion. Through the Soret effect, it constitutes an additional
transport force liable to accelerate diffusion and, so, oxidation
kinetics (assuming that diffusion is the limiting step in the oxi-
dation process).

This additional effect of heat flow can be assessed through
comparing the oxide thicknesses obtained in test loops*, with
or without heat flow, at the same interface temperature. The
oxidation test performed in the loop REGGAE in presence of
a 100-110 W/cm2 heat flow (with lithium concentrations of 3.5-
10 ppm and boron concentrations of 650-1000 ppm in the pri-
mary water) revealed that Zircaloy-4 oxidation rate was
increased from +15 to +30% under heat flow. Now, under the
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Fig. 11. Heat flow impact on Zircaloy-4 oxidation kinetics. Results
issued from calculations carried out with the CEA’s corrosion code
CORCY for different heat flow values (oxide heat conductivity is
equal to 0.022 W/cm.K).

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of enrichment (“sequestration”) 
in low-volatility species (e.g. Li) on the clad wall, a phenomenon that
follows boiling.
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ate the oxidation kinetics of zirconium alloys (with boron 
still present and a lithium content on the wall still lower than
10 ppm), as is illustrated on Figure 13 (void fraction < 25%).

In contrast, in the case of a very high void fraction (> 25-30%),
not found in current PWRs, the conditions on the wall are very
different from those existing for lower void fractions (vapor on
the wall, an enrichment factor far higher than 3, a possible pre-
cipitation on the clad surface of corrosion products arising from
the primary coolant system…). As observed in loops, the effect
of such conditions is a very sharp acceleration of oxidation
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20 Uniform Corrosion

kinetics, even in the case of water with a PWR type chemical
composition (Fig. 13, 25% < void fraction < 35%).

Inpile alloy behavior (irradiation effect)

As shown on this figure, for higher burnups, the thickness of
the oxide films formed on Zircaloy-4 is far higher than that
measured on M5TM. As a matter of fact, for a burnup higher
than 55 GWd/tU, it may reach 100 µm for Zircaloy-4 while it
does not exceed 25 µm for M5TM.

An analysis of the PWR oxidation kinetics, comparing it with
the data collected in an autoclave (out of pile),  shows that the
reactor environment, especially irradiation, strongly acceler-
ates Zr alloy oxidation kinetics.

In the case of Zircaloy-4, the corrosion acceleration factor KREP,
defined as the ratio between the inpile and out-of-pile oxidation
rates (at the same temperature) is close to 2 during the first
two cycles of irradiation (Fig. 15). Beyond this step, the accel-
eration factor increases, and may reach values neighbouring
5 after 5 or 6 irradiation cycles. For example, concerning
Zircaloy-4, the prejudicial effect of the PWR environment on
oxidation kinetics is strongly enhanced after 2 to 3 irradiation
cycles, which means an additional phase of accelerated cor-
rosion is initiated, to be seen on Figure 14. This accelerated
corrosion limits the Zircaloy-4 performance in PWRs with high
burnups, whereas Alloy M5TM is not affected by this drawback.

Analyzing the microstructure of irradiated materials made it
possible to put forward several hypotheses to interprete
increased corrosion rates observed in reactors, as well as the
dissolution under irradiation of the precipitates Zr(Fe, Cr)2 ini-
tially present in Zircaloy-4, hydride buildup at the metal-oxide
interface, or again the modified Sn distribution [6].

These different hypotheses were tested with separate-effect
oxidation tests performed in laboratory (oxidation of prehy-
drided specimens, re-oxidation in a shielded autoclave of
specimens irradiated in PWRs with different precipitate disso-
lution levels…).

Obviously, precipitate dissolution under irradiation and, mostly,
the high amount of occurring hydrides accelerate Zircaloy-4
oxidation kinetics. However, the major metallurgical parame-
ter which affects the initiation of corrosion acceleration, is tin.
Concretely, the lower the tin content, the further the acceler-
ated corrosion phase is delayed (Fig. 14, difference in behav-
ior of Zircaloy 4 and Alloy 2).
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Fig. 13. Axial profile of oxide thicknesses measured along different
Zircaloy-4 clads (RXA – recrystallized, SRA – stress-relieved, 
β− quenched, low-tin alloyed), cyclically oxidized in a chemical
environment simulating that to be found in PWRs (Li = 2.2 ppm, 
B = 1000 ppm). Overoxidation could be pinpointed (only) for void
fractions higher than 25%.

Fig. 14. Onsite and hot-laboratory eddy-current measurements of
oxide thicknesses on fuel rod clads of Zircaloy-4 (1.3 % Sn), M5TM

(Alloy 5) and Alloy 2 (0.5 % Sn) arising from pressurized water 
reactors. (Data from Areva-NP and CEA).

Fig. 15. Corrosion acceleration factors in a PWR as compared 
with the autoclave (KREP) calculated for Zircaloy-4 with the CORCY
Corrosion Code. The high increase in this factor beyond 2 cycles
emphasizes the occurrence of a further corrosion acceleration 
at high burnups.
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21Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Uniform corrosion simulation

Corrosion kinetics can be calculated using the two codes
COCHISE and CORCY developed at the CEA. In these two
corrosion codes, the oxide growth, which is a thermally-acti-
vated phenomenon, is described with semi-empirical
Arrhenius-type laws.

COCHISE is the first corrosion code developed for zirconium
alloys [7]. In this code, overall oxidation kinetics is shown as a
succession of two kinetic laws: pseudo-parabolic pre-transient
kinetics, assumed to represent the initial growth phase of the
oxide layer, and post-transient kinetics, which stands for fur-
ther evolution, assuming its thickness to grow linearly with
time.The whole set allows the evolutions observed to be mod-
elled as on Figure 16.

These two oxidation kinetics are expressed in the code by the
following semi-empirical relationships:

• Pre-transient phase:
dSn / dt  =  KPre exp( -QPre / Ti )

• Post-transient phase:
dS / dt  =  KPost exp( -QPost / Ti )

where:
- S is the zirconia thickness formed,
- t is time,
- n is the order of the cycle kinetics, determined empirically,
- KPre is the kinetic constant in a pre-transient phase, empiri-

cally determined,
- QPre is the activation energy in a pre-transient phase, empir-

ically determined,
- KPost is the kinetic constant in a post-transient phase, empir-

ically determined,
- QPost is the activation energy in a post-transient phase,

empirically determined,
- Ti is the temperature at the metal-oxide interface.

Semi-empirical correlations have been established from the
numerous experimental results issued from the inpile opera-
tion feedback and the autoclave and loop tests.They express
the oxidation constants (activation energies, kinetic constants,
transition thickness) as a function of the main parameters act-
ing upon corrosion (temperature, heat flow, water chemistry,
irradiation, material nature, hydride precipitation).

The COCHISE code is a qualified industrial code, which is
integrated in the METEOR (CEA) and CYRANO (EDF) com-
puter codes for modelling PWR fuel rod thermomechanical
behavior.

CORCY is a new modelling approach initiated by the CEA and
EDF, the aim of which is to provide a more phenomenological,
“physical” code.

As the oxidation process exhibits a cyclic component (see the
paragraph dealing with oxidation kinetics), the CORCY
approach (CORCY standing for CORrosion CYclique, cyclic
corrosion) is based upon an oxidation scenario where oxida-
tion kinetics is cyclic, and transitions are governed by the peri-
odic failure of the oxide layer. Being closer to real kinetics, it
thus differs from COCHISE, which assumed the post-transient
phase to be described through a linear kinetics beyond the first
pre-transient cycle.

Besides, this modelling approach is characterized by modu-
larity, as it separately assesses the effects of the different
parameters that influence corrosion in PWRs (irradiation, heat
flow, clad hydrogen uptake…).

Oxidation kinetics are expressed in the code by a periodic rep-
etition of the following phenomena (Fig. 16):

• Oxide growth by diffusion described by an empirical law of
the Arrhenius-type:

dSn / dt  =  KCYCLE exp( -QCYCLE / Ti )

where:
- n is the order of the cyclic kinetics, empirically determined,
- KCYCLE is the kinetic constant of the cycle, empirically deter-

mined,
- QCYCLE is the activation energy of the cycle, empirically

determined,
- Ti is the temperature at the metal-oxide interface,

• Kinetic transition characterized by a rupture oxide thickness
(er) empirically determined.

The “material” effect is then taken into account determining a
given set of parameters for the cycle (n, Qcycle, Kcycle, rupture
thickness), referring to the oxidation tests performed in the
CEA’s autoclaves.

The PWR environment effects are represented by a given in-
reactor corrosion acceleration factor, comparing the in-PWR
and in-autoclave oxidation rates for a same temperature. The
first CORCHY Version V1 has been available since late 2005.
Its validity range is larger than that of COCHISE since it
includes, in particular, the monitoring program results collected
in hot laboratories on M5TM clads irradiated during 6 and 7
cycles (~ 80 GWd/tU) and on Zircaloy-4 clads with a MOX fuel.
An example of calculation obtained with the codes COCHISE
and CORCY is shown on Figure 17.
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The following step in the CORCY development process con-
sisted in expressing the in-reactor corrosion acceleration fac-
tor as a combination of the effects of temperature, heat flow,
neutron flux, and hydride precipitation in the clad. The effects
of each of these parameters on corrosion were assessed
through separate-effect tests carried out in laboratory, espe-
cially in CEA’s corrosion loops and autoclaves (in order to
quantify the effects of heat flow, temperature and hydride pre-
cipitation), and in experimental reactors, the CEA’s OSIRIS
reactor and the Halden reactor in Norvegia (in order to quan-
tify the neutron flux effect).

These effects thereby determined separately were coupled in
CORCY Version 2 [8].Without any interpolation with the PWR
data, CORCY V2 allows the whole of the corrosion data issued
from PWR irradiated rod hot-cell characterization (Fig. 18) to
be reproduced quite satisfactorily. The CORCY V2 Code is
also an industrial code integrated in the ALCYONE (CEA) and
CYRANO (EDF) Computer Codes for modelling fuel rod
thermo-mechanical behavior.

CORCY Version 2 stands as an intermediate step paving the
way for future versions likely to make CORCY more mechanis-
tic and, so, more predictive, with the help of basic studies
especially aimed at understanding the origin of oxide film fail-
ure, and identifying the oxidation process limiting steps.

22 Uniform Corrosion

tR

eR

d(S) n / d t = KCYCLE exp(- Q / RTi)d(S) n / d t = KCYCLE exp(- Q / RTi)

d(S) / d t = KPOST exp(- Q / RTi)d(S) / d t = KPOST exp(- Q / RTi)

TC = KCYCLE exp(- Q / RTi) / eR
n-1

TC = KPOST exp(- Q / RTi)

TC = KCYCLE exp(- Q / RTi) / eR
n-1

TC = KPOST exp(- Q / RTi)

Fig. 16. Comparison of thickness evolutions according to the model
used: the cyclic model, in the CORCY Code, or the linear model, in
the COCHISE Code.

Fig. 17. Comparison of the hot-laboratory eddy-currents measure-
ments of oxide thicknesses with the simulations performed with 
the CORCY V1 and COCHISE V3 Codes: (a) Zircaloy-4 clad rod
exposed to 6 irradiation cycles in the Cruas-2 reactor, (b) M5TM-clad
rod exposed to 6 irradiation cycles in the Gravelines-5 reactor.
The difference in oxide thickness between the two alloys is obvious.
In both cases, the oxidized thickness is higher in the upper than 
in the lower part of the rod, for, similarly, water temperature is higher
at the top than at the bottom.

Fig. 18. Comparison of the model CORCY V2 with the thicknesses
measured for Alloy M5TM on a rod exposed to 6 in-pile irradiation
cycles.
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In situ measurements of general
corrosion rate through
electrochemical techniques

The out-of-pile monitoring of corrosion in zirconium alloys
under PWR-representative conditions is generally achieved
through discontinuous techniques such as mass-gain meas-
urement, or oxide film thickness measurement through
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images. For tempera-
ture and pressure conditions in pressurized water reactors
(320 °C and 155 bars) make it impossible to perform in situ
monitoring of oxidation in these alloys through thermo-
gravimetry* under PWR-representative conditions, though
this technique is still used to investigate such phenomena at
low pressures.Therefore, in order to follow up in situ the elec-
trochemical properties of the oxide layers formed on the clad
surface using impedance spectroscopy, instrumented auto-
claves have been made for a few years in many research
organisms and, especially, at the CEA. It must be kept in mind,
however, that this technique describes the electrochemical
system in its whole through a complex impedance, indeed.
The difficulty for interpreting the resulting spectra mainly lies in
assigning a given feature observed on spectra to a specific
physico-chemical process which takes place within the reac-
tional system under investigation.Yet, despite these operating
difficulties, it is still possible to know how the thickness of the
oxide film formed on these alloys evolves as a function of time,
with a measurement uncertainty of about 20% [9].

In a liquid environment, the corrosion of an alloy at rest poten-
tial (that is, the potential taken by a metal when put in a given
solution) occurs under null current conditions, with the anodic
current (oxidation current) being then equal to the opposite of

Fig. 19. Variations between the oxide thickness experimentally deter-
mined through impedance spectroscopy (IS) for the unpolarized
specimen (full blue triangles) and the thickness measured basing
upon SEM images (square dots). Comparison with the kinetic curve
calculated under these conditions from the CEA’s CORCY Code and
that proposed by A. Frichet et al. (black continuous curve and orange
dots [10]).
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cathodic current (reduction current). Consequently, the current
(and so the corrosion rate at free potential) cannot be directly
accessed through experiment. Observing a measurable cur-
rent requires to polarize the specimen in such a way as to
reduce and, even, annihilate the reduction current, thereby
accessing to the anodic current under such polarization con-
ditions. However, the latter is not equivalent to that obtained at
rest potential.

This general approach has been undertaken on alloy Zircaloy-
4. Figure 19 shows the evolution in the thickness of the oxide
film formed on Zircaloy-4 at rest potential, as determined from
impedance spectra (SI), comparing it with the findings
obtained under the same conditions with the CORCY code.
The results based on this method are globally in accordance
with computer code calculations and, generally speaking, with
data from literature.

As regards Figure 20, it displays variations of the anodic cur-
rent on a specimen polarized at 270 mV above the free corro-
sion potential.This curve shows the relatively low influence of
the potential on Zircaloy-4 oxidation rate under PWR primary
conditions. In addition, it enables the kinetic transition to be
observed in situ and in real time, a first-time observation at the
CEA. These results validate the approach adopted, and pave
the way for new outlooks for understanding corrosion mecha-
nisms in zirconium-based alloys.

Fig. 20. Evolution of the anodic current for a zirconium alloy polarized
at +270 mV, and comparison with the current curve deduced from
the corrosion kinetics modelled with the CORCY Code: the transition
in the kinetic curve (peak at 6 106 s) is made evident in situ and in
real-time.
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Uniform corrosion of nickel alloys:
characterization of the passive
layer and growth mechanisms

Passivable alloys, such as stainless steels and nickel alloys,
are widely used in the PWR primary coolant system owing to
their high uniform corrosion resistance.This behavior is related
to the formation of an oxide layer, the so-called passive film,
which consists in a continuous, protective film. Under PWR-
type primary conditions, the phenomenon depends on both
the alloy’s nature and metallurgy and the environmental
physico-chemistry. This dependence has an impact on both
corrosion kinetics, with respect to oxidation and release, and
the oxide film nature (composition and morphology).

The relevant parameters often fall into three main categories:

• The first deals with the characteristics of the materials under
investigation: alloy* composition, surface roughness, surface
grain size, cold working rate;

• The second deals with the environment’s chemical character-
istics: pH, H2 partial pressure, dissolved O2 content, metal-
lic cation content, boron content, lithium content;

• The third is related to the environment’s thermal-hydraulic
features: chiefly, temperature and flow rate.

Fig. 21. TEM, high-resolution TEM and local-scattering observations
of the oxide layer formed on an Alloy 690 corroded for 858 hours in a
PWR primary environment (325 °C, 1000 ppm boron as H3BO3 with

Improved understanding of corrosion processes requires, on
the one hand, better knowledge of the structure of the oxide
film formed in the primary environment, and, on the other
hand, better comprehension of the mechanisms involved in
layer growth.

Oxide films can be characterized through analyses which
allow films from a few nanometers to a few dozen nanometers
to be investigated. This purpose led to implementing a whole
set of analyzing methods, such as Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), X Photoelectron Spectrometry (XPS),
PhotoElectroChemistry (PEC), and MicroPhotoElectroChem-
istry (MPEC).

As displayed on Figure 21, on a TEM observation of an oxide
film formed on an Alloy 690 under PWR primary conditions,
the oxide layer includes two sublayers. The internal layer is a
continuous layer which primarily consists of chromium-rich
spinel (mixed chromite Ni(1-x)FexCr2O4). Moreover, chromine
(Cr2O3) nodules also occur at the alloy-spinel interface.
According to the results obtained through microphotoelectro-
chemistry, these nodules are uniformously distributed within
the oxide layer. In addition, TEM examinations achieved on
specimens displaying surface defects evidence a higher
amount of nodules.This proves that nucleation in this phase is
to be related to the occurring surface defects [11].

Precipitated layer

Protective layer

Cr2O3

NixFe1-xCr2O4

Cr2O3

Cr2O3

NixFe1-xCr2O4

2 ppm lithium as LiOH, i.e. a pH of 7.2 at 325 °C, and a dissolved
hydrogen concentration of about 1.7×10-3 mol.L-1). Observations
carried out par Mr SENNOUR (ENSMP).
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The discontinuous outer layer consists of precipitates which
contain big crystallites of iron-rich spinel (Ni(1-z)Fe(2+z)O4) on
the one hand, and hydroxides (particularly, Ni(OH)2) on the
other hand. As shown by surface SEM observations, the quan-
tity of precipitated spinel depends from both the alloy surface
defects (playing the role of preferential nucleation sites for
emerging precipitates), and the crystalline orientation of the
metallic substrate grains. It is worth noting that, contrary to the
internal layer, this layer does not look like a “barrier” against
corrosion [12].

Last but not least, the alloy underlying the oxide layer may dis-
play a chromium-depleted area.

Thus, the passive film of nickel alloys corroded in a primary
environment coincides with the chromium-rich internal layer.
In order to improve knowledge of the layer growth, marker and
tracer experiments have been implemented.

As a first step, gold markers have been deposited on the sur-
face of Alloy-690 specimens. Then, the latter have been cor-
roded in a PWR primary environment. Finally, the marker has
been pinpointed in the oxide layer using RBS* spectroscopy
(RBS standing for Rutherford Back Scattering). These exper-
iments make it possible to determine whether the oxide lattice
is built at the internal interface (internal / anionic growth), or at
the outer interface (external / cationic growth).

The energy of the 4He+ particles backscattered by gold, which
has been measured through RBS and is represented on
Figure 22, makes evident an anionic mechanism of oxidation:
the maximum of the gold peak does not change, which implies
that gold remains located at the ultimate outer surface, i.e. an
internal growth mechanism. Referring to this result related to

Fig. 22. Evolution of the energy of 4He+ particles backscattered 
by gold atoms, measured by Rutherford backscattering depending
on the corrosion time.
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the internal layer’s anionic growth, as well as to the photoelec-
trochemical investigations that revealed an n-type semicon-
duction for the internal layer oxides, it could be concluded that
the defect diffusing through the layer was a substitutional
defect in the anionic sublattice.Thus, it might be either an oxy-
gen vacancy, or a hydroxyl group substituting for oxygen.

Experiments of corrosion sequences were also performed with
an isotopic tracer 18O. First, specimens were corroded in a
“conventional” PWR aqueous environment H2

16O, then in a pri-
mary coolant environment enriched with H2

18O (mixture 20%
H2

18O – 80% H2
16O). The oxide layer so formed during these

two corrosion sequences was then analyzed through
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).The 18O buildup at
the alloy-oxide interface (Fig. 23) shows that the oxide layer
growth primarily takes place at the metal/oxide interface. This
growth mostly originates in an anionic mechanism through
short-circuit diffusion paths (grain boundaries).

As a conclusion, the growth mechanism of the spinel continu-
ous layer results from an anionic diffusion at the oxide grain
boundaries [13].These experiments enabled a boundary grain
diffusion coefficient of an approximate 1.10-17 cm2.s-1 to be
determined using the WHIPPLE and LE CLAIRE method.

Such results related to the characterization of oxide nanomet-
ric layers and their growth mechanisms provide essential data
likely to be used for mechanistic modelling of nickel alloy cor-
rosion processes. They pave the way for describing a reac-
tional mechanism for passive layer formation, as schematized
on Figure 24, expressing the considered mechanisms as
equations, and thus modelling the passive behavior of nickel
alloys in PWR environment.

Fig. 23. Reconstructed SIMS Profiles of 16O, 18O and total oxygen
measured on an Alloy 690 corroded for 406 hours in H2

16O, and for
144 hours in a H2

16O-H2
18O mixture.
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Fig. 25. The main mass transfer mechanisms which affect 
the various environments in a reference volume.

Fig. 24. Reactional schematic of nickel base alloy oxidation in a PWR
primary environment.
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Simulated PWR primary circuit water

The PACTOLE code, an integrating
tool
General corrosion in the primary coolant system of
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) can be minimized
through a suitable selection of materials constituting the vari-
ous components, and using boric acid / lithine and dissolved
hydrogen coordinated chemistry, which ensures operation in
a basic and reducing environment during normal operation
and hot shutdowns. General corrosion is low, and does not
jeopardize the integrity of the various components in the pri-
mary coolant system. Yet, it results in releasing metallic ions
into primary circuit water, though in low concentrations (of the
order of the µg.kg-1). These ions are carried through primary
water (it is worth recording that primary circuit water accounts
for a volume of 200-300 m3 depending on reactors, and flows
throughout the whole circuit in 20 seconds).The ions may pre-
cipitate in this water, thereby forming particles, or on the wall
surface, where they form a solid deposit. The latter may itself
be worn away as particles, which are likely to cling to other
walls later on. These main mechanisms are illustrated on
Figure 25.

Particles
• Precipitation
• Deposition

Deposit
• Erosion
• Dissolution / precipitation

External oxide
formation and incorporation

Ions in the fluid
Release

Metal
Corrosion

Internal oxide
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In the reactor core some chemical elements such as nickel
may turn into radioisotopes under neutron flux, which can give
birth to a fission-products radioactive contamination likely to
deposit throughout the coolant circuit later on, hence the
phrase contamination transfer. These different steps are
schematized on Figure 26. Reducing this contamination
stands as a key challenge for NPP operators and builders, as
it is the main source (85%) of the dose received by staff dur-
ing loading and unloading operations [14]. More than 80% of
operational dosimetry is due to two cobalt isotopes, Co 58 and
Co 60, which respectively arise from activation of nickel and
cobalt (two elements resulting from corrosion of the various
primary circuit components):

58Ni + n → 58Co + p (58Co, half-life = 71 days)
59Co+ n → 60Co + γ (60Co, half-life = 5.3 years)

Fig. 26. Principle of contamination transfer by corrosion products
activated in the PWR primary coolant circuit.

1. Uniform corrosion and release 
to primary coolant (Ni, Fe, Co, Cr…)

2. Corrosion
products
transfer and
activation in
the core

3. Activated corrosion
products transfer and 58Co,
60Co… contamination

However, it is already 30 years since the CEA undertook to
develop an R&D aimed at investigating the impact of PWR
design and operational parameters on contamination transfer.
This effort encompasses several topics:

• Acquisition of solubility data with the SOZIE Facility, and
development of thermodynamic databases in relation to
aqueous-phase ionic species at high temperatures,

• New modelling of chemical speciation in aqueous phase tak-
ing into account the various occurring solid phases,

• Experiments on test loops (e.g. CORELE or CIRENE) under
PWR representative conditions,

• Reactor contamination measurements with the EMECC
process (EMECC standing for Ensemble de Mesures et 
d’Études de la Contamination des Circuits: circuit contami-
nation measuring and investigating system),

• Modelling and numerical simulation.

As a matter of fact, the PACTOLE Code has been developed
since the seventies (PACTOLE standing for Prédiction du com-
portement et de l’ACTivation des produits de corrosion dans
le circuit primaire des réacteurs à eau (O) légère: Prediction of
corrosion products behavior and activation in LWRs primary
coolant system). This code is aimed at determining surface
activity deposited on the various surfaces, and water volume
activity in the primary coolant system. It is worth noting that,
regarding many physical mechanisms, modelling has not only
benefited from past knowledge already published in literature
(dealing with corrosion, hydro-dynamics, particle transport
[mass transfer], activation…), but also from the experiments
performed, particularly, in France (CEA, EDF…) and the
United States (Westinghouse) as part of the quadripartite
agreement (CEA, EDF, FRA, Westinghouse), and from the
expertise gained from a large number of in-pile measurement
cycles.

Since then the PACTOLE Code has been used by the CEA
and its industrial partners for NPP design and operation aid.
Nowadays, not only is the PACTOLE Code considered as a
numerical simulation tool with a predictive approach, but also
as a tool which is to federate all data useful for advances in
controlling activated corrosion products contamination. In order
to reach this goal, the PACTOLE Code has become an object-
oriented code (since Version V3.0) using C++ as a program-
ming language to allow physics related to specific mechanisms
to be easily updated as soon as new advances in knowledge
have been achieved in a given topic.The primary coolant sys-
tem is modelled as reference volumes, and mass balance
unstationary equations are solved for each isotope i in an envi-
ronment j for a given reference volume:

Steam 
generator

Primary pump
CVCS

Vessel

Assessing long-lived radionuclides (59Ni, 63Ni, 94Nb …) is also
of major interest for managing waste issued from NPP decon-
struction.

Predicting primary coolant system activity due to corrosion
products constitutes one of the CEA’s goals in its effort to sup-
port industrialists. It is based upon understanding corrosion
products behavior in the primary coolant circuit. Numerical
simulation of the resulting contamination transfer by activated
corrosion products is a true challenge, since it means taking
into account numerous mechanisms which may be physical
(neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, thermophoresis, erosion, tur-
bulence, Brownian diffusion…), and chemical (speciation, pre-
cipitation, dissolution, corrosion…). In addition to the difficulties
intrinsic to multi-physics modelling, the primary system of a
nuclear reactor faces unusual, severe conditions (250 °C -
340 °C, 150 bars, high neutron flux, water flow rate up to
10 m.s-1).This explains why measurements are difficult to per-
form and, so, rather scarce.
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where:
is the mass of isotope i in environment j, 

and respectively are the sum of mass trans-
fers leading to an increase or decrease of isotope i mass in
environment j,

is the mass variation of isotope i in environment
j in relation to primary water convection.

A typical discretization of the primary coolant system is per-
formed. The volumes are determined so as to give a relevant
representation of the wetted surfaces, fluid rates, and materi-
als composition under and out of neutron flux.

As part of the same reference volume, interactions between
environments (metal, internal oxide, external oxide, deposit,
ion, particle, filter and resin), which entail mass transfers
(source terms and wells in the mass conservation equation),
are represented on Figure 27.The modular nature of the code
(object-oriented language) makes it easy to add an isotope,
an environment or a new interaction between environments.
So new physico-chemical models can be integrated as soon
as they become available, which paves the way for a continu-
ous improvement loop: upstream research, models develop-
ment, experiments for data acquisition, experiments for model
validation, simulation / system measurement confrontation
(respectively in CYRENE-type test loops or in reactor).Today,
quantitative modelling of general corrosion in the various mate-
rials of the primary coolant system is still a challenge to be
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taken, indeed. Metal corrosion ratios and release rates of ions
into the primary circuit water are now decoupled, and intro-
duced into the input data set basing upon correlations from
test loop measurements. It is worth mentioning that influences
of the various state surfaces can so be respectively taken into
account, which may explain differences in overall activity
between reactors assumed to be identical.

One example of simulation / in-pile measurement comparison
is given on Figure 28. Five operation cycles of a French 1300-
MWe PWR were modelled.The measured values (the rounds
with the error bars) refer to refueling shutdowns.These gamma
spectrometry measurements can only be carried out during
reactor shutdowns, for the neutron flux under normal opera-
tion gives rise to nitrogen-16, a very short-lived radioisotope
(with a half-life of 7.17-seconds), which emits a highly ener-
getic gamma radiation. Not only does this radiation make it
impossible to access to the primary coolant system, but it also
forbids to carry out gamma spectrometry online measurement
of contamination deposited and volume activities during reac-
tor operation.The squares stand for the value simulated at the
very moment of in-pile measurement (that is, during the shut-
down).The results show good agreement between simulation
and measurement.

It is worth noting that the problem is strictly the same for the
coolant system of tokamak-type fusion machines. For exam-
ple, regarding the ITER tokamak, the coolant system under
consideration also contains water. Yet, some materials (e.g.
copper) are different, and operating temperatures are lower,
which requires further data input to the thermodynamic data-

Fig. 27. Interactions between the various environments in a reference volume in the PACTOLE V3.0 Code (environments are in purple, 
convection in light blue, neutronics-related mechanisms in orange, and the others in green).
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Fig. 28. Comparison between PACTOLE V3.0 Code simulation and
measurements of Co 60 activity deposited on a 1300-MWe French
PWR steam generator.

Fig. 29. The IRIS-AHT research instrument for investigating
speciation in aqueous environments at high temperature and high
pressure (IRIS-AHT: Instrument de Recherche pour l’Investigation
de la Spéciation en milieu Aqueux à Haute Température).
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base for copper-containing oxides. The neutrons generated
exhibit an initial energy of 14.7 MeV, which changes the calcu-
lation of the activation ratio. So a “tokamak” version of
PACTOLE was derived (PACTITER [15]), and is used for dose
rate assessment in relation to the ITER safety case. Last but
not least, let us quote that the CEA is developing a new appli-
cation, the OSCAR Code, with the purpose of integrating mod-
elling of contamination transfer by actinides, fission and corro-
sion products into a same tool. This code is an improved
version of PACTOLE modelling for corrosion products. As
regards fission products and actinides,
the primary coolant system volume is
used together with a new module relat-
ing to the source term, so as to get a
better physical description of modelled
phenomena and an extended validity
range (high burnup and MOX).

Water chemistry
influence on corrosion
and contamination
Predicting materials-fluid behavior lies
in taking account of complex systems,
such as, e.g., mixed oxides with a
spinel structure (Ni,Fe,Co,...)1(Fe,
Cr,...)2O4 occurring on nickel alloys
(Alloy 600, 690, 800), as well as in get-
ting reliable thermodynamic data for
reaction-free enthalpies under thermo-
mechanical and physico-chemical reac-
tor conditions. In our laboratories, this
means data acquisition under reactor
representative conditions (Fig. 29):
measurements of equilibrium concen-
tration, liquid-vapor partition constant, redox potential, or pH.

Making use of these data implies two types of measures: first,
feeding bases such as the generic thermodynamic database
ATHENA, and, secondly, developing tools dedicated to aque-
ous-environment thermodynamics at high-temperatures, as
e.g. THERMODY (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 30. Example of comparison between experimental measurements
of magnetite solubility and the values computed by the PHREE-
QCEA Code.
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Following these steps, a knowledge transfer to industrial tools
can be achieved through the chemistry module PHREEQCEA.
This module has been developed for the CEA’s OSCAR
Simulation Code by tailoring the US Geological Survey’s
PHREEQC Geochemical Code to PWR problems. The aim
was to rely on a robust computational system designed for
intensive calculations. For several thousands of calls to the
chemistry module are required to model radioactive contami-
nants in a reactor coolant system over several operating
cycles.

This approach enabled us to issue a comprehensive, reliable
simulation of cold shutdown as experimentally reproduced in
laboratory, including a temperature decrease of 300 °C-25 °C,
the environment’s acidity change following fluid borication,
redox potential change when passing from a reducing to an
oxidizing environment, and the sudden increase in corrosion
products release into the fluid during this transient. Figure 31
illustrates this twofold experimental and simulated result.

The following step consists in taking into account a broader
variety of degradation products potentially occurring in PWR
primary coolant system, i.e. other corrosion, activation and fis-
sion products (Mn, Mo, Zn, Ag, Zr, Nb, Xe, I, etc.).
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Fig. 31. Comparison between the laboratory experimental results
and the simulation results relating to a PWR cold shutdown tran-
sient. The nickel concentration evolutions measured and calculated
(on a logarithmic scale) are presented as a function of time, with 
the zero coinciding with simulation onset for a shutdown whose 
evolutions in temperature and chemistry (boron content and redox
through the hydrogen, nitrogen and air contents) are shown in the
small diagram inside the figure.
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Radiolysis* impact on uniform
corrosion
Since the commissioning of the first reactors in 1945, a high
number of works have been carried out to evidence the funda-
mental processes that take place in solids or liquids – espe-
cially water – irradiated by radioelement-emitted particles.
Using beams of particles (electrons or ions) produced from
various accelerators instead of external radionuclide sources
made it possible to conduct model experiments in broad
ranges of fluxes, fluences and energies. Thanks to the result-
ing advances, basic mechanisms on the microscopic scale
could be revealed, and macroscopic effects of long-term irra-
diations could be modelled. It is worth noting that, in contrast
with literature dealing with solids or water, literature devoted
to irradiated solid/water interfaces seems to be rather limited.
The works presented hereafter illustrate the investigations
which have been initiated as part of a fundamental approach
based upon a co-operation between the Physical Sciences
Division and the Nuclear Energy Division. The aim is to evi-
dence, then identify the basic reactions controlling the electro-
chemical properties of the irradiated metal/water interfaces in
water-cooled reactors [16].

The experiments use various types of particle beams differing
in their initial energy and the particle nature:

• Electrons (CEA/DSM/DRECAM, 0.2-2.5 MeV and 10 MeV,
CNRS/LCP 5-9 MeV),

• Ions (CNRS/CERI H+ 34 MeV or He2+45 MeV).

A few experiments have also been performed with external
gamma sources.

It is essential to carry out in situ electrochemical measure-
ments that allow direct comparison between the values
obtained on the same electrodes before, under, and after irra-
diation. The electrochemical cells used under ion or electron
beams of low energy 0.2-5 MeV were designed for in situ
measuring the open-circuit potential and the current response
as a function of an imposed variable potential (voltamperom-
etry) at a disk / water interface; this interface is irradiated in
such a geometry that ions or electrons are relased from solid
to water. The input window is replaceable. As regards high-
energy electron beams, the disks are immersed and put on
the path of electrons, which irradiate the water contained in
the electrochemical cell.

The electrochemical response of the interfaces under the
beam simultaneously depends on the radiolytic species gen-
erated in water, the species released by the electrode into
water, and metallic surface alteration. Other processes
described in literature may also be involved according to
whether the layer on the disk surface is metallic or not.

T/2 (°C)
cB/10 (mg / kg)
PGas x 200 MPa
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Figures 32 and 33 illustrate the behavior of a platinum (Pt)
electrode immersed into a Na2SO4 solution in the absence or
presence of ethanol 0.08 M (with the ethanol reacting with radi-
olytically-generated radicals OH) before, during, and after irra-
diation by 10-ns, 10-MeV electron pulses, sent at a 10-Hz rep-
etition frequency. Prior to beam arrival, the free potential in
presence of pure water (Fig. 32) displays a stable value of 
290 mVSCE (this potential being measured with respect to a
Saturated Calomel “reference” Electrode - SCE -). The beam
arrival entails an immediate rise of the potential which reaches
a maximum value of 422 mVSCE within a few seconds. Later
on, the potential decreases, and rapidly tends to a nearly sta-
tionary oxidizing value of 347 mVSCE after 20 minutes of irra-
diation. Once the beam is cut off, the potential drops, and
reaches a 310 mVSCE value, i.e. only 20 mVSCE above its
value before irradiation. In presence of ethanol, the free poten-
tial prior to irradiation is of 136 mVSCE. Under beam irradia-

tion it goes through an oxidizing maximum value of 300 mVSCE
before reaching a nearly stationary reducing value of 
-457 mVSCE.

Comparing Figures 32 and 33 shows that the solution’s chem-
ical composition plays a predominant role in the evolution of
the electrode potential.

The second illustration (Fig. 34) deals with the electrochemi-
cal behavior of an AISI 316L stainless steel under irradiation.
The corrosion potential is substantially increased under irra-
diation, and reaches a value of 120 mVSCE within a few min-
utes, before slowly reaching 130 mVSCE. After irradiation, the
potential slowly drifts as it keeps on rising: within about 
40 minutes after the beam cut, the potential has thus reached
a 140 mVSCE value. The polarization curves before and after
irradiation make evident an increase in the cathodic reaction
rate under irradiation, presumably due to the presence of new
oxidizing species.

The corrosion currents determined from Figure 34 are under
a 1.1x10-7 A.cm-2 irradiation, i.e. approximately an order of
magnitude higher than before irradiation (1.71x10-8 Acm-2). As
shown in Figure 35, with 316-L stainless steel electrodes, the
corrosion current under a 10-MeV, 10-ns, 1-40 Hz pulsed elec-
tron beam linearly rises with the flux for irradiations in which
fluxes have veen varied with no solution renewal.

All these results evidence a strong influence of radiolysis upon
the corrosion potential of passivable materials such as stain-
less steels, or zirconium or nickel alloys.This implies that uni-
form and localized corrosion phenomena are affected by radi-
olysis. In accordance with this outlook, a cell has been
developed for investigating radiolysis in aqueous environment

Fig. 32. Evolution of the potential of a platinum electrode immersed
into a 0.1 M Na2SO4 solution before, during, and after irradiation.
The solution is irradiated at a 10-Hz frequency by 10-ns pulses 
of 10-MeV initial energy electrons.
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Fig. 33. Evolution of the potential of a platinum electrode immersed
into a 0.1 M Na2SO4 solution and 0.08 M ethanol before, during, 
and after irradiation. The solution is irradiated at a 10-Hz frequency
by 10-ns pulses of 10-MeV initial energy electrons.
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Fig. 34. Current density as a function of polarization before and
under irradiation for a 316L steel after nine polarization scans.
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at high temperature (300 °C) and high pressure (10 MPa) 
(Fig. 36).This cell allows electrochemical monitoring to be car-
ried out under temperature and irradiating flux in order to evi-
dence radiolysis and its effects on the alteration of an elec-
trode.

The first experiments of stainless steel radiolysis and corro-
sion were thus performed successfully under a proton flux on
the CERI cyclotron, Orleans, in February 2008. The investi-
gated environment simulated the primary environment of
nuclear PWRs. Good operation of the device could be checked
through this first test cycle, which helped start investigating
stainless-steel behavior under radiolysis in a 25 °C-300 °C
temperature range. Knowledge of irradiation effects on water
physico-chemical properties at high temperature and high

Fig. 36. High-temperature corrosion-radiolysis cell connected with
the CERI accelerator.

Fig. 35. Variation of the corrosion current under pulsed electron
beams of 10-MeV energy, 10-ns pulse time, 1-40 Hz repetition fre-
quency for two 316L electrodes irradiated in a water / electrode /
water geometry, and prepared at the same dates under the same
conditions. The flux ratio is within the ratio of the pulse repetition fre-
quencies.
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pressure will also be improved through in situ measurements
and medium sample analyses. Such data will be very useful for
developing electrochemical models of alloy behavior under
radiolysis at high temperatures and high pressures.
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Stress Corrosion Cracking

In pressurized water reactors, the alloys* used (nickel-type
alloys or stainless steels*) are usually covered with a very
thin protective layer, called “passivation layer” or “passive
layer”, which has been formed on the metal surface by reac-
tion between this metal and the environment. It is often
because the metal’s or alloy’s good resistance to general cor-
rosion is only due to passive layer protection that this metal or
alloy is sensitive to the various forms of localized corrosion:
so, localized corrosion may be assumed to be some kind of
“disease” of the passive state. As a matter of fact, local alter-
ation of protective properties in the passive layer may result
from a chemical aggression – such is the case of pitting cor-
rosion, usually induced by the action of some chemical
species such as chloride ions – or from a mechanical stress,
such as in stress corrosion cracking. Practically, investigating
the initiation of localized corrosion phenomena (including
stress corrosion cracking) therefore implies studying the pas-
sive layer, its evolution, defect generation within this layer, and
its local destruction. The initiation of localized corrosion is fol-
lowed by its propagation.The latter will involve specific, differ-
ent mechanisms for pitting corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking.

Stress corrosion cracking: overview
Among the various occurrences of corrosion, no doubt Stress
Corrosion Cracking* (SCC) is one of the most feared forms
of corrosion. For it appears as a cracking, the propagation of
which may be relatively fast, and take place after a more or
less long incubation phase, with no precursor sign. Moreover,
it often occurs in poorly aggressive environments. It is defined
in Standard ISO 8044 (April 2000) as a “cracking due to stress
corrosion” Three main factors are thus involved: the material
and the environment (as often in corrosion), as well as the
stress. This is illustrated by the Venn diagram (Fig. 37).

No material can be considered as sensitive or insensitive to
SCC (even though pure metals have long been considered
insensitive). However, materials may be more or less sensitive
in a given environment. This is the reason why, for instance,
Alloy 600*, an SCC-sensitive alloy in a PWR primary environ-
ment, was finally replaced by Alloy 690*, considered as nearly
insensitive in primary environment.

On the other hand, no environment may be considered as an
intrinsic SCC promoter, even though many cracking cases
originate in chlorinated environments or some sulfurized
species. So, in reactors, great care should be taken to limit
oxygen and chloride contents, for example, so as to keep them
well under concentrations likely to induce stainless-steel crack-
ing.

Cracking initiates when the stress goes beyond a limiting
value, or it propagates on an already existing crack when the
stress intensity factor* exceeds a critical threshold (K1SCC).
The limiting stresses are sometimes very low; yet, in our in-
reactor applications, they are often neighbouring materials
elasticity limit. In addition, residual stresses should not be omit-
ted when assessing the stress level, which justifies stress-
relieving treatments systematically performed. Cracking
induces brittle fracture (or brittle failure) in materials, with no
apparent strain. Cracks may be transgranular or intergranular,
as shown on Figure 38, or mixed, as displayed on Figure 39,
depending on the material and its environment.

Corrosion in Water-Cooled Reactors: Phenomenology, Mechanisms, and Remedies

Stress corrosion cracking

Material Stress

Environment

Fig. 37. Venn diagram as an illustration of the three factors of stress
corrosion cracking.
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Stress corrosion cracking has often been described as a dis-
ease of the passive state, for it mostly affects materials pro-
tected by a surface oxide film (that is, materials in the passive
state).Thus, in many systems, cracking occurs within very nar-
row ranges of corrosion potentials, as displayed on Figure 40.

These potentials fall within the following categories:

• Very low potentials for which hydrogen generated by water
reduction is involved in the cracking mechanism (hydrogen
embrittlement);

• Potentials close to the active-passive
transition, and corresponding with
potential values at which the passive
film is under formation and, so, of poor
stability; such is the case of Alloy 600*
under PWR primary conditions, where
the maximum sensitivity threshold is
located at potentials neighboring
Ni/NiO equilibrium;

• High potentials, neighboring the
breakdown potentials for the passive
film; such is the case of austenitic
stainless steels in neutral chlorinated
environments.

In practice, the phenomenology of SCC
mechanisms is complex (Fig. 41). Once
the electrochemical and mechanical
conditions required by the phenome-
non have been set up, cracks are initi-
ated after the so-called incubation
phase. In relation to this point, it is

worth keeping in mind that Alloy 600 in a PWR primary envi-
ronment is known to display very long incubation times likely
to last several years. From a practical viewpoint, the issue of
apparent initiation time is often used. It includes incubation
itself, initiation, and some degree of crack propagation, a nec-
essary condition for the cracks to be detectable. So the incu-
bation phase is followed by crack initiation and propagation.
Crack propagation usually includes two stages: a first stage of
growth at a moderate rate, followed by a fast growth stage.
Last but not least, beyond a given size some cracks may hap-
pen to branch, while others may gather.

This complexity is also illustrated by the temperature effect:
generally, SCC phenomena are thermally accelerated, and
there often exists a threshold temperature under which crack-
ing does not occur.Yet, a maximum sensitivity* (or suscepti-
bility) may be observed for a given temperature.

Many models have been proposed to
explain brittle fracture in ductile materi-
als as a result of mechanical stresses
and corrosive environments. Owing to
multiple parameters, their interactions,
and the need for a pluridisciplinary
approach, none of the models devel-
oped to date has been able to account
for all the features of this cracking phe-
nomenon. Nevertheless, in the latest
years, real advances have emerged in
the building of theories and the devel-
opment of methods to validate them.

Grain 
boundaries

Intergranular cracks

Alloy 600 Stainless steel (17% Cr, 4% Ni)

Transgranular cracks

Fig. 38. Schematic representation of intergranular and transgranular cracks.

Fig. 39. An example of intergranular corrosion cracking (Alloy 600,
PWR primary environment, 325 °C) and transgranular cracking
(austenoferritic stainless steel, chloride-polluted environment)
observed on PWR materials.
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Fig. 40. Cracking preferential ranges: the influence of corrosion
potential and passivity.
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Among the models put forward to explain Alloy 600 cracking,
two model families are favored today: models involving local
hydrogen concentrations, and internal oxidation models. The
oxidation / hydrogen alternative is still a highly controversial
issue.

Test tools for investigating stress
corrosion cracking
Test tools implemented for investigating corrosion phenomena
are intended to achieve in-laboratory reproduction of the envi-
ronment’s main physico-chemical features, as well as the
stresses which reactor component materials are subjected to.

As the incubation period of the phenomenon may last several
years under operating conditions, laboratory tests are acceler-
ated. Two techniques are generally used: temperature rise
and/or increase in the applied stress. The experimental
devices containing the test bars are, if need be, connected with
systems which can recondition the environment, i.e. purify it
or, reversely, pollute it.

Tests for investigating corrosion initiation

These tests are performed on tensile-stressed smooth test
specimens using devices that subject the material to constant
strain, constant loading, or to a constant strain rate. Cyclic
stresses may also be used sometimes to reproduce the effect
of reactor power transients.

There exists a broad range of test specimens under imposed
strain:U-bend, Reverse U Bend (Fig. 43), C-ring, Bent-Beam,
and out-of-round specimens…

Fig. 41. Schematic representation of the various stages of stress cor-
rosion cracking.
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The “Coriou effect”

As soon as the choice of Alloy 600* was known for PWR
steam generator tubes, the CEA’s “Corrosion Department”,
headed then by Henri Coriou, started a large number of auto-
clave tests to investigate the behavior of this new material in an
aqueous environment at high temperature. The first observa-
tions made on test bars subjected to bending stresses evi-
denced substantial intergranular cracking on some specimens
after a few months’ exposure in both pure water and an envi-
ronment simulating PWR primary water (water + boric acid +
lithium hydroxide), and at temperatures ranging from 300 to
350 °C (Fig. 42).This result issued in 1959 at the 3rd Metallurgy
Conference on Corrosion, Saclay, was the starting point of a
controversy which was to last for about twenty years. Not until
the 1970s-1980s, when numerous cases of cracking could be
observed in plants, did scientific community as a whole
acknowledged the reality of what is now named the “Coriou
effect”.This led to the replacement of many steam generators
in France and abroad.The following pages of this monograph
give an explanation of the phenomenon…

Fig. 42. Alloy 600* SCC pattern displayed at the 3rd Metallurgy
Conference on Corrosion (Saclay, 1959), and observed after
90 days in “high-purity” water at 350 °C (X250).
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38 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Tests under imposed strain may also be performed using
axisymmetric or flat tensile specimens subjected to an
applied force. This type of specimen can also be tensile-
stressed under imposed strain rate condition. In the case of
Alloy 600 in a PWR primary environment, at about 340 °C,
the imposed strain rate generally ranges between 2.5 10-8 s-1

and 2.5 10-7 s-1. According to the susceptibility of the alloy
heat tested, the duration of the tensile test ranges from 1 to
3 months. For some applications, the test environment has to
be continuously reconditioned. As an illustration, Figure 44
presents an autoclave fitted with a slow strain-rate tensile
machine and a schematic of the specimen assembly in the
autoclave.

Reverse U Bend (RBU) specimens are made using a SG tube
piece bent in two stages. This type of specimen enables the
material to be subjected to very high stresses. Strain at the
specimen apex reaches 30-40%. Stress levels obtained are
assessed through X-ray diffraction. In the case of an Alloy 600
tube, longitudinal and circumferential stresses may respec-
tively reach 1000 and 700 MPa.

Like all other test specimens under imposed strain, ‘Reverse
U Bend’ specimens are placed in sufficient quantity in an auto-
clave which contains the test environment and is brought to
high temperature and pressure. Tests of this type are more
especially dedicated to the parametric and statistical study of
material susceptibility to crack initiation.

The latter can also be characterized using tests under an
imposed load. Specimens used may be capsules fabricated
by welding plugs to both ends of a tube section.The test envi-
ronment is introduced into the capsule, which is then put into
an oven.The circumferential stress is proportional to the pres-
sure prevailing in the capsule and to the capsule internal
diamer, and reversely proportional to the tube thickness.

1

2

Fig. 43. Constant-strain test specimens.

“Four-point loaded” specimen for plates

“C-ring” specimen (tubes) or “U-bend” specimen (plates)

Reverse U Bend (RUB) specimen for tubes
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Heating 
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Support 
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Fig. 44. Autoclave fitted with a slow strain-rate tensile machine 
for testing at a constant strain rate or under cyclic stresses.
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Fig. 45. 3-D representation of mechanical stresses in a CT specimen.

The tensile machine may also impose cyclic stresses. Such
tensile tests on smooth specimens entail multiple cracking in
the latter. Since the late eighties, a model [2] has been devel-
oped, and is currently used to collect quantitative data on crack
initiation and propagation rates basing upon the evolution of
the crack population over time. This model assumes the exis-
tence of a one-to-one relationship between a function charac-
terizing the evolution of crack depth distribution and a couple
of functions characterizing crack initiation and propagation.

Tests for investigating crack propagation

Tests devoted to investigating crack propagation rates are gen-
erally performed using sheared specimens, which have been
most often fatigue precracked. Regarding smooth specimens
dedicated to crack initiation studies, the fabrication of these
specimens is described by standards that give their precise
dimensions and the related elaboration procedures. As in the
previous case, these specimens may be subjected to an
imposed strain (Double Cantilever Beam specimens, Wedge
Opening Loaded Specimens…), or to an imposed load
(Compact Tensile specimens…). The theory of continuous
medium mechanics makes it possible to deduce the stress
intensity factor characterizing mechanical stress in the crack
tip from the imposed mechanical loading, shear depth, and
material properties. It is worth keeping in mind that these cal-
culations are valid only if confined plasticity criteria have been
checked, and strictly for rectilinear crack fronts. Otherwise,
finite-element calculations have to be performed to assess the
local mechanical stress (Fig. 45).

During the corrosion test, crack growth may be followed by an
electric method (Direct Current Potential Drop - DCPD) or by
acoustic emission. The VENUS loop shown on Figure 46 is
instrumented with the related devices. It also includes 4 auto-
claves which may contain several specimens fitted end to end.

All the autoclaves are equippped with a programmable
mechanical jack likely to impose the required mechanical
stress on the material. The facility is equipped with devices
likely to monitor and maintain the chemical conditions imposed
during tests (continuous purification, hydrogen injection…).

The “Corrosion” hall at the Center of Saclay houses one part
of the test tools devoted to stress corrosion cracking, together
with the equipment for electrochemical monitoring and speci-
men observation (Fig. 47).

Fig. 46. View of the VENUS loop.

Fig. 47. View of the “Corrosion” Hall of the Physico-Chemistry
Department.
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Experimental techniques

Acoustic emission

Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) initiation and propagation
induce microscopic motions of material.These motions act as
emitters of acoustic, transient and elastic waves, which prop-
agate through the material up to the free surfaces where they
can be detected. Detection of the Acoustic Emission (AE) sig-
nal is carried out using a sensor acoustically coupled with the
AE sources, and consisting of a piezoelectric ceramic which
converts the transient elastic wave generated by the AE event
into an electrical signal. The latter is then amplified and
processed.

The processing consists in extracting from the “global” electri-
cal signal the component which corresponds with initiation and
propagation of stress corrosion cracks. For there is quite a
number of potential AE sources during a SCC test.They may
particularly originate in the test environment (boiling, convec-
tion, circulation), and the various processes involved in the
SCC phenomenon:

• Hydrogen release resulting from the cathodic reaction,
• Oxide film rupture (in case of high thickness),
• Rupture or decohesion of phases (precipitates or inclusions),
• Phase transformation,
• Mechanisms of plastic strain (slip, twinning),
• Anodic dissolution (though of low energy).

CARON’s thesis [1] highlights all the interest of this technique
for in situ monitoring and characterizing the SCC phenome-
non under PWR primary conditions.

Identifying the acoustic signature of the various acoustic emis-
sion sources is not always required for AE to be used as a
technique of in situ monitoring of cracking. For it may be suffi-
cient to refer to the acoustic response obtained under similar
experimental conditions with a material not sensitive to SCC,
but displaying mechanical and metallurgical features close to
those of the material to be investigated (Fig. 48). When Alloy
600 is tensile-stressed, acoustic activity is high, consistently
with propagation of stress corrosion cracks. On the contrary,
burst energies and amplitudes are kept low with Alloy 690 on
which no crack has developed.

Figure 49 displays the amplitude variation of bursts emitted
during periods of mechanical loading and unloading of Alloy
600 in a primary environment. As previously, when Alloy 600
is tensile-stressed, acoustic activity is significant. Then, this
activity stops as soon as the material is no longer tensile-

stressed. Finally, it starts again
as soon as stress is renewed.
Signal processing makes it pos-
sible to keep only the acoustic
emission bursts associated with
SCC propagation.

Implementing this experimental
technique is always very simple
(Fig. 50).Yet, processing record-
ed signals may prove to be diffi-
cult, especially when the device
includes parasitic emission
sources not clearly identified, or
when characterizing the acoustic
signatures for each of the occur-

Stress Corrosion Cracking
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Fig. 48. Comparison of the energy/amplitude (dB) characteristics in the acoustic emission bursts
recorded with Alloy 690* (no SCC) and Alloy 600* (SCC) during a 258-hour tensile test in primary
environment (KI = 30 MPa√m, T = 330 °C, [H2] = 30 mL TPN.kg-1 H2O). Unfiltered data [1].

Fig. 49. Acoustic emission bursts during mechanical loading and
unloading phases of Alloy 600 samples in a primary environment.
Filtered data [1].
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ring sources is required. To sum up it all, AE is a technique
which is used for detecting the initiation of a SCC crack and fol-
lowing its propagation. However, its implementation is not easy
in very noisy environments, which today circumscribes this
technique to laboratory testing.

Monitoring cracks using potential drop (PD)
measurement

Principle

The crack monitoring method using direct current potential
drop (DCPD) measurement is based upon electrical resistiv-
ity variation in a cracked body. It consists in applying a high-
intensity direct current (usually 1.5 A - 10 A) to a conducting
test specimen insulated with respect to the remainder of the
facility, and measuring a potential difference (Vmes) at the
crack terminals using two electrodes (Fig. 51).When the crack
is propagating, the apparent resistance of the specimen also
increases, which induces a rise of Vmes. During SCC testing,
a reference measurement (Vref) is used for offsetting temper-
ature and pressure variations which alter the material’s resis-
tivity. It is positioned in such a way that this measurement is

not affected by crack propagation. Besides, this reference
measurement avoids taking into account intensity variations
of the applied current, as well as other variations related to
instrumentation.

This technique may be used to detect SCC crack initiation in
situ (that is, in an aqueous environment at 300-350 °C and,
so, at a high pressure of 120-150 bars -), or to follow its prop-
agation. Concerning crack initiation, any type of specimen may
be instrumented. However, the area in which cracks will be ini-
tiated has to be predetermined so as to conveniently position
the measuring wires. As regards propagation monitoring, there
is a need to use specimen geometries for which the crack is
unique and localized on a plane. Such is the case for speci-
mens of type CT (Compact Tensile) or WOL (Wedge Opening
Loading) used in fracture mechanics tests.

Preliminary calibration makes it possible to calculate crack
length (a) referring to measured potential difference, and so
deduce from it a propagation rate da/dt.

This monitoring is ensured through various techniques, which
rely on relating measured parameters to crack length.

Once the test has been performed, the specimen undergoes
destructive examination to check the cracking depth revealed
by electrical monitoring. Corrective factors may be applied if
need be.

Figure 52 illustrates the experimental device as in practice,
with the specimen fitted with its current and potential drop
wirings.

Fig. 50. Schematic representation of an autoclave fitted with two
waveguides for acoustic monitoring of cracking propagation.

Fig. 51. Example of instrumentation for a CT-type specimen.
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42 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Fig. 52. View of a specimen instrumented for monitoring crack growth rate through potential drop measurement, and schematic representation of
the data acquisition system.

Fig. 53. Evolution of the length a of a crack deduced from the electri-
cal signal after calibration with the overall crack length at the end of
the test (red curve). The linear evolution of the crack length during
the test is shown in blue for comparison.

Figure 53 displays an example of electrical monitoring results
as obtained on an Alloy-600* specimen tested in a PWR pri-
mary environment. The average rate obtained by processing
the potential values measured through electrical monitoring is
in agreement with the rate determined on the failure pattern
after testing.

Limits and benefits of the method

In its principle, this technique allows the average length of a
crack to be evaluated through specimen thickness. So it is par-
ticularly efficient in the case when the propagation front is rec-
tilinear and localized in a unique plane. On the contrary, it is
less relevant in the following cases:

• Crack branching,

• Heterogeneous propagation front (large-grain materials, het-
erogenous microstructure).

Such cases can be encountered in particular during SCC
cracking of deposited materials (Alloy 82, Alloy 182) or strongly
cold worked materials (cold worked stainless steel). Figure 54
shows an example of rupture pattern obtained on a cold-
worked 316L-stainless steel CT specimen tested in a PWR
primary environment.The fatigue precracked zone formed out-
side this environment is followed by a homogeneous propa-
gation zone and a highly heterogeneous propagation zone.
The last two zones are obtained through cracking in a PWR
primary environment.

In addition, in the case of little opened cracks such as most of
those resulting from SCC, it can sometimes be observed after
testing that there remain traces of former ligaments unbroken
at the back of the propagation front during the SCC test.These

ligaments act as electric short-circuits and induce a decrease
in potential values, so that the real length of the crack may be
underestimated. As a general rule, all contacts between crack
edges (closed cracks, little opened cracks, occurring oxide…)
entail inaccuracies.

Last but not least, signal instabilities have often been
observed, which do not always have identified causes, and
cannot be attributed to crack propagation. These instabilities
generate a background noise which is not easily distinguish-
able from crack progress.

Despite these limitations, the crack length monitoring tech-
nique based upon direct current potential drop measurement
is widely used: it makes it possible to access to cracking rate
values, and be quickly informed about cracking rate depend-
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43Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

Fig. 54. View of a SCC rupture pattern of a cold worked stainless
steel (cracking in a PWR primary environment).

ence on such parameters as temperature, solution chemistry
(pH, redox…) by varying these parameters during tests.
However, it is worth mentioning that the absolute rate values
so determined should be considered cautiously and coun-
terchecked with other methods, particularly rupture pattern
observation after testing.

Internal corrosion of Zircaloy clads:
iodine effect
In pressurized water reactors, after long-term rated power
operation, the clad is deformed by creep, and comes into con-
tact with the fuel pellet*. This contact
most often takes place in the middle of
the second irradiation cycle: the
pellet/clad gap is then closed. From this
state, any significant variation in linear
power density induces high thermal
expansion in the pellet, thereby caus-
ing its deformation due to the strong
contact and the nearly constant clad
temperature. Coupled stresses will be
the highest in pellet-to-pellet gap. On
the whole, referring to fuel rod standard
geometry, diameter expansions
induced by power density variations are
about 17-25 µm per increment of
100 W.cm-1. In addition, this high rise in
power density and, so, in fuel centerline
temperature entails an increase in fis-
sion products release. Among the latter iodine plays a major
role, for it may induce stress corrosion cracking in zirconium
alloys, and may cause clad failure. In the early ages of water-
cooled reactors (PWRs, BWRs or CANDUs), series of similar

failures took place following sharp startups. Today power
increase rates as well as instantaneous local power levels are
limited. Many stress corrosion tests of zirconium alloys in pres-
ence of iodine have been conducted on a variety of Zr alloys,
both irradiated and not irradiated. They have demonstrated
that initially intergranular cracking is propagated through quasi-
cleavage and plastic deformation (grooves) (Fig. 55). Quasi-
cleavage preferentially occurs on the base planes of zirconium
crystals. Consequently, clad tube susceptibility will be very
highly dependent on their crystallographic texture. The more
radial the texture will be, the less sensitive the clad will be to
iodine-induced stress corrosion cracking (I-SCC).

Experiments undertaken at the CEA to describe the phenom-
enon of I-SCC have first consisted in internal pressurization
testing of irradiated or unirradiated cladding hulls in iodine
atmosphere. These tests have been performed, first, on
smooth clads in order to determine materials sensitivity to 
I-SCC as a function of dose and the environment (Fig. 56), and
secondly, on pre-cracked clads so as to determine crack prop-
agation rates (Fig. 57).

The CEA’s latest research efforts in relation to iodine-induced
SCC have focused on developing a I-SCC phenomenological
model liable to be set up in Codes TOUTATIS, METEOR and
ALCYONE dedicated to fuel rod behavior description in power
ramp situations [3]. This I-SCC model is based upon a local
approach of damage mechanics, featuring both a viscoplastic-
ity / damage coupling and a mechanics / iodine diffusion cou-
pling. It is defined using a local damage law (Kachanov’s law)
coupled with the clad viscoplastic behavior. This coupling is
displayed as the full loss of material stiffness in the areas
where damage has reached a critical value (that is, where the

a

b

c

2

1

Fig. 55. Stress corrosion cracking of a clad during a power transient.
a) and b) Clad cracking during a power variation in a test reactor.
c) Stress corrosion cracking in presence of iodine during a labora-
tory test.
Mark 1: quasi-cleavage on Zr base planes.
Mark 2: plastic deformation grooves.
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Stress corrosion cracking of nickel
base alloys: hydrogen influence
Hydrogen introduced into the primary coolant circuit of pres-
surized water reactors is intended to avoid occurrence of oxi-
dizing species (mainly oxygen and hydrogen peroxide) gener-
ated by water radiolysis, that may entail prejudicial effects for
both primary system materials and fuel clad corrosion status.
In order to maintain these reducing conditions a dissolved
hydrogen concentration of 25-50 mL(TPN).kg-1 is prescribed
in specifications for chemical conditioning of primary environ-
ment.

Laboratory results available in the late eighties had evidenced
that an increase in the H2 content had a rather prejudicial influ-
ence on stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of Alloy 600*.
Therefore, it had been recommended to target a nominal
hydrogen content of 25-35 mL(TPN).kg-1 even though the
overall range of authorized dissolved hydrogen contents was
kept broader, as mentioned in the previous paragraph.These
findings were issued from initiation tests performed at temper-
atures higher than or equal to 360 °C, and covered a wide
range of hydrogen concentrations. Since those early findings,
new tests have been carried out at temperatures and dissolved
hydrogen contents more representative of PWR operating
conditions, thereby allowing the effect of high hydrogen con-
tents on alloy sensitivity to cracking to be adjusted and pre-
cised.

44 Stress Corrosion Cracking
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Fig. 56. Evolution of time to failure as a function of circumferential
stress for irradiated or unirradiated Zircaloy-4 alloy, stressed under
internal pressure at 350 °C in inert or iodine atmosphere. From [2].

Fig. 58. View of the new device designed to investigate iodine-
induced SCC of zirconium alloys in a shielded cell.
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material has undergone failure). Besides, the local damage
law depends upon the evolution of local iodine amount. It is
worth mentioning, too, that the latter is taken into account
using a diffusion equation dependent on local mechanic quan-
tities.

A new pressurization device in iodine environment has also
been developed as part of the PELLECI project. The interest
of this device is to enable cold working / stress-relieving tests
to be performed on irradiated fuel rod clad hulls in iodine
atmosphere (Fig. 58).This type of test makes it possible to bet-
ter account for the type of stress imposed on clad by fuel under
pellet-clad interaction conditions and, so, to better describe the
I-SCC phenomenon.

Fig. 57. Evolution of the cracking rate in I-SCC versus the initial
stress intensity factor applied for Zircaloy-4 alloy stressed under
internal pressure, at different temperatures. From [3].
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Hydrogen and apparent crack initiation 
in Alloy 600*

Laboratory tests which aim at evidencing SCC crack initiation
dependence on dissolved hydrogen content, are conducted
with overall imposed strain specimens, most often of type RUB
(“Reverse U-Bend”) (see supra, on page 37, “Test Tools for
Investigating Stress Corrosion Cracking”). Results obtained
are plotted as time to cracking versus hydrogen partial pres-
sure.The fast propagation phase of stress corrosion cracks is
short if compared with the cumulated phases of incubation and
slow propagation. So tests allow a “time to failure” to be deter-
mined, this term referring to the time required for the main
crack to reach the fast propagation stage, generally termed
“apparent initiation time”.Yet, these results do not make it pos-
sible to study the dependence of the “real” incubation time or
slow propagation stage on hydrogen partial pressure.

Analyzing the obtained results enables the following main
points to be evidenced:

• Whatever the temperature may be, Alloy-600* sensitivity to
SCC is strongly enhanced when hydrogen partial pressure
increases from a few tenths of kPa to an approximate 
10 kPa;

• As regards the highest temperatures (360 °C), a lower sen-
sitivity seems to occur at partial pressures higher than 100
kPa. Nevertheless, experimental data are lacking to know
whether the same phenomenon takes place at temperatures
lower than or equal to 330 °C;

• Concerning partial pressures between 10 and 100 kPa,
some results show that the material’s sensitivity does not
evolve significantly, especially at high temperatures.Yet, other
results show a decrease in this sensitivity (Fig. 59).

As shown in the analysis of results available in literature, the
maximum susceptibility to initiation can be observed for a
hydrogen partial pressure range including the thermodynam-
ical equilibrium potential of Ni / NiO. This redox equilibrium
Ni / NiO corresponds with a partial pressure of about 35 kPa,
at a temperature of 360 °C. In this very range, too, are to be
found the highest values for the thickness of, respectively, the
oxide film and the substrate’s chromium-depleted layer (that
is, the area located immediately under the oxide layer).
According to this assumption, susceptibility to initiation would
be correlated with the thickness of oxide layers occurring on
materials. In other terms, the thicker these oxide layers, the
higher susceptibility to SCC initiation.

Hydrogen and crack propagation in Alloy 600*

Most of the investigations conducted in this context were per-
formed on pre-cracked specimens. This type of test is chiefly
intended to measure propagation rates relating to the fast
crack propagation regime. In particular, a few results were
gathered using smooth specimens tensile-stressed at slow
strain rates. Detailed analysis of slow strain-rate tensile tests
may enable crack propagation rates respectively associated
with slow and fast propagation phases to be distinguished.
Early investigations relating to SCC crack propagation were
focused on tubular materials. Most tests were performed with
notched tubular specimens.The aim was to assess crack prop-
agation rate through the roll* transition zones of steam gener-
ator tubes (these tube zones being strongly cold worked as a
result of the internal expansion treatment during tube fixation
through partition plates). The first tests were carried out at
360 °C. For faster crack propagation rates can be obtained at
high temperatures, which makes it easier to conduct paramet-
ric experimental tests. Later on other investigations were per-
formed on bulk materials behavior following in-service obser-
vation of cracking on PWR vessel* head adapters.These last
studies were carried out at temperatures between 290 °C and
330 °C.

Fig. 59. Influence of hydrogen partial pressure on crack initiation 
in Alloy 600. Laboratory testing performed at 330 °C.
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The results obtained with notched tubular specimens make
evident a slower rate of propagation for low hydrogen partial
pressures (< 10 kPa) as well as for high hydrogen partial pres-
sures (> 100 kPa). As regards partial pressures ranging from
10 to 100 kPa, i.e. concentrations of 15-150 mL(TPN).kg-1, the
propagation rate does not seem to evolve significantly.

As for crack initiation, most of available results dealing with
crack propagation at 360 °C (Fig. 60) give evidence of the exis-
tence of a hydrogen partial pressure range in which the mate-
rial’s sensitivity is maximum. This partial pressure range cor-
responds with the thermodynamic equilibrium range Ni / NiO.
For some tests, the very low (or even null) propagation rates
observed for low hydrogen partial pressures (< 10 kPa) could
result from an increase in the threshold stress intensity fac-
tor* KISCC: its value corresponds to the threshold at which the
intergranular cracking phenomenon occurs. The same phe-
nomenon could also account for the decrease in crack propa-
gation rate with high hydrogen contents. According to this
hypothesis, the stress intensity factor applied during the tests
would thus get lower than the threshold KISCC at high and low
dissolved hydrogen contents.

Regarding temperatures of 290 °C and 330 °C, there is not a
sufficient number of results to inform precisely about the influ-
ence of hydrogen partial pressure on crack propagation.
However, available results are not in disagreement with the
existence of a maximum rate for an intermediate partial pres-
sure of about 30 kPa, as is apparently the case at a higher
temperature.

At the temperature of 330 °C, the threshold stress intensity
factor KISCC increases when hydrogen partial pressure
decreases from 25 kPa to about 1.3 kPa. Similarly, for high
partial pressures of dissolved hydrogen higher than 30 kPa,
the threshold stress intensity factor KISCC increases with par-
tial pressure. Thus no crack propagation can be seen for a
stress intensity factor K of 15 MPa.m1/2 when hydrogen partial
pressure is of 1,900 kPa, while a KISCC of only 9 MPa.m1/2 can
be observed for a hydrogen partial pressure of 30 kPa.

Concerning the role of dissolved hydrogen in the case of Alloy-
600 intergranular cracking, results of the various laboratory
tests corroborate a direct effect of the corrosion potential on
material susceptibility to the cracking phenomenon.
Historically, sensitivity to the phenomenon of Alloy-600 stress
corrosion cracking at imposed potentials was first mentioned
by CORIOU et al. [4]. As shown on Table 1, the cracking phe-
nomenon increases at the cathodic potentials imposed by cou-
pling Alloy 600 with less noble materials such as carbon steel.

Table 1.

Occurrence of the Alloy-600* cracking phenomenon 
under galvanic coupling conditions

Galvanic couple Number of cracked specimens
after 12,000 hours
(optical microscopic examination)

Water LiOH to pH = 10.5

No coupling 0/9 0/9

Gold-coupled 0/9 0/9

Platinum-coupled 0/9 0/9

Coupled with stainless 1/10 0/9
steel 10/18

Coupled with mild steel 4/10 2/10

This high sensitivity to corrosion potential is expressed on
Figure 61, which emphasizes the strong dependence of Alloy-
600 intergranular cracking on the different values of corrosion
potential [5].

Optimum hydrogen content in the primary circuit water of
nuclear reactors is still a highly debated issue, even though
operating specifications (currently 25-50 mL(TPN).kg-1) have
not evolved.Today it is a well-known fact that Alloy-600 sensi-
tivity to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is particularly pro-
nounced for hydrogen contents ranging from 25 to 50
(TPN).kg-1, which induces to leave this hazardous range. For
instance, in the EPR reactor [6], the hydrogen content of the
primary coolant circuit could be held between 10 and 20
mL(TPN).kg-1.

Fig. 60. Crack propagation rate dependence on partial hydrogen
pressure. Tests performed at 360 °C.
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Fig. 61. Evolution of Alloy-600* sensitivity to intergranular cracking
versus the corrosion potential values and two values of hydrogen
partial pressure [5].

Fig. 63. Typical example of a priori SCC-sensitive microstructure.
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Fig. 62. Percent of cracked tubes in the roll transition zone after
about 40,000 hours in operation.
Illustration of the “heat-to-heat variability” [1].
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Influence of metallurgical state on stress
corrosion cracking

Hydrogen concentration in primary environment, primary envi-
ronment temperature, and mechanical stress applied to com-
ponents deeply influence Alloy-600 sensitivity to SCC, and so
do the material’s metallurgical properties. The analysis of the
microstructure role distinguishes “thin” materials such as
Steam Generator (SG) tubes, and representative “bulk” mate-
rials such as vessel head adapters or partition plates.

As displayed on Figure 62, SCC sensitivity of Alloy-600 tubu-
lar materials substantially varies from one alloy heat to
another. This “heat-to-heat variability” (or “metallurgical vari-

—–– 20 µm

ability”) has spurred a number of studies, the main results of
which are fully described hereafter.

Steam generator tubes in the “Mill Annealed” (MA)
state

It is difficult to pinpoint the grain size influence on Alloy-600
resistance to SCC, as this size is also related to carbon con-
tent, carbide precipitation and MA temperature.Yet, it can be
seen that small-grain structures generally exhibit poor resist-
ance to SCC, even though the latter cannot be dissociated
from the influence of higher mechanical characteristics.

Tubes with the best SCC resistance display the following char-
acteristics:

• A grain size lower than 20 or 30 µm, with a carbon content
higher than 180 ppm,

• Or a carbon content lower than 180 ppm (whatever the grain
size may be).

The studies carried out made evident a relationship between
tube sensitivity to SCC and the localization of the chromium
carbides contained in these tubes. It could be observed that
tubes with the best corrosion resistance display a semicontin-
uous distribution of intergranular carbides and few intragranu-
lar carbides. In contrast, carbides in the most sensitive mate-
rials are mostly intragranular and uniformly distributed (Fig. 63
and 64).

It is assumed that grain boundary sensitization to SCC does
not exert any harmful effect upon the material’s SCC in a
reducing environment. A beneficial effect may even be
assigned sometimes to the presence of the chromium-
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Fig. 64. Typical example of a priori SCC-insensitive microstructure.

—–– 20 µm

depleted area at the grain boundary.Yet, this effect cannot be
directly attributed to the chromium-depleted area itself (a
nickel-rich area, too), although it contains intergranular car-
bides whose beneficial effect upon SCC is well-known.

Steam generator tubes after thermal treatment 
(16 hours at 700 °C)

The aim of the 16-hour thermal treatment at 700 °C is to
reduce residual stresses in the tube. It is also intended to
increase intergranular carbide density and intragranular car-
bide size. It is worth noting that after this treatment the tubes
are little or not sensitized*.

The effect of this thermal treatment differs according to the
products considered. For tubes with the highest sensitivity, a
beneficial effect can generally be observed. For the others, it
may happen sometimes that no significant effect can be
observed.

Bulk materials

A multivariate analysis of the structure (taking into account
inter- and intragranular precipitations) and a statistical analy-
sis of the corrosion test results allowed correlations to be set
up for these bulk materials, which may sometimes be very het-
erogeneous.

It can be clearly seen that:

• Materials with a substantial intergranular precipitation
(> 40%) and a low intragranular precipitation (< 2%) display
good resistance to SCC;

• SCC may occur in materials which exhibit either a low inter-
granular precipitation (< 40%) or a high intragranular precip-

itation (> 2%). The products with the highest sensitivity are
those with a carbide distribution reproducing a former grain
boundary network.

Influence of surface cold working on stress
corrosion cracking

During their fabrication, tubular or bulk components may be
cold worked in volume or in surface. Surface cold working may
result from mechanical machining (milling, lathing, grinding…)
or surface treatment (sandblasting, peening…), and may intro-
duce residual tensile or compressive stresses into the surface
of materials. Compressive stresses generated by peening or
shot peening processes prevent the occurrence of SCC
cracks, but in the case of plastic strain they are turned into ten-
sile stresses, and the resulting stress levels may be extremely
high.

Constant-load tensile tests were performed on specimens dis-
playing layers which had been cold worked at different depths
(20 µm, 140 µm and 270 µm), but showed identical surface
stresses (about 1050 MPa) for a true internal stress of about
650 MPa. Hence the following results [7]:

• A low-depth cold worked layer (Fig. 65) does not significantly
affect the material’s time to cracking and the component life-
time. On the contrary, a high-depth cold worked layer reduces
the material’s time to cracking by a factor 3 (Fig. 66);

• As shown by the “morphological model” [8], the slow crack
propagation rate is accelerated by the cold worked layer
while the fast propagation rate is not;

• As also displayed in this model, the slow propagation rate /
fast propagation rate transition takes place for depths which
are all the lower as the cold worked layer is deeper.The value
of the corresponding threshold stress intensity factor does
not seem to be substantially affected by the material’s cold
working.

SCC resistance of Alloy 600 in the MA state is considerably
improved by the presence of intergranular carbides, whereas
the presence of intragranular carbides may degrade it. On the
other hand, high mechanical characteristics and small-sized
grains are generally prejudicial to SCC resistance. If the mate-
rial has not been strongly cold worked, the additional 16-hour
thermal treatment at 700 °C considerably improves the mate-
rial’s SCC resistance.
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Modelling stress corrosion cracking of Alloy
600*

Since Alloy-600 SCC in PWR primary environment was evi-
denced (see the inset “The Coriou effect” in the introduction to
this Chapter, p. 37), a number of mechanisms has been pro-
posed in literature to account for this phenomenon. Among
these models, two are considered as the most suitable for the
case of Alloy-600 cracking in PWR primary environment, i.e.
the model based on internal oxidation, proposed by Scott, and
the models relying on hydrogen embrittling effect and hydro-
gen / material interactions. The basic physico-chemical
processes liable to occur in these models are the following:
oxygen and hydrogen diffusion, vacancy / diffusion kinetics
interactions, hydrogen / plasticity interactions, and embrittle-
ment mechanisms related to oxygen and hydrogen diffusion
through the material [9].

In order to improve knowledge of these mechanisms, targeted
experiments were carried out.Their aim was to collect the data
still lacking, especially as regards oxygen and hydrogen trans-
port, and validate the steps in the models. Some of the exper-
iments were conducted on model microstructure materials
obtained through thermal treatment of a presumably SCC-sen-
sitive alloy heat. Last but no least, oxygen and hydrogen iso-
topes were used to improve hydrogenated and oxygenated
species detection.

As a result of these targeted experiments, fine characteriza-
tions could be achieved through Scanning Electron
Microscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy (conventional
imaging and high-resolution High-Angle Annular Dark Field
(HAADF) analysis), Secondary Ions Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS), nano-SIMS, and hydrogen dosing. These analyses
made it possible to evidence oxygen and hydrogen isotope
penetrations at the grain boundaries of uncracked materials
which might coincide with SCC crack initiation sites.This raises
the question as to whether these penetrations are continuous:
in some cases, they might occur as nodules distributed dis-
continuously at the grain boundaries. On the other hand, no
oxygen penetration could be evidenced at the crack forefront
on cracked materials.

A fine description of the oxides present in cracks and crack ini-
tiation sites was put forward taking into account crack specific
features (active or inactive cracks). An example of these char-
acterizations is shown on Figure 67.The features (nature and
distribution) of the oxides present at the crack tip as well as
the morphology of the chromium-depleted area enable
assumptions to be advanced regarding mechanism steps. For
instance, the dissymmetrical aspect of the chromium-depleted
area, which is only localized on one side of the grain bound-
ary, is to be related to the strain difference between the grains
located on either side of the grain boundary. The most
deformed grain is the one that contains the highest number of
flaws, which might accelerate species diffusion kinetics.
Besides, hydrogen present in the material might interact with
local strains, and alter species transport phenomena [10].

Last but not least, oxygen diffusion calculations based on
SIMS profiles show that in PWR primary environment and for
a deformed material, coefficients of oxygen diffusion at alloy
grain boundaries could be several orders of magnitude higher
than those proposed in literature, and would thus be consistent
with experimentally determined cracking rates. In addition, as
shown by calculations of hydrogen absorption and desorption,
the hydrogen content in the material experiences a very fast
rise, and gets saturated after four hours (Fig. 68). Given hydro-
gen fast diffusion, the influence of hydrogen from primary envi-
ronment cannot be negligible.

Fig. 65. Longitudinal stress versus cold worked layer depth [7].
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Fig. 66. Influence of cold worked layer depth on time to cracking [7].
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The final goal of targeted experiments, characterizations and
calculations is setting up correlations between the microstruc-
ture of these materials, their oxidation, their local microme-
chanical behavior, and SCC crack localization.This whole set
of data, coupled with corrosion data, should enable SCC
behavior of nickel base alloys to be modelled.

Stress corrosion cracking 
of stainless steels
As regards Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs), only in rela-
tively recent times have concerns been expressed about the
risk of stress corrosion cracking in stainless steels. Such is not
the case for Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs), in which the inter-
granular cracking phenomenon affecting austenitic stainless
steels in the reactor coolant pipe could be observed as early
as the 1950-1960s. In the case of BWRs, this cracking phe-
nomenon is mainly due to the conjunction of the following
parameters: residual stresses present in welded areas, stain-
less steel sensitization due to chromium carbide intergranular
precipitation related with ill-managed welding operations, and
occurring residual oxygen contents coupled with radiolysis in

the BWR environment (i.e. an average
of 200 ppb), which only consists of
high-purity water. As regards PWRs,
304L and 316L austenitic stainless
steels make up the major part of inter-
nals components and the reactor
coolant pipe, as well as components of
the emergency core cooling systems
(ECCS) and the residual heat removal
systems (RHRS) with the associated
valves. Cracking cases observed on

austenitic stainless steels have first been related to acciden-
tally occurring pollutants in the primary coolant circuit, mainly
oxygen (introduced during unit outages), chlorides, and, less
frequently, sulfates.Theses cases have generally proved to be
sporadic (e.g. ECCS and RHRS dead legs) or, more rarely,
generic (CANOPY-type connections). In the late nineties, a
new case of stress corrosion cracking started to affect
austenitic stainless steels, this time in a primary environment
with a nominal composition, but strictly in the case of materi-
als that seemed to be strongly cold-worked (which is the case
of pressurizer heating cane clads). Jointly with EDF teams, the
CEA dedicated several of its programs to the various cases of
SCC cracks in austenitic stainless steels [12, 13]. The latter
are summarized hereafter for the two main conditions investi-
gated, i.e. the nominal primary environment, and the non-nom-
inal primary environment.

Impurity influence in the primary system 
of water-cooled reactors

The investigations conducted were intended to determine the
SCC susceptibility ranges of quenched austenitic stainless
steels assessing them in terms of allowable concentrations in
chlorides, sulfates and oxygen. Most of the tests were per-
formed on the SCCME’s CoPo loop (Fig. 69), and enabled
slow-strain-rate tensile SCC tests to be carried out on
austenitic stainless steels in flowing environment, with online
measurement of the dissolved oxygen content.The tests were
generally conducted at a 200 °C temperature (i.e. the operat-
ing conditions of CANOPY connections) in presence of,
respectively, chlorides and oxygen, and sulfates, and, towards
the end of the research program, in presence of complex pol-
lutions, typically chloride / sulfate / oxygen pollutions. As
revealed in these tests, relatively high chloride contents are
needed to start stress corrosion cracking of quenched stain-
less steels in presence of chlorides alone and of oxygen.Yet,
when these contents have been reached, a very fast trans-
granular cracking can still occur for low values of applied stress
(Fig. 70). By comparison, if cracking in presence of sulfates
alone does not require oxygen, it is worth mentioning that
stainless steel sensitivity remains lower than that observed in
chloride-polluted primary environment. Last but not least,
austenitic stainless steels prove to be highly susceptible in the
case of a mixed pollution of chlorides/sulfates (even for mod-
erate contents), and in presence, simultaneously, of dissolved

a

b

Grain boundary

NiO-structure
polycrystals NiO Ni (Fe, Cr)2O4 Cr2O3 (Chromium-depleted) nickel-rich area

Chromium-rich oxide Nickel-rich area
Iron-, chromium- and
nickel-rich spinel

Grain boundary

Fig. 67. Schematic representation of oxides contained in a stress
corrosion crack, which has been formed in a U-bend Alloy-600 spec-
imen exposed to PWR primary environment. (a) Case of an active
crack in a typical grain boundary. (b) Case of a passive secondary
crack [11].

Fig. 68. Hydrogen concentration profile in a specimen of Alloy 600
1.4 mm thick immersed into a PWR primary environment at 340 °C,
after 96 s, 1h, 2h, and 4h.
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oxygen. In the latter case, a synergetic effect of the occurring
pollutants can be observed. The various resulting diagrams
display the different SCC susceptibility ranges of steels in
terms of pollutants dissolved in primary environment (Fig. 71
and 72).

Cold working influence on stainless steel SCC

Cold working is the first factor that favors emergence of SCC
cracks in austenitic stainless steels put in nominal hydro-
genated primary environment. The investigations performed
have first allowed the cracking observed on site to be repro-
duced through slow-strain-rate tensile tests on steels which
had undergone a complex cold work (pressing or

Fig. 69. SCCME / LECA’s CoPo Facility in which primary environ-
ment testing can be performed in presence of pollutants and with
online measurement of dissolved oxygen contents.

Fig. 71. Ranges of sensitivity to stress corrosion cracking of stainless
steel in a primary environment that contains dissolved chlorides and 
in presence or absence of oxygen.

Fig. 72. Ranges of susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking 
of stainless steel in a primary environment containing dissolved
sulfates and chlorides, and in presence or absence of oxygen.
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rolling+pressing).These first tests have demonstrated that, in
the case of complex cold work, fast cracking with an intergran-
ular or transgranular mode could take place in austenitic stain-
less steels, even in a strictly nominal primary environment (Fig.
73). Cold working is not a pre-required phenomenon stricto
sensu, as its effect on steel sensitivity to cracking is strongly
determined by the mode of cold work imposed. Thus, steels
that have undergone a fairly severe cold working (e.g. 90%
rolling) may show no susceptibility to cracking. In contrast, ini-
tial compressive stresses (prior to a tensile test) do exhibit a
critical penalizing effect on the sensitivity of austenitic stain-
less steels, hence the strongly sensitizing effect of modes of
cold work such as shot peening and pressing. For a given cold
work mode, a sensitivity threshold in terms of initial hardeness
before test can be observed around 300 Hv on 304L steel (Fig.
74).This threshold also corresponds with that observed in the
case of cold-worked materials exposed in boiling water reac-
tors (BWRs). As displayed in long-time initiation tests (e.g.
18,000 hours) under strictly static loading (imposed deforma-
tion, constant load), initiation is quite difficult in austenitic stain-
less steels under static conditions, even though tests on vari-
ous grades are still pending to scrutinize this issue. In contrast,
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intergranular propagation on CT specimens can be observed
on 316L steel under constant load and at temperatures of
290 °C and 325 °C in a primary environment [14]. As a matter
of fact, the temperature effect already seems to be very differ-
ent from that observed in the case of, e.g., Alloy 600*, as
cracking can be seen for relatively low temperatures (e.g.
200 °C).

Ongoing works will allow SCC crack initiation conditions to be
better defined for austenitic stainless steels in nominal pri-
mary environment, a major step, indeed, in the assessment
of this type of risk for the whole nuclear power reactor fleet.

Irradiation influence on stainless steel SCC

Lower internals of pressurized water reactors (PWRs) are
made out of 304 / 316 stainless steels, materials which have
long been deemed to be unsensitive to stress corrosion crack-
ing (Fig. 75). However, in the French PWRs of the first design
(900 MW - CP0 series), a few baffle-former bolts of these
structures (also referred to as “baffle bolts”), which are the
most irradiated and tensile-stressed, have displayed intergran-
ular cracking at the bolt head / body knuckle (Fig. 77).

EDF and CEA expertise provided on 316L steel cracked bolts
revealed strong hardening of the material due to a significant
evolution of the irradiation-induced microstructure* (disap-
pearance of the initial dislocation* network, formation of dis-
location loops and intergranular segregation). As a result of
such expertises, this craking could be attributed to irradiation-
assisted stress corrosion craking in PWR primary environ-
ment.

Such phenomena of Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion
Cracking (IASCC) are complex: they can be seen as a multi-
physical phenomenon, as illustrated on the opposite page 
(Fig. 76). For not only the three major promoters of stress cor-
rosion cracking, i.e. the environment, the material and the
stress, are to be considered, but also the irradiation effects on
the material (creep*, swelling, intergranular segregation…)
and on the environment (radiolysis*).

Fig. 73. Cracking observed on a V-pressed specimen which has been
subjected to a slow tensile test in a primary environment at 360 °C.

Fig. 74. Influence of surface hardness on the average crack propaga-
tion rate in steel-304L pre-cold-worked through shot-peening and
subjected to tensile tests in a primary environment at 360 °C. Fig. 75. View of PWR internals.
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This is the reason why, in parallel to inspections and exper-
tises conducted by EDF on PWR internals bolts, the CEA has
started a R&D program, jointly with EDF and Areva NP, with
the aim of studying austenitic susceptibility to irradiation-

assisted stress corrosion cracking. This program consists in
the following items:

• Mechanical and microstructural characterization of austenitic
steels irradiated at temperatures representative of PWR
operation, i.e. 300 - 400 °C;

• Specific experiments in the OSIRIS reactor (CEA Saclay) in
order to investigate IASCC;

• Autoclaves set up in shielded cells (CEA Saclay’s hot labs)
so as to achieve stress corrosion tests on materials previ-
ously subjected to irradiation.

Susceptibility to cracking under irradiation has been tested in
the OSIRIS reactor at 330 °C (the average operating temper-
ature of PWR internals), using tubular specimens containing
Al2O3 cores with various B4C contents. Under the neutron flux
the Al2O3 cores swell with rates depending on the B4C con-
tent. Ceramic swelling induces loading with imposed strain
rate, under irradiation, of austenitic-steel tubular specimens.
Two experiments have been conducted in parallel, one in a
neutral environment (NaK), and the other in a pressurized
water representative of the PWR environment (155 bars -
hydrogenated water, 350 ppm boron and 1.5 ppm lithium).
Both experiments have been unloaded at regular intervals 
(≈ 2.5 dpa) for visual examination and diameter measurement
of tubular specimens.

Cracks were made evident in austenitic steel specimens sta-
bilized with titanium and irradiated in PWR water environment
from the very first irradiation phase, i.e. for a dose lower than
2.5 dpa*, while the same specimens irradiated in an inert
environment (NaK) do not exhibit any crack, even for much
higher doses, i.e. 5 dpa. Specimens made out of austenitic
steels 304 and 316 do not display any crak, whether irradi-
ated in a neutral environment or in a PWR-representative
environment.

The presence of several cracks in the tubes could be made
evident through visual observation of cracked specimens.
These cracks possessed an intergranular feature (Fig. 78).

These observations were confirmed by metallographic
expertises (Fig. 79) which have shown that cracks are fully
intergranular, and are initiated in the outer face of the tube,
i.e.on the surface in contact with the environment. As this
cracking does not occur on specimens irradiated in a neutral
environment, it is obviously due to irradiation-assisted stress
corrosion cracking.

The analysis of uncracked tube diameter measurements pre-
sented on Figure 80 has been achieved on materials repre-
sentative of PWR internals, i.e. steel-304 and -316, taking
into account the following two items:Fig. 77. Intergranular cracking of internals bolts of the CPO series. -

Intergranular pattern of cracked bolts.

Irradiation-Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking: 
a complex multi-physics phenomenon

Fig. 76. The diagram hereabove displays the various phenomena
likely to affect an irradiated material subjected to stress, and in
chemical interaction with the environment. The IASCC (Irradiation
Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking) is a combination of all of
these phenomena.
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• Irradiation creep. After an incubation period, the strain
induced by irradiation creep is linear with dose and stress.
The value of the incubation range and the evolution rate also
depend on the material and its metallurgical state.

These features have been set up for the same materials after
irradiation at different doses during the two same irradiations
in the OSIRIS reactor as well as after experimental irradiations
at higher doses and different temperatures, conducted in the
experimental reactors EBR II (USA), BOR 60 (Russia) and
Phénix (France).

This analysis based upon a “finite-element” modelling made it
possible to trace back to the stress status in steel-316 tubular
specimens as a function of dose (Fig. 81). It can be observed
that stress reaches a maximum value, apparently not depend-
ent on the loading rate imposed by core swelling, and then

• The evolution of the material properties due to irradiation, i.e.
the hardening of the material which evolves depending on
dose, and gets saturated for doses ranging from 5 to 10 dpa
depending on materials. The saturation level observed also
depends on the material and its metallurgical state;

Fig. 78. Cracks in a titanium-stabilized steel following irradiation
under stress in a PWR-representative environment, i.e. hydro-
genated water with 150 ppm boron and 1.5 ppm Li , at 155 bars.

Fig. 79. Metallographical expertise results of cracked specimen 
of titanium-stabilized austenitic steel.

Fig. 80. Diametral strain of steel-304 and -316 tube specimens
induced by irradiation in OSIRIS.
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decreases for higher doses. This behavior as a function of
dose results from irradiation creep, which allows for stresses
induced in tubular specimens by ceramic swelling to be par-
tially relieved. For higher doses, an equilibrium could thus be
reached between stresses induced by ceramic core swelling
and stress relieving induced by irradiation.

These results obtained under irradiation will be confronted with
stress corrosion cracking tests on irradiated materials, espe-
cially tests under constant loading.This should help determine
whether there exists a “thresthold” stress, as apparently shown
by the tests performed in the OSIRIS reactor.

The corrosion loop set up in a shielded cell at the CEA
Saclay’s hot laboratories was licensed for operation in 2006. It
consists of three autoclaves of 3 liters each, in which primary
environment conditions of light water reactors (pressurized
water for PWRs, or boiling water for BWRs) can be repro-
duced, with instantaneous monitoring of temperature, hydro-
gen and oxygen partial pressures, and conductivity. Water
chemistry is monitored by periodic sampling. One of the three
autoclaves is fitted with a tensile machine which makes it pos-
sible to conduct SCC investigations under slow strain rates,
constant loading, crack propagation… (Fig. 82a and b).

Qualifying of the shielded-cell loop started in late 2006 on
specimens similar to those irradiated in the experimental reac-
tors Phénix (CEA-EDF) and BOR 60 (RIAR – Russia), as part
of the program “PWR Lifetime”. The first SCC tests show that
strain rates ranging from 10-9 to 10-6 s-1 can be reached for
SSRT (Slow Strain Rate Test) tests on “small” specimens, and
that the required conditions could be reached to achieve con-
stant-load tests with a stable applied force (e.g. of an approx-
imate 2 N).

Tests on irradiated specimens are being initiated (mid-2009).
With the help of specimens previously irradiated in experimen-
tal reactors, they will make it possible to investigate the influ-
ence of irradiation parameters (temperature, dose…), and
water chemistry, as well as the role of the initial metallurgical
status of steels (quenching, cold working, grain size), and low
variations in these materials’ chemical composition.

Stress corrosion cracking has been a major industrial issue in
ligh water nuclear power plants, e.g. cracking of stainless steel
piping in boiling nuclear power plants, and of Alloy-600 steam
generator tubes in pressurized water reactors. If laboratory
tests have been conducted primarily to find remedies (surface
treatment, coolant chemistry, steels of lower susceptibility…),
they are increasingly oriented to initiation and propagation
mechanisms. A broad range of experimental, characterization
and calculation tools are now available at the required scales
(from the nm to the µm), liable to pave the way to better under-
standing of these phenomena, and controlling chemistry /
mechanics / transport couplings. One of the main goals of
these studies is developing models that enable crack initiation
and propagation to be predicted with a view to optimizing
inspections and replacements. In all these cases, mechanism
studies corroborate the semi-empirical models currently used,
and enable the relevant parameters involved to be discrimi-
nated.

55

Fig. 82a. View of the autoclave fitted with a tensile testing machine
and set up in a shielded cell (CEA Saclay – DMN / SEMI).

Fig. 82b. View of the autoclave fitted with a tensile testing machine
and set up in a shielded cell (CEA Saclay – DMN / SEMI).
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Wear Corrosion

• Nickel-base alloy SG tubes;

• Zirconium alloy clads of fuel rods.

Without giving up tests dedicated to understanding wear at
room temperature [1, 2], the CEA also conducts research
works in PWR primary environment, i.e. in pressurized water
(150 bars, 350 °C). Research works may be of the analytic
type (electrochemical depassivation-repassivation, examina-
tion of oxide layers), and may be oriented to wear tests in spe-
cific machines (fretting corrosion in FROTTEAU 2 and
machines of the “AECL 3” type, or even tests on full-scale com-
ponents (Stellite-coated latch arms of a real drive mechanism,
and fuel rods qualified in representative loops) [3-6].

On passivable alloys such as cobalt-based alloys (Stellite - Fig.
83) or stainless steels, repassivation durations, as well as the
involved currents, were determined under PWR primary con-
ditions, which enabled characteristic frequencies and losses
of matter to be traced back. In the case of steel-316L Rod
Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs), it could be deduced by
calculation that dissolving 10 nanometers after full depassiva-
tion would result in a wear 1 mm deep in one year, which had
been formerly observed in an EDF reactor (a few clad failures
in one year).Thus, wear corrosion may reach a very fast and,
so, unallowable kinetics. Regarding nitride steel-316L control

Wear corrosion – also called tribocorrosion – is defined as
a “process involving conjoint corrosion and friction between
two sliding surfaces in contact” (Standard ISO 8044, April
2000). In pressurized water reactors (PWRs), this phenome-
non has aroused special interest since fast wear could be
observed on the (Stellite-6-coated) teeth of latch arms in con-
trol rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs) as well as on (steel-316L)
clads of Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs).

A coupled phenomenon
Wear corrosion in a passive alloy consists in the periodic
removal of the passive layer* by mechanical or electrochem-
ical attack, followed by alloy repassivation during the latency
phase, e.g. between two impacts. Repassivation, or the
rebuilding of the oxide which the passive layer consists of, is
sometimes accompanied with loss of matter through dissolu-
tion in an aqueous environment. Depassivation may result
from friction and impact; it may also take place in presence of
wear debris that have turned “abrasive” and remain between
the surfaces in contact, thereby erasing them. The phenome-
non is generally termed “tribocorrosion” when the coupling of
both phenomena (corrosion and wear) results in a loss of
metal substantially higher than under the sole mechanical
wear.

A research work related 
to extended lifetime of the French
nuclear power reactor fleet
This research topic is a response to the goal of extending fuel
cycles as well as the French PWR fleet lifetime. The issue of
whether rod cluster control (RCC) guide tubes are to be sub-
stituted, and how Stellite-coated latch arms will evolve, is
under consideration. Among the PWR components likely to be
affected by wear corrosion are the following:

• Cold-worked steel-316L locating pins, in contact with bottom
nozzles;

• Nitride 316L-steel clads in Rod Cluster Control Assemblies
(RCCAs), in contact with the 304L-steel RCC guide tube or
the Zy4 guide thimbles;

• Stellite-coated teeth of CRDM latch arms, in contact with the
drive rod made out of martensitic stainless steel;

Fig. 83. Evolution of the repassivation current obtained on a Stellite
(a cobalt alloy containing chromium and tunsten) under PWR 
primary conditions and after an electrochemical depassivation 
(-2000 mV with respect to free corrosion potential), thus displaying
typical durations of about ten seconds for the oxide layer rebuilding
in a PWR primary environment.

Corrosion in Water-Cooled Reactors: Phenomenology, Mechanisms, and Remedies
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rod assemblies, fretting tests in PWR environment (Fig. 84)
show that wear corrosion exhibits specific wear pattern 
(Fig. 85) not to be encountered in cases of mechanical wear.

Concerning latch arms with Stellite-coated teeth (Fig. 86), two
full-scale toughness tests were performed on the BACCHUS
test bench,on which slow or fast loading paces can be
imposed, likely to result in different wear corrosion mecha-
nisms. Most of mechanical loading is an impact loading as the
latch arm tooth is fit up against the grooved control drive rod.
The final resulting wear is compared for an overall number of
latch arm steps (260,000 steps). At the end of these two tests,
as shown by wear measures (Fig. 87), wear is more pro-
nounced when the operating pace is the lowest.These results
bear out the assumption of tribocorrosion-induced wear.

High frequency of mechanical loading (lowering the frequency,
inserting stop times), is also illustrated by fretting tests on the
316L / 304L couple carried out with an “AECL” type machine
(Fig. 88). The resulting wear [4] is expressed as the amount 
of material loss per unit distance of sliding; it is typically of 
20 µg/km under fast motion (18 Hz), and exceeds 5000 µg/km
under very slow motion (0.2 Hz).

Fig. 84. Example of a worn clad in relation to the control rod / guide
tube couple. Wear test performed with a steel-316L, nitrided clad
pressing against a steel-304L housing over 50 mm, with an applied
3 N loading force and a continuous back-and-forth sliding motion of
128 mm per cycle, at a 0.38 Hz frequency, up to an overall path of
63 km.

Fig.86. View of a Stellite-coated tooth latch arm (dim. ~5 cm x 1 cm),
which is a part of control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs), with the
schematic representation of the contact surface between the latch
arm and the grooved control drive rod.

Fig. 85. SEM image of the wear pattern of the nitride steel clad
shown on Figure 84, as exposed in a FROTTEAU 2 loop in a PWR
primary environment. The bearing areas during the sliding motion
are made evident by the dark, smooth plateaux, whereas corrosion 
is displayed by crevices with lighter oxidized debris.

Fig. 87. Confocal microscopy images of wear on a Stellite-coated
tooth. Maximum wear of the bearing side (center of light blue area):
15-µm deep after a 260,000-step, slow motion of a Stellite-6-coated
latch arm against a Steel- Z12C13 grooved control drive rod in pri-
mary water at 285 °C.

Analysis area
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Concerning zirconium alloy fuel clads, the form of deformation
under tribocorrosion is different for the oxide formed is practi-
cally insoluble. Yet, there is still an effect to be understood of
the aqueous environment and its chemistry.This topic is being
investigated as part of a cooperation with Ecole Centrale de
Paris.

As a conclusion, understanding wear corrosion phenomena
lies in an approach coupling mechanics and corrosion.
Passivation mechanisms of the alloys investigated play a
major role, hence the influence of the solution chemistry, with
such significant factors as pH, and species interfering with the
solution redox potential (oxygen and hydrogen). Of equal
importance, indeed, is the mechanical stress (frequency,
applied force, surface under fretting…). Some more robust-
ness is still needed to get fully reliable prediction of these phe-
nomena.
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Fig. 88. The so-called “AECL” machine used at the CEA for investi-
gating tribocorrosion (a machine designed and marketed by AECL).
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The selection of the fourth generation nuclear reactor con-
cepts can be summarized as five main stakes: economics,
safety, waste management, resource upgrading, and safety in
its broad meaning, including fight against proliferation risks.
Several technological options are available; one of the main
structuring items is the choice of reactor coolant*, which is a
key factor in the system’s overall design, the choice of operat-
ing parameters (especially temperatures and pressure), and,
consequently, the choice of materials.

Six nuclear systems have been selected by the Generation
IV* Forum [1]:

• GFR (Gas-cooled Fast Reactor system): a gas-cooled fast
neutron reactor with fuel recycling,

• SFR (Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor system): a sodium-cooled
fast neutron reactor with fuel recycling,

• LFR (Lead-cooled Fast Reactor system): a lead or lead-bis-
muth-cooled fast neutron reactor with fuel recycling,

• VHTR (Very High Temperature Reactor system): a helium-
cooled, thermal neutron reactor with a very high core outlet
temperature (1000 °C) dedicated to hydrogen generation,
without fuel recycling in the initial version under considera-
tion,

• SCWR (SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor system): a
supercritical water-cooled reactor with a thermal or fast neu-
tron spectrum and fuel recycling,

• MSR (Molten Salt Reactor system): a molten salt thermal
neutron reactor with fuel recycling.

These systems are mostly aimed at generating electric power,
but some of them are also able to supply high-temperature
heat for industrial processes.

This chapter will review the major issues relating to inter-
actions between structural materials and coolant.
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Corrosion in Gas-Cooled Reactors

Corrosion by helium impurities
Helium in a gas-cooled fast reactor constitutes an original envi-
ronment with a very low oxygen partial pressure and a high
carbon activity. Competition takes place between the growth
of a protective superficial oxide, i.e. a “passive” oxidation
regime ensuring alloy integrity in the long term, and carburiza-
tion or decarburization reactions, which irreversibly alter
microstructure and properties. As shown by the experience
gained in the seventies and eighties with helium-cooled exper-
imental reactors (HTR for High Temperature Reactor), traces
of pollutants such as H2, CO, CH4, and H2O contaminate the
coolant. Although only minute concentrations are involved,
approximately ranging between one ppm and a few dozen
ppm, these gases interact with metallic materials at high tem-
peratures.

Experience issued from HTR-related studies provides a rich
corpus of both theoretical and practical data dealing with cor-
rosion phenomena in impure helium. Nevertheless, essential
knowledge is lacking for selecting and, a fortiori, qualifying
materials for Generation IV Gas-cooled Fast Reactors (GFR).
For in these innovating systems, structures will be exposed to
temperatures considerably higher than formerly. Moreover,
materials themselves might be particularly different from those
of early HTRs, i.e. mainly Alloy 800 and chromium-rich nickel
alloys reinforced with Co and/or Mo (IN617, Hastelloy X…).
Nowadays, other grades are assumed to be a priori more per-
forming at high temperature, particularly owing to their opti-
mized creep resistance, that is: Cr-rich nickel alloys reinforced
with tungsten (typically, Alloy 230), coated materials featuring
a three-layer system (typically, substrate / bond layer / yttria-
stabilized zirconia thermal barrier), oxide-dispersion-strength-
ened (ODS) steels or nickel alloys, molybdenum alloys…
Therefore, corrosion studies under representative atmos-
pheres and at upper-bound temperatures are required to know
new materials behavior, select materials compatible with the
environment to be encountered in gas-cooled fast reactors,
prescribe optimal operating conditions with associated mar-
gins (temperature, pollution in helium), and, further in time,
propose parameterized laws for in-service prediction of life-
time.

Corrosion process in nickel base alloys

With a view to describing nickel alloy reactivity and, most par-
ticularly that of alloy IN617, research work is focused on
chromium and carbon reactions, excluding other alloying ele-
ments: Cr oxidation by water, C oxidation by water, Cr oxida-
tion with methane or carbon monoxide. Given the high dilution
of impurities in helium and the very short residence times at
high temperature, the gaseous phase does not reach an equi-
librium. Beyond a certain temperature, carbon present in the
material – under dissolved form or incorporated within metal-
lic carbides – reacts with surface oxide, thereby inducing CO
release.The superficial layer is damaged, which discards any
possibility of passivity. Various approaches have been devel-
oped to plot the physico-chemistry of reactions at the alloy
IN617 / gas interface as a function of the relative contents of
oxidizing gas and carbonate species. For example, Figure 89
reproduces the stability diagram of chromium proposed by
Quadakkers [2], and illustrates the various corrosion modes
of IN617 – simplified as the Ni-Cr-C system with a Cr activity
of 0.6 – at 950 °C as a function of atmospheric oxygen and
carbon potentials.

A difficulty in this representation lies in assessing the oxygen
potential and carbon activity specific of the environment. For,
as the gaseous phase is out of equilibrium, these quantities
have to be assessed through coupling data relating to thermo-
dynamics and surface reaction kinetics.

Corrosion in the Nuclear Reactor Systems of the Future

Fig. 89. Chromium stability diagram at 950 °C, with a chromium
activity a(Cr) = 0.6, as a function of oxygen pressure and carbon
activity [1].
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Other test runs based upon a more technological approach
are focused on depicting the microstructure of nickel alloys
exposed to the helium atmosphere of gas-cooled reactors,
and identifying the corrosion effects on their mechanical prop-
erties. Various morphologies are typical: “passive” oxidation,
featuring a very slow evolution of the microstructure, coarse
carbide precipitation or “carburization”, which entails embrit-
tlement at room temperature, and metallic carbide dissolution
or “decarburization”, likely to lead to lower resistance to creep.
In addition to these processes, “active” oxidation phenomena
may take place, such as internal oxidation, superficial oxide
evaporation, layer scaling…

Practically, the only behavior likely to guarantee durable use of
structural materials is “passive” oxidation, excluding any pass-
ing through the range of “carburization” or “decarburization”. It
is worth mentioning, however, that changes in corrosion mech-
anisms (“switch-over” phenomena) could be observed in the
long term.

Experimental devices: CORALLINE and CORINTH

High sensitivity of the corrosion mode to operating parame-
ters has led to a considerable dispersal of the results formerly
published. Therefore, it seemed of paramount importance to
us to preserve atmospheric conditions during the laboratory
tests of exposure, which implied designing dedicated devices,
as well as stringent handling protocols. The critical point is to
adjust and measure the water vapor contents ranging between
0.5 and a few ppm. As a first step, we adapted the
CORALLINE Facility so as to expose small coupons under a
helium flux up to 1,050 °C. The test sections are made out of
quartz, an inert material with respect to the environment.
Special attention is given to circuit and component leaktight-
ness.The gas mixture of required composition is directly sup-
plied in bottles. Concentrations in helium are analyzed at the
inlet and outlet of two testing sections using two hygrometers,
one with a capacitive probe (accurateness of the dew point, 
± 3 °C), the other with a chilled-mirror probe (PR accuracy 
± 0.3 °C), coupled with a gas-phase chromatograph (accu-
racy for constant gases, 0.2 ppm). The CORALLINE Facility
proves to be leaktight and performing for controlling (even low)
concentrations in permanent gases up to 1,015 °C at least,
over several hundreds of hours. However, owing to its design,
moistness cannot be adjusted, the latter ranging between 0.5-
4 ppm approximately. In order to go beyond the limits of
CORALLINE, an improved version, the so-called CORINTH
Facility, has been recently commissioned (Fig. 90).
Improvements especially lie in fabrication on demand of gas
mixtures, in vapor content control and still more accurate
measuring, and increased capacity for exposing specimens
simultaneously (4 big-sized test sections) at higher tempera-
tures (1,150° and 1,550 °C) and for longer times.

A few results

In CORALLINE and CORINTH, a (“screening”) program has
been conducted, with the purpose of comparing candidate
alloys for the GFR high-temperature applications. Corrosion
tests have been carried out in atmospheres representative of
the coolant, mainly at 950 °C. Tests were performed in a
“slightly oxidizing” atmosphere (He+200 ppm H2, 50 ppm CO,
20 ppm CH4, ~2 ppm H2O), the only range for a prolonged
use of alloys which will be retained indeed in GFR nominal
operating conditions. These tests have shown that at 950 °C
“passive” oxidation leads to superficial oxide formation and
internal oxidation. Under the surface is often formed a decar-
burized area, the depth of which may be related to the compo-
sition and thickness of outer oxides. Figure 91 illustrates the
typical morphology of a Cr-rich Ni alloy after exposure in
CORALLINE. The thickness, compactness and composition
of the outer layer strongly depend on the alloy’s contents in
elements with a very high affinity for oxygen: Al, Si, Ti, Cr,
Mn… For example, with titanium contents of a few weight per
thousand, titanium is incorporated into chromine and forms
mixed oxides, thereby inducing an increase in the oxidation
rate. In addition, aluminium enhances proneness to internal
oxidation.

Fig. 90. View of the CORINTH Facility designed for investigating
high-temperature corrosion in helium with controlled impurity 
contents.
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These first tests have enabled alloys to be classified as a func-
tion of corrosion toughness in GFR “little oxidizing” helium envi-
ronment at 950 °C. For a same exposure time, Figure 92 gath-
ers values measured on several grades for oxide layer
thickness, internal oxidation depth, and depth without second-
ary carbides.

According to an order of increasing resistance to oxidation,
there can be found: 800H< IN617 < Haynes 230 < Hastelloy X.
Nicrofer 6025 cannot be compared with others, for, initially, an
alumina superficial film is formed, and then the oxidation
mechanism changes with the fast growth of Cr-rich nodules. In
addition, two ODS materials, the alumino-forming PM 2000
and the chromino-forming PM1000, have exhibited damaging
rates lower than those of Hastelloy X. Such good properties
are assigned to the positive effect of yttria dispersoids on the

formation and quality of superficial oxide layers. The previous
categorization shall also be assessed with respect to the
extent of the passive oxidation range for each grade. For our
research is aimed at reaching, not only a suitable resistance
to oxidation at low oxygen partial pressure (Po2), but also an
alloy likely to be oxidized within a very broad range of operat-
ing conditions, and able to withstand incursions into carburiz-
ing or decarburizing atmospheres without any risk of change
in corrosion mechanism.

On the other hand, another investigating route is devoted to
fine study of interactions beween helium impurities and alloy
Haynes 230*, approximately between 850 and 1000 °C. The
aim is appraising the validity, for this grade, of the models
developed for IN617, and issuing recommendations about the
conditions of use in a GFR.

Figure 93 depicts both the temperature program and the CO
content analyses at the test section outlet of two rather short
tests under helium (He +200 ppm H2, 50 ppm CO, 20 ppm
CH4, ~2 ppm H2O).

In both tests, a first peak fo CO consumption can be observed
during the rise in temperature to 900 °C. This peak corre-
sponds with the alloy oxidation by CO. If exposure goes on, a
plateau emerges, followed by a CO generation around 965 °C
(TA). This release is then progressively reduced. Figure 93 is
to be related to Figure 94, which presents the surface of spec-
imens.

Microprobe analyses and SEM-FEG observations helped
identify an oxide layer, about 0.7 µm thick and of the spinel
type (Cr,Mn)3O4, on the surface of the oxidized specimen up
to 900 °C. In contrast, after treatment at 980 °C, superficial
oxide is only 0.25 µm thick, and is much chromium-depleted
though it still contains Mn and Al. It could be thus evidenced
that, alike alloy IN617 under some helium atmospheres typi-
cal of gas-cooled fast reactors, Alloy Haynes 230* displays
either “passive” oxidation at T<TA, or undergoes destruction
of the oxide layer above the critical temperature TA. In our

Fig. 91. SEM images of a surface section of a Haynes 230 sample
exposed for 813 h in CORALLINE in slightly oxidizing He at 950 °C;
a) backscattered-electron contrast; b) secondary-electron contrast
after an electrochemical attack.

Fig. 92. Morphological features of samples exposed in CORALLINE
for 813 h or 1027 h (PM 1000 and PM 2000) in slightly oxidizing He
at 950 °C.
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case, (with 50 ppm CO), the critical value is 965 °C. Moreover,
this oxide / carbon reaction in the material is selective: only Cr-
rich oxides seem to react. Some authors named it a “microcli-
mate reaction” [2-5]. This work is proceeding as tests with
other helium GFR compositions, implementing enhanced
characterization techniques for surface oxide layers.

How modelling helps understand the role 
of impurities 

In order to account for the destruction of the oxide layer above
a critical temperature TA, it is assumed that carbon in solution
in alloy Csol can reduce oxide according to the overall follow-
ing process:

(1)

Reaction (1) leaves the alloy without any protection: it can then
exchange carbon with the atmosphere, and undergo fast
decarburization with major consequences in its mechanical
properties.

The aim of the latest works [6-8] was to identify and model the
steps of the phenomenon of oxide growth and, then, destruc-
tion for a Ni-base alloy Haynes 230®. The study conclusions
help determine specifications on optimum environment con-
ditions in VHTR primary circuit containment, in terms of tem-
perature and helium chemistry.

Approach and experimental work

The critical temperatures of reaction TA were determined in
typical VHTR helium atmospheres at various CO partial pres-
sures for alloy Haynes 230® and for model alloys Ni-Cr-W-C.
Table 1 gives the chemical composition of the alloys.

The tests were performed in the dedicated CORALLINE test
loop, consisting of impure helium feed, high-temperature fur-
naces, and gas analyzers.

The measurement protocol of TA consists in exposing speci-
mens to a given gaseous mixture at 900 °C for approximately
25 hours, then steadily increasing temperature (e.g. by
1 °C/min). Helium analysis through gas chromatography at the
furnace outlet shows a sharp rise in carbon monoxide partial
pressure, which helps pinpoint the onset of Reaction (1) and,
so, of the starting reaction temperature, TA.

MetalgCOCOxide sol +=+ )(

Fig. 93. Temperature program and analyses of CO concentration at
the end of the test stage versus time during the exposure of alloy-
Haynes 230* samples in the CORALLINE test loop. Alloy carburiza-
tion and decarburization areas are clearly shown on this figure.
No corrosion can be observed between them.
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The evolution TA = f(PCO) for the various alloys is displayed on
Figure 95: for a given alloy, the higher CO partial pressure,
the higher TA. Measures on model alloys also indicate that
there is a shift of TA towards the lower temperatures when
chromium content is decreasing.

A reactional schematic diagram was put forth for Reaction (1):
TA corresponds with the temperature from which the driving
force is sufficient to achieve the reaction 

(2)

In Reaction (2), Csol stands for carbon in solution in the alloy.
It is assumed that an equilibrium has been established
between: Csol; stable carbides at high temperature – of type
M23C6 and very rich in chromium, referring to TEM diffraction
studies achieved at the CIRIMAT and the CEA/Grenoble –;
and chromium within the alloy, including under the oxide layer
(Cr-depleted area). Chromium formed by Reaction (2) is
assumed to be pure in its phase (activity of 1), i.e. the effect of
its following dilution in the matrix is disregarded.Yet, chromium
and alloying elements very quickly interdiffuse, which explains
why chromium cannot be detected at the alloy surface.

Figure 96 puts forth a schematic diagram of the approach
developed to establish a theoretical relationship between TA
and PCO. It combines a thermodynamic approach, that consid-
ers Reaction (2) and the equilibrium Csol/carbides/chromium
in the alloy (using the sofwares HSC® and TermoCalc®), with
fine analyses of the Cr local content at the alloy/oxide inter-
face (through EDS-TEM). Step 2 on Figure 96 requires a Cr
activity coefficient in the tested alloys. It was experimentally
determined in the different alloys by the Physico-Chemistry
Department, using multiple Knudsen cells associated with a
High-Temperature Mass spectrometer (HTMS).

CrgCOCOCr sol 2)(3332 +=+  

Fig. 95. Evolution of critical temperature TA versus CO partial pres-
sure in helium on the various Ni base Cr-rich alloys.

Fig. 96. Schematic representation of the approach adopted to know TA theoretical evolution as a function of PCO.

Table 2.

Wt% chemical composition of the tested alloys

Alloy Ni C Cr W Mo Fe Mn Al Si Co Ti Cu La S

Haynes 230® base 0.105 22.0 14.7 1.3 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.02 0.005 0.002

Ni22CrWC base 0.103 22 14 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Ni18CrWC base 0.103 18 14 < 0.001
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Theoretical and experimental results are presented on Figure
97.Theoretical values are highlighted by a dotted band which
takes into account experimental uncertainties. As regards the
industrial grade and two model alloys, the experimental tem-
peratures TA are in very good agreement with the theoretical
predictions derived from Figure 96.

It could be seen that the oxide layer which is formed on the
surface of chromium-rich nickel-base alloys, at high tempera-
ture, in the impure helium atmosphere of VHTRs, is no more
stable above a critical temperature TA. Moreover, it was
demonstrated that this oxide degradation temperature is
dependent on carbon monoxide pressure and the chromium
content of the alloy. It was thus proposed that in the first
instants of the reaction, the relevant thermodynamic system
be chromine reduction by carbon in solution within the alloy at
the alloy / oxide interface.The model developed is based upon
a thermodynamic study coupled with fine analyses of chem-
istry and of the local interfacial microstructure. An excellent
agreement could be found between theoretical predictions and
experimental direct measures of TA.

As a conclusion, carbon monoxide P(CO) partial pressure in
the VHTR atmosphere will be a key factor for determining the
temperature range for which chromine is stable and, so, the
possible protection of the structural alloy. Controlling helium
coolant chemistry would enable to break dependence on
Reaction (1): carbon monoxide partial pressure must be kept
above a critical threshold to be set up according to data given
on Figures 95 and 97 (still allowing for margins, of course).

Silicon carbide resistance 
to oxidation
Silicon carbide (SiC) and, more especially, ceramic matrix
composites SiC / SiCf are contemplated as cladding materi-
als for gas-cooled fast reactor fuels owing to their stability at
high temperatures, their high thermal conductivity, and the sta-
bility of their properties under neutron irradiation.

In a reactor the cladding material will be under an overall pres-
sure of several MPas in the helium coolant gas environment.
Defining the allowable impurity rate in the coolant partly relies
on determining the behavior of (monolith and composite) SiC
elements facing oxidation by impurities present in helium
under low partial pressures, in nominal operating conditions
(between 1100 and 1500 K). In addition, investigations at
higher temperatures and under different atmospheres are nec-
essary to assess clad behavior in the case of an accident
(> 1600 up to 2300 K), and contribute to accident scenario
assessment.

SiC oxidation

SiC major particularity lies in its two distinct oxidation regimes,
dependent on the oxidizing species partial pressure. For exam-
ple, if the latter occurs in sufficient quantity, Sic oxidation is
said to be “passive”, and a protective, dense, and homoge-
neous layer of silica (SiO2) is formed on the material surface,
thereby limiting its further oxidation. On the contrary, if the oxi-
dizing species partial pressure is too low, silicon carbide oxi-
dation is then active, and this is chiefly SiO, a gaseous oxide,
which is formed. In this case, silicon carbide is not protected
from the oxidizing environment, and its progressive degrada-
tion is expressed by a significant loss of mass over time [9,
10].

Oxygen is the main oxidizing species and the two active and
passive oxidation regimes are respectively expressed by the
two following chemical reactions:

SiC + O2 (g) = SiO (g) + CO (g)
SiC + 3/2 O2 (g) = SiO2 + CO (g)

In both cases, the oxidation kinetics is representative of the
oxidation regime. When the reaction products are gaseous,
oxygen directly reacts with silicon carbide, and the kinetics is
linear. In the opposite case, if silicon is formed, the oxidation
kinetics then becomes parabolic. This is due to the fact that
oxygen has to diffuse through the oxide layer to react with sil-
icon carbide at the substrate / oxide interface, and, similarly,
the gaseous products of the reaction (here, CO) have to dif-
fuse through silica to come out of the material. So the kinetics
is slower as the oxide layer is growing.

Fig. 97. Carbon monoxide equilibrium isotherm for various alloys of
interest for gas-cooled reactors. Comparison between theoretical
values (dotted lines) expressed by Log(P(CO))=f(1/TA) and experi-
mental results.
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In addition, for the two regimes, the kinetics depends on oxy-
gen partial pressure, which confirms the fact that oxidizing
species diffusion is the limiting factor of the reaction [11].
However, apart from oxygen partial pressure, the nature of the
oxidizing species, as well as pressure and temperature are
parameters which influence the material’s behavior during its
oxidation.

It has been proved experimentally that water vapor enhances
the phenomenon of silicon carbide oxidation [12-15].

Thus, in an atmosphere consisting of oxygen for one half, and
of water vapor for the other half, for temperatures between
1470 and 1670 K, water vapor proves to be the first oxidizing
species according to the following reaction:

SiC + 3H2O(g) = SiO2 + CO(g) + 3H2(g)

Another consequence of water vapor occurring in the atmos-
phere is the possible volatilization of silica according to the fol-
lowing reaction [16]:

SiO2 + 2H2O(g) = Si(OH)4(g)

Possible reactions between carbon dioxide and silicon carbide
are the following, respectively, according to whether oxidation
is active or passive:

SiC + 2CO2(g) = SiO(g) + 3CO(g)
SiC + 3CO2(g) = SiO2 + 4CO(g)

Experimental results show a behavior typical of the oxidation
environment. Contrary to oxidation under air, in which there is
always formation of a homogeneous, protective silica layer
when the regime is passive, silica spheres can often been
observed on the surface of the material for low CO2 pressures,
as a result of oxide reduction by carbon monoxide [17, 18]. So
there is no uniform and passivating film on silicon carbide, and
the so formed silica may react as follows:

SiO2 + CO(g) = SiO(g) + CO2(g)

As regards oxidation kinetics, a strictly parabolic trend can
always be observed for passive oxidation under carbon diox-
ide, whereas kinetics successively exhibits a linear, then par-
abolic profile for passive oxidation under oxygen.

The case of He-cooled reactors

Helium in itself does not chemically interact with silicon car-
bide.Yet, it seems practically and thermodynamically impossi-
ble to remove all the impurities contained in the coolant.These
residues can constitute oxidizing species such as oxygen or
water vapor, in amounts up to 1000 ppm, which corresponds
to relatively low partial pressures, thereby favoring active oxi-
dation of the material [19]. In addition, the presence of pollut-

ing impurities coming from the other materials of the gas cir-
cuit cannot be excluded.

One way to approach the issue of the stability of silicon carbide
under helium with a low impurity concentration is determining
a critical passivation temperature and a critical temperature of
silica decomposition.

Thus, SiC resistance to oxidation cannot be effective without
the oxidizing species portion being present in sufficient quan-
tity, thereby enabling silicon carbide to be passivated by the
formation of a dense, homogeneous silicon layer. In the oppo-
site case, oxidation is active, and the reaction products, in the
gaseous state, do not protect the material, or the oxide layer
formed is not uniform, and so does not act as a barrier against
oxidation.

Literature gives no information about SiC behavior under the
nominal operating conditions of a gas-cooled reactor: i.e. a 7-
MPa helium pressure, a low, or even very low, oxidant partial
pressure, a temperature around 1500 K, and, in incidental or
accidental situations, a temperature rise up to 2300 K, with or
without intrusion of different (oxidizing or not) atmospheres.

Consequently, investigations, which combined numerical sim-
ulation and high-temperature tests, had to be performed in
order to define SiC behavior under various environmental con-
ditions.

Investigation approach

The ceramic clad behavior is assessed under normal, inciden-
tal and accidental reactor operating conditions. Oxidation tests
are performed under helium with different total pressures (0.1,
then 0.3 and 7 MPa) and partial pressures of oxygen and
water vapor. The approach is based on the following steps:

a. a thermodynamic approach of the system which uses the
GEMINI 1 Computer Simulation Code, and aims at defining
the temperature and pressure stability domains of the oxi-
dizing products;

b. an experimental study of the ceramic clad oxidation behav-
ior, which has required to use the solar test equipment of
the Odeillo PROMES-CNRS Laboratory and the thermo-
gravimetric analysis techniques (SPCTS-University of
Limoges). This study is to define the role of the main reac-
tor operating parameters on silicon carbide oxidation kinet-
ics: oxygen and/or vapor partial pressure, total pressure,
thermal cycle (holding temperature, temperature rise veloc-
ity), and the microstructural characteristics of the clad mate-
rial (chemical composition of the grain boundary, average
grain size…).This first research work is conducted on mono-
liths, which makes it easier to set up a correlation between
resistance to oxidation, testing conditions, and the physico-
chemical properties of the ceramic material;
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c. a third part deals with interpreting 
the composite ceramics SiCf / SiCm
behavior under oxidation under experi-
mental conditions identical to those
previously depicted. Experience gained
following the works conducted on SiC
monoliths (Part b) may simplify the
analysis of the usual properties of com-
posites, as it gives access to the silicon
carbide matrix resistance to oxidation.
Yet, oxidation resistance of these com-
posite materials, which feature an
architecture and a composition of high
complexity; will be investigated with
special attention to the role of the inter-
phase and, more largely, of the second-
ary phases and the microporosities or
microcracks.

Assessing the physico-chemical performance of SiC-base
ceramics at high temperature under various oxygen partial
pressures is expected to provide guidance to R&D in making
new composite materials and defining reactor operating sce-
narios.

Numerical simulation

As shown by the results of thermodynamic calculations, the
transition temperature between passive and active oxidation
is related to oxygen partial pressure by an Arrhenius law, with
an activation energy of about 360 kJ.mol-1. The results of the
calculations performed with the GEMINI Code are consistent
with those obtained with the Wagner model modified under
helium [20], and under air [10].

The calculations also show that for an identical oxygen partial
pressure, the influence of total pressure is negligible when
passing from 0.1 to 7 MPa (nominal operating pressure).

Experimental study

The aim of the study is to distinguish the various factors which
govern SiC oxidation: nature of the oxidizing species, pres-
sure, temperature, and SiC fabrication process.

The tests performed on the MEXOS device at Odeillo’s solar
furnace (PROMES) and through thermogravimetry at the
Limoges SPCTS confirmed the literature data and the trends
displayed by computer simulation. It was also possible to
assess the effect of the fabrication process by comparing the
oxidation resistance of three silicon carbide grades with differ-
ent microstructures and chemical compositions.

At low temperatures (1000-1200 °C), it can be noted that oxi-
dation is low and causes silicon to be formed (passive oxida-
tion), whatever the oxygen partial pressure and the SiC grade
may be.

Between 1300 and 1550 °C, the effect of the oxygen content
can be evidenced. For a passive oxidation/active oxidation
transition temperature can be observed not only as a function
of oxygen partial pressure, but also of specimens: the first
results show clear evidence of a passive oxidation/active oxi-
dation transition temperature of 1340-1700 °C for α-SiC,
whereas it ranges between 1270 and 1380 °C for β-SiC.
Figures 98 and 99 exhibit the (SEM-observed) difference in
surface aspect between two β-SiC specimens treated under
a 2-Pa oxygen partial pressure. At 1380 °C (Fig. 98), the sur-
face is little altered (smooth surface), and is characteristic of a
passive oxidation, which is confirmed by XPS analyses (SiO2
signal). In contrast, at 1900 °C (Fig. 99), the surface exhibits
strong alterations with a boundary grain attack, or even a loss
of some grains; in such conditions, oxidation is active with
SiO(g) formation and SiC consumption.

The protective role of the silica layer is clearly evidenced in the
cycling tests at 1550 °C (treatment at 1550 °C for 10 hours
after a 10-hour holding time at 1200 °C), since a decrease in
SiC degradation can be seen, even under very little oxidizing
conditions, with respect to direct treatment at 1550 °C.

Fig. 98. SEM micrograph of a beta-SiC
specimen treated at 1380 °C under an oxy-
gen partial pressure of 2 Pa, which shows
a passive oxidation.

Fig. 99. SEM micrograph of a beta-SiC
specimen treated at 1900 °C under an oxy-
gen partial pressure of 2 Pa, which shows
an active oxidation.
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Graphite displays reduced resistance to oxidation at high tem-
perature. Therefore, it is particularly important to ensure its
good behavior, both in normal operation, i.e. in helium contain-
ing low concentrations of oxidizing species, and in accidental
situation, e.g. in the case or air inflow into the primary coolant
system following a containment failure.

Parameters of graphite oxidation by air

Carbon reaction with oxygen has been dealt with in many
research works. According to Duval in 1960 [23]: “For no
chemical reaction has ever existed that has induced so many
works without final conclusions being drawn on kinetic data
as basic as order and activation energy. As a matter of fact, it
is probable that many other heterogeneous reactions would
prove to be more complex than is generally thought, were they
investigated by so many research scientists and with so much
care.”

From a kinetic viewpoint, the oxidation reaction of graphite by
air consists of 3 successive steps: oxygen supply to the
graphite surface, gas diffusion through the graphite porosity,
and finally the properly said chemical reaction between oxygen
and carbon.Three fields are generally identified, which corre-
spond with three limiting steps (Fig. 100):

• At low temperatures (Area I), kinetics is controlled by the sur-
face chemical reaction. Concentrations in reactants and
products are more or less homogeneous in the pores and in
the core of the gas environment. The material is oxidized
homogeneously in the porosity. However, if there is no sig-
nificant alteration of the specimen size up to 50% oxidation,
a significant degradation occurs in the mechanical behavior
of graphite (lower density and collapse strength). Finally, the
specimen falls to dust.

• When temperature increases (Area II), the reaction rate
increases more rapidly than diffusivity; any reactant molecule
which penetrates into a pore, reacts as soon as it comes into
contact with the pore wall.The reaction rate is thus controlled
by pore diffusion. Graphite mechanical properties are less
altered than in the previous case.

• At still higher temperatures (Area III), a reaction takes place
at the outer surface of graphite owing to the reactivity of
chemical species. As the concentration gradient gets increas-
ingly higher between the gas and the wall, gas inflow to the
solid’s outer surface then becomes the limiting step.This oxi-
dation mode entails an alteration in the solid’s geometric
dimensions, but has little effect on the specimen’s mechani-
cal properties. It is worth mentioning that the overall reaction
rate then depends on gas renewal in surface (reactant inflow
to the surface and reaction products outflow).

It is also worth mentioning the effect of metallic impurities con-
tained in one of the α-SiC specimens, which seem to stabilize
the silica layer formed at 1200 °C and thus play a protective
role during treatments at 1500 °C, even under active oxidation
conditions.

At higher temperatures (1700 °C), oxidation is clearly active,
whatever the oxygen content and the SiC grades may be. It
can also be observed a higher degradation of α-SiC with
respect to β-SiC: for a temperature of about 1730 °C, under
an oxidizing atmosphere (1 mbar O2), α-SiC loss mass is twice
as high as that of β-SiC, and four times as high in a very little
oxidizing atmosphere (2.10-3 mbar).

Considering these first results, it appears that beyond temper-
ature and oxygen partial pressure, the SiC composition (reac-
tion residues such as carbon or silicon, or impurities) plays a
paramount role upon resistance to oxidation, by altering oxy-
gen diffusion kinetics [21].

To sum up it all, the presence of metallic impurities therefore
seems to be an advantage to preserve SiC from active oxida-
tion conditions. In order to detail the role of these elements,
additional tests were carried out on specimens containing vari-
able amounts of metallic impurities [22].

Kinetic studies relating to longer periods of thermal treatment
are conducted by thermogravimetric analysis so as to define
behavior laws* likely to be used in the various operating sce-
narios. Analog oxidation tests have been carried out on com-
posites with a SiC / SiCf ceramic matrix.

Corrosion of graphite 
and carbon-carbon composites
Graphite is an allotropic* form of carbon, in which carbon
atoms are arranged in parallel hexagonal layers. Graphite pos-
sesses a high melting / sublimation point, high thermal con-
ductivity, good mechanical stability up to high temperatures,
and a low atomic number.

It is used in some reactor systems as a neutron moderator
associated with various coolants: carbon dioxide in the Natural
Uranium Graphite Gas (UNGG: Uranium Naturel Graphite
Gaz) systems, or in the Advanced Gas cooled Reactor (AGR)
system, water in the Soviet Type RBMK system, or again
helium in reactor systems such as High Temperature Reactors
(HTRs) or Very High Temperature Reactors (VHTR: a reactor
selected amongst the 6 concepts of the Generation IV* initia-
tive). Concerning helium-cooled reactors (HTR and VHTR),
graphite is also used as a core structure component, that is
for fuel “assemblies” (prismatic blocks or pebbles), as well as
for reflectors, and for the core supporting structure. Last but
not least, in helium-cooled reactors, graphite plays the role of
a thermal barrier.
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The transition of a regime to another was the topic of many
research works. The transition temperature is a function of
numerous parameters, one of the most obvious being the
porous structure of graphite. According to STAIRMAND [24], the
Regime I / Regime II transition temperature is around 500 °C
for a nuclear graphite, whereas the Regime II / Regime III tran-
sition is around 900 °C.

The temperature effect on the reaction has also been studied.
NAGLE et al. [24] have thus observed that the oxidation rate
increases with temperature prior to reaching a plateau. The
temperature at which this plateau is attained, is a function of
the graphite used and the experimental conditions.The values
obtained by the different authors range between 1200 °C and
1800 °C.When the combustion reaction of graphite starts, the
reaction may be self-sustained.Yet, it seems that the self-sus-
tained oxidation of graphite cannot be held below 650 °C.
Under this temperature, the self-sustained oxidation regime
can be reached only if the air renewal rate is sufficient to bring
oxygen and carry over combustion products, but not too high,
so that convection cooling does not exceed heat input through
chemical reaction.

The graphite oxidation reaction by air causes two gaseous
compounds to be formed: carbon monoxide (CO), and carbon
dioxide (CO2). Carbon dioxide itself is also is an oxidizing
species, but the CO2 reaction rate with graphite is slower than

the reaction rate between oxygen and graphite. Thus, at
800 °C, the reaction rate between graphite and CO2 is 6 104

to 6 105 times lower than between O2 and graphite.

At low temperatures, CO and CO2 are two primary products of
graphite oxidation. At higher temperatures, carbon monoxide
becomes the main product. Besides, at T>1200 °C, CO is
almost the only reaction product, and carbon dioxide is then
the product of CO oxidation by oxygen in excess. Carbon diox-
ide so formed may in turn be reduced by carbon, according 
to the mechanism described in the Boudouard equilibrium 
(CO2 + C ↔ 2 CO, ∆H = - 40,79 kcal / mole).

Parameters of graphite oxidation by air

Graphite oxidation by air is influenced by various parameters
that may fall into two major families:

• Graphite intrinsic factors, such as specific area, graphitiza-
tion degree, porous structure, and present impurities (quan-
tity and nature),

• Environmental factors, such as temperature, present ioniz-
ing radiation, mechanical stresses imposed to the graphite
matrix, flow rate and pressure conditions, and gas composi-
tion.

All these parameters are not equally important as regards the
phenomenon of graphite oxidation by air. As a matter of fact,
the two main “intrinsic” parameters are the porous structure
and impurities occurring in graphite, whereas the main “envi-
ronmental” factors are temperature, the gaseous phase com-
position, and present ionizing radiation.

“Intrinsic” parameters

The graphite used in the industry is generally porous (dtheoret-

ical = 2.2 and dreal for a nuclear graphite ~1.8). A major part of
the surface accessible to gas is therefore located in the poros-
ity (a specific area determined through the BET method ~ 0.1
to 1.1 m2/g). Describing the steps involved in the reaction of
graphite combustion in air helps evidence the fundamental role
of porosity on reaction kinetics and its consequences. For a
given temperature, the characteristics of the porous lattice will
define the oxidation regime according to which the reaction
takes place (Fig. 100): either the gas may go deep inside
graphite (Regimes I and II), or its stays at the surface of the
graphite block (Regime III), the transition between these
regimes being a function of the pore diameter among other
parameters. One part of porosity, initially closed, may be open
during a temperature rise or during graphite oxidation. Thus,
high-temperature purification of graphite causes the opening
of a low portion of closed porosity, whereas the specific area
of the specimens (BET surface) is practically multiplied by 2
(Table 3).
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Fig. 100: Temperature ranges considered for the kinetics of graphite
oxidation in air. Correspondence between activation energy and con-
centration profile [23].
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According to the units used, different conclusions may be
drawn from the evolution of graphite porosity and the geome-
try associated with the various oxidation regimes.Table 4 thus
indicates oxidation results obtained for the same specimens
depending on whether they are given in surface oxidation rates
(g.cm-2.h-1), i.e. relative to the specimen geometric surface, or
in mass oxidation rates (g.g-1.h-1), i.e. relative to the specimen
mass: if the specimen size has no influence on the surface rate
(g.cm-2.h-1), reversely, it does have an influence on the mass
rate (g.g-1.h-1), all the more as the temperature is higher.

The role of graphite impurities on the rate of oxidation by air
was dealt with in quite a number of studies, not always con-
verging. According to LEWIS [25], “the behavior of carbons con-
taining a few percent impurities may be so complex that
results, even if useful in practice, might be difficult to relate to
those collected on materials of higher purity. [...] Catalyzing
elements sometimes exhibit co-operative effects, which makes
it difficult to predict the behavior of a graphite contaminated
by a mixture of impurities. In an attempt to better understand
the causes of this catalytic effect, impurity behavior on
monocrystals and microcrystallites of graphite electrodes was
investigated through electron microscopy and optical
microscopy. The results have not brought clear answers; on
the contrary, they have shown that catalytic effects are
extremely elaborate and often of high specificity.”

Nevertheless, several results seem to have been acquired
today. In particular, the impurity role on graphite oxidation by

air is essentially and logically more sensitive during the phases
controlled by the chemical reaction (Regime I) or, to a lesser
extent, by diffusion through pores (Regime II). At higher tem-
peratures, the impurity role disappears almost completely
(Regime III: kinetics is controlled by gas phase transfer to the
solid’s surface).

Many authors have tried to classify impurities according to their
catalytic effects. As an example, AMARIGLIO and DUVAL [25]
have measured the effect of adding various impurities (120
ppm) on the oxidation rate in air at 430 °C. The acceleration
factors thus obtained are the following: Ba = 100, Cd = 90, Na
= 130, Au = 240, Cu = 500, Mn = 86,000, Pb = 470,000. The
presence of impurities in graphite results in lower activation
energy.Thus, activation energy varies between 59 and 64 kcal
/ mole when determined from nuclear graphites purified by
heating at 3500 °C up to reaching a non-dosable ash ratio. In
the case of nuclear graphites with an ash ratio ranging from
100 to 200 ppm, activation energies measured are rather
neighbouring 40 kcal / mol.

Last but not least, it is worth noting that if most of mineral impu-
rities have a catalytic effect on graphite oxidation, some sub-
stances display an inhibiting effect; such is the case, espe-
cially, of phosphates, borates, and above all chlorine and
chlorinated derivatives.

Table 3.

Evolution of graphite parameters during a high-temperature purification operation

Prior to high-temperature purification After high-temperature purification

Graphite nature Apparent Porosity BET surface Apparent Porosity BET surface
density open closed (m2/g) density open closed (m2/g)

Carbone Lorraine 3780 1.60 0.23 0.07 0.36 1.59 0.23 0.06 0.69

Carbone Lorraine 5501 1.61 0.17 0.11 1.59 0.22 0.06

EDF type graphite 1.69 0.17 0.08 0.23 1.68 0.17 0.08 0.49

Table 4.

Comparison of methods used for calculating the graphite oxidation rate: surface rate (g.cm-2.h-1) 
and mass rate (g.g-1.h-1)

Oxidation regime Side (cm) Oxidation T (°C) Air Q (l/h) Rate g/cm2.h Rate g/g.h

Pore diffusion 1.5 780 400 0.14 0.41

2.5 780 500 0.17 0.26

1.5 800 800 0.18 0.55

2.5 800 1000 0.22 0.32

Mass transfer 1.5 1050 800 0.70 1.90

2.5 1050 1000 0.65 0.90

1.5 1080 2000 1.00 2.90

2.5 1080 2000 0.95 1.30
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“Environmental” parameters

Gaseous atmosphere is characterized by the flow properties
(flow rate and temperature) and the impurities present in the
gas phase.

The gas flow rate governs the supply of oxidizing species and
the sweeping of gaseous products (CO and CO2); it enables
the reaction-released heat to be eliminated more or less effi-
ciently. On the other hand, the flow rate exerts an influence on
the thickness of the gas boundary layer on the graphite sur-
face, and so on mass transfer through this boundary layer.
Figure 101 displays the findings of a study on the dependence
of graphite oxidation rate on gas flow rate. For an oxidation
temperature lower than 900 °C, kinetics is controlled by the
chemical reaction and / or diffusion through pores. So there is
no influence of the flow rate upon the graphite oxidation rate.
In contrast, at high temperatures, it is not surprising to observe
a flow rate effect, as kinetics is controlled by material transfer
from gas to the graphite geometric surface.

Among the factors likely to influence graphite oxidation by air,
the water vapor content of the gas phase seems to be very
important.This point, mentioned by quite a number of authors
[23, 26], seems however to be strongly dependent on the
nature of the graphite under investigation. The two intrinsic
parameters mentioned hereabove (present impurities and
graphite porosity) are thus proposed for interpreting apparently
contradictory results, i.e. a catalytic effect or an inhibiting effect
of graphite oxidation by wet air (Table 5).

Table 5.

Graphite oxidation rate in dry and wet air [23]

Dry air Wet air
at 637 °C at 637 °C

Undoped graphite 1 0.6

Graphite doped with impurities 4 6.4

One of the consequences of graphite irradiation is energy stor-
age related to carbon atom displacement out of their normal
position in the crystal lattice.

The energy so stored may reach 120 J/g, which corresponds
to the potential energy that tends to bring back atoms to their
equilibrium position. The sudden release of this energy, gen-
erally referred to as “Wigner energy”, may thus cause a rise
of graphite temperature from room temperature to 1200 °C,
thereby inducing the spontaneous ignition of graphite in air.
This phenomenon is sensitive when oxidation under irradia-
tion is brought to a temperature lower than 200 °C. In order to
avoid this risk, periodic annealing enables atoms in an intersti-
tial position to move back to their former position in the lattice.
This very delicate operation has to be performed in an
extremely rigourous manner, indeed. For it is in such an oper-
ation that a fire started at Windscale nuclear power plant. By
contrast, in the case of operation at a higher temperature, for
example in a HTR or VHTR, annealing takes place simultane-
ously with the irradiation phase, so that this step is no longer
necessary.

Investigations have also been conducted by several authors
on how the oxidation rate evolves under irradiation.The carbon
oxidation rate is influenced by the defects of the crystal lattice.
Thus, it could be observed that the oxidation rate of a graphite
is multiplied by 6 between 250 °C and 400 °C if 2% of the
atoms are displaced, whereas the reaction’s activation energy
drops from 48.8 to 36.1 kJ / mole. As a matter of fact, when oxi-
dation directly occurs under flux between 200 °C and 300 °C,
it is up to 30 times faster than that of unirradiated graphite,
whereas the oxidation rate gets lower between 350 °C and
400 °C.This phenomenon could be explained by the radiolytic
formation of ozone and higher nitrogen oxides.

Graphite oxidation, especially by air or oxygen, has always
spurred numerous studies, and is still doing so. Indeed, the
conclusions drawn by the various authors are not always con-
verging.Yet, a certain number of key criteria can be pinpointed,
which influence graphite behavior with respect to oxidation.
Such criteria may be categorized into the following two fami-
lies: intrinsic parameters of graphite, and criteria related to oxi-
dation conditions.

Fig. 101. Effect of gas flow rate and temperature on the rate 
of graphite oxidation by air [27].
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Concerning the first category, the two main parameters to be
retained are porosity and impurities present in graphite. The
first one, in particular, will govern the kinetics of graphite oxi-
dation by air, favoring or impeding oxygen access to the core
of graphite. Though graphites are increasingly pure, some
impurities may however act as an oxidation catalyzer or
inhibitor. It is therefore critical to fully control this parameter.
So, these parameters are now taken into account in studies
for developing new graphites for nuclear reactors, in parallel
with mechanical and thermal properties and the nuclear waste
issue relating to activation of graphite and of its impurities.

As regards oxidation conditions, the main parameters are gas
temperature, flow rate and quality (especially water content).
At high temperatures, oxidation takes place chiefly on the sur-
face of graphite blocks, whereas at low temperatures kinetics
is governed by the chemical reaction: blocks may be attacked
in their whole volume, hence the degradation of their mechan-
ical properties. The gas flow rate will display two antagonist
effects: first, air (oxygen) supply, to maintain the reaction and
the combustion gas release (CO and CO2), and, secondly,
graphite cooling, which will tend to limit graphite oxidation.
Presence of water vapor may exert an inhibiting, or, reversely,
catalyzing effect on graphite oxidation, depending, particularly,
on the impurities present in graphite. Purity of new nuclear
graphites is expected to favor an inhibiting effect of water
vapor, which is to be checked.
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Materials Corrosion in Liquid 
Metal-Cooled Reactors

Several coolants may be used as primary fluids for devel-
oping fast neutron reactors, such as: sodium, gas, lead, or
lead-bismuth eutectic, supercritical water, etc. High power den-
sity requires using a coolant endowed with very good thermal
properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat): this is the rea-
son why liquid metals are very attractive for this type of appli-
cation. Nowadays two paths are being investigated around the
world. Sodium-cooled fast neutron reactors have been devel-
oped in the early fifties. Phénix has just been shut down in
France, but some reactors of this type have still been in oper-
ation for many years. Others are under construction (CEFR in
China, BN800 in Russia, PFBR in India). Lead-cooled fast
reactors, which are especially studied by RDIPE (Research &
Development Inst. of Power Engineering, Russia), within the
frame of projects BREST 300 and BREST 12004, and the 6th-
PCRD European project “ELSY” (European Lead-cooled
SYstem), are an alternative to the sodium-cooled fast neutron
reactor.They offer the advantage of a significant feedback from
other reactor systems: lead or lead-bismuth eutectic are con-
templated for hybrid reactors (Accelerator Driven Systems)
designed for waste transmutation, both as coolants and for
neutron generation in the spallation target. Lead-bismuth
eutectics and Pb-Bi-Cd are also considered for the intermedi-
ate coolant circuit of sodium-cooled fast reactors, and the lead-
lithium eutectic for tritium-generating blankets of fusion reac-
tors.

In these reactors, controlling corrosion due to liquid metals
stands as a major challenge. Corrosion by sodium, lead or its
alloys may act according to various mechanisms: dissolution
of the solid in the liquid metal, formation of intermetallic com-
pounds, intergranular penetration of the liquid metal into the
solid, embrittlement of the solid by the liquid… Moreover, in
presence of a thermal gradient, dissolution-deposition phe-
nomena may occur, thereby entailing transfer of material
between hot and cold areas. This may generate materials
degradation in hot areas, facility plugging in cold areas, and
contamination by deposition or diffusion. Dissolved metallic
species activity can thus have a preponderous influence on
the kinetics of transfer phenomena. These phenomena may
be influenced by present impurities, that is not only oxygen,
but also carbon and nitrogen.

Corrosion in sodium-cooled 
fast reactors

Corrosion by liquid sodium

Sodium possesses neutron and physical properties attractive
for its use as a coolant in a fast neutron reactor. It is in a liquid
state at temperatures ranging from 97.8 to 880 °C. Its viscos-
ity is comparable to that of water, which enables thermohy-
draulic studies in water to be performed, and its compatibility
with metallic materials is satisfactory.

Generally, it is considered that ferritic or austenitic steels, or
still alloys that do not contain more than 32% nickel (as nickel
solubility is high in liquid sodium) can be used in sodium reac-
tors.

It is however necessary to control the operating conditions in
order to avoid stress corrosion cracking and to limit general
corrosion and, so, mass transfer which generates primary
coolant system contamination by activated corrosion products.
Although this contamination is relatively moderate if compared
with that developing in other types of reactors, such as light
water-cooled reactors, it may however require suitable decon-
tamination during handling and repair operations relating to
main components.

Corrosion and mass transfer mechanisms are described here-
after, and the scope of our investigations is also extended to
the influence of impurities (carbon, nitrogen) dissolved in
alloys.

Embrittlement

Embrittlement by liquid metals is a type of stress corrosion
cracking affecting metals and alloys which undergo a tensile
mechanical stress and are in contact with liquid metals: this
phenomenon stands as a major issue for metallic alloys
exposed to liquid metals. Although data from literature vary
significantly, it is generally considered that exposure of ferritic
and austenitic steels to pure liquid sodium (with a low impurity
content), under constant-load test conditions, does not pro-
duce a major effect on the rupture strength of these steels [1].
Moreover, regarding stainless steels containing nitrogen
(added to steel to improve its mechanical properties at high
temperature, and, so, its resistance to failure), such as those
of Type 316L(N), they display comparable times to failure
under creep in pure sodium and air, as shown on Figure 102.

Corrosion in the Nuclear Reactor Systems of the Future

4. BREST 1200: BREST stands for “bystro reaktora židkost’ tjaželo”, 
i.e. “heavy coolant fast neutron reactor”.
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With impurity concentrations typical of sodium-cooled reac-
tors, a certain susceptibility of unalloyed or low-alloy steels (up
to 9% chromium) can be observed during the very severe slow
strain rate tensile tests, at temperatures between 200 °C and
400 °C, as displayed on Figure 103 for a low-alloy steel [3]. As
evidenced by the observations carried out, microstructure and
non-metallic impurities present in the alloy have a great impact
on these phenomena of embrittlement by liquid sodium. At
higher temperatures, a sharp change of behavior can be seen,
so that embrittlement by liquid sodium no longer seems to ever
take place [4].

Accidents (e.g. water or air leaks) may increase impurity con-
centration in liquid sodium. Generally, sodium hydroxide may
cause stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in ferritic and austenitic
steels, including in liquid sodium, if NaOH concentration, tem-
perature and stress are sufficiently high. A more detailed study
was conducted into Alloy-800 behavior in liquid sodium at var-
ious concentrations, as shown on Figure 104, in which Alloy
800 susceptibility to intergranular SCC was determined as a
function of stress intensity and NaOH concentration [5].

In addition, stress corrosion cracking phenomena may occur
owing to the presence of aqueous soda when the component,
covered by a residual sodium film, is polluted by moisture, with
local generation of aqueous soda. At temperatures higher than
80 °C for ferritic steels, and higher than 110 °C for austenitic
steels, transgranular cracking may take place very rapidly.
Such temperatures may occur during facility preheating, and

Fig. 102. Influence of the surrounding environment (Air/sodium) on
the time to rupture of a stainless steel at 600 °C. In sodium, this time
to rupture is comparable to that obtained in air at the same tempera-
ture [2].
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then during sodium filling. It is therefore required to avoid any
residual presence of aqueous soda on components, especially
in gaps and clearances of structures and circuits, which is
obtained through relevant washing and drying procedures. (In
France, the aim is generally to reach a dew point lower than 
-20 °C in the sweeping gas prior to filling the facility with
sodium).

General corrosion mechanisms in liquid sodium

General corrosion mechanisms of austenitic steels in liquid
sodium were investigated in the seventies-eighties, and
described in the literature devoted to this topic.They consist in
a dissolution of the surface elements in steel (Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn,
C), in contact with sodium, followed by their transfer and dep-
osition, or diffusion, on the reactor structures. This deposition
phenomenon represents the main vector of contamination of
reactor structures by activated corrosion products.The disso-
lution phase can be divided into four successive time steps,

Cracks

No cracks
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the existence and duration of which are temperature-depend-
ent: surface cleaning, surface dissolution of austenite, forma-
tion of a ferritic layer, and access to a steady state.These local
phenomena depend on various parameters such as temper-
ature, oxygen concentration, and sodium rate. Consequently,
they are strongly connected with mass transfer phenomena
occurring between reactor hot and cold areas.

For an austenitic steel, four successive steps can usually be
distinguished:

Step 1: surface cleaning.This step corresponds with dissolu-
tion of metallic oxides and superficial inclusions during the first
hours. It is generally considered that surface cleaning starts at
low temperature, but clean surfaces can only be obtained with
temperatures of approx. 300-350 °C, in presence of sodium
with a very low oxygen content ([O] < 5 ppm).This step results
in a very good wetting of the metallic surface by liquid sodium.

Step 2: dissolution of austenite. The following step mainly
occurs at temperatures equal to or higher than 570 °C, and
consists in a selective dissolution of nickel present in the
austenitic phase. This is the so-called “dissolution” of the
austenitic layer in contact with sodium and the diffusion of steel
elements towards sodium. If temperature is lower than 590 °C
(which is the case for all of the structures excepting fuel clads),
the following steps are generally too slow and do not occur in
practice.

Step 3: formation of a ferritic layer. During a longer period of
time, at a temperature higher than an approximate 590 °C, the
preferential dissolution of the nickel present in steel from the
outer austenitic layer causes steel to be ferritized. This ferritic
layer is also dissolved, but at a slow rate, in liquid sodium (iron
and chromium are also soluble in sodium, but at a lesser
degree than nickel), and the various steel alloying elements
diffuse to the surface.

Step 4: behavior in steady state (Fig. 105). The thickness of
the ferrite layer has reached its threshold value; the rates of
alloying element dissolution and diffusion towards sodium cor-
respond with a stœchiometric corrosion of austenite.The con-
tents reached at the sodium-steel interface are of about 1 to
2% for nickel, 5 to 7% for chromium, and less than 0.5% for
manganese.

In Steps 2 and 3, the corrosion rate decreases until it reaches
a constant value in Step 4. During Steps 2 and 3, the elements
dissolved preferentially are alloying elements (mainly nickel,
but also chromium). During Step 4, the relative quantities of
metallic elements dissolved correspond with those of the ini-
tial alloy (Step 4 is commonly referred to as “stœchiometric
corrosion”).

In pure sodium (i.e. oxygen concentration [O2-] lower than e.g.
1 ppm), corrosion corresponds with a dissolution of metallic

elements in liquid sodium, as expressed hereabove. If temper-
atures are not too high (e.g. up to 550 °C), this phenomenon
is relatively slow: corrosion is therefore limited.

For oxygen concentrations higher than 1-5 ppm, an oxidation
reaction takes place, and entails a rise in corrosion rates with
the following reaction:

2Na + O + 1/2 M → 1/2 NaMO2 + 3/2 Na

where M stands for iron or chromium, whereas nickel is not
involved in the oxidation reaction in presence of sodium.

General corrosion parameters

General corrosion kinetics is mainly a function of sodium
physico-chemical parameters (temperature and flow velocity,
oxygen content…).

• Temperature: temperature increases steel corrosion rate in
liquid sodium, especially beyond 570 °C. Below this temper-
ature, general corrosion is fairly reduced. In other terms, cor-
rosion mainly affects the cladding material of fuel assemblies
in the core, in the primary coolant circuit: the clad tempera-
ture reaches 600 °C on the average, for a sodium tempera-
ture ranging from 360 °C to 550 °C. Within the frame of the
Generation IV International Forum (GIF), it is suggested to
investigate the consequences of a rise of sodium tempera-
ture to 600 °C in the hot collector: it will be therefore neces-
sary to assess the effects of this new stress on the corrosion
phenomenon and, more generally, on the contamination level
in the reactor.

Fig. 105. General corrosion of an austenitic stainless steel in liquid
sodium. The picture shows the emergence of a ferritic film in surface
(Ferrite / Ferrite and austenite / Sound austenite).
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• Oxygen activity in sodium: the alloying element content in
the Na-steel interface area depends on the oxygen content
of sodium: chromium, iron, nickel and manganese contents
are increased with the oxygen content. In addition, the cor-
rosion process changes when the oxygen content exceeds
a threshold of about 5 ppm.The dissolution is then increased
by oxidation reactions, thereby inducing complexes.
According to the corrosion model considered, the exponent
of the term [O], which stands for oxygen in the kinetic law, is
between 0.8 and 1.8.

• Sodium rate: general corrosion increases with sodium flow
velocity, up to a threshold beyond which it no longer rises sig-
nificantly.This observed phenomenon could be explained by
a mixed control of (dissolution) reaction and diffusion
(through the boundary layer). At higher flow velocities, cor-
rosion would only be limited by the reaction at the interface,
and would no longer depend upon the flow.

In isothermal areas and in extreme cases, sodium saturation
in dissolved elements may limit the corrosion process; in the
sodium-cooled reactor core, this effect may be disregarded
owing to the positive temperature gradient along the fuel clad.

Models of corrosion by liquid sodium

In order to reach a better understanding of the corrosion prod-
ucts and radionuclide behavior, a certain number of laborato-
ries have launched research programs which mainly aim at
developing corrosion models, particularly in France and in the
United Kingdom, with special attention to various degrees of
oxygen concentration [O].Two semi-empirical models are used
by the CEA to calculate general corrosion as a function of oxy-
gen concentration for a Type 316 austenitic steel.

For an oxygen [O] concentration lower than 5 ppm (the maxi-
mum value allowed for reactor operation for a limited duration;
recommended value: 3 ppm), the BAQUÉ model [6] is used,
which considers that metal loss R is negligible under 450 °C
approximately:

R = 0 (for temperatures lower than 817.13 K)
R = 0.078 . V 0.435 . [O] . exp(-150.5/(T-817.13))

where: R = loss of metal in kg.m-2 over one year
a = 0.078, a coefficient for a Type 316 austenitic

steel
V = sodium flow velocity (m/s) (< 10 m.s-1)
T = temperature in K (above 817.13 K 

and < 993.13 K) 
[O] = oxygen content in ppm (Eichelberger’s solubil-
ity law): the Eichelberger’s law for oxygen solubility 
in liquid sodium is given by the following equation:
log10 [O] = 6.239 – 2447/T
with [O] expressed in ppm, and T in K.

Beyond the 5 ppm of oxygen dissolved in sodium, the THORLEY

model is used [7], given for [O] between 0 ppm and higher con-
centrations, but used in France beyond 5 ppm):

If V ≤ 4 m/s, R = (V/4)0,435.102,724 + 0.01106.log10[O] - 39,13/(T)

If V > 4 m/s, R = 102,724 + 0,01106.log10[O] - 39,13/(T)

where: R = metal loss in kg. m-2 over one year
[O] = oxygen content in ppm (Thorley’s law)
T = temperature in K

The main difference between the two models is that, in the
BAQUÉ model, corrosion at temperatures lower than 544 °C is
negligible.

These two semi-empirical models have been introduced into
the Anacconda5 Simulation Code developed by the CEA jointly
with EDF and AREVA.This code, validated from experimental
results, enables the corrosion products amount, and, so, con-
tamination, to be assessed through describing in-core temper-
ature and neutron flux profiles.

Other general models have been developed, i.e. phenomeno-
logical models of release / deposition of radioactive corrosion
products [8, 9, 10]. They use mass transfer equations, which
take into account dissolution and deposition phenomena: dif-
fusion through the structural material, desorption or absorp-
tion at the interface between structural materials and liquid
sodium, diffusion of the sodium flux through a laminar bound-
ary layer.

Minor element impact in an alloy (carbon…)

The selective dissolution of nickel and chromium, as well as
the resulting increase in iron amount at the surface of steels,
are the main consequences of steel corrosion by liquid
sodium.The effects of non-metallic elements, too, such as car-
bon and nitrogen arising from the bath or from the steel itself,
have to be taken into consideration.

The transfer process by activity gradient leads to the forma-
tion of a metal layer affected by the diffusion of interstitial ele-
ments (carbon or nitrogen), inducing an alteration in mechan-
ical properties.The properties of this layer are altered in such
a way that they are hardened in the case of carburization
(nitriding) or softened in the case of decarburization (denitrid-
ing). Carburization thus increases steel resistance, and
reduces their ductility. Carburization and decarburization affect
the clad outer part in depth, as shown on Figure 106 [5].

Absorption of carbon influences the microstructure as carbides
precipitate in high-concentration areas (Fig. 107). As long as

5. Anacconda: ANalyse de l’Activation, de la Corrosion, de la COntami-
nation du sodium (Na) et de Dépôt de l’Activité, ANalysis of Activation,
Corrosion, COntamination of sodium (Na) and Deposition of Activity.
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these layer thicknesses remain low with respect to the mate-
rial thickness, the impact is considered as negligible. The
threshold is generally fixed at a 10% thickness. Austenitic
steels are rather sensitive to carburization owing to their initial
low carbon content (0.04 to 0.08%). As the structure of ferritic
steels is face-centered cubic, it favors a higher mobility of inter-
stitial elements such as hydrogen or carbon (and nitrogen),
and so, sometimes, an increase in diffusion coefficients by one
order of magnitude (H) with respect to austenitic steels.
Temperature dependence is critical for these phenomena. As
a general rule, non-stabilized steels undergo decarburization
at 600-700 °C, whereas stabilized steels absorb carbon from
sodium, considering a sodium purity typical of sodium-cooled
reactors. As a matter of fact, carbon activities in liquid sodium
and in the metallic alloy counterbalance each other. Carbon
exchange seems to be less high at lower temperatures (450 -
550 °C) [8,9]. The much slower diffusion affects areas of very
low thickness at the surface of the material. Carburization and
decarburization are thus dependent on material composition
and sodium purity. For example, no decarburization could be
observed for exposures up to 7000 h at 550 °C for ferritic
steels containing 5% chromium or more, or for 2.25% Cr steels
stabilized with niobium. As regards non-stabilized 2.25% Cr
steels, decarburization could be seen only for temperatures
higher than 475 °C, and did not become significant until
550 °C. Decarburization models are based either on diffusion
in the solid solution, or on diffusion through grain boundaries
[8].

Nitrogen exchange between steels and sodium generates
effects similar to those resulting from carbon exchange.
Nitriding risks are reported, especially in the case of primary
blanket pollution by air: areas undergoing high temperature
variations and stripped by sodium motion are a priori more

sensitive to a possible nitriding, particularly in the case of a
temperature rise. Stabilized austenitic steels are not much sub-
jected to decarburization, but do undergo denitriding. Ferritic
steels experience both decarburization and denitriding, the lat-
ter being especially significant. Niobium and vanadium, which
form carbides and nitrides, partially inhibit decarburization, but
nearly do not inhibit denitriding in ferritic steels. Nitrogen con-
tained in steels quickly diffuses at 650-700 °C to and through
grain boundaries, is quickly dissolved in sodium, and may favor
the dissolution of other elements.

Generally, at temperatures of 800 °C or more, exposure to
sodium entails chemical changes in exposed materials: con-
centrations in nickel, chromium, iron, carbon and nitrogen may
increase or decrease within the outer layers of materials, as
previously shown. Besides, other elements are also involved,
such as, e.g., boron or manganese. Generally, these evolu-
tions only have marginal effects on the corrosion behavior of
steels at the 600 °C temperature, but they might have much
more significant effects at higher temperatures.
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Fig. 106. Carburization of a cladding material in sodium, at 700 °C
after a 5000-hour exposure [5].

Fig. 107. The exposure of a steel to a high temperature in a carbon-
rich sodium bath may entail the precipitation of chromium carbide
Cr23C6 at grain boundaries, thereby causing the sensitization of the
steel, which happens to be locally chromium-depleted.
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Controlling corrosion and mass transfer phenomena

The major radionuclides generated by neutron-induced reac-
tions in the core steels are: 51Cr, 54Mn, 59Fe, 58Co and 182Ta.
But, once reactor operation has been stopped, the main
sources of radioactivity in the primary coolant system consist
of isotopes with a much longer lifetime: 58Co (71 days), 60Co
(1913 days), and 54Mn (313 days). Activated corrosion prod-
ucts, such as 54Mn, 51Cr, etc., induced by core materials acti-
vation, are dissolved in sodium, and are deposited mainly in
pumps and the coldest parts of the reactor, i.e. intermediate
heat exchangers. Radioactive cobalts such as 60Co are also
released, and a small fraction is deposited on hot surfaces in
primary components or structural materials. Moreover, CO
release rate is a function of the oxygen content of sodium.
More generally, comparing with other nuclear facilities, such
as light water-cooled reactors, the degree of contamination is
moderate, as shown by the corrosion rates assessed and the
contamination induced by activated corrosion products and
observed in sodium-cooled fast reactors, such as PHENIX,
JOYO, BN600, PFR or EBR2. This is due to two factors: easy
oxygen control in sodium during operation, and a very moder-
ate solubility of steel-constitutive elements in sodium.

As shown hereabove, general corrosion is strongly depend-
ent on oxygen content during operation. In several countries
(France, Japan…), it is considered that an oxygen concentra-
tion of no more than 3 ppm allows for reactor operation with no
unacceptable risk of contamination by corrosion products. But
a concentration over 5 ppm is not acceptable. In contrast, in
the United Kingdom, oxygen concentration is allowed to reach
up to 10 ppm, as it is argued that, for concentrations of about
5-8 ppm, oxygen improves resistance to friction / wear (by a
process of oxide layer stabilization on structural materials
prone to friction). But then, oxygen generates more corrosion
and mass transfer, and, so, more contamination.

Two main positive effects are therefore associated with the
French strategy of sodium-cooled fast neutron reactors oper-
ating with “clean sodium”: dose reduction during operation or
maintenance, and easier decommissioning and waste man-
agement [10].

Two main sodium purification processes have been developed
concerning oxygen content control:

• “Cold trap” purification, i.e. through crystallization of dissolved
oxygen as Na2O by taking sodium temperature to under the
oxygen saturation temperature, thereby creating the optimal
conditions for Na2O nucleation and growth on a steel wool
packing put in an auxiliary container cooled by oil, nitrogen…
This process also enables the hydrogen content to be effi-
ciently controlled by crystallization of dissolved hydrogen as
NaH. Purification kinetics depends, on the one hand, on the
cold trap control parameters, i.e. freezing point temperature
and sodium flow rate, and, on the other hand, on trap effi-
ciency, which itself is a function of trap geometry and refill
rate:

V= η.10-6.DNa.(Ce-C*(Tpf))

where V stands for oxygen trapping rate (kg(O).s-1.m-2), η for
purification efficiency (between 0 and 1), T for hot trapping
temperature (K), Ce for the oxygen content in mg/kgNa, at the
cold trap inlet, C*(Tpf) for oxygen solubility at the cold point
temperature of the trap in mg/kgNa, and DNa for the sodium
flow rate expressed in kgNa.s-1.

• “Hot trap” purification (the so-called “getter” effect) based on
the oxidation capacity of the selected material (e.g. a zirco-
nium-titanium alloy), when it is placed in presence of sodium
that contains a given oxygen amount.This process is gener-
ally chosen when the aim is to purify small volumes of
sodium, and when the Na2O dissolution risk due to the cool-
ing function loss in the cold trap is unacceptable. For exam-
ple, alloy Zr0,87-Ti0,13 was chosen for hot trapping in an irra-
diation loop designed for Phénix [11]; the kinetics and the
optimal operating conditions could then be set up as follows:

V = 41.26 . 10-3 . exp(-40,3 x 103 / RT).[O]

where V stands for the oxygen trapping rate (kg(O).h-1.m-2), 
T for the hot trapping temperature (K), R for the ideal gas con-
stant (J.mol-1.K-1), and [O] for the oxygen content in ppm.

The cold trap is the process most widely used for sodium
purification in fast neutron reactors, owing to its outstanding
benefits:

• Oxygen and hydrogen, which constitute the two most impor-
tant impurities to be trapped in a sodium-cooled fast neutron
reactor, can be held in the same component;

• A low oxygen concentration is easy to reach, as oxygen sol-
ubility (and that of hydrogen, too) is very low for temperatures
neighboring the melting point;
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• An optimized design of cold traps results in higher efficiency
and retention capacity (Fig. 108);

• The cold trap can be regenerated by extracting the sole pack-
ing, or by in situ physical treatment using a suitable process
based on the redissolution of O and H impurities and their
separation, e.g. the PRIAM process, developed at the
Research Center of Cadarache;

• The cold trap can also hold other impurities such as metallic
impurities, even though efficiency is much lower for these ele-
ments than for oxygen and hydrogen.

In addition to oxygen control during normal operation, several
recommendations have been taken into account in relation
with the development and operation of sodium-cooled fast
neutron reactors, in order to limit the corrosion phenomenon
enhanced by oxygen dissolved in sodium:

• Supplying with extremely pure, nuclear “quality” sodium;

• Primary coolant system cleaning prior to sodium refill
(structures, gas...);

• Setting up a purification run during reactor startup, followed
by purification operations during the reactor operating
period;

• Limiting impurity (oxygen, moisture...) ingress into the cover
gas using suitable methods;

• Continuously monitoring sodium quality with respect to oxy-
gen with the help of efficient instrumentation.

Influence of corrosion and interstitial elements on present
materials under conventional operating conditions seems to
be rather negligible as regards potential structural damage
under operating conditions of the sodium-cooled fast neutron
reactors already built to date.Yet the phenomena presented
hereabove are relatively complex, and the behavior of new
candidate materials for future reactors will have to be vali-
dated; the kinetics of localized corrosion (including the phe-
nomena of stress corrosion cracking and liquid metal embrit-
tlement), as well as those of general or uniform corrosion will
have to be determined and introduced in the models simu-
lating materials behavior and contamination transfer.

Internal corrosion of fuel pins

Fast neutron reactors, which use a fuel consisting of mixed
oxides of uranium and plutonium, have always displayed
more or less significant effects of internal corrosion in the
metallic clad which stands as the first barrier of fuel pins. In
the late nineties this potential damage of a certain number of
fuel pins in the fast reactor core still was one of the major
impediments to reach the goals of the latest European fast
neutron reactor project, EFR, i.e. a burnup rate of 190
GWd/tox and a dose of 190 dpa* [12].

Investigations were carried out at the CEA for the 20th cen-
tury’s last two decades in order to better understand the
mechanisms inducing this internal corrosion, and pinpoint
the parameters deemed to have the greatest influence.
Today, however, no “mechanistic” model is yet available to
extrapolate fuel pin behavior with respect to this corrosion
concern, in order to reach the ambitious goals of the SFR 
4th Generation reactor project, i.e. 200 à 250 GWd/tox and
250 dpa [13].

The history of fast reactor fuel elements goes back to the
early seventies. During the first fuel reloading of the RAP-
SODIE reactor in its FORTISSIMO Version (40 MWth), a high
number of fuel pins were affected by clad failures after only
a few days of irradiation. This type of failure is induced by a
deeply penetrating, intergranular corrosion, which has been
named “early corrosion” (Fig. 109).

Fig. 108: A cold trap concept developed for sodium purification 
in Superphenix [17].
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This phenomenon was triggered by fuel pin operation at high
linear power density.This corrosion is due to concentration of
corrosive fission products (iodine and tellurium) in some
points of the clad, together with a high thermal state of oxide,
which has allowed them to be released. Owing to thermody-
namic conditions, these fission products are responsible for
the chemical attack of the clad steel at grain boundaries. A
remedy adopted at that time against this devastating corro-
sion, and used again later on for the PHENIX reactor, was
to carry out a fuel “vaccination”.The method consists in mod-
erating the fuel thermal state for a few days so as to limit
iodine and tellurium isotope migration, thereby giving them
sufficient time to decay and generate caesium and rubidium,
which form stable compounds with “fresh” iodine and tel-
lurium isotopes (CsI and Cs2Te). Consequently, introducing
new assemblies during fuel reloading may entail a decrease
of about 5-10 % in reactor power for some days, in accor-
dance with the vaccination procedure.

Once the early corrosion issue could be tackled, perform-
ance of fast reactor fuel elements could be progressively
increased thanks to better clad materials resistance to
swelling (see the Monograph dealing with nuclear fuel). As a
second step, many cases of “end-of-life corrosion” could be
evidenced through post-irradiation examinations, both non-
destructive (eddy current examination) and destructive (tar-
geteted metallographic sections). The two main types of
“end-of-life corrosion” currently observed in fuel pins have
been respectively named ROG* (oxide-clad reaction), for the
volume corrosion developing along the fissile stack in its
upper part (Fig. 110), and RIFF* (fissile-fertile interface reac-
tion), for the corrosion located in the immediate vicinity of the
fissile stack upper part and at the level of the upper breeder
UO2 pellet (Fig. 111).

Experimental observations could thus be collected in rela-
tion with both types of end-of-life corrosion in PHENIX fuel
pins. As demonstrated by their synthesis, the oxide-clad
reaction and the fissile-fertile interface reaction may be
explained by the same corrosion mechanism, in which the
fission product tellurium plays a prominent role [14]. The lat-
ter is released by reactions of caesium telluride (CS2Te),
either with molybdenum (generated by fission, or possibly
present in the clad as an alloying element), or with chromium,
present as a major addition element of clad materials.These
reactions take place at the fuel-clad interface, under some
conditions which are as follows: sufficient molybdenum and
CS2Te amounts have to be
locally present, and the fuel oxy-
gen potential has to be suffi-
ciently high: irradiation ∆G(O2)
is about -500 kJ/mol, but
increases with the burnup rate;
as a result, the critical area of
∆G(O2) as defined hereabove,

Fig. 109. Intense early corrosion with no clad failure on a fast reactor
fuel element irradiated in the RAPSODIE - FORTISSIMO reactor.

Fig. 110. Strong corrosion resulting from an oxide-clad reaction
(“ROG”), that affects over 360° the cold-worked steel 15-15 Ti clad 
of a PHENIX pin irradiated at a very high burnup (17.2 at%, i.e.
146 GWd/tox). A fuel fragment has been torn off in the center during
specimen preparation.

Fig. 111. Axial metallographic section 
of a corrosion phenomenon 
at the fissile-fertile interface on a cold-
worked steel-15-15 Ti clad PHENIX
pin after a 13.3 at% irradiation, 
i.e. 115 GWd/tox.
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which enables free tellurium to be generated, may be
reached as soon as an average pin burnup rate of 5-6 at%
has been attained (Fig. 112).

Given the generally high operating regime of fast reactor fuel
elements, the axial distribution of caesium compounds
formed in the fuel is not homogeneous along the fuel pellet
stack. During irradiation deposits are formed in some “cold”
spots of the stack, at the fuel-clad interface. Perpendicularly
to these deposits, if favorable conditions are gathered regard-
ing temperature, burnup rate and oxygen potential, high
availability of Cs2Te entails localized and possibly deep
attacks through the various reactions with molybdenum and
chromium. Concerning fissile-fertile interface reactions, this
condensation occurs at the end of the fuel pellet stack, in
contact with the fertile pellet which induces a “cold” spot (Fig.
113). As regards the oxide-clad reaction, transfer will occur
from an overheated fuel area, during an irradiation often
induced by clad deformation as a result of swelling, towards
the immediately neighboring fissile stack which has not
undergone this overheating or deformation.

Identification of the main parameters which influence corro-
sion, and knowledge of thermodynamic and physico-chemi-
cal mechanisms which generate it, have enabled optimiza-
tion paths and potential remedies to be proposed.

Strong oxide-clad reaction type alterations can be observed
when the clad swells in its lower part without being deformed
at the top of the fuel pellet stack. They can be significantly
reduced using clad materials which do not swell much, such
as ferritic-martensitic steels, and, in the longer term, oxide-
dispersion strengthened (ODS) ferritic-martensitic alloys.

Fuel pins of the axial heterogeneous concept, UPuO2/UO2/
UPuO2, which have been the focus of the irradiation program
ZEBRE in PHENIX, have displayed good behavior with
respect to the oxide-clad reaction, as compared with homo-
geneous fuel pins, up to burnup rates of an approximate 13.5
at%. So, the heterogeneous-type fuel stack would be a rather
favorable factor for mitigating clad internal corrosion.
Similarly, the presence of the fertile pellet stack above the
fissile stack is reported to be beneficial with respect to the
fissile-fertile interface reaction. For it favors the spreading of
corrosion over several centimeters along the clad, contrary to
what can be observed on pins only featuring an upper
breeder UO2 pellet a few-millimeters long.

As for the remedies, they may be classified into two main cat-
egories:

• Action on mixed oxide fuel, by using “getters” to limit the
increase of its oxygen potential under irradiation;

• Action on the clad, by applying a metallic deposit likely to
withstand chemical attack of tellurium.

Fig. 112. Maximum depths of internal corrosion due to the oxide-clad
reaction recorded through metallographic examinations of pins 
for various austenitic steel clad materials (source: the BREF Base 
of the Fuel Studies Department).
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In most of processes tested to date for either of these reme-
dies, no solution could be found that could ensure the
absence or mitigation of clad corrosion at the high burnup
rates considered for the 4th generation reactor systems.
Finding a solution will require further investigations in this
field, together with irradiation benchmarks.

Corrosion in lead (alloy)-cooled 
fast reactors
Given its hydraulic and thermal properties, liquid lead stands
as a coolant of lower performance than sodium. However,
the high chemical reactivity of sodium with respect to water
and air makes sodium loops vulnerable to pipe leaks and
breaks. On the contrary, a lead-cooled fast reactor would not
face such an impediment: this is the reason why this type of
reactor has been selected as one of the six Fourth
Generation reactor concepts of the GEN IV Forum. Of
course, the LFR exhibits other flaws: corrosion by liquid lead
is precisely one of its Achilles’ heels. On the other hand, lead
or its alloys such as the lead-bismuth eutectic* may also be
contemplated for the intermediate loop of a sodium-cooled
fast reactor, with the advantage of avoiding any direct ther-
mal contact between sodium and water in the secondary
coolant system. Last but not least, the lead-bismuth eutectic
is considered as a possible fertile blanket material for fusion
reactors. These applications therefore justify a research
activity in relation to liquid lead and its alloys, which may pro-
ceed according to various mechanisms, as follows: dissolu-
tion of the solid in liquid metal, formation of intermetallic com-
pounds, intergranular penetration of liquid metal in the solid,
embrittlement of the solid by the liquid… In addition, in pres-
ence of a thermal gradient, dissolution-deposition phenom-
ena may occur, thereby entailing material transfer between
hot and cold areas, and are thus likely to induce a severe
degradation of materials in the hot area, and facility plugging
in the cold area.

In lead and its alloys, the chief structural materials contem-
plated are type 316L austenitic steels and type T91 marten-
sitic steels (Table 6).

Table 6.

Composition of structural steels (weight %)

Steel Cr Ni Mo Mn Si C V Nb

T91 8.98 0.125 0.962 0.393 0.351 0.086 0.190 0.075

316L 17.0 11.66 2.7 1.53 0.42 0.022 – –

Corrosion studies conducted in relation to lead, Pb-Bi alloy
or Pb-17Li alloy have evidenced various corrosion mecha-
nisms:

• In the case of Pb-17Li alloy, corrosion occurs as a dissolu-
tion phenomenon;

• Regarding pure lead and Pb-Bi alloy, the corrosion mech-
anism varies according to the dissolved oxygen content in
liquid metal;

• For oxygen concentrations lower than a critical minimum
content, corrosion takes place as a dissolution phenome-
non, just as in Pb-17Li alloy;

• For contents higher than this critical content, an oxide layer
may form on the steel surface. The properties of this layer
depend upon the material, the oxygen content, tempera-
ture, hydrodynamics… Under some conditions, this layer
may be protective, and act as a barrier against corrosion.

Dissolution phenomena

In the case of a corrosion mechanism acting through disso-
lution, two steps may be considered:

• An overall dissolution reaction at the solid-liquid interface,
which results from two opposite partial reactions: a disso-
lution reaction, and a deposition reaction at the interface.

• Mass transfer of dissolved species from the solid-liquid
interface into the liquid core: it results from the diffusion of
dissolved species through a diffusion boundary layer, then
from the transport by convection through the liquid alloy.
This type of transport is also called “convective diffusion”.

If the system is strictly isothermal, and if there is no circula-
tion of the liquid alloy, its evolution stops as soon as dissolved
metal solubility has been reached in the liquid alloy: the sys-
tem is then in equilibrium. Excepting the case when the sol-
ubility limit is extremely high, which generally prohibits using
the metal on the industrial scale, the loss of matter so calcu-
lated on the basis of purely thermodynamical considerations
is moderate.

Yet, in most cases, the system is not isothermal. As metal
solubility increases with temperature, the metal will tend to be
dissolved in hot areas, and to be deposited in cold areas.The
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resulting degradations may then be highly significant. In
order to assess corrosion kinetics through this process, test
loops are implemented, in which the solid metal is put in con-
tact with the flowing liquid alloy under conditions representa-
tive of the expected operating conditions.

These tests can be achieved in the CICLAD Facility (Fig.
114) [15, 16]. In this facility, a rotating cylinder is implemented
inside a liquid metal circulation loop. This rotating cylinder
displays the benefit of being able to reproduce high circula-
tion rates in piping under controlled hydrodynamic conditions.

A homogeneous dissolution of the material can be observed
for steel-T91 and, more extensively, for ferritic/martensitic
steels (Fig. 115a). This dissolution phenomenon is all the
more pronounced as the temperature and flow velocity are

high. As shown on Figure 115b, the corrosion rate varies as
a function of the flow velocity of the liquid alloy (or the cylin-
der rotating rate, depending on the case considered). A
quasi-linear variation in the corrosion rate can be observed,
which confirms that the corrosion process is limited by dis-
solved iron diffusion.

For, in the case when the corrosion rate is limited by metal
iron diffusion from the metal / liquid alloy interface to the
medium, the corrosion rate is expressed as follows:

Vcorrosion = K(Ci-Co) 

where K is the mass transfer coefficient (m.s-1), and ci the
concentration at the solid-liquid interface: in any case, the
overall reaction of dissolution-deposition at the interface will
be considedered to be in equilibrium, and the concentration
at the interface will be assumed to be equal to the solubility
limit of the species dissolved in the liquid alloy: c = cs (g.m-3),
where c0 is the concentration in dissolved species in the liq-
uid alloy volume. If the latter has been sufficiently renewed,
c0 may be considered as negligible: c0 = 0.

Coefficient K depends on the geometry of the flow under
consideration. In the case of the rotating cylinder, a study
carried out by EISENBERG on the mass transfer of nickel cylin-
drical specimens into alkaline aqueous solutions enabled the
mass transfer coefficient to be expressed as follows:

VEisenberg = 0.0487d0.4            D0.644ω0.70ν-0.344
cylinder

where 
ω: rotating rate of the electrode (rad.s-1), dcylinder: outer diam-
eter of the cylinder (m), ν: kinematic viscosity of the fluid
(m2.s-1), D: diffusion coefficient (m2.s-1).

Fig.114. The CICLAD Facility for the experimental study of corrosion
by lead alloys conducted at the Physico-Chemistry Department
(CEA/Saclay).

Fig. 116. a) Microscopic observation of martensitic steel-T91 after
immersion for 1200 hours into Pb-Bi alloy at 470 °C and with an oxy-
gen content of 10-11-10-12 wt. %. (b) Variation in the corrosion rate of
steel-T91 at 470 °C as a function of the flow velocities of liquid alloy
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As regards flow in piping, different equations are put forth in
literature, among which we have retained that developed by
BERGER and HAU:

KB-H = 0.0165v0.86d-0.14 ν-0.530D0.670
tube

where v: liquid alloy flow velocity (m.s-1), dtube: hydraulic
diameter (m).

So, it is possible to refer to these equations expressing the
mass transfer coefficients, and relate the corrosion rate to
the liquid alloy flow velocity, whatever the geometry of the
facility under consideration may be.

Regarding 316L stainless steel, it undergoes a selective dis-
solution (Fig. 116). For, owing to the very high solubility of
nickel in lead and lead alloys, it is preferentially dissolved,
thereby inducing the formation on the steel surface of a fer-
ritic porous layer consisting of a network of channels filled
with liquid alloy. Analyses have evidenced a very high deple-
tion in nickel, chromium and manganese, as well as an iron
enrichment [17, 18].

Oxidation phenomena

One way of protecting materials against corrosion in pure
lead and Pb-Bi alloy lies in the in situ formation of a protec-
tive oxide layer on the surface of materials (austenitic or
martensitic steels). For such a layer can be formed on the
solid’s surface by finely controlling the dissolved oxygen con-
tent, while avoiding lead oxide precipitation within the liquid
metal. Yet, only through a strict control and accurate meas-
urements of the oxygen content in the whole facility can this
method prove to be successful. Ensuring the good behavior
and resistance of these oxide layers first requires to under-
stand their formation mechanism, then modelling the oxida-
tion kinetics in order to predict long-term steel behavior under
given conditions.

Partly in cooperation with the Russian Research Center
IPPE (Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Russia),
the CEA carried out oxidation tests on austenitic steels
(316L: Fe-17.3Cr-12.1Ni-2.3Mo), as well as on martensitic
steels Fe-9Cr-1Mo (T91), Fe-12Cr (EP823), and Fe-10.3Cr
(Manet II) put in a liquid Pb-Bi alloy displaying various dis-
solved oxygen contents, under stagnation and circulation
conditions and at different temperatures [18, 19].

Martensitic steels Fe-9Cr were particularly investigated in as
much as they are considered as the candidate material for
the spallation target window in hybrid reactors. In all the
cases observed in literature and at the CEA, a duplex oxide
layer is seen to form on contact with steel (Fig. 117): it con-
sists of an internal layer of Fe-Cr spinel on which a magnetite
outer layer is superposed on contact with the liquid alloy.The
nature of these two layers is identical whatever the test tem-
peratures may be (between 470 °C and 600 °C).

Stoichiometry of the Fe-Cr spinel was identified on alloy T91
oxidized in the Pb-Bi eutectic at 470 °C, in the liquid alloy
36Pb-64Bi at 460 °C, and in the liquid alloy 26Pb-74Bi at
634 °C for short oxidation durations (lower than 700 hours).
In all cases, it is equal to Fe2.3Cr0.7O4 and remains constant
during oxidation. It is worth emphasizing that the same struc-
ture and the same oxide layer stœchiometries could be
observed in the case of alloy T91 oxidation in oxygen-satu-
rated liquid bismuth at 470 °C.

The magnetite layer seems to be porous, and lead penetra-
tions can be observed through Scanning Electron
Microscopy (Fig. 117). Lead traces can also be distinguished
in the Fe-Cr spinel which, however, seems to be denser.

Fig. 116. 316L steel after immersion for 3000 hours at 500 °C into
Pb-Bi with an oxygen content of 7 10-8 wt. %.

In Pb-17Li alloy, pure lead, as well as in Pb-Bi alloy (when
the dissolved oxygen content is low), use of uncoated steel-
316L is limited to moderate temperatures (below 350 °C
approx.), at which it does not undergo any significant disso-
lution. So is it for ferritic / martensitic steels, and strictly in
flow velocity ranges which do not induce high corrosion rates.

If temperatures are higher (above 400-450 °C approx.), steel
dissolution rates become unacceptable, and materials pro-
tection has to be considered in order to ensure their corro-
sion resistance. This protection can be achieved either by
outer coatings, or through in situ monitoring of liquid alloy
chemistry.

Ni-, Cr-depleted
ferritic layer
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When the temperature is higher than 550 °C, an internal oxi-
dation occurs, displaying chromium-rich oxide precipitates
localized along grain boundaries. These precipitates can be
observed under the Fe-Cr spinel layer and, sometimes,
under the magnetite layer.

The thickness ratio between the Fe-Cr spinel and magnetite
layers is the same, whatever the tested temperatures (460-
600 °C), the oxygen content and the oxidation duration may
be.

Experimental kinetics for the oxide layer growth in stagnant
or circulating Pb-Bi alloy have been obtained at the CEA [20,
21] for the various steels, at different temperatures (300-
600 °C) and different oxygen contents.The kinetics obtained
over long oxidation durations exhibit a parabolic evolution,
which suggests that the layer growth is limited by a diffu-
sional process.

Successive steel-T91 oxidation experiments conducted at
the CEA (jointly with the Technological University of
Compiègne) in a liquid Pb-Bi
alloy medium at 470 °C, with dif-
ferent oxygen isotopes, have
shown that:

• The magnetite layer growth
takes place at the magnetite /
Pb-Bi interface, which implies
iron diffusion through the oxide
layer;

• The Fe-Cr spinel layer grows at the
T91 / Fe-Cr spinel interface, which
implies oxygen diffusion up to this
interface.

On the other hand, the growth kinetics
and morphology of the oxide layers
obtained through the oxidation of
steels-Fe-9Cr in Pb-Bi alloy look like
those observed in water and vapor at
high temperature. It can therefore be
assumed that the growth mechanisms
of these layers were similar. The main
mechanism proposed in literature to
explain Fe-Cr steels oxidation is
named “available space model”. This
mechanism suggests that the growth
of two oxide layers is limited by cation
diffusion of iron through the layers,
and oxygen diffuses to the steel / oxide
interface under molecular form,
through nano-channels going across
the oxide layer.

Several considerations based upon literature dealing with the
“available space model”, simulations and experiments have
led to propose the following mechanism for steel T91 oxida-
tion in oxygen-saturated alloy Pb-Bi.

The magnetite layer grows at the oxide / liquid alloy interface
by iron diffusion through the oxide layer lattice. The transfer
of T91 iron atoms to the outer interface generates vacancies,
which pile up at the T91/ Fe-Cr spinel interface as nano-voids
(Fig. 118 a). Oxygen, the transport of which is not limiting
through nano-channels, enters these nano-voids in order to
directly oxide T91. So, once formed, these nano-voids are
filled with the product of the T91 / oxygen reaction, i.e. spinel
Fe-Cr (Fig. 118 a). When a nano-void has been filled, oxy-
gen can no longer reach T91, for the channel is plugged, and
the oxidation reaction comes to an end (Fig. 118 b). In other
terms, the growth of the spinel Fe-Cr is stopped, and will not
resume before other nano-voids are formed (through iron dif-
fusion) (Fig. 118 c). So the spinel Fe-Cr grows in the metal
consumption volume, accordingly with the “available space
model”. Its growth is not limited by oxygen uptake, but by the
kinetics of nano-void formation, i.e. that of vacancy diffusion

3 µm

 

1µm

Fe0,4Cr0,6O 4

1 µm

Fe3O4

20 µm

Fig. 117. Backscattered-electron image of a cross-section of a steel-
T91 specimen immersed for 3600 hours into oxygen-saturated 
Pb-Bi alloy at 470 °C.
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T91 T91
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Fig. 118. The mechanism of steel-T91 oxidation by liquid alloy Pb-Bi.
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within the oxide. A simulation was performed referring to this
mechanisms.The results of these simulations at 470 °C and
600 °C are represented with the experimental results on
Figure 119.

As shown on Figure 119, simulation accounts for the oxide
layer growth kinetics in oxygen-saturated alloy Pb-Bi at both
test temperatures.The proposed mechanism is underpinned

building of a barrier against material transfer, which signifi-
cantly reduces diffusion of alloying elements (especially, iron)
towards the liquid.Yet, a strict control of the oxygen content
in the whole facility is the condition required for this method
to be fruitful.

Moreover, dissolved oxygen activity has to be controlled
within relatively narrow operating limits (Fig. 120), so as to
reach an oxygen content not only higher than the threshold
value for iron oxide formation – i.e. the condition required for
protecting structures –, but also lower than lead oxide (PbO)
solubility, that results in precipitation of solid crystals likely to
be deposited on heat exchanger walls or to plug narrowed
passage sections partially or even fully, thereby reducing the
system’s heat extraction power as well as its performance
[22].

Dissolved oxygen measurement may be performed with an
electrochemical probe [23], using a solid electrolyte (yttria-
stabilized zirconia), i.e. a specific ionic conductor, in such a
way that the reference (a metal / oxide couple or air) and the
medium to be measured are placed into two separate boxes
(Fig. 121). Measuring the electromotive force at null current
with this type of assembly makes it possible to trace back to
oxygen concentration through Nernst’s relationship:

So very low concentration levels can be measured continu-
ously.
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Fig. 119. Simulation of the oxide layer growth kinetics at 470 and
600 °C. Comparison with the experimental results.
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Fig. 120. Allowable range of oxygen concentration for the lead-
bismuth eutectic of primary coolant (420 °C-540 °C). The picture
pinpoints PbO precipitation areas, as well as steel oxidation and
homogeneous dissolution areas. The allowable area is represented
by the green section, circumscribed by the vertical (cold and hot
collector temperature) and horizontal lines that stand for the
threshold concentrations in equilibrium with lead oxide formation at
the colder wall temperature (200 °C-0.01 ppm), and with iron oxide
dissolution at the hoter wall temperature of the system 
(650 °C-5.10-4 ppm).
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by these results. However, in order to predict steel-T91 oxi-
dation kinetics in lead alloys and thus help design and select
reactor structural steels, the oxidation model has to be appli-
cable to other experimental conditions. This is the reason
why oxidation tests are underway for various lead-bismuth
alloys (with various lead proportions in the alloy), over a tem-
perature range of 400-600 °C and for different dissolved oxy-
gen contents. The experimental results of these tests will be
confronted with simulation.

On the other hand, these studies on oxidation mechanisms
in alloy Pb-Bi help improve the understanding of oxidation
mechanisms in water and vapor environments owing to the
similar morphologies of oxide layers and their growth kinet-
ics.

Controlling the dissolved oxygen content

Controlling the dissolved oxygen content in liquid lead alloys
is aimed at creating the thermodynamic conditions required
for the formation of a protective oxide layer on the structural
steel surface, consisting of iron oxide and chromium, thereby
reducing its corrosion kinetics by transferring the material
from its dissolution to its oxidation domain in this environ-
ment. The formation of this layer is much alike the in situ
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A calibration method in a static crucible, based on the
research of the saturation point, and systematically applied
for all the probes, enabled standard fixed operating lines to
be determined for the reference probes In/In2O3, and
Bi/Bi2O3, deemed to be more precise than those issued from
a theoretical calculation. The whole of the validation tests in
static crucibles or on loops enables the main operating char-
acteristics of these probes to be defined: low temperature
(T>350 °C), very low contents (<10-10 ppm), short time of
response, good reproducibility, as well as lifetimes likely to
exceed several thousands of hours. The main limits are
related to the reliability of these probes: signal shift in the
long term, and relative embrittlement of the solid electrolyte.
Dissolved oxygen measurement in the lead-bismuth eutec-
tic may so be considered as validated on the test loop scale.
Yet, better reliability is still required for its use to be contem-
plated on a nuclear system. In addition, online calibration
methods would be a useful tool for steadily assessing the
shift, and would considerably improve confidence in the
measurement.

Corrosion in lead and its alloys – Protective
coatings

Protection against corrosion in liquid lead and its alloys may
be achieved either in situ by forming an oxide layer on steel
surface through oxygen content monitoring in lead and its
alloys, as previously seen, or through using protective coat-
ings or forming surface alloys [24-29].

As regards protective coatings and surface alloys, different
processes are considered: formation of surface alloys con-
taining such elements as Al or Si, which form stable oxide
layers at low oxygen contents (fairly lower than those
required for in situ oxidation of structural materials), coatings

with Type FeCrAlY alloys, coatings
with materials likely to withstand cor-
rosion in lead and its alloys, such as
W, Mo and Nb.

Among the different protective
devices, those which today appear as
the most promising in terms of corro-
sion resistance and the most elabo-
rate in terms of industrial process are
the following:

• The processes which allow formation
of aluminium-containing surface
alloys: pack-cementation, based on
a diffusion process of addition ele-
ments (Al), which was investigated
for austenitic steels and developed
for martensitic steels at the CEA, and
the GESA process, developed by the
Research Center of Karlsruhe (FZK),
which relies on a pulsed electron
beam technique;

• The FeCrAlY coating processes based upon the GESA
process.

The coatings investigated at the CEA are made by pack-
cementation. They were initially developed and studied as
part of fusion-related programs for achieving tritium-perme-
ation barriers, and their behavior in a Pb-17Li environment
could thus be investigated.

Concerning 316L austenitic steels, the aluminizing process
based upon pack-cementation is an industrial process con-
sisting in the following steps:

• A deposit treatment in presence of the pack at 750 °C for
1h40,

• A step of diffusion under argon for 6 hours at 900 °C.

The resulting coating (Fig. 122), about 50-60 µm thick, con-
sists of two layers.

The outer layer displays a uniform thickness of about 20 µm.
It consists of steel-constituting elements, containing alu-
minium and oxygen. The aluminium content is higher than
that of the internal layer which, in contrast, is richer in
chromium. A high number of Ni-and Al-rich precipitates can
be observed at the interface between the two layers. Their
density decreases as they are closer to the matrix. Al and O
enrichment is also seen on a thin (5-10 µm) layer on the coat-
ing surface. Figure 123 displays the corresponding micro-
probe profile.

Fig. 121. A probe developed at the CEA for controlling oxygen 
content in liquid lead [3].
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As regards martensitic steels, in as much as no industrial
process was available, different coating processes were
investigated by the CEA/Grenoble, with the following goals:

• Obtaining a Fe-Al deposit at a temperature lower than or
equal to 750 °C (temper temperature of the material) in
order to avoid any alteration of the material’s mechanic
properties and avoid formation of brittle intermetallic
phases;

• Getting a deposit with an extreme surface layer consisting
of alumina.

Three processes were studied:

a) The deposit of the Fe-Al alloy through pack-cementation:
thermal decomposition at 750 °C for 1 hour in presence of
the pack;

b) The deposit of the Fe-Al alloy through pack-cementation
followed by in situ oxidation at 750 °C for 1 hour to allow an
alumina layer to be formed in surface;

c) The deposit of the Fe-Al alloy through pack-cementation
followed by alumina deposition according to the Pyrosol
process (treatment at 370 °C for 1 hour).

The thickness of the coatings, including an aluminium diffu-
sion area within the steel, ranges between 40 and 120 µm
depending on the process.

Concerning the three different processes, the coatings
obtained are similar. A thin alumina layer (of about 1 µm) can
be observed on the outer side in all cases. Then, different
metallic phases can be seen on a layer 10-20 µm thick, i.e.
Fe, FeAl, Fe3Al, mixed with alumina and hematite in cases b)
and c). Figure 124 displays the coating formed on marten-
sitic steel T91 using the b) process.

The corrosion tests in lead and its alloys have led to the fol-
lowing results:

• Regarding Pb-Bi alloy, the coating achieved on an
austenitic steel is always intact, and its thickness
unchanged, after contact with the alloy between 400-
450 °C for 15,000 hours at a flow rate of 50-100 L.h-1. As a
conclusion, the behavior of the aluminized coating in con-
tact with liquid Pb-Bi alloy proves to be quite satisfactory.

• In stagnant Pb-Bi alloy, a very good behavior of the coating
can be observed for austenitic and martensitic steels up to
500 °C, and the like up to 600 °C for oxygen contents higher
than 10-8 wt%. At 600 °C, a significant degradation of the
coating occurs for low oxygen contents (< 10-8 wt%).

Fig. 122. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs and X-ray images 
of 316L austenitic steel following formation of an aluminized coating
through pack-cementation.

Fig. 123. Microprobe profile of type 316 austenitic steel after deposi-
tion of a coating by pack cementation.
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• In circulating Pb-Bi alloy, localized damage appears at
600 °C, whatever the oxygen content in the liquid alloy may
be. This alteration is attributed to turbulence areas.

Steels protected by formation of an aluminium-containing sur-
face alloy through the GESA process also exhibit a good
behavior with respect to corrosion. This process was tested
on austenitic and martensitic steels which display a good cor-
rosion behavior in lead and stagnant alloy Pb-Bi up to 650 °C,
for oxygen contents ranging between 10-4 and 10-6 wt%.

These various protective means have proved to be efficient
with respect to corrosion by lead and its alloys; still, they will
have to be investigated more thoroughly as regards their
long-term behavior, mechanical strength and irradiation
resistance.

To sum up it all, it seems useful to focus one’s attention on
cases of corrosion by liquid metals considered as candidate
materials for nuclear applications. Corrosion by liquid sodium
appears as controllable: the corrosion rate can be kept at
very low values by only maintaining an oxygen content as
low as possible in the bath. Dissolution or embrittlement phe-
nomena by liquid metal penetration are also negligible pro-
viding a temperature lower than 570 °C is maintained. As a
matter of fact, the major difficulty to be coped with is the risk
of cracking corrosion induced by aqueous soda, which may
be generated in the case of wet air ingress during mainte-
nance or repair operations. This risk can be controlled
through implementing suitable intervention procedures.This
overall control stands as one of the benefits of the “sodium
reactor system”.

In contrast, corrosion by liquid lead alloys appears as a true
problem, which will finally impose using coated materials, as

well maintaining a highly controlled oxy-
gen content in the bath. Despite signifi-
cant advances, controlling corrosion phe-
nomena in this environment has not yet
been fully acquired, and here lies one of
the major handicaps of the “lead reactor
system”.
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Corrosion in Molten Salt Reactors

Today investigations on Molten Salt Reactors – MSR –
conducted within a European frame converge towards tho-
rium cycle-based (epi)thermal spectrum concepts. The fuel
consists of thorium 232 (the fertile isotope) and uranium 233
(the fissile element dissolved in a fluoride bath). This liquid
fuel also ensures the function of a coolant*, the fission-gen-
erated heat being directly released within it. Mixtures of LiF,
BeF2, NaF, ZrF4… are under consideration. In a MSR,
molten salt at the core outlet flows towards a heat exchanger
in which it transfers its calories to a secondary coolant prior
to coming back to the reactor vessel. In the version illustrated
hereunder, the fluoride bath under atmospheric pressure
comes into the core at about 550 °C, and leaves it at an
approximate 700 °C. It is worth emphasizing here that a frac-
tion of the fuel salt is deviated to a chemical treatment unit.
There, fission products* - FPs - and actinides will be par-
tially removed in order to limit their pile-up in the bath, harm-
ful for reactor efficiency. Continuous extraction with helium
will enable volatile products such as Kr or Xe to be removed,
while online or batch processes are to remove part of dis-
solved species.Today the principle of spent fuel treatment is
under investigation, so that its efficiency has not yet been
quantified species per species. However, it would be an illu-
sion to assume that any FP trace will be removed.

The molten salt reactor concept displays several assets.
Nevertheless, developing this reactor system means using
structural materials which can withstand heat on contact with
molten salt. Our attention is focused on metallic materials for
the primary coolant circuit, and salt for the processing unit.
Now, ensuring corrosion resistance of alloys in liquid fuel
seems to be all the more critical as the target lifetimes may
reach several dozens of thousands of hours.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the USA (Oak Ridge), Japan
(Furukawa), ex-USSR and Europe (EDF, CEA) conducted
many studies on MSR-dedicated materials. In particular, Oak
Ridge Laboratory (ORNL) designed an alloy optimized with
respect to its properties of molten salt corrosion behavior,
under the trade name of Hastelloy N [1]. This alloy is nickel-
based and includes alloying elements such as molybdenum
(15-17 wt% Mo), chromium (6-8 wt % Cr) and iron (4-6 wt %
Fe); it also contains carbon (0.04-0.08 wt % C) and addition
elements such as Mn, Si, Al, Ti… This alloy was used for
building the structures of the experimental reactor MSRE,
which operated successfully at ORNL in the 1960s. Since
then, most of studies have been focused on Hastelloy N or

similar grades. Part of former program data is accessible in
open literature, and was analyzed within the frame of the
European Project MOST, in the light of the aims targeted for
the 4th-Generation reactor systems [2]. This feedback indi-
cates that using molten fluorides at high temperature results
in an environment highly aggressive to metallic materials.
The degree of aggressiveness depends on various factors
such as the temperature, nature and concentration of the
molten bath pollutants… In addition, apart from damage due
to molten salt and its oxidizing impurities, some FPs such as
tellurium may also react with the MSR structures. Last but
not least, substantial amounts of FPs will be carried into the
treatment unit. Therefore, corrosion likely to be induced by
FPs, especially tellurium, in solution in molten fluorides will
have to be taken into account when selecting a structural
material for the circuits of a 4th-Generation MSR.

Corrosion of nickel alloys
(Hastelloy-N) by molten fluorides
Corrosion of an alloy by a molten salt mostly results from
redox reactions between a metallic element and an oxidant
in solution. Generally, these reactions are fast at high tem-
perature, and a thermodynamic treatment can then provide
information about corrosion processes. Assuming that the
redox potential of a species in a molten bath is calculated
referring to the free energy of formation of fluorides, Table 7
gives a scale of the oxidizing potential of some components
in a fluoride system. It is clearly shown that the main fuel con-
stituents, quite stable, do not react with conventional metals.

However, reactions involving the species UF4 may still take
place [see Equation (1)]. Besides, the liquid fuel will inevitably
contain impurities arising from the initial salt pollution, leaks,
native oxide dissolution… O2, H2O, HF, OH-, and metallic
cations are powerful oxidants [see Equations (2) and (3)].
Progress in corrosion reactions chiefly depends on the bath
“redox power”, often assessed using the ratio between con-
centrations of quadrivalent and trivalent uranium ions:

Cr(alloy) + 2 UF4 = CrF2 + 2 UF3 (1)
Cr(alloy) + 2 HF = CrF2 + H2 (2)
Cr(alloy) + FeF2 = CrF2 + Fe (3)

This UF4 / UF3 ratio varies from 10 to 500 approximately. As
corrosion products are highly soluble in molten fluorides,

Corrosion in the Nuclear Reactor Systems of the Future
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• Oxidants content: supply of vapor
(Fig. 126), HF, FeF2 or CrF2 in the
natural convection loops carrying
over (LiF/BeF2, NaBF4/NaF,
NaF/ZrF4 based) fluorides resulted in
increased corrosion of metallic spec-
imens.The mass transport rate rises
with the metallic ion content, the lat-
ter being generated by oxidation
reactions. Consequently, the contam-
ination rate will exhibit a more harm-
ful effect, here, than in the case of an
isothermal system.

• Exposure time, flow velocity of the
fluid, salt composition, hydraulic
conditions. All these factors may
play a role in material transfer.

As shown by the MSRE operation and by laboratory tests as
well, alloys type Hastelloy N and stainless steels were slowy
corroded to 700° and 650 °C, respectively, in highly purified
fluorides comprising beryllium salt (with the bath redox power
being adjusted by contact with a Be bar). It is an absolute
requirement to purify the salt and permanently adjust its oxi-
dation potential. Therefore, concerning Be-depleted salts, a
suitable, efficient purification method would have to be devel-
oped.

96 Corrosion in Molten Salt Reactors

Table 7.

Free energy of formation of fluorides at 1000 K expressed 
in kcal/mol F atom. 

∆G°f ∆G°f ∆G°f ∆G°f 

CaF2 -125 AcF3 -113 NpF3 -102 FeF2 -67

LiF -125 MgF2 -113 ThF4 -101 CoF2 -67

BaF2 -124 RbF -112 UF3 -100 SnF2 -62

SrF2 -123 NaF -112 PuF4 -98 PbF2 -62

LaF3 -121 PaF3 -112 UF4 -95[ NiF2 -58

CeF3 -120 PuF3 -111 ZrF4 -94 WF6 (g) -58

PrF3 -119 AmF3 -110 AlF3 -90 MoF6 (g) -50

SmF3 -119 KF -109 TaF5 -82 TeF4 -39

NdF3 -118 CsF -106 UF6 (g) -74

YF3 -114 BeF2 -104 CrF2 -74
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Fig. 125. Mass loss of Hastelloy N specimens put in three forced
convection loops carrying LiF/BeF2/ThF4/UF4 [1].
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there is no case of passivity. In an isothermal, static and puri-
fied bath, metallic ions concentrations will reach their equilib-
rium values, and corrosion will come to an end. But in a
renewed bath, it may go on indefinitely, indeed.

Mass transfer in non-isothermal
fluoride systems
As the reactional constant K [see Equation (4)] is a growing
function of temperature, equilibrium concentrations of corro-
sion products in the bath increase with temperature, which
means that metal is dissolved in hot areas, and deposits are
formed in cold areas:

∆Gr = -R.T. ln[K(T)] = ∆Hr – T. ∆Sr (4)

This dynamic process is complex, for it includes several
steps: ionic transport in liquid phase, redox reaction, diffu-
sion in a solid phase… For a given system, the kinetically
limiting step will strongly depend on environmental variables.
Some factors have a considerable influence on the corrosion
rate:

• Temperature: Hastelloy N specimens were placed in forced
convection loops in which LiF/BeF2/ThF4/UF4 were flowing
at 700-500 °C, 760-560 °C and 815-615 °C [8]. For a con-
stant value of ∆T, loss of mass in hot areas increases with
the maximum temperature of the system (Fig. 125).

• Thermal gradient: temperature evolution along the metal-
lic walls is the driving force of material transport [see
Equation (4)]. It can be noted that the gradient of the con-
stant ∆K varies with ∆Sr. So any change in the bath com-
position may influence the corrosion rate.
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Tellurium-induced embrittlement
Apart from general corrosion, after contact with fluoride fuel,
MSRE monitoring specimens displayed embrittlement in a
particularly clearcut way during post-exposure tensile tests.
Intergranular cracks reaching 330 µm could be observed. As
this cracking occurred out of pile, it was assigned to the effect
of a FP. As confirmed by controlled dissolution of a speci-
men, FPs penetrated Hastelloy N, with Te as the most con-
centrated element. In parallel, in situ Auger analyses on a
fractured grain boundary enabled Te to be pinpointed.
Although Te flow in the MSRE was relatively low (about 109

atoms Te/cm2/s), it was concluded that this FP was respon-
sible for embrittlement, presumably out of formation of hard
compounds at the alloy grain boundaries.

Following these observations, ORNL undertook a program
to optimize Hastelloy N composition. First of all, a test
method had to be developed. It was thus found that labora-
tory tests do not accurately reproduce the morphology
obtained in a reactor, but enable alloys to be discriminated.
As a general rule, specimens are immersed into a molten flu-
oride which contains a Te compound of Type CrxTey, NixTey
between 650° and 750 °C. Alloy heats enriched with Ti, Nb
and Cr were tested. Most of them exhibited intergranular
cracking. It is worth mentioning that Cr contents of 15% and
more reduce proneness to cracking. Besides, adding 1 to 2%
Nb fairly improves Te resistance (Fig. 127).

In contrast, not only is Ti inefficient, but it also annihilates Cr
and Nb beneficial effect. It is worth noting, however, that Al

Fig. 126. Mass change of Hastelloy N specimens put in a natural
convection loop comprising NaBF4 / NaF at different temperatures.
At t = 1000 h, water vapor is injected to the system [2].
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Fig. 127. Empirical cracking parameter as a function of the niobium
content added to the Hastelloy N nominal composition. Cracking
examinations were performed on specimens immersed for 250,
1000, or 2500 hours into Te-containing fluoride at 700 °C [3].
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is assumed to reduce damage caused by tellurium. In addi-
tion, stainless steels and Cu or Co alloys are insensitive to
this corrosion mode.

In parallel, as illustrated on Figure 128, the tellurium effect
can be overcome by controlling the fluoride bath chemistry.
Specimens were immersed for 260 hours into a mixture of
LiF/BeF2/ThF4/UF4 salts with Cr3Te4 at 700 °C. In order to
induce variations in the medium redox potential, a Be bar
was immersed into the salt, and the UF4/UF3 ratio was
assessed. Proneness to embrittlement was appraised using
an empirical parameter based on metallographic observa-
tions. Hastelloy N displays a significant change of behavior:
regarding UF4 / UF3~ 60, cracking is moderate, whereas it is
strong for UF4 / UF3 ~100.

Controlling the oxidizing power of the environment therefore
seems to be a promising route for protecting Ni alloys con-
taining less than 15% Cr against tellurium embrittlement
effect.
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Fig. 128. Empirical cracking parameter as a function of the oxidizing
power assessed through the UF4/UF3 ratio. Crack observations were
performed on Hastelloy N specimens immersed for 200 hours into
LiF-BeF2-ThF4 -UF4 + Te at 700 °C [3].

Fig. 129. Schematic diagram of the experimental device designed for
the electrochemical study of pure metal behavior in molten fluorides.

Fig. 130. Polarization curves for electrodes made out of chromium,
iron, nickel, molybdenum, and tungsten in fluorinated salt (LiF-NaF)
at 900 °C, and comparison of the thermochemical and experimental
oxidation potential scales.
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Corrosion in Molten Salt Reactors

Electrochemical study of pure
metal corrosion in molten fluorides
With the aim of better characterizing physico-chemical inter-
actions between materials and molten fluorides, the electro-
chemical behavior of several pure metals (iron, nickel,
chromium, molybdenum and tungsten) was investigated in
molten fluoride media (e.g. LiF-NaF) in a temperature range
of 700-1000 °C. First, experimental techniques had to be
developed, including the test device designed to ensure full
confinement of the medium (no air contamination), as well
as a stringent control of temperature (Fig. 129). The electro-
chemical methods used include cyclic voltammetry, Tafel’s
method (plotting of anodic and cathodic polarization curves),
and polarization resistance measurement. They are associ-
ated with examination of the electrode microstructure after
immersion.

A scale of apparent oxidation potentials was developed bas-
ing upon the linear-sweep voltamperograms plotted for sev-
eral pure metals (Fig. 130). It shows the relative stability of
the various metals in LiF-NaF at 900 °C. Experimental oxi-
dation potentials are in good agreement with the predictions
obtained with thermochemical calculations (Table 1), and so
can be classified as follows: Cr < Fe < Ni < Mo < W, with tung-
sten as the most noble metal.

The electrochemical behavior of species of chromium, iron
and nickel in solution could then be determined by adding
metallic fluorides CrF3, FeF2 and NiF2 to LiF-NaF at 900 °C.
Under such conditions, species Cr(II), Cr(III) and Fe(II) are
stable and soluble for concentrations up to an approximate

1.5 mol.kg-1. In agreement with literature, diffusion coeffi-
cients of the various oxidized forms of metals are of about
10-6 cm2.s-1 at 900 °C, and the activation energy associated
with diffusion of chromium +III ions through the medium is of
about 55 kJ.mol-1 in the 700-1000 °C temperature range. In
contrast, it is noteworthy that Ni(II) ions are spontaneously
reduced in the molten medium.These behaviors suggest that
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there exists an electroactive species in the bath which is
likely to control equilibria in the medium. Referring to exper-
imental results, the electrochemical potential of this redox
couple is assumed to be set up between iron and nickel oxi-
dation potentials. Even if the nature of the redox species
involved is still to be identified, this hypothesis helps ration-
alize the behavior of increasingly complex metallic materials
in fluoride baths.

Thus, Figure 131 illustrates the anodic polarization curves of
binary alloys Ni-Cr with an increasing chromium content in
LiF-NaF. Oxidation proceeds in two steps: the first one occurs
at intermediate potentials, and is displayed by selective
chromium oxidation (checked through electrode inspection
after testing); the second one takes place at more electropos-
itive potentials, and is displayed by the congruent attack of
the solid solution Ni-Cr. For each of these steps, a charac-
teristic oxidation potential can be assessed: Eox(Cr) and
Eox(Ni-Cr). The potential Eox(Cr), significant for the behavior
of the alloy immersed into NaF-LiF, is shifted to the more
electronegative values when the Cr content of the binary
alloy increases.This trend was validated by thermochemical
calculations which account for, if only qualitatively, chromium
activity influence on Eox(Cr) (Fig. 131, right graph).
Accordingly with the hypothesis hereabove mentioned in
relation to the bath redox potential, it could then be observed
that chromium-rich alloy heats behaved as Cr, and were oxi-
dized in the environment, while nickel-rich heats were under
immune conditions.

Corrosion is the Achilles’ heel of molten salt reactors, and of
pyrochemical* processes as a whole. Consequently, devel-
oping this reactor type will only be possible through develop-
ing new materials and ensuring the chemical (impurity) and

electrochemical (redox) control of the molten medium, the
whole being based upon a thorough understanding of corro-
sion mechanisms. Technological breakthroughs, such as
exchangers without wall, coated materials…, also bring
promising outlooks with respect to coping with implementa-
tion difficulties. All things considered, this is a research field
widely open to innovation, in which significant R&D efforts
can but prove fruitful.
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Materials Corrosion and Alteration 
at the Back-End of Fuel Cycle

From spent fuel treatment* to waste storage* or dis-
posal*, the various steps of the back-end of nuclear fuel
cycle make use of several types of materials: natural or arti-
ficial, metallic, mineral or organic materials.These materials
may be subjected to very severe conditions of use in terms
of environment (aggressive environments), required perform-
ance, or again required duration of performance.

• In spent fuel treatment / recycling facilities, the first aim is
to enable the plant to operate properly. The main require-
ment relating to materials is their strength in acid environ-
ments which are chemically very hostile.

• In waste storage facilities, the other aim is, above all, to
ensure good behavior of containers and overcontainers so
as to guarantee their retrieval at the end of the storage
period.

• In disposal facilities, the stake is to control, retard and limit
alteration of containment barriers and confining matrices:
for this alteration influences radionuclide release into the
geosphere and, so, the chemical and radiological impact of
the repository. Here, the constraint chiefly lies in the con-
cept of long timescales (of several hundreds or thousands
of years), that is far beyond the usual industrial range (a
few tens of years), hence the need for robust, reliable pre-
dictive approaches in this field.

Within the frame of the former Act of December1991 and of
the new Act of June 2006 relating to nuclear waste manage-
ment, a substantial set of R&D programs has been under-
taken, and is going on in order to understand and model the

long-term behavior of materials under storage and disposal
conditions. In terms of applications, investigations mainly
focus on the long-term behavior of conditioning matrices
made out of cement, bitumen, glass or ceramic, or of
cement- or metal-made containers (or overcontainers),
designed to host waste packages, as well as of concrete or
swelling clay engineered barriers and/or structural compo-
nents. The environments under consideration are of a wide
variety and relate to applications of storage (unsaturated
environment, temperature), disposal under reversible condi-
tions (unsaturated environment), or post-closure disposal
(saturated environment).

The material’s physico-chemical environment (component,
object, structure...) plays a crucial role in its evolution (min-
eralogy, metallurgy, microstructure, surface state, reactivity...)
and its properties (transport, confinement, mechanics...).

It is also worth noting that the material and / or structural
works heterogeneity may enhance these various processes,
so that the interfaces of components and their chemical inter-
reactivity in the long term appear as a critical field to be
investigated for the purpose of understanding and modelling
the ageing phenomenon.

Hence the development, through experiment and simulation,
of often original multiphysics, multiscale and multimaterials
approaches, which are based on phenomenological under-
standing and physico-chemical modelling.
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Corrosion in a Concentrated Nitric Environment

In France, spent fuel treatment* is performed in AREVA La
Hague plants using the PUREX* process.This process  relies
on the use of nitric acid to dissolve spent fuel. As a result, all
along the process line can be found nitric environments with
varied concentrations (up to azeotropic concentration), tem-
peratures up to the boiling point and slightly above, and dis-
solved species such as oxidizing ions. In order to hold back
these very acid and highly oxidizing environments, materials
have been selected taking into account their corrosion resist-
ance limits, and have been optimized and qualified before
plant building.These materials, passive in their conditions of
use, are the following:

• Zirconium, chosen for building the most critical equipment
in terms of corrosion, such as fuel dissolvers and evapora-
tors-concentrators of nitric acid;

• Austenitic stainless steels with a very low carbon content
(type AISI 304L, 316L and 310Nb; C ≤ 0.02%) for most of
equipment;

• A special 4% Si stainless steel for evaporators-concentra-
tors of fission products.

Materials behavior 
in a nitric environment
These materials previously mentioned
are protected with a passive layer*
stable in nitric acid. Yet, all the phe-
nomena likely to degrade this passive
layer may entail severe corrosion phe-
nomena.

Concerning zirconium, three types of
phenomena may reduce the protective
effect of the passive layer consisting of
zirconia ZrO2:

• The presence of a stress: under pas-
sive conditions, which are those of
the process-related equipment, zir-
conium behavior in a nitric environ-
ment is little changed when is is sub-
jected to a stress or strain;

• A mechanical degradation, e.g. due to friction or erosion;

• The presence in the environment of zirconium-complexing
agents, especially fluorides. Zirconium dissolution rate
strongly increases with their concentration, even on the
scale of the mg / L in fluorides.

Although protected by a Cr(III)-rich passive layer, all stain-
less steels, excepting special silicon-based stainless steel,
may undergo an intergranular corrosion when their corrosion
potential is moved to the transpassive* domain (Fig. 132).
This type of corrosion features a selective attack of grain
boundaries, which may even result in grains getting loose
under extreme conditions, although steel is not sensitized
(no precipitation of chromium carbides at grain boundaries)
and its composition is optimized in carbon, sulfur and phos-
phorus.

Materials Corrosion and Alteration at the Back-End of Fuel Cycle

Fig. 132. Corrosion behavior of austenitic stainless steels in acid
environments as a function of the redox potential.
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Several circumstances may be responsible for the shift of a
steel’s corrosion potential to its transpassive domain [1].

• In most nitric environments, the reaction which fixes the
material’s corrosion potential is the overall reduction reac-
tion of nitric acid HNO3 to nitrous acid HNO2:

NO3
- + 3H+ + 2 e- à HNO2 + H2O 

(E0 (water, 25 °C) = 934 mV/ENH)

This reaction uses an autocatalytic mechanism, which will
be described in detail in the following paragraph.

• In nitric environments which contain oxidizing ions (i.e. with
redox couples having a redox potential higher than that of
the HNO3/HNO2 couple), the oxidant’s reduction reaction
is the one that fixes the material’s corrosion potential. For
example, for the Pu(VI)/Pu(IV) couple, the reaction is as fol-
lows:

PuO2
2+ + 4H+ + 2e- à Pu4+ + 2H2O 

(E0 = 1 024 mV/ENH)

The steel can remain in its passive domain or be carried to
its transpassive domain depending on the redox potential of
the couple considered and the oxidant concentration in the
environment.

• Contact between these stainless steels with nobler metal-
lic materials is another circumstance that may entail an
increase in the steel’s potential by galvanic coupling. Such
is the case for platinoids (Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd) which are little
soluble in nitric acid.

Once these three mechanisms are thermally activated, a
temperature rise, e.g. on heated evaporator walls, is a penal-
izing circumstance with respect to the risk of intergranular
corrosion.

Autocatalytic mechanism of nitric
acid reduction
The thermodynamic study of the environment allows the pre-
vailing species involved in the process of nitric acid reduc-
tion to be identified: these are two gaseous species (NO,
NO2) and an aqueous species (HNO2) (Fig. 133) [2, 3].

When investigating the influence of nitric acid concentration
on the nature of the species limiting the stability domain of
nitric environment under reduction, it can be seen that the
final reduction product is nitrogen monoxide for concentra-
tions lower than 8 mol/L, and nitrogen dioxide for higher con-
centrations. The stability domain of nitric acid at 100 °C is
represented on Figure 133.

The electrochemical study of the nitric acid reduction process
performed on a platinum electrode, then on a stainless steel
electrode, confirmed the results issued from the thermody-
namic study, and enabled the mechanism to be further
detailed [2, 4].

Nitric acid is indirectly reduced by an autocatalytic mecha-
nism comprising a charge transfer step and a chemical reac-
tion, which regenerates the electroactive species.

The electroactive species is nitrous acid, which is reduced
into nitrogen monoxide:

(HNO2)el + H+ + e- + s ⇔ (NO)ads + H2O (1)

Nitrous acid is then regenerated by a heterogeneous chem-
ical reaction between nitric acid and nitrogen monoxide:

HNO3 + (NO)ads ⇔ (HNO2)el + (NO2)ads (2)

A third reaction takes place between nitric acid and nitrous
acid:

HNO3 + (HNO2)el + 2 s ⇔ 2 (NO2)ads + H2O (3)

Reactions (1), (2) and (3) are the basic reactions of the nitric
acid reduction mechanism, which are valid over the whole
concentration range.

For low to moderate (< 6 mol / L), concentrations of nitric
acid, the reaction of nitrous acid regeneration (2) is slow.
Nitrogen monoxide formed during the charge transfer step
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(1) can then pile up. Reaction (3) is also shifted to HNO2 for-
mation, NO2 not being stable for concentrations lower than
8 mol/L. For this concentration range, the mechanism of nitric
acid reduction can therefore be expressed as follows (Fig.
134 a):

(HNO2)el + H+ + e- + s ⇔ (NO)ads + H2

HNO3 + 2 (NO)ads + H2O ⇔ 3 (HNO2)el + 2 s

For environments of higher concentration (> 8 mol/L), the
reaction of nitrous acid regeneration (2) is fast, as it is made
easier by the high nitric acid concentration, and induces an
NO2 gaseous release stable in this concentration range.The
mechanism of nitric acid reduction can be therefore written
as follows (Fig. 134 b):

(HNO2)el + H+ + e- + s ⇔ (NO)ads + H2O

HNO3 + (NO)ads ⇔ (HNO2)el + (NO2)ads

to be completed by Reaction (3) assumed to be at equilib-
rium

HNO3 + (HNO2)el + 2 s ⇔ 2 (NO2)ads + H2O

Nitric acid reduction kinetics can be altered by:

• The products arising from steel corrosion (i.e. Fe(III) ions
and, to a lesser extent, Cr(III)) ions, which catalyze it);

• Dissolved oxygen, which makes it slower.

This mechanism can account for two practical cases.The first
one is related to confined, little renewed nitric environments.
In this case, nitric acid reduction products (nitrous acid, nitro-
gen dioxide) as well as Fe(III) and Cr(III) cations issued from
corrosion itself, catalyze the nitric acid reduction reaction.
This autocatalysis phenomenon shifts the steel corrosion
potentials to the transpassive range (Fig. 135) [5].

A second practical case, very similar indeed to the previous
case as regards intergranular corrosion causes, is related to
corrosion by nitric condensates. The ratio of the metal sur-
face over the very high solution volume and the low rate of
condensate renewal entail a fast change in the steel’s poten-
tial corrosion as soon as metal oxidation products and nitric
acid reduction products start piling up in the condensate film
(Fig. 136) [2, 6].

The various causes of the increase in steel’s corrosion poten-
tial in a nitric environment, and so of the risk of intergranular
corrosion, have been depicted in the two previous para-
graphs.

Present research efforts focus on:

• Modelling intergranular corrosion: in a given environment,
the model has to predict loss of sound metal in the long
term on the basis of short-term morphological measure-
ments (depth and angle of intergranular penetrations);

• Understanding steel passivation mechanisms across grains
and along grain boundaries: the role of impurities and sili-
con, particularly, will have to be taken into account.

Fig. 134. a) Nitric acid reduction mechanism in an environment of
low concentration. b) Nitric acid reduction mechanism in an environ-
ment of high concentration.

Fig. 135. Ferric ion influence upon the electrochemical behavior 
of stainless steel-304L in nitric acid of high concentration (8 mol/L) 
at 100 °C [5].
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Corrosion in an Aqueous Unsaturated Environment

Corrosion in unsaturated environment is especially related
to nuclear waste under storage* conditions, with generally
room air as the “unsaturated” environment. Various types of
waste package materials can be affected and will be succes-
sively examined here: metals, bitumens and reinforced con-
crete.

Metal corrosion in an unsaturated
environment. The specific case 
of waste package storage
Under storage conditions, thermal power in some high-level
vitrified waste is high enough to avoid condensation on the
metal container surface. The outer container wall will then
undergo a first step of so-called “dry” corrosion for about 100
years. As soon as temperature on the container surface will
be sufficiently low for room moisture condensation to take
place, a second step of “atmospheric” corrosion will be likely
to occur. Materials considered for containers under storage
conditions are alloyed or low-alloyed steels.

Dry corrosion

The term “dry corrosion” here refers to the phenomenon of
oxidation of a metal surface by surrounding gases, that is
room air in the present case. As a result of expected temper-
atures (maximum temperature of 300 °C on the outer wall),
oxide layers so formed by room air oxidation are not
expected to be very thick. However, in order to extrapolate
data on laboratory timescales to century timescales (and val-
idate these extrapolations), it is necessary to rely on suitable
tools that enable oxide layer growth mechanisms to be mod-
elled.

All existing models are based upon two main oxidation the-
ories: that issued from Wagner’s works developed between
1930 and 1970 (high temperatures and thick layer), and that
issued from Cabrera and Mott’s works in the sixties (low tem-
peratures and thin layer).

Within the framework of container corrosion studies, given
the (centennial) timescales examined and the nature of the
alloys considered (low-alloy steels), it can be reasonably
assumed that the layers are likely to be “rapidly“ of sufficient
thickness for their growth to be rather controlled by the mech-
anism proposed in WAGNER’s model. This model is chiefly
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Fig. 137. Arrhenius graph of the parabolic constants (Kp) determined
by iron specimen oxidation tests for 250 hours in air +2% vol H2O.
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based upon the hypothesis of a layer growth controlled by
thermally activated diffusion phenomena within this layer. It
results in parabolically-shaped kinetics, if only considering
the system’s pseudo-stationary solutions.

The mass gain of a sample per unit surface area (∆m/S) is
then proportional to the square root of time:

(∆m/S)2 = Kp t

where the Kp parameter, improperly called the “parabolic
constant”, is time-dependent according to the Arrhenius law
(Fig. 137).

Thus, a conservative assessment of the oxide thickness
expected over 100 years, of about a hundred microns, can be
provided through extrapolating short-term experiments on
iron at low temperature according to a parabolic law [1].

Dry corrosion mechanisms

This first estimate can be enhanced with a more robust
model likely to take into account the basic mechanisms that
jointly govern the layer growth, especially the layer morpho-
logical evolutions.

Materials Corrosion and Alteration at the Back-End of Fuel Cycle
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The oxide layer growth mechanisms are investigated and val-
idated using so-called “marker” experiments. The principle
consists in implanting inert ions at a given depth within the
metal substrate, then studying the motion once the specimen
has been oxidized.The shift of the marker plane affords infor-
mation about the relative mobilities of the different (anionic
and cationic) species within the oxide layer.

As an example, Figure 138 presents concentration profiles
issued from a Rutherford Back Scattering Spectroscopy
(RBS)6 analysis with the Van de Graff accelerator, for two Xe+

ion implanted samples displaying nearly equivalent layer
thicknesses (220-250 nm), one oxidized at 300 °C, and the
other at 400 °C.

As the metal / oxide interface is a priori located at the inflec-
tion point of the decreasing oxygen profile, xenon can be
clearly seen in the bulk of the oxide layer in the case of the
300 °C-oxidized specimen, while it seems to be located at
the metal / oxide interface in the case of the 400 °C-oxidized
specimen. The oxide thickness formed between the xenon
peak, marking the initial surface, and the metal / oxide inter-
face can be assigned to a so-called “anionic” growth, i.e.
resulting from diffusion through the oxide layer of oxygen
anions which react at the metal / oxide interface, thereby
inducing oxide growth at this interface.

In contrast, the oxide thickness located between the xenon
peak and the surface can be assigned to a so-called
“cationic” growth due to diffusion through the oxide layers of
iron ions which react at the surface, thereby inducing oxide
growth.

In all the tests performed at 400 °C, there does not seem to
exist any anionic part, which is in agreement with the purely
cationic transport mode usually attributed to magnetite (Fig.
138b). In contrast, at 300 °C, a non-negligible oxide thick-
ness formed under the initial surface (Fig. 138a) can be
measured.The thicknesses of the anionic and cationic parts
proceed similarly by approximately following a parabolic evo-
lution, with a faster kinetics in the case of the cationic part.

Oxygen 18 tracer experiments have allowed the part of
anionic growth to be confirmed and show that oxygen trans-
port takes place through grain boundaries, which act as
short-circuit diffusion paths.

This has led to the development of numerical model EKINOX
(Evaluation of Kinetics Oxidation), which simulates the
growth of an oxide layer through dry corrosion on a meso-
scopic scale (a few µm), and explicitly takes into account
atomic scale defects (vacancies), these defects controlling
diffusion in volume of (metallic and ionic) chemical species
[2].

This model helps determine the concentration profiles of the
chemical species and the associated defect not only in the
oxide, but also in the underlying metal. The oxide growth
relies on the equation that expresses the shift of an interface
under the fluxes received by it (Eq. 1). The latter are calcu-
lated through time integration of the Fick’s law, numerically
resolved in the space discretized in a volume element of con-
stant concentration. Based on the material balance equation
(Eq. 1), a numerical algorithm dealing with the motion of

6. Rutherford BackScattering (RBS) spectrometry consists in analyzing
the energy of He+ ions backscattered by a target sample. The energy
losses undergone by the backscattered He+ ion are specific of the nature
of the nucleus on which the He+ ion is collided. RBS spectra thus make it
possible to rebuild the concentration profiles of the target sample.
Analyzing depths allowed by this technique are of the order of a fraction
of micrometer.
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metal / oxide and oxide / gas interfaces makes it possible to
reproduce cases of growth through cationic, anionic or mixed
diffusion.

(Eq.1)

where is time variation of the position of interface ζ

between phases φ1 (metal or oxide) and φ2 (oxide and gas),
is flux in phase φi received by the interface, and

equilibrium concentrations at the interface in phase φi.

The model’s basic parameters (shape and size of oxide
grains, anionic and cationic parts...) are experimentally
adjusted on model materials, such as iron, by fine (SEM or
TEM) characterization of the developed oxide layers (Fig.
139) [1].

These results will be used for parameterizing mechanistic
models, among others, relating to dry corrosion of waste con-
tainers under long-term storage conditions. To reach this
goal, the model has to be completed with a term for short-cir-
cuit diffusion. Besides, assessing the part of anionic growth
at a lower temperature (< 200 °C) will help improve the
model’s parameterization within the temperature range
involved in the dry corrosion phase under storage conditions.
These different evolutions of the model are under develop-
ment.

Last but not least, it is worth noting that, as shown by the
most pessimistic assessment of the oxide layer expected
over a 200-year period, the thickness expected as a result of
dry corrosion (~100 µm max.) has not to be taken into
account as a design basis parameter for the integrity of low-
alloy steel waste package containers. As will be seen here-
after, corrosion in wet air may be faster.
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Atmospheric corrosion

Atmospheric corrosion is an electrochemical interaction
between a metallic material and oxygen in air in presence of
a thin electrolyte (water) resulting from intermittent adsorp-
tion or condensation. So atmospheric corrosion is a corro-
sion of electrochemical type in which the electrolyte is the
adsorbed or condensed water film.

Formation of the electrolyte film (just as its disappearance)
depends on temperature variations and relative humidity.The
latter lead to successive wet and dry periods named wetting-
drying cycles. These cycles are an essential feature of
atmospheric corrosion, and make its mechanisms deeply dif-
ferent from those of corrosion in aqueous solution.

In order to apprehend the characteristics of these cycles, it
is first required and possible to describe the evolution of rel-
ative humidity on the container wall referring to the climatic
data of the storage facility and the container properties
(dimensions, volume mass, thermal conductivity...) and using
a thermo-hydrodynamic model associated with a computer
code (CASA) [3].

As a result, once relative humidity on the walls of a low-
alloyed steel container is known, several approaches can be
used to determine the thickness of corroded metal.

The first approach is of normative type, and complies with
NF ISO (9223 and 9224) Standards which define the corro-
siveness of an atmosphere as a function of three parame-
ters: the duration during which relative humidity is higher than
80%, the sulfur dioxide content (SO2), and the chloride ion
content (Cl-). The resulting corrosiveness can then help
determine the thickness of corroded metal.

The second approach used is a semi-empirical method
which makes it possible to apply the behavior laws* express-
ing corroded thickness as a function of time for various types
of atmospheres (Fig. 140), under the following form:

P=ktn

with P as corroded thickness (in µm),
t as time (in years), k as corroded
thickness after one year, and n as a
factor characterizing the protective
abilities of the corrosion products layer
(generally within a range of 0.2-0.8).
These laws can be adapted so that
they may be expressed, no longer as a

function of time, but as a function of wetting time, a more rel-
evant parameter with respect to atmospheric corrosion:

P=k’τn

where t is the normalized wetting time associated with the
package walls.

Fig. 139. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) cross-sectional
observation of an oxide layer formed on iron for 145 hours at 400 °C
in dry air.
A small-grain zone consisting of hematite (Fe2O3) can be distin-
guished on the left.
The remaining part of the layer, made of columnar grains, consists of
magnetite (Fe3O4).
(In collaboration with M.-C. Laffont, CIRIMAT, Toulouse).
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110 Corrosion in an Aqueous Unsaturated Environment

A mechanistic approach of atmospheric corrosion

The approaches previously described are empirical and rely
on feedback (results of ageing over a maximum of twenty
years, Fig. 140). They need to be corroborated on long
timescales (hundreds of years), especially to take into
account the corrosion rate dependence on the evolution over
time, morphology and the structure of the rust layer formed
[4].

With this aim was developed a third approach of a physico-
chemical type, that describes the reactional mechanisms
involved during a wetting-drying cycle (Fig. 141).

A cycle can be divided into three steps. The first one corre-
sponds with the electrolyte formation. During this step, this is
not oxygen, but the rust layer which through reduction
enables iron to be oxidized. In the second step the thickness
of the formed electrolyte is assumed to be constant, and then
oxygen is the oxidant which entails metal oxidation. Last but
not least, the film thickness decreases and oxygen re-oxi-
dizes the rust that has been reduced during the first step.

For each step of the cycle it is possible to consider a limiting
kinetic step and a related corroded thickness [5].

Thus, during the wetting step, the limiting step is assumed
to be the reduction of lepidocrocite (the reducible phase of
the rust layer). This reaction starts at the metal-oxide inter-
face, then progresses towards the outer interface on the wall
of the rust layer pores. During the period of wet phase, the
kinetic limitation results from a mixed control between a step
of oxygen diffusion in the electrolyte, then through the pores,
and a step of reduction of this oxygen on the rust reduced
during the first step.

Last but not least, during the drying step, the anodic reac-
tion (iron oxidation) gets kinetically prevailing, and the corro-
sion process comes to an end as the aqueous phase van-
ishes.

Basing upon this mechanistic description, a model has been
developed which takes into account the first two steps of the
cycle and the onset of drying, and provides a thickness of
corroded metal over several wetting-drying cycles.

Given the active participation of the rust layer to the corrosion
process, the corroded thickness strongly depends on the
properties (thickness, porosity, structure, morphology, elec-

trochemical reactivity...) of these oxide
layers, whose evolution over time can
be apprehended as follows:

• On the one hand, by characterizing
the layers issued from archaeologi-
cal analogues (Fig. 142) which have
undergone atmospheric corrosion
under shelter;

• On the other hand, by climatic cell
“ageing” of specimens of current (or
archaeological) steels in order to
determine an experimental corroded
thickness as a function of a fixed
number of wetting-drying cycles (Fig.
143).
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Fig.140. Evolution of corroded thickness for various low-alloy steels
versus time, obtained with semi-empirical laws for rural atmos-
pheres.
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Experimentally, for a specimen aged in a laboratory and ini-
tially displaying a rust layer of 150 µm, the corrosion rate is
assessed to be about 0.2 µm.cycle-1 (Fig. 143), whereas the
model brings about a value of an approximate 0.3 µm.cycle-1

under the same conditions.

This difference between the model and the experiment orig-
inates, in particular, in insufficient knowledge of the oxide
layer characteristics and of their evolution over time. It con-
firms the importance of their role and of the need to take
them into account for improving the model’s parameteriza-
tion: porosity (and its evolution over time), currently existing
phases, their distribution across the layer, and their reactiv-
ity with respect to atmospheric corrosion. These data are
under acquisition with the help of fine charaterization tech-
niques (micro-Raman spectroscopy, synchrotron radiation-
based X-ray-absorption analyses [µXANES]), as well as
electrochemical methods. These data will be integrated into
the model later on.

As a conclusion, it may be noted that, starting from thermo-
hydrodynamic models coupled with normative or semi-empir-
ical approaches, a first estimate of consumed metal thick-
nesses leads to values ranging between 200 and 800 µm,
depending on the selected environments (moisture, pollu-
tion...), following a 200 years’ atmospheric corrosion.

These thicknesses, though corroborated by mechanistic
modelling, remain low with respect to the wall thickness of a
container.

Bitumen alteration
Bitumen is an organic matrix issued from oil distillation and
used in particular for conditioning long-lived low-and-
intermediate-level nuclear waste (LILW-LL*). Its main advan-
tages with respect to radioactivity containment are its high
impermeability, chemical inertia, high incorporation rate, and
easy industrial implementation.

Bituminized waste packages are industrially produced by
radioactive sludge extrusion in La Hague and Marcoule
workshops (see the DEN Monograph M5 “Nuclear Waste
Conditioning”).This sludge is issued from coprecipitations of
liquid effluents generated during the various steps of the
spent nuclear fuel treatment process.

Extrusion, which is performed under hot conditions, consists
in mixing sludge with bitumen in a liquefied state while ensur-
ing sludge drying. Once the mixture cooled and solidified, it
displays heterogeneities on the micrometer scale (Fig. 144),
though looking homogeneous if observed with the naked
eye.The bitumen matrix thus differs from other matrices such
as glass matrix. In the first case, radioelements (RN) are pre-
cipitated under salt form and embedded in bitumen, whereas
in the second case they are intimately incorporated into the
glass network.

Embedded waste* industrially produced and poured into 220
L drums contain about 40 wt% salts as against 60 wt% bitu-
men.The major part of embedded salts arises from the reac-
tants used during chemical treatments of radioelement insol-
ubilization by coprecipitation. Concerning insoluble salts,
they mostly are barium sulfate, ferrocyanides and cobalt sul-
fides, and, concerning soluble salts, sodium sulfate and
sodium nitrate.

There exist various qualities of bitumen, which can be distin-
guished macroscopically by their rheological properties.
Hence the need for a compromise between hot implementa-
tion conditions (a hard bitumen has to be extruded at a
higher temperature) and radiolysis behavior conditions (a
hard bitumen is less affected by swelling). In France, the
selected bitumen is softer than that used in other producing
countries (mainly, Belgium and Japan).

Fig. 142. Rust layer observed on an archaeological specimen:
a metallic beam arising from the Popes’ Palace in Avignon 
(800 years old).

Fig. 143. Corroded metal thickness on specimens issued from Marly
aqueduc (220 years old, with an initial rust layer of about 150 µm)
versus the number of wetting-drying cycles achieved in a climatic
cell. Comparison with the model.
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Today the bituminization process is less and less used.
However, 70,000 drums currently exist, among which 60,000
produced and stored at Marcoule as early as the late 1960s,
and 10,000 drums produced and stored at La Hague since
the late eighties, which justifies carrying on studies on these
packages.

Once packages have been produced and cooled, they are
stored on production sites and periodically followed up pend-
ing their transfer to their disposal site. In these various situ-
ations, long-term behavior of bituminized packages is deter-
mined by two main phenomena: radiolysis* and leaching*.

Radiolysis effect on bitumen alteration

Bitumen is a continuum of organic compounds, with a molar
mass varying between 400 and 4000 g/mol, mostly unsatu-
rated and polycyclic. This organic composition confers bitu-
men the property of emitting radiolytic gases, i.e. hydrogen
for the very most part, as an effect of self-irradiation. These
gases are issued from the breaking of the existing C-H
bonds.

Depending on the incorporated activity, a drum generates 1-
10 L of radiolytic gas per year during the first hundred years
following its generation. As a result of radioactive decay, the
source term gas gets lower than one liter per year after one
thousand years. The volume cumulated over one thousand
years is approximately one cubic meter per drum.

Swelling bitumens

The gases generated in the whole volume of the embedded
waste are solubilized in the matrix up to saturation (1-5% in
volume). Beyond this level gas bag nucleation is allowed and,
as a second step, bubble growth can induce swelling of

embedded waste. Some packages have displayed a swelling
rate of about 1 centimeter per year.

In some cases (e.g. packages manufactured with no apical
void), swelling evolution can cause embedded waste to over-
flow its container, or even induce a pressurization.This over-
flow does not fundamentally question bitumen confining
properties, but may require new conditioning to avoid any
mechanical degradation of containers.

Swelling kinetics follows a bell-shaped curve, with a maxi-
mum reached within a few dozen years following generation
(Fig. 145), as a result of competition between radiolytic gas
buildup (RN source term), and their release through various
transport mechanisms.

Upward migration of gas bubbles, of a lower density than
embedded waste, results in limited swelling. It is all the more
efficient as bubbles are voluminous, and embedded waste
viscosity is lower. As for diffusion / permeation, it contributes
to the release of about 1 L/year of gas.

These various mechanisms have been experimentally evi-
denced on inactive synthetic embedded waste in which self-
irradiation was simulated by outer irradiation, and on active
embedded waste used for validation. A direct experimenta-
tion consists, for a controlled irradiation, in correlating gas
generation (through sampling and dosing) with swelling 
(X radiography). Gas solubility in the embedded waste, bitu-
men surface tension, viscosity, and gas diffusion coefficients
(of about 10-11 m2/s) are also determined experimentally.The
whole of phenomenologies and experimental data are imple-
mented in a computational code, JACOB2, which enables
swelling evolution to be determined over time (Fig. 145).

Fig.144.“Environmental” SEM observation of a synthetic bituminized
waste, representative of industrial embedded waste. Bitumen is
shown as a dark grey background. Prevailing salts can be identified:
sodium nitrate is displayed as light grey crystals of a few dozen
micrometers, whereas barium sulfate occurs as small white dots
(<1µm).

Fig. 145. Temperature dependence of swelling kinetics in a reference
bituminized waste. Temperature has an influence on bituminized
waste viscosity, and so impacts on the ability to give off radiolytic
gases through upwards migration of the formed bubbles.
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For instance, using the JACOB2 code can help optimize bitu-
minized pakage fabrication parameters so as to control
swelling (drum partial filling, limits of intake (activity), chem-
ical trapping of radiolytic gases in the package’s first years
of lifetime…).

Adding a cobalt sulfide-based dopant, for example, is aimed
at in situ oxidizing the hydrogen generated and inhibiting its
pile-up in the embedded waste for a given time [6]. No
swelling is then expected over the effective period of trap-
ping, and the swelling amplitude can be decreased thanks
to decay of the hydrogen source term.

The role of leaching* in bitumen alteration [7,8]

Although pure bitumen is of very low permeability to water
and dissolved species, initially occurring salts favor water
uptake through diffusion and osmosis. On contact with water
inside the embedded waste, the most soluble salts are locally
dissolved. Formation of salt solution bags results in develop-
ment of porosity, which makes diffusion easier from dissolved
species to the outer leachant.

Kinetics of water uptake and release of the most soluble salts
follow square-root-of-time laws, typical of a given diffusion
mechanism. Such kinetics are mainly controlled by the con-
tents and solubilities of the various salt species embedded,
on the hand, and leaching solution activity, on the other hand
(Fig. 146). For increase in leaching solution activity, which is
chiefly controlled by sodium nitrate concentration, generates
an increase in water uptake and soluble salt release kinetics.

It is worth noting that, for a given alteration time, water uptake
is about 100 times faster than the release of the most solu-
ble salts, which is to be related to the values of the effective

diffusion coefficients experimentally determined, of about 
10-13 m2/s regarding water, and about 10-15 m2/s on the aver-
age regarding salts dissolved in water.This difference entails
swelling of embedded waste due to the aging of the porous
area and the leaching front progress (Fig. 147).The depth of
the soluble salt dissolution front (which so materializes the
thickness of actually degraded material) thus progresses
through the embedded waste following a square-root-of-time
law (approx. a few mm/year1/2).

The whole set of experimental data obtained for a wide vari-
ety of boundary conditions (leaching under renewed or stag-
nant liquid water, pure water or water representative of a clay
or cementitious environment, alteration by air moisture) was
integrated into the operational code COLONBO, which con-
servatively determines material transfers between an
embedded waste under leaching, its disposal package and
the engineered barrier through a chemistry-transport cou-
pling.

Last but not least, these investigations were performed tak-
ing as a reference the release of tracer salts of high solubil-
ity, such as sodium nitrate. Tests on active embedded waste
have corroborated the conservative feature of this approach,
since it was shown that radionuclide release rates are lower
than those of tracer salts by two or four orders of magnitude.

Fig. 146. Experimental kinetics of water uptake and salt release dur-
ing the leaching of a synthetic bituminized waste versus square root
of time, and for three activity conditions of the periodically renewed
leachant.
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Robust operational predictions of bitumen
alteration

Predicting the long-term behavior of confining materials (gas
or RN source terms in the case under consideration)
assumes an iterative coupling between experiments and
numerical simulations, that can be divided into four steps:
identification of prevailing mechanisms, phenomenological
modelling, numerical simulation, experiment validation.

The robustness of this approach first lies in the selection of
the most unfavorable alteration conditions for the material,
chosen to be conservative and reasonably representative of
evolution conditions. Then, as a second step, mechanisms
and phenomenological couplings are refined in order to
reduce margins (representativity gain) or extend the scope of
prediction.

For example, coupling between radiolytic effects and leach-
ing, which was dropped owing to sufficiently distinct charac-
teristic times, is currently re-examined with a view to better
representing the impact of matrix ageing on long-term evo-
lution of its rheological and material transport properties
(porosity-transport coupling).

Similarly, as finite expansion volumes (container, disposal
package, engineered or geological barrier) potentially
reached under radiolytic and leaching conditions are taken
into account, the swelling pressures, the mechanical strength
of the package and its environment, and the volume con-
straint feedback on gas source terms or leaching then
emerge as new investigation fields [9]…

Reinforced concrete behavior 
and reinforcement corrosion
Reinforced concrete is one of the structural materials most
widely used in the industry. It is the constitutive material of
the containment systems of nuclear reactors and of the lat-
ter’s atmospheric heat exchangers. It is also used for nuclear
waste conditioning (see the DEN Monograph M5 “Nuclear
Waste Conditioning”), with reinforced concrete structures
playing a role not only in mechanical behavior, but also, in
some cases, in radionuclide containment*. This requires
concretes able to keep their integrity over long timescales.
Hence the need to study this type of material so that its
degradation may be more easily predicted and, so, hindered.

The low-alloy steel is used as a material for concrete rein-
forcement, for it is in a passive state when the embedding
material (concrete) has not been degraded. Yet, when the
structure is exposed to the atmosphere, carbon dioxide
reacts to be dissolved into an alkaline solution according to
the following reaction:

CO2(g) + 2 OH- ↔ CO3
2- + H2O

This reaction entails a physico-chemical evolution of con-
crete through calcium carbonate precipitation from port-
landite, a constituent of the material.

In order to simulate the phenomenon, the atmospheric car-
bonation model implanted in the Cast3m code considers
concrete as consisting of three phases - one solid (cement
hydrates), one liquid (interstitial water), and another gaseous
(CO2) –: at the interfaces of these phases take place chem-
ical reactions of dissolution, precipitation, vaporization and
liquefaction associated with (water, CO2) transport and
microstructural evolution phenomena [10]. Simulations are
relatively in good agreement with experimental results. Yet,
validation efforts have to be undertaken in relation to carbon-
ation in natural environments.

First extrapolations over periods of hundreds of years pro-
vide, for 300 years, carbonate thickness values of 10-30 mm
on the average for a 15% porosity concrete (Fig. 148). It will
be observed that these values are lower than the standard-
ized embedding thickness of reinforcing bars in a reinforced
concrete (40 mm).

Carbonation particularly induces a pH decrease in the con-
crete interstitial solution to values for which steel reinforced
bars are no longer passive. This is then the so-called “corro-
sion in the active state”. The effects of this reinforcement 
corrosion is of two kinds for the reinforced concrete work
(Fig. 149):

• On the one hand, the formation of a layer of oxides more
voluminous than initial steel will be likely to induce concrete

Fig. 147. “Environmental” SEM cross-sectional observation of a syn-
thetic bituminized waste, altered for one year in a periodically
renewed pure water. The dark craters, more numerous at the top of
the embedded waste, highlight the salt solution bags resulting from
water uptake. The white dots ocurring mainly in the lower part are
dry salts, unreached by water by this date.
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cracking, or even bursting. Under such conditions concrete
transport and containment properties are altered.

• On the other hand, reduction in the cross-sectional area of
reinforcing bars during the corrosion process results in a
decrease in the structure’s bearing capacity. Consequently,
the work’s lifetime is reduced.

As a “civil engineering” type approach, mainly based on a
semi-empirical (“state-of-the-art”) approach, does not enable
long-term behavior to be satisfactorily predicted; a R&D pro-
gram has been launched on the CEA’s initiative, with the
wish that it may welcome contributions of industrial partners
and of the scientific community involved in the field (EDF and
ANDRA, LMT-Cachan7, LMDC Toulouse8, CEBTP9, LCPC10,
LRMH11…).

This program aims at investigating and modelling in the long
term (hundreds of years) interactions between cementitious
and metallic materials (CIMETAL: (matériaux) CIMentaires
et METALliques) under atmospheric conditions as well as
their impact upon the material’s mechanical resistance
(cracking, bearing capacity…). A micro-macro type of
approach is used to set up a coupled model that takes into
account aggressive agent transport through the cementitious
environment, reinforcement corrosion mechanisms, and
damage of embedding material (concrete) up to the works’
residual bearing capacity. [11]. A few recent advances of the
program are highlighted hereunder.

Phenomenology of reinforced concrete corrosion

On the microscopic scale - the so-called “scale of the mate-
rial’s microstructure”-, understanding concrete degradation
phenomena and reinforcement corrosion is based upon quite
a number of experimental data acquisitions on laboratory
samples (pastes, reinforced concretes, reinforced bars con-
sidered separately…) or on ancient / archaelogical ana-
logues, i.e. ancient irons embedded in binders aged 50 to
over 600 years (ranging from the Saclay’s water tower to the
Popes’ Palace in Avignon !...). Laboratory investigations are
aimed at accelerating corrosion phenomena and studying
the separate influence of well-controlled physico-chemical
parameters (pH, chemical composition of the solution, redox
potential…). Observations are carried out through a broad
range of analytical techniques, among which some cutting-
edge techniques (optical microscopy, dispersive-energy
spectrometry coupled with scanning electron microscopy,
mercury porosimetry, X diffraction and micro-diffraction…).

The pattern of the metal / concrete interface is always the
same, irrespective of the age and origin of the samples, the
nature of reinforcing bars (microstructure, inclusions), and
that of binders (morphology, porosity, chemical composition),
with a succession of four areas (Fig. 150 and 151) [12]:

• Metal;
• Dense (corrosion) products layer, mainly consisting of iron

oxides and oxi-hydroxides;
• Transformed medium, in which iron has diffused from the

metal into the cementitious material
• Binder.

Fig. 148. Evolution of the calcite penetration depth versus time for
concretes of variable porosities (13, 15, and 17%) and for different
relative humidities (RH = 70, 75, and 80%). Projection over 
300 years (linear regression analysis versus square root of time).

Fig. 149. Schematic diagram of evolution over time of the metal /
concrete interface during the reinforcement corrosion process.
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pled model [14] could thus be proposed, thereby enabling to
describe and predict reinforcement corrosion as a function
of concrete’s saturation degree. The equation governing the
corrosion rate (proportional to the oxygen flux consumed) is
then as follows:

With k: the kinetic constant of oxygen reduction [m/s], φ: the
porosity of the dense (corrosion) products layer (DPL), Sr:
the DPL’s saturation degree, eDPL, eTM and eConcrete: the
respective thicknessess of DPL, transformed medium and
concrete [m], CO2: the oxygen content of the atmosphere
[mol/m3], DO2,DPL, DO2,TM and DO2,Concrete: the effective
diffusion coefficient respectively in DPL, transformed medium
and concrete [m2/s].

The oxygen diffusion coefficient in the cementitious material
evolves according to [15]:

Where a [m2/s] and b are two parameters obtained from
experimental curves, depending on the cementitious mater-
ial’s nature and the concrete’s water / cement ratio.

The evolution of relative humidity (RH) over time is deter-
mined using a concrete drying model.

It is then possible to assess the thickening of the corrosion
products layer as a function of the age of the object.

Effect of reinforcement corrosion:
mechanical damage in reinforced concretes

Cracking in the embedding material results from strains
imposed by increased volume of corrosion products at the
metal/concrete interface. Its modelling requires to describe

the kinetics of these strains and their
influence on the mechanical behavior
of the composite (steel, corroded
layer, concrete).

The damage model CORDOBA (an
acronym standing for CORrosion et
enDOmmagement du Béton Armé:
corrosion and damaging of reinforced
concrete) has been developed using
the CEA’s finite element software
CAST3M, and gives access to crack-
ing pattern of reinforced concrete
objects as well as to the correspon-
ding crack initiation kinetics.
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Fig. 150. Macrograph of a sample of ancient iron embedded into a
cementitious material (Saint-Gervais Church, Paris, 350 years old) [12].
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Fig. 151. Schematic representation of the metal / cementitious material interface [12].
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The thickness of the “dense (corrosion) products layer” varies
from a few dozen micrometers for the most recent samples,
to several millimeters for, e.g., the Popes’ Palace in Avignon,
which is 650 years old. Similarly, the “transformed medium”
thickness increases with the sample age, from a hundred
micrometers to several millimeters. The average corrosion
rates determined from measured mass losses are lower than 
8 µm/year.

Moreover, the evolution of this metal/hydraulic binder interface
is very sensitive to the species occurring in the environment
[13], and especially to the chemical composition of the inter-
stitial solution, the latter depending on the cementitious mate-
rial composition. For example, for a same pH value of the solu-
tion (equal to 8.3 in this example), in presence or not of silicates
(arising from the dissolution, if any, of the cementitious mater-
ial’s hydrate calcium silicates), the average corrosion rates
measured using mass losses may vary by a factor 2.

Concrete used as an embedding material around the rein-
forcement acts as a transport barrier for oxygen, which is the
oxidizing agent of the corrosion reaction. Oxygen diffusion
through the pores in a liquid or gaseous phase is directly
connected with the saturation degree of the cementitious
material. A concrete drying / reinforcement corrosion cou-
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The corrosion layer is modelled using interface elements
placed between steel and concrete, whose evolution of thick-
ness over time is described referring to its mechanical prop-
erties (normal and tangential to the reinforcement) according
to the following equations:

and

where k is the stiffness of the interfacing element, E is the
Young’s modulus of the Dense (corrosion) Products Layer
(DPL) (in GPa), ν is the Poisson coefficient of this layer, and
eDPL(t) is DPL thickening over time (cf. previous chapter).

CORDOBA has been recently tested [16] during laboratory
tests on beams subjected to accelerated degradations (Fig.
152) as well as by confronting concrete damage predictions
with visible cracks on an old building (Perret’s water tower at
CEA Saclay).

The various alteration processes of reinforced concretes can
thus be hierarchized as investigations are proceeding,
according to their influence on reinforced concrete works life-
time. For example:

• The evolution of concrete saturation degree has a major
impact on corrosion kinetics: a reinforced concrete which
undergoes wetting/drying cycles will be damaged faster
than the same object put under constant moisture condi-
tions;

• The chemical composition of the cementitious material
plays a prevailing role: it is worth mentioning the case of sil-
icates which display an inhibiting effect with respect to cor-
rosion;

• From the mechanical viewpoint, positioning of reinforce-
ment in the work is strategic for its lifetime (spacing
between reinforcing bars, bar diameter…).
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Concrete behavior in a severe
thermal environment
In storage facilities, concretes are likely to be used for gal-
leries, vaults, pits or slabs. These works or structures made
out of concrete are designed, first, to attenuate radiation aris-
ing from waste and, secondly, to withstand more or less
severe thermal loadings different from those usually consid-
ered in conventional civil engineering, e.g. for fire resistance
(lower amplitude, but longer duration).

There is a need to check that concrete structure integrity and
durability will not be affected by these thermal stresses,
especially on a timescale of centuries. In a thermal atmos-
phere, disorders observed in concretes have either a thermo-
mechanical origin (effect of temperature gradients), or a
thermo-hydric origin (internal vapor pressure). They may
occur either on the microscopic scale (cement paste scale),
or on the material’s scale, or again on the structure’s scale.
The effects under consideration are thus of the Thermo-
Hydro-Mechanical (THM) type with strong coupling of the
phenomena involved (drying, vaporization, shrinkage, con-
traction, dilation, cracking, microstructural evolution...).

In order to possess a tool for predicting the coupled THM
behavior of concrete structures / works, there is a require-
ment:

• To experimentally acquire THM input data values for mod-
els, and identify design basis parameters and property evo-
lution with temperature;

• To develop predictive phenomenological models;

• To carry out experimental validations both on the material’s
scale (in terms of hypotheses) and on the scale of metric
structures (tests on mock-ups) representative of works [17].

In terms of thermal environment, a design basis parameter
of 80 °C (complying with standards) has been retained, but
more extended ranges (60-450 °C) are being explored on
the laboratory scale so as to assess non-nominal margins
and situations.

Reinforced concrete behavior under temperature
on the material’s scale

The mechanical properties of concretes vary with tempera-
ture: between 20 °C and 200-250 °C, it can be observed a
monotonous decreasing evolution of compressive and ten-
sile strength, of the elastic modulus and of the Poisson coef-
ficient.Thermal cycling and heating kinetics (0.1 – 10 °C/min)
[20] influence the residual THM properties of concretes only
marginally (Fig. 153).

Fig. 152. Comparison of observed and simulated cracking facies:
a) Crack pattern of a reinforced concrete beam that has undergone
accelerated corrosion as a result of applying an electric current 
to the reinforcement.
b) Crack pattern predicted using the CORDOBA model [7].

a b
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The impact of the type of aggregates has also been explored,
as well as the effect relating to materials hydric state [17]. Up
to 250 °C, a limestone-aggregate-based concrete and a sil-
ica-limestone-aggregate-based concrete exhibit very similar
damages. In contrast, at 450 °C, the severest overall dam-
age is displayed by the latter.

On the other hand, from 250 °C, the damage undergone by
a standard “High-Performance” Concrete (HPC) is quite
more significant, showing cracks with an opening of a few
dozen µm.

Thermal behavior of reinforced concrete 
on the structural scale

Various tests on a representative (metric) scale were carried
out in order to investigate reinforced concrete behavior under
thermal stresses. It is worth mentioning Tests BETHY I and
II (dedicated to the study of heating kinetics impact), SESBI
tests (dedicated to investigating hydro-mechanical effects)
and the tests performed in the MAQBETH Mock-up (devoted
to studying the effect of a high temperature gradient)
(Fig.154). The latter is an annular structure made out of
“High-Performance” reinforced Concrete (HPC) - 66 MPa -
of 25 tons, 3 m high, 2.20 m diameter, and 60 cm thick (Fig.
154). It was instrumented with different types of sensors
(about 120 sensors on the whole): thermocouples, gas pres-
sure sensors and relative humidity sensors, strain gages and
LVDT sensors (Fig. 155) [18].

The MAQBETH test was performed with a high temperature
gradient (≈ 230 °C/m) and a heating kinetics of about
0.1 °C/min. It revealed that under such conditions cracking
may occur rather early during the thermal transient (< 24 h),
and that it strongly conditions water transfers through con-
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Fig. 153. Evolution of the mechanical residual properties of the
standard,“high-performance” concrete after heat treatment at 
250 °C, a) Effect of the temperature rise kinetics, b) Effect of cyclic
thermal loadings.

Fig. 154. View of the MAQBETH Mockup dedicated to studying 
reinforced concrete alteration:
a) Reinforcement of the structure, b) Device under testing.

Fig. 155. Instrumentation devices of MAQBETH test:
a) Interstitial pressure sensor,
b) Distribution of the hygrometric probes along the reinforcement.
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crete (hydro-mechanical coupling) under liquid and gaseous
form. Yet, this craking does not induce significant effects on
the overall mechanics of the structure. Besides, interstitial
pore pressures (gas pressure) of about 0.1 MPa could be
observed at the frontier of the saturated area at the 200 °C
temperature stage. These pressures are sufficiently high to
have to be considered in modelling.
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Simulation and prediction of the thermo-hydro-
mechanical behavior of reinforced concretes

Thanks to test case calculations based on these mock-up
tests, it was possible to make sure of the reliability of the
response level of modelling and simulation tools, to identify
and confirm the design basis parameters (effect of temper-
ature gradients, influence of cracking on transport, and of
hydric transfers on drying phenomena), and to assess opera-
tional margins.

The various works performed - experimental works and
development of modelling and simulation tools under the
Cast3m code (Thermo-Hydric Model HYDR, Drucker-Prager
(DP-II) plasticity thermo-mechanical model, hydro-mechan-
ical approach) have led to a simplified Thermo-Hydro-
Mechanical (or simplified THM) model tailored to concrete
behavior simulation at temperatures lower than 250 °C [19].

The simplified THM model is based upon a mechanical-type
approach of unsaturated porous media, and also relies on
reference works dealing with both materials and modelling
[20, 21].

This model is simplified in the meaning that, in the assump-
tion it relies on the gaseous phase only consists of water
vapor, dry air being disregarded (this is the so-called one
“pressure field model”). It is based upon liquid water and
vapor mass conservation equations, energy conservation
equation (heat equation), and a Bishop-type equation in rela-
tion to mechanical behavior. Equations are solved by the
finite-element method with Cast3m, using an implicit time
integration scheme and an iterative resolution method (save
for the mechanical equation related to elastic behavior).This
model has been recently improved by introducing concrete
cracking through a mechanical approach to damage [19].

The simplified THM model has already undergone validation
exercises (without adjustment) based on various heating
tests (between 100 and 250 °C, with kinetics ranging from
0.1 to 10 °C/min) performed on concrete and reinforced con-
crete (instrumented) structures on various scales – e.g. test
on a 16 x 32 (cm) cylindrical specimen, or the so-called “pres-
sure test”, or tests on the scale of metric structures as in Tests
BETHY and MAQBETH – (Fig. 156). Simulations are globally
in good agreement with experimental data, which demon-
strates the robustness of the simplified THM model integrat-
ing damage.

From a scientific viewpoint, a great deal of knowledge and
new data has been acquired in relation with concrete behav-
ior under thermal environment, regarding both the evolution
of the material and its properties with temperature and the
development of simulation tools based on physical models
and validated on various scales.

From an operational viewpoint, it has been shown that when
a “high-performance” concrete has been subjected to a 80 °C
thermal stress on a significant duration, initial care in the
material’s design and selection can ensure its functions on a
one-hundred-year scale.

Ongoing R&D works are especially oriented to taking into
account thermal creep mechanism (delayed strains) and
acquiring the basic data still lacking (isotherms, cracking
impact on transport coefficients...). In addition, as regards
full-scale works, a technological demonstration and test tool
for models (likely to enable their predictive character to be
assessed) is provided by the long time (> 1 year) heating test
at 80 °C, on the vault of Marcoule’s GALATEE gallery, in
which time monitoring is ensured through the instrumenta-
tion inserted during construction.
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Fig. 156. Examples of validation exercises of the Simplified Thermo-
Hydro-Mechanical (or simplified THM) model, in which damage is
taken into account:
a) Mass loss of a 16 x 32 cm concrete specimen due to free water
outflow and dehydration of solid phases [22];

b) Vertical and orthoradial mechanical strains in the median plane 
of the MAQBETH mockup. The sharp variations in strains result from
temperature growth: it decreases from 150 to 75 °C between 
31 and 39 h, and then increases again up to 200 °C after 60 h [23].
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It is worth mentioning that these acquired phenomenologi-
cal knowledge and expertise as well as the models and
approach developed in this context may be extended to other
issues relating to concrete behavior in temperature (fire
resistance of concretes, oil drillings).
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Corrosion in an Aqueous Saturated Environment

The underground disposal under consideration for long-
term management of radioactive waste implements several
successive barriers intended to prevent radionuclide release
into the biosphere, or at least to delay it sufficiently so that
radioactive decay can take place. The outcome of waste
packages, and the release of the radionuclides they contain,
will deeply depend on the alteration of these various barri-
ers and of their constitutive materials: cement and glass for
their containment matrices, metal for their containers and
overcontainers, and (possibly) clay for the engineered bar-
rier.The alteration phenomena of these materials have to be
investigated, controlled and scheduled in the long run. The
disposal facility will be most presumably located far below
the groundwater table: waste packages will be placed there
in a water-saturated porous environment. This situation will
determine their long-term behavior: the alteration phenom-
ena that will take place, are different from the phenomena
involved in an unsaturated environment as mentioned in the
previous chapter, on account of the specific features of the
water-saturated underground environment surrounding pack-
ages (an anaerobic and, so, rather reducing environment,
water renewed in a very low proportion).

Metal corrosion in a clay
environment: the specific case 
of disposal package containers. 
What about the liability of
occurrence of a gas release?
For more than ten years, dedicated experiments have been
conducted to assess the uniform corrosion rate in little or low-
alloyed steel under conditions representative of a nuclear
waste deep geological repository. Given the anaerobic con-
ditions in the geological layer, the cathodic reaction taking
place in the vicinity of metal will be water reduction, with
hydrogen generation (see supra, pp. 13-14, the chapter titled
“Uniform Corrosion”). So the corrosion rate also corresponds
with the hydrogen generation rate in this geological layer.
This hydrogen release has to be investigated and controlled,
for it occurs in a very impervious environment: local hydrogen
buildup in the neighbouring of the metal surface may, indeed,
lead to increased pore pressure in the rock, the latter being
likely to induce the environment’s fracturing.

The originality of corrosion experiments lies in their being
instrumented for in situ and real-time monitoring of the instan-
taneous corrosion rate evolution. This monitoring relies on
the Electrochemical Impedance Spectrometry method which
does not upset the corrosion process. It consists in determin-
ing a transfer conductance (the reverse of a resistance),
which is directly proportional to the steel’s instantaneous cor-
rosion rate.The proportionality factor is generally determined
from an ex situ and a posteriori assessment of the steel cor-
rosion damage.

On the whole, the experimental program has evolved accord-
ing to the reference clays considered. Thus, these experi-
ments have been initially carried out in presence of clay
pastes consisting of synthetic water with a composition rep-
resentative of a clay-rich geological site, and FoCa-7 or
MX80 clays, for times not exceeding 500 hours. As shown by
the results obtained in both cases, the steel’s instantaneous
corrosion rate has decreased over time due to formation of
a micrometer-thick layer of iron oxide and carbonate corro-
sion products (Fig. 157).

Materials Corrosion and Alteration at the Back-End of Fuel Cycle

Fig. 157. SEM cross-sectional view of a low-alloy steel corroded in a
FoCa-7 clay paste at 90 °C after 550 h under anaerobic conditions.
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For this layer maintains on the steel’s surface chemical con-
ditions likely to favor steel fatigue strength, i.e. a high carbon-
ate anion concentration, and a solution pH sufficiently basic
for steel to get covered with a spinel-structure iron oxide layer
which passivates it.

The evolution observed in the instantaneous corrosion rate
of a steel-1050 at 90 °C under anaerobic conditions includes
several successive steps (Fig. 158). First of all, for short
times, the corrosion rate experiences a very strong decrease,
then seems to stabilize at a rate of the order of 10 µm/year
(see the insert on Figure 158). As a matter of fact, the corro-
sion rate goes on decreasing, but much more slowly. It
seems to stabilize itself again at a value lower than 8 µm/year
for times longer than 3000 hours.

This instantaneous corrosion
rate does not jeopardize steel
fatigue strength with respect to
corrosion. For the predictable
corroded thickness over a 1000-
year period would be of an
approximate 8 mm.

Nethertheless, given this corro-
sion rate, the hydrogen flux
injected into the disposal site
would a priori remain too much
high to be released easily into
the geological barrier. So gas
pockets might be formed, and
induce harmful cracking in the
geological environment if ever
gas pressure increased too
much.

On the other hand, taking into
account the high swelling poten-

tial of clay MX80 compared with that of a FoCa-7 clay, exper-
iments were conducted on MX80 in pastes with lower clay
concentrations, which allowed the beneficial effect of clay-
based containment upon steel corrosion resistance to be evi-
denced (Fig. 159):

ArCorr, the integrated iron-clay experiment

In order to bring about experimental data relevant to the dis-
posal conditions under consideration, further experiments
were carried out no longer in clay pastes, but directly in com-
pacted clay. A specific experimental device was developed
(the so-called ArCorr device).

This device consists of a water feed autoclave and a contain-
ment cell enclosing a compact clay brick.This brick has been
machined so as to be able to hold three metal specimens
and be inserted into the containment cell body (cf. Figure
160).
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Fig. 158. Evolution of the instantaneous corrosion rate of a steel-
1050 in a synthetic clayey water from the Bure site at 90 °C under
anaerobic conditions.

Fig. 159. SEM micrographs of siderite layers: (left) sparse deposit on the steel surface, (center) a thick deposit obtained after embedding a steel
sample in a clayey paste, and (right) a deposit compacted by MX80-clay swelling.
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Machining tolerances are sufficiently accurate to enable
clearances to be minimized during containment cell assem-
bling. The water feed autoclave contains a synthetic water
representative of that of the Bure site. CO2 and hydrogen
partial pressures are controlled so as to reproduce the pH
and redox potential conditions computed by the BRGM12

under equilibrium conditions.

An overpressure of about 60 bars of helium is added in the
autoclave, under which synthetic water is injected into the
containment cell. It is aspired into the clay brick under pres-
sure and temperature conditions relevant for the disposal
scenario (40 to 50 bars at 90 °C).

Pressure corresponds with the lithostatic pressure in the
geological layer, and temperature with that generated by
nuclear waste.The ArCorr device makes it possible to simul-
taneously follow the evolutions of steel’s instantaneous cor-

Fig. 160. The ArCorr device implemented at the Physico-Chemistry
Department for investigating corrosion in clay environment.
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Fig. 161. Evolution of the instantaneous corrosion rate of a low-alloy
steel in compacted MX80-clay saturated with synthetic water from
the Bure site, at 90 °C, under anaerobic conditions.
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rosion rate, on the one hand, out of containment in the auto-
clave, and, on the other hand, in containment in compacted
clay. The experimenting time has been increased to 6000
hours (compared with the 500-hour previous time), which
enables exposure time influence and confinement effect to
be evidenced in a clearcut way.

In the case when steel is so confined within a compacted
clay MX80 under isostatic conditions at a dry density of 1.8
g.cm3, the confinement effect upon the corrosion rate can be
detected as early as the experiment onset (cf. Fig. 161).The
slope of the decrease in corrosion rate between 200 and
3000 hours is definitely faster than under full-bath conditions
(in site synthetic water, cf. Fig. 158). However, corrosion rates
measured in compacted clay MX80 are, for short times,
higher than those measured in full bath (> 10 µm/year in
compacted MX80, see Figure 161, and < 10 µm/year in site
synthetic water, see Figure 158). Only for an exposure time
of about 3000 hours has the situation been reversed. Beyond
this time, steel’s stationary corrosion rate in compacted clay
MX80 is of about 3 µm/year (Fig. 161), while it is about 7 to
8 µm/year in site synthetic water (Fig. 158).This comparison
shows that a significant initial corrosion may induce a mod-
erate corrosion in the long term. Hence the need to conduct
experiments of sufficient duration so that damage may be
predictable on a very long timescale.

As regards steel corrosion strength, the confinement-related
gain is not high, for the predictable damage over a 1000-year
period would be increased by a 3-mm thickness, which falls
within the same order of magnitude than the out-of-contain-
ment expected damage (7 mm). In contrast, the hydrogen
flux injected into the geological barrier would be divided by
at least a 2.5 factor, which would reduce by as much the risks
of geological barrier cracking. In order to be able to ensure
full durability of the geological barrier with respect to a pos-

12. BRGM: French Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières:
Geological and Mining Research Office.
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sible cracking, ANDRA [1] considers that steel’s instanta-
neous corrosion rate should not exceed 1 µm/year for pluri-
annual periods of time.

An equivalent experiment conducted in argillite arising from
the Bure site (Callovo-Oxfordian argillite) has demonstrated
that the evolution of 1050 steel instantaneous corrosion rate
is similar to that measured in compacted clay MX80, except-
ing the fact that in this argillite 1050 steel gets covered with
a heterogeneous corrosion products matrix similar to that
observed on some archaeological analogues. No doubt that
the occurence of this matrix consisting of ferrosilicates and
siderite is a beneficial factor for protecting steel against cor-
rosion.

Corrosion-geochemistry coupling:
a beneficial effect?

Coupling between low-alloy steel corrosion process and the
geochemical evolutions of the near field therefore seems to
be fully beneficial. For, despite a relatively high corrosion rate
of such steels at the onset, [siderite or ferrosilicate] neofor-
mations lead to a substantial decrease in this corrosion rate
on rather short durations.

It can be reasonably assumed that this dynamics will continue
in the very long term, and that low-alloy steel corrosion rate
will drop to values of about one micron per year. So hydrogen
generation rate should be sufficiently low for the near field to
be able to release hydrogene without any damage.

The beneficial effect of corrosion-geochemistry coupling will
have to be further outlined and enhanced in the future, for
example by performing validation experiments in which the
aspects of corrosion kinetics and neoformation kinetics will
be treated simultaneously, and not sequentially as has been
the case until now.

Characterizing complex corrosion interfaces:
contribution of multi-technical analyses

Integrated corrosion experiments such as ArCorr (Fig. 162)
make it possible to reproduce the thermal and chemical con-
ditions prevailing at the interface between a nuclear waste
container and its engineered barrier made of clay material.
These corrosion reactions result in the formation of new solid
oxidized phases and the transformation of clay materials on
contact with metal. Through identifying the crystalline nature
of these newly formed phases, it is possible to impose
physico-chemical constraints (corrosion reaction stœchiome-
try, involved reactions and related thermochemical equilib-
ria...) upon the corrosion mechanism in metal.Yet, this iden-
tification is made difficult by the fact that the corrosion layers
being formed over limited durations induce metal / argillite cor-
rosion interfaces of low thicknesses (a few µm). It is therefore
necessary to make use of a wide variety of microscopic tech-

niques likely to help determine the (crystallo)chemical prop-
erties of the corrosion layers with a lateral resolution of about
1 µm [2].

Corrosion interface morphology

As a first optical microscopy examination of corrosion inter-
faces is carried out, it is possible to find evidence of different
distinct layers and determine their thickness (Fig. 163). For
example, on contact with the iron corroded during eight
months at 90 °C under water saturated conditions, a corro-
sion layer or Dense corrosion Products Layer (DPL) can be
observed. Above this layer can be seen a more external
layer, or transformed medium layer (TML), itself in contact
with argillite. On the other hand, the surface between iron
and DPL can be seen to be scalloped, which indicates that
the DPL growth proceeds through direct substitution of cor-
roded metal (this surface would have been plane in the case
of DPL formation above the initial surface). Similarly, the DPL
contains minerals such as quartz, and clay minerals; so, pre-
sumably, it has formed detrimentally to argillite. On the con-
trary, the surface between the CMT and the DPL is relatively
plane.This surface corresponds with the initial metal / argillite
contact surface. It can however be noted that this surface
may have moved in space relative to a mark in metallic iron.
The optical microscope also allows simple assessments of
layer thickness. Such assessments will be a guide to select-
ing the microscopic techniques to be implemented later, tak-
ing into account the specific lateral resolution limits of each
of these techniques.

Fig. 162. ArCorr specimens are metallic bars inserted in argillite.
A corrosion interface is formed between the bar and argillite (arrow).
The bar has been sawn perpendicular to its axis, embedded into 
a resin, and polished so as to get a cross-section of the iron-argillite
interface (see above).
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These simple optical observations may be further improved
through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, with a lateral
resolution of the order of a few dozen nanometers).
Moreover, backscattered electron images give evidence of
density contrasts as the lightest zones indicate the areas with
the highest electron density (Fig. 164). It can thus be
observed that the DPL may in fact be
subdivided into two sublayers of dis-
tinct average electron densities.

Interface elemental analysis 
and mapping

An elemental analysis makes it possi-
ble to determine which chemical ele-
ments are present in the various lay-
ers, and at which concentrations.
These analyses may be local, or may
be performed over more extended
areas. Comparing the elemental com-
positions of the different layers then
allows areas enriched or depleted in
major elements to be visualized, which
helps track some elemental flows that
have occurred during corrosion.

Fig. 163. Optical microscopic view of the thick iron-clay corrosion
interface which displays the successive layers of the structure. The
resin band which comes across the image, stands for a detachment
area formed during the sample preparation.

Metal Dense corrosion products layer

Transformed medium layer Argillite

100 µm

Fig. 164. Backscattered electron (BSE) SEM image (in the top right
corner) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) elemental dis-
tribution maps of the iron / argillite interface. On each image, iron is
in the bottom right corner, argillite in the top left corner.

This mapping can be carried out, for example, through cou-
pling the scanning of the microscope beam and Energy
Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). The resulting maps reveal
strong heterogeneities in elements distributions among the
various layers. For example, this map confirms that the DPL
may be subdivided into two sublayers, i.e. an inner DPL only
containing Fe and O, and an outer DPL also containing Na
and Si (Fig. 164).

These elemental distributions can also be established
through micro laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(µLIBS). This technique consists in measuring the emission
spectrum of a plasma induced by a laser impact on a solid
surface. Loss in lateral resolution (~ 3 µm) with respect to
SEM is compensated by the ability to analyze light elements
(H, Li, Be, B…), and to achieve large-sized maps in a very
short time (e.g. 300 x 300 µm2 within 20 minutes).This allows
fast characterization of element diffusion fronts over relatively
long distances.

Last but not least, a third technique independent from map-
ping relies on measuring X fluorescence of elements excited
by an incident X radiation beam which displays high power
and a lateral resolution of only a few µm. These elemental
µXRF maps complete those obtained through µLIBS and
SEM-EDX analysis. They are also used for pinpointing data
obtained through micro X-ray absorption fine structure spec-
troscopy (µXAFS) [see hereunder].
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Identifying major minerals and ancillary phases

All the methods presented up to now give a good idea of the
chemical composition of the solid phases occurring in the
layers at the corrosion interface. Nevertheless, determining
the thermochemical properties of these phases also requires
to determine their crystallographic nature. Such a determi-
nation may partly rely on chemical cartography results, which
evidence characteristic basic associations. For example, only
detecting Fe and O in the internal Dense corrosion Products
Layer (DPL) through EDX analysis reveals that this layer can

only consist of iron (hydr)oxides. However, the range of pos-
sible phases remains quite broad.

Some major mineral phases can be identified using micro-
Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra measured on the
polished faces enable minerals or minerals classes to be
identified (Fig. 165). In the present case, this technique has
given evidence of the occurrence of magnetite in internal
DPL, and of carbonates in the Transformed Medium Layer
(TML). As Fe is known to be prevailing in this TML, the con-
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Fig. 165. Examples of Raman spectra recorded (a) for the inner Dense Products Layer (Spectrum 1), the outer Dense Products Layer
(Spectrum 2), the Transformed Medium Layer (Spectrum 3), and poorly transformed argillite (Spectra 4 and 5).
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clusion to be drawn, indeed, is that these carbonates corre-
spond to siderite (FeCO3).

µRaman spectroscopy is subject to two limits: first, the
Raman signals of two similar solid phases may overlap one
another, which prevents secondary phase identification; sec-
ondly, the Raman signal of some minerals such as illites-
smectites is low, which makes it difficult to identify them.

Through comparison with Raman spectroscopy, micro X-ray
diffraction (µXRD) can afford a more comprehensive,
exhaustive mineral characterization. In particular, it discrim-
inates minerals with close Raman spectral signatures, or
reveals secondary solid phases. It also identifies clay miner-
als, and also gives essential information about clay platelet
structure as well as occurring interfolliar ions and the swelling
capacities of these minerals. As a counterpart, this technique
requires intense and focused X-ray beams. Laboratory
sources may be focused up to about 20 x 20 µm2. The dif-
fractometers using synchrotron radiation feature more
reduced beam sizes, but also display lower accessibility.

Molecular environment of major and trace elements

Identifying the minerals present in corrosion interfaces is dif-
ficult when these solids do not diffract X rays conveniently
and do not emit a significant Raman signal. Such is the case,
for example, for gels that may be formed in corrosion layers,
with chemical compositions much alike those of crystallized
solids, but with distinct thermochemical properties (solubil-
ity...). Identifying the molecular environment of trace elements

7100 7120 7140 7160 7180 7200
0

1

2

3

Fig. 166. (a). X-ray fluorescence map displaying iron distribution
between metal (bottom) and argillite (top). The figures stand for 
the points analyzed through X-ray absorption. (b) X-ray absorption
spectra after self-absorption correction (full lines) and modelling.

may also contribute to recognize the immobilization mecha-
nism of these elements, which is crucial for determining
whether these elements can be remobilized more or less rap-
idly.

The crystallochemical environment of major elements and
traces may be fully characterized with a lateral resolution of
about a few micrometers through micro X-ray absorption fine
structure (µXAFS) spectroscopy. This technique consists in
measuring the X-ray absorption spectrum of a specific ele-
ment.This absorption spectrum is a true signature of the ele-
ment’s local crystallo-chemical environment, irrespective of
whether it is a major element or a trace. For example, by
comparing the µXAFS spectrum of Fe in the Transformed
Medium Layer (TML) and in siderite (Fig. 165), it can be con-
firmed that in the TLM Fe is present in a sideritic environ-
ment. Moreover, the composition of an intimate minerals mix-
ture may be reproduced through modelling the spectrum of
this mixture with a linear combination of reference spectra.
Thus, iron spectrum in the Dense Products Layer (DPL) can
be modelled with a linear combination of iron contributions
to smectitic lamellar ferrosilicates, magnetite, and metallic
iron. The occurrence of ferrous phyllosilicates is consistent
with the detection of Fe, O, Si, and Na through EDX analy-
sis.

(1) 100 % iron metal; (2) Dense Products Layer (DPL): 45% non-
tronite 28% minnesotaite + 14% iron metal + 12% magnetite 
(elemental fractions). (3) and (4) Transformed Medium Layer:
100% siderite.
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retention capacity in the Dense corrosion Products Layer and
the probable phyllosilicate neo-formation in this DPL, at least
over the experiment duration. Last but no least, they show
that siderite may be formed at the iron-clay interface under
the study conditions. It is worth noting that the presence of
siderite has already been reported during archaelogical ana-
logue corrosion, but only in cases of corrosion in a saturated
anoxic environment [5].

Identifying the solid phases occuring in the corrosion layers
does not go without assessing the reactivity of these layers
with respect to the chemical species (especially silica and
radionuclides) released by the container corrosion. For the
dissolution of the nuclear glass present in the container gets
slower due to the increase in dissolved silica concentration.
On the other hand, retention of this silica through corrosion
products incorporation would limit dissolved silica concen-
tration, thereby favoring further dissolution of nuclear glass.
As a matter of fact, as suggested by current results, corrosion
products first react with the silica arising from clay minerals
minerals, thereby forming phyllosilicates with a high silica
content. This suggests that, when nuclear glass is exposed
to the altering solution, the corrosion products retention
capacity with respect to silica is already reduced.
Consequently, glass alteration would not be much disturbed
by occurring corrosion products.

It is worth keeping in mind that such characterizations are
carried out on a sample otained for a given reaction time.
This time is generally short if compared to deep geological
disposal timescales. As a consequence, the observations
performed may correspond with transient phenomena, which
may have a negligible impact in the long term. However, pre-

dicting these phenomena
enables us, indeed, to gain
increased confidence in our abil-
ity to depict corrosion phenom-
ena in heterogenous media
such as argillites.

AlFe

Si, Na

H O2

H2

 CO ; Ca-
3
2 +2

Fe Fe,O Fe,O,Na,Si Fe,O,C,Ca,Mg,Mn Ca,C,O,Si, Al,Na,K...

Fig. 167. Schematic model of the iron-argillite corrosion interface
after eight months of corrosion at 80 °C and with water
saturation.The major elements and the various major mineral
phases are mentioned above the figure. Element distribution
before/after corrosion gives evidence of the element flows 
at the interface.

From observations to the interface structural model

Comparing original and post-corrosion element distributions
makes it possible to directly determine the concentration gra-
dients between metal and argillite as well as the various ele-
ment fluxes at the interface. For example, it is clear that high
silica amounts observed within the outer DPL can but stand
for a dissolved silica input from argillite. Confronting this input
with low silica concentration within the TML leads to the
assumption that silica-rich claey minerals (illite-smectite) are
destabilized within this layer.

These observations enable a synthetic model of the corro-
sion interface to be built, which reproduces basic and min-
eralogic data (Fig. 167). In this model, iron corrosion takes
place at the metal - internal DPL interface, and results in
magnetite formation. This magnetite is destabilized through
silica intake, which results in formation of the ferrosilicates
(probably phyllosilicates) of the outer DPL. In the TML, clayey
minerals and calcium carbonates are dissolved, and then,
dissolved carbonate ions react with iron to form siderite
(FeCO3).

Characterizations performed using distinct and complemen-
tary microscopic and microspectroscopic techniques enable
corrosion phenomena and element fluxes between iron and
argillite to be described. It is possible to identify the system’s
layer morphology (optical microscopy and SEM), the solid
phase nature (µRaman and µXRD), the element concentra-
tion gradients at the iron-clay interfaces (SEM-EDS, µLIBS,
and µXRF elemental analyses), and the molecular environ-
ment of major elements and traces (µXAFS). These experi-
mental results corroborate the theoretical predictions previ-
ously issued [3, 4]. Particularly, they illustrate the silica
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Long-term behavior of glasses and
alteration by water: the specific
case of nuclear waste disposal
For nearly twenty years France has been treating and recy-
cling spent fuels unloaded from pressurized water reactors,
and has been incorporating fission products and minor
actinides into glass R7T7 at La Hague Areva NC plant. Glass
has been selected for conditioning long-lived high-level waste
(HLW-LL*) owing to its robustness properties with respect to
chemical aggressions, its ability to incorporate a wide variety
of chemical elements into its structure (Fig. 168), and its easy
industrial implementation (see the DEN monograph “Nuclear
Waste Conditioning”).

A number of theoretical and experimental works have led to
the conclusion that glass properties would not be altered in
the short, medium and long term by temperature (crystalliza-
tion being negligible) or irradiation (minor alterations of the
macroscopic properties) [6]. In contrast, it has been recog-
nized that after resaturation of the geological site and degra-
dation of the metallic envelopes, water present in the under-
ground environment will be able to alter glass and release
part of the radionuclides contained in it. Long-term behavior

of these vitrified waste packages on contact with water there-
fore raises a crucial issue regarding radionuclide source
term. The whole issue, indeed, is how fast and according to
which mechanisms degradation will take place.

Phenomenology of glass alteration by water

A synthesis of the experimental results reached till this date
are to be found in GODON et al. [6] and VERNAZ et al. [7]. The
main results may be summarized as follows:

• Under static conditions and at 90 °C, glass alteration rate
evolves from about 1 µm/d at the onset of the process to
under 0.1 nm/d after a few weeks.

• An altered glass layer, amorphous and porous, can be
observed systematically through electronic microscopy. It
contains water, mostly as structure water around the layer’s
internal face, and mostly as poral water around its external
face. This hydrated layer mainly consists of silicon, alu-
minium, calcium, zirconium and rare earths, and is often
covered by clay crystallized phases.

• The alteration rate is never cancelled, even after the solu-
tion saturation with respect to the hydrated layer has been
reached.This observation has led to put forth the terminol-
ogy of “residual rate” to refer to the “long-term” alteration
regime.

• As a general rule, the step of reaching this residual regime
and the residual rate value depend on parameters that are
geometrical (glass surface / solution volume ratio, occur-
ring cracks in glass), chemical (pH, water composition,
glass composition), hydraulic (water renewal rate, diffu-
sion), radiological (radiolytic effects), and, of course, on
temperature. Most of these effects are coupled and non-lin-
ear.

Glass alteration mechanisms in water 
and reactional kinetics

In presence of water and just as in most borosilicates, reac-
tions take place in glass R7T7, some of them being attribut-
able to the nature of chemical bonds within the glassy net-
work and others, to the properties of dissolved species.
Among the main reactions involved, let us quote [6, 7]: first,
ion exchange, which is particularly related with exchange
between alkaline ions loosely bonded with the glass network,
and hydrogenated species, and secondly, glass-former
hydrolysis-recondensation reactions. These two reaction
categories govern hydrated layer formation: the first one
mainly takes place in the most internal area of the hydrated
layer, while the second mostly acts in the latter’s outer area.
Secondary phase precipitation may also be mentioned. At
the temperatures of interest (25-90 °C) in the repository, a
majority of these phases are phyllosilicates (Fig. 169). Glass

Fig. 168. Principle of element containment in a glassy structure.
The amorphous character of glass enables it to host a wide variety
of elements arising from spent fuel. Fission products atoms are
incorporated into glass where they form covalent and ionic bonds
with its main constituents.

Base elements of the glassy matrix: SiO2, Na2O, B2O3, Al2O3

Fission products (FPs) incorporation as oxides (FP2O3 …)
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major elements such as Si and Al are distributed between
the amorphous hydrated layer and the crystallized second-
ary phases.

Figure 170 shows a simplified representation of the various
alteration kinetic regimes of nuclear glasses, which are the
following:

• The “initial rate” (or “velocity”), limited by the hydrolysis of
the silicate lattice;

• The “rate drop”, associated with the formation of a dense,
passivating area within the hydrated layer. This area is
formed by ion exchange and hydrolysis reactions and by in
situ recondensation of a fraction of hydrolyzed silicon. This
layer is dissolved on its outer face up to reaching the solu-
tion’s saturation. It plays the role of a diffusion barrier with
respect to water and glass hydrolyzed species;

• The “residual rate” is due to the dissolution of the hydrated
layer, a reaction induced by the solution’s renewal and by
the precipitation of the secondary phases which consume
the layer forming elements;

• Last but not least, are referred to as “renewed alterations”
particular cases in which a sudden rise in the alteration rate
can be observed. This regime is associated with a pro-
nounced precipitation of specific secondary phases such
as zeolites.

These reactions are split into four simultaneous processes
which are likely to be kinetically described (Fig. 171):

• The oxide glass is turned into an amorphous, porous and
hydrated “phase” of the oxo-hydroxide type;

• Water transport by diffusion to the reactional interface,
through the hydrated layer already formed, limits this glass
hydration reaction. So the hydrated layer plays a passivat-
ing role;

• This layer is dissolved on its outer face with a kinetics
depending upon the solution’s renewal conditions in the
vicinity of glass;

• Secondary phases precipitate, thereby consuming the
hydroxide layer’s forming elements.

The overview of these processes is sufficient to provide a
reliable description of the various alteration rate regimes of
glass.

Fig. 169. SEM image of a R7T7 glass specimen altered for 4 months
in initially pure water at 150 °C. This cutaway view makes it possible
to sucessively pinpoint the outer layer of phyllosilicates precipitated
from the solution, the hydrated layer, and the underlying sound
glass.

Fig. 170. Schematic representation of the prevailing mechanisms
which control glass alteration kinetics. This schematic may apply 
to any type of glass. However, the various phases will have more 
or less significant, or even null, developments depending upon 
the glass composition considered and the alteration conditions 
(for instance, renewed alteration cannot take place in R7T7 glasses,
or only in extreme situations).
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A mechanistic model of glass alteration by water:
the GRAAL model [8]

In the GRAAL* model recently developed at the CEA, the
mechanisms hereabove mentioned have been turned into
equations using the simplest possible assumptions: it has
been assumed that glass hydration reaction is rapidly limited
by water transport through the hydrated layer. This transport
has been described by a Fick’s law assuming this layer
homogeneous. First-order kinetic laws have been used for
the hydrated layer dissolution and the secondary phase pre-
cipitation.

The simultaneous resolution of the model’s coupled differen-
tial equations enables the altered thicknesses and the silica
and tracer concentrations in solution to be calculated at any
time.The asymptotic properties of the system reveal a resid-
ual regime in which the hydrated layer’s alteration rate and
thickness become constant.

The main parameters of the model are as follows:

• Csat, solubility limit of the hydrated layer. Its value is fixed by
the limit value of silica concentration in the reactor for exper-
iments with non-renewed water;

• Vdisso, a kinetic parameter for the dissolution rate of the
hydrated layer on its outer face, is fixed by measurements
of both the in-reactor silica concentration and the release
rate of glass tracers for high water renewal experiments
(those for which the rate is governed by the layer’s dissolu-
tion kinetics);

• D, water diffusion constant through the hydrated layer.This
value is determined through analysis of the boron profiles.

As a general rule the precipitation of secondary phases has
to be achieved modelling all the equilibria involved in a geo-
chemistry-transport model which takes into account the pre-
cipitation of all the phases likely to be formed. This work is
currently under way in Marcoule. In some cases, the precip-
itation of secondary phases can also be taken into account
in a more restrictive manner assuming there is only one
phase precipitating according to a first-order kinetics. The
work described hereunder was conducted on this very basis
of modelling. This assumption enabled the precipitation of
secondary phases to be described with only two parameters:
Cpsat, solubility limit of the considered phase, and Vpr, a
kinetic parameter of precipitation.

With these parameters, all accessible by independent, sep-
arate-effect experiments, the GRAAL model reasonalby
reproduces the alteration kinetics of glass R7T7 as observed
through measuring the concentration in silica and tracers
(lithium, boron) in solution under all the water renewal con-
ditions (Fig. 172).

Fig. 171. The four processes involved in glass alteration.
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Fig.172. Time evolution of the boron and silicon concentrations
released in solution by a R7T7 glass powder that displays a glass
surface/reactor volume ratio of 1.2 105 m-1, and for water renewal
rate of 4.4 10-11 m.s-1. Uncertainties on expertimental data are on the
order of 20%.

The GRAAL model also and mostly reproduces glass alter-
ation for long times, irrespective of the water renewal rate.
Data are provided hereafter in relation with silica dissolution
(Fig. 173) and the residual rate of tracer release (Fig. 174)
for various values of water renewal.
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The agreement between the GRAAL model and experiment
with practically no free parameters seems to show that the
phenomena involved in glass alteration by water are rela-
tively controlled, including those governing the “residual”
regime, i.e. long-term behavior. Although laboratory experi-
ment timescales are much shorter than those of an under-
ground repository, this success gives confidence in the pre-
dictions likely to be obtained regarding vitrified waste
behavior under disposal conditions.

Atomistic approach of glass hydrolysis

The notion of glass “active sites” likely to react favorably with
molecular water, thereby favoring glass lattice hydrolysis,
could be be evidenced through ab initio calculations [9].

These sites are not associated with the ever existing point
defects, but with the structural disorder inherent to glass.This
disorder plays a prominent role in chemical processes and
the glass lattice looks fairly inhomogeneous in terms of reac-
tivity.

By comparing the stability of different configurations of alu-
mino- and borosilicate glasses, it is possible to classify their
anionic sites as a function of their acidity (i.e. the energetic
stabilization produced by the ionic exchange phenomenon).
For example, the BIV-O-BIV bond is the most basic site: these
bonds therefore tend to dissociate themselmes priorately.
Then come the -Si-O-, etc. groups. In time, hydrolysis is
expressed by a decrease in glass local disorder.

Concerning aluminosilicate glasses, the role of the alkaline
(or alkaline earth) component is crucial for diffusion and inter-
diffusion phenomenology. For example, the charge-compen-
sating Na (or Ca) changes by nature and then becomes a
network modifier through chemical concerted reactions (e.g.
with creation of H2O-AlO3 entities and protonated Al-O-Si).

A modelling built upon these concepts enables experimental
trends to be reproduced in relation with water speciation in
silicates and aluminosilicates (5). Thus, it is considered that
two phenomena take place when a glass (SiO2, Al2O3,
Na2O) is put in contact with water:

• Interdiffusion of H+ (ou H3O+) which are exchanged with
the newtwork modifiers Na;

• Molecular water diffusion within glass structure.

Considering that molecular water is not a chemically inert
species in glass, its major effect is transforming little by little
charge compensators into network modifiers, through two
mechanisms at least:

• Direct reaction with Al, which results in the formation of sta-
ble H2O-AlO3 entities;

• The hydrolysis of glass active sites Si-O-Si, which soon
leads to the protonization of a Al-O-Si bond. Two chemical
groups Si-OH (silanol) and Al-O(H)-Si (a bridging hydroxyl)
are thus generated as well as a non-bridging oxygen
(NBO).

These two mechanisms entail the breaking of a bond in the
covalent network; that is to say they contribute to its depoly-
merization. Both of them cause a compensator to be turned
into a modifier, which is then available to diffuse and take
part in the ion exchange process with the protons.
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Fig. 173. Concentration in silica dissolved in the reactor water versus
the water renewal rate (this parameter Q/S is defined as the water
flow rate Q divided by the free surface of glass subject to alteration
S). For low Q/S values, there is sufficient time for the reactor water 
to get saturated in silica; in the opposite case, for high renewal rates,
the silica concentration is all the lower as the flow rate is higher, for
silica has not sufficient time to saturate the reactor water. Such effect
is taken into account in the GRAAL model, which describes 
it reasonably well.
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Fig. 174. The residual rate of glass alteration depends on water
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the residual rate is governed by the kinetics of secondary phase 
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Introducing these mechanisms into the simple analytical
models of aluminosilicate alteration provides concentrations
profiles (Na, H) in which the effects of moolecular water dif-
fusion processes and ionic exchange can be well distin-
guished; and fairly well reproduce some experimental results
(Fig. 175 and 176).

This exercise has shown that the coupling between ab initio
calculations and analytical modelling - a multiscale method-
ology - is quite a promising approach. In time, it can be con-
templated to conduct similar investigations on the genera-
tion of stresses due to hydrolysis or substitution reactions as
well as species diffusion in the reaction area.

What archaeological analogues teach us about
reactive surface contribution to the alteration 
of a fractured block

Investigating natural and archaelogical analogues stands as
an important step in assessing long-term behavior of nuclear
glasses and in model validation. It contributes to evaluating
the ability of these models to account for observations, espe-
cially alteration thicknesses, the nature of the mineral phases
formed, their role on the glass dissolution kinetics and the
long-term prevailing mechanisms.

The analogy here concerned relates with morphology, as the
aim is to compare respective behaviors of glass blocks which
have been fractured at the end of their making. These
archaeological glasses of several kilograms recently discov-
ered far beyond the Embiez Island in the Mediterranean Sea,
56 meters deep, exhibit the following benefit: they have been
altered for 18,000 years in seawater under known and con-
stant physicochemical conditions.

Once cracked, nuclear and archaeological glasses therefore
expose water a surface aera far broader than their mere geo-
metric surface.Yet, the contribution of these internal surfaces
to the overall alteration depends upon the alteration rate
regime in these surfaces, which may evolve differently from
that in the external surface.

Thus, alteration thicknesses of internal cracks in archaeolog-
ical glasses (Fig. 177 b) are far less significant (between 5
and 100 µm) than those in peripheral cracks (about 500 µm)
(Fig. 177 a), which evidences the key role of parameters
such as crack opening and accessibility upon the setting up
of chemical conditions favorable to a rate drop regime.

On the other hand, there can be observed a systematic fill-
ing of internal cracks by smectitic minerals resulting from the
joint precipitation of glass dissolved elements (Ca, Al, Si) and
of seawater and sediments (Mg, Al, Fe). In these cracks, the
diffusion coefficient of a tracer such as boron is on the order
of 10-11 m2/s. It is lower by two orders of magnitude than the
coefficients of species diffusion in free water, which suggests
a slower transport due to alteration products. This phenom-
enon therefore contributes to containment and to rate drops
in cracks [11].

Confronting these results with those obtained using kinetic
and thermodynamic models validates the approach for mod-
elling long-term behavior of nuclear glasses.
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Fig. 175. Modelled profiles of hydrogen concentrations of the altered
zone corresponding with various aluminium contents in the glass 
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Fig. 176. Simulation of glass alteration through the Monte-Carlo
method [10]. The main simulation ingredients are formation and
bond rupture probabilities, handled as free parameters. Water is
shown in blue, silicon in red, and boron in yellow. Simulation reveals
the main phenomena observed, especially the formation 
of the hydroxide porous layer.
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Influence of repository materials on glass
alteration (package / near field interactions)

Some materials of the near field (iron, corrosion products of
containers, clays) may lead to a glass alteration especially
by delaying protective layer formation. The mechanisms
involved are glass silicon sorption on the surfaces of the min-
erals constituting the near field materials and the neo-forma-
tion of secondary phases from the forming elements of the
hydroxide layer (Si, Al, Ca…) and the elements arising from
iron corrosion or clay minerals dissolution.

The sorption effect is transient, and may be modelled in a
simple manner through measuring how much silica can be
sorbed by these minerals. In the so-called “V0→Vr” opera-
tional model used for the 2005 safety calculations, this very
mechanism alone is taken into account. In this model it is
considered that as long as corrosion products surfaces in
metallic containers can adsorb silicon, glass is being altered
at the highest rate “V0” (which is identical to the rate “Vdisso”
of the more recent GRAAL model); then, once the site satu-
ration has been reached, the conditions for the formation of
the hydroxide protective layer are available, so that the rate
can rapidly reach its residual value.

The neo-formation of silicon-based secondary phases (aris-
ing from glass dissolution and clay destabilization) and of
iron (arising from metallic corrosion) plays a key role on the
reactivity of the glass / iron / argillite system of the Callovo-
Oxfordian [12].

The glass alteration model implemented in the Hytec
Geochemical Code enables chemistry / transport couplings
to be described at different scales.

Simulations account for the processes experimentally evi-
denced in a suitable way, thereby validating the choice of the
model type. Thus, iron corrosion in the Callovo-Oxfordian
argillite features a pronounced destabilization of the main sil-
icates, clay minerals and quartz. Iron is oxided and new min-
erals are formed: magnetite, siderite, trioctaedric phyllosili-
cates very rich in iron, serpentines and vermiculite-chlorite,
and probably iron-rich, aluminosilicate amorphous gels.
Magnetite formation seems to be predominant compared
with that of siderite when species diffusion in argillite is lim-
iting.

Glass alteration in this highly reactive environment is rela-
tively rapid, and leads to the formation of a hydrated silicate
layer that incorporates Zr, Al, Fe and Ca (Fig. 178).

An operational model, which explicitly or implicitly integrates
most of the key phenomena described hereabove, has been
developed in order provide the most robust and realistic pre-
diction as possible for the long-term behavior of R7T7
glasses in a repository, while preserving sufficient margins
to take into account parametric and conceptual uncertainties
[13]. The operational model is based upon the conservative
assumption that glass will be altered in its initial rate up to
silica saturation of corrosion products in metallic containers.
Beyond this initial regime, a passivating hydrated layer will
be rapidly formed, and will results in the residual rate regime.

Figure 179 shows the evolution of glass package alteration
versus time. The calculation is based upon a normal evolu-
tion scenario, for which glass alteration starts at 1000 years
(i.e. the leaktightness duration assigned to the metallic over-

Fig. 177: SEM microphotographs of a peripheral crack 
of the archaeological glass in direct contact with seawater 
(a) and of an internal crack (b). Three areas can be pinpointed:
the sound glass, the hydrated, dealkalized glass, and the secondary
phases.
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Hydrated glass
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container). Irrespective of the projection time – 10,000 or
100,000 years –, it can be seen that R7T7 glass displays a
high containment potential with respect to the radioelements
it contains, and that the glass package lifetime is then of sev-
eral hundreds of thousands of years. In addition, taking into
account the retention phenomena of the fission products and
actinides in the alteration film could result in an additional
gain of about two orders of magnitude in the few thousands
of years following the onset of alteration, then in one order of
magnitude later on.

A containment matrix tailored to deep disposal

Glass appears as a suitable confining matrix for deep dis-
posal, but with an alteration rate that may depend upon the
environment. Ongoing investigations on residual rate, cou-
pling with the environment, and analogies with natural and
archaeological glasses are expected to lead to finer predic-
tions of the repository “source term” in the coming years.

All things considered, the GRAAL model now provides a sim-
ple description of glass alteration mechanisms. As the latter
gives a reasoned and justified figure for the residual rate, it
harmoniously fits in the conservative, robust models which
ANDRA* will have to use to assess containment perform-
ance of nuclear glasses under geological disposal condi-
tions.

Ceramic alteration
The French Act of 1991 on long-lived nuclear waste recom-
mended to conduct research on every possible path of waste
management, including conditioning modes. As part of this
research investigations were carried out on ceramic matri-
ces dedicated to the specific conditioning of various long-
lived radionuclides likely to be partitioned [14], such as some
fission products (I, Cs) and minor actinides (Am, Cm and
Np). Four matrices for actinide confinement have been
brought to the technical feasibility stage: (1) britholite
ceramic, (2) zirconolite ceramic, (3) TPD (thorium phosphate-
diphosphate) ceramic and (4) the monazite/brabantite solid
solution. Iodine is inserted into iodoapatite, and caesium into
hollandite.
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Fig. 178. Evolution of the masses of the minerals formed during 
the geochemical simulation of glass alteration in initially pure water
at S/V = 80 cm-1 and 90 °C.

Fig. 179. Cumulative fraction of altered glass as a function of time,
for a standard package under disposal conditions. In this case glass
alteration is assumed to have started 1000 years after repository 
closure, when corrosion perforates container and overcontainer
metallic walls. According to the assumptions taken here, 100,000
years will be necessary for glass to release 10% of its activity, and
over one million years for the package to be altered deep in the core.
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Ceramics for the specific conditioning 
of radionuclides?

The selection of these matrices relied on several criteria,
especially the behavior under corrosion by water. The
methodology developed for characterizing containment glass
performance was applied to the various materials investi-
gated. A certain number of initially candidate matrices have
thus been excluded at the scientific feasibility stage, because
they have not displayed sufficient resistance to the Soxhlet
alteration test (i.e. the alteration at 100 °C of a monolithic
specimen by continuously renewed distilled water). Indeed
dissolution rates lower than 10-2 g.m-2.d-1 could not be
obtained under these very aggressive conditions.

Following this first step, the alteration kinetics of each
selected matrix was experimentally determined, the main
aim being to quantify the effet of pH and temperature (influ-
ent parameters under the environmental conditions of geo-
logical disposal) upon the initial rate (the material’s maximum
alteration rate).

In a third step, the evolution of the dissolution rate as a func-
tion of reaction progress and time was investigated experi-
mentally in a confined medium (with no renewal of the leach-
ing solution).

The kinetic laws and the alteration mechanisms are deduced
at each step from the analysis of the solutions arising from
experiments, from post-alteration characterization of speci-
mens through observation techniques such as, e.g., scan-
ning or transmission electron microscopy, and from the ther-
modynamic modelling of solid-solution equilibria performed
using geochemical computer codes.

For each of the materials retained, the status of present
knowledge may be summarized as follows.

Iodoapatite

The dissolution rate of iodoapatite of formula
Pb10(VO4)4.8(PO4)1,2I2 depends upon pH (Fig. 180) and
temperature (the apparent activation energy of the dissolu-
tion reaction is EA = 34 kJ.mol-1). The initial rates reached at
90 °C are lower than 10-2 g.m-2.d-1 within a pH range between
4 and 10.

The dissolution regime is non-stœchiometric and incongru-
ent; the order of release rates of solution elements is as fol-
lows: V Iodine>V Phosphorus>V Lead>V Vanadium.

Iodine is preferentially released on account of its localization
in tunnels of the crystalline network where chemical bonds
are the lowest, while V and Pb (and/or P and Pb) precipitate
as secondary alteration products.

In a highly renewed environment, the iodoapatite surface is
turned into a compound of type Pb10(VO4)6(OH)2, which
expresses the probable exchange I-↔OH- under such alter-
ation conditions. Neo-formation of the secondary alteration
products observed is in agreement with the thermodynamic
equilibria predicted by the geochemical modelling.

In a confined environment and over long experiment times
(> 1an), at constant pH and temperature, iodine conversion
to a solution can experience a slower rate (V = 10-4 g.m-2.j-1),
which is attributed to the limitation of the diffusion transfer of
reactants and exchange reaction products through residual
apatite (or alteration products).

Hollandite

In pure water the dissolution of hollandite (Ba,Cs)Al2Ti6O16
is non-stoichiometric, as it features an initial preferential
release of caesium and barium. The initial alteration rate at
100 °C is on the order of 2.10-2 g.m-2.d-1, in relation with cae-
sium release. Dependence of this initial alteration rate on
temperature (Fig. 181) between 100 and 300 °C remains low
(the related activation energy is Ea = 25 kJ.mol-1). Following
a few days, the alteration rate drops quite rapidly over time,
including under conditions of very highly renewed solution.

In a confined environment, at 90 °C, the rate gets lower than
10-5 g.m-2.d-1, which corresponds with the detection limit of
the experimental techniques used.

Britholite

The initial dissolution rate of britholite of formula
Ca9Nd1(PO4)5(SiO4)1F2, where Nd simulates a trivalent
actinide, is dependent on pH and weakly depends on tem-
perature (Ea = 30 kJ.mol-1). The measured value is lower
than 10-2 g.m-2.d-1 at 90 °C for pH values > 5.
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Dissolution is non-stœchiometric and incongruent 
(V Fluorine>V Silica>V Calcium>V Phosphorus> V Neodymium).The
causes are the same as for iodoapatite: F is located in the
structure tunnel and Nd and P precipitate very rapidly to form
a compound of type NdPO4.nH2O of very low solubility [15].
Calcium is then considered as the alteration tracer of the
matrix.

No other alteration product could be observed though, for
some conditions (an alkaline and nearly neutral alkaline envi-
ronment) whre alteration rates are low (≈10-4 g.m-2.d-1), the
geochemical diagnostic of solutions shows an oversaturation
relative to fluoroapatite and hydroxyapatite minerals.

A mechanism for lowering the dissolution rate in the vicinity
of thermodynamic equilibrium is put forth in literature [16] for
a natural fluoroapatite which, on the other hand, displays pH-
dependent rates and an activation energy practically identi-
cal to those obtained on a synthetic matrix. Such a mecha-
nism can be fully considered for britholite, a priori, under
conditions of very low renewal of alteration solutions.

Zirconolite

The alteration of zirconolite of formula Ca0,8Nd0,2Zr
Ti1,8Al0,2O7 is incongruent. The initial alteration rates deter-
mined from concentrations of calcium (the element with the
highest mobility) are very low (typically < 10-2 g.m-2.d-1 at
100 °C).

Dependence of this initial alteration
rate on temperature (Fig. 181) is also
low (Ea ≈ 22 kJ.mol-1).These alteration
rates are not considerably modified as
a function of the crystallinity degree of
zirconolite, as shown by the results
obtained on metamict (amorphized)
natural analogues, on the one hand,
and on synthetic zirconolites bom-
barded with heavy ions at a dose
higher than the amorphization critical
dose, on the other hand.

The initial alteration rate little varies
between pH 2 and 13 (less than a fac-
tor 10). In addition, after a few hours
the alteration rates drop to a non-
measurable value (< 10-6 g.m-2.d-1),
whatever the temperature may be
(between 50 °C and 200 °C). However,
the assumption of reaching a thermo-
dynamic equilibrium between alter-

ation solutions and sound zirconolite may be dropped refer-
ring to both calculations and experiments.

The halt in alteration can be explained [17] by the develop-
ment of a passivating alteration layer (Fig. 182). It consists
of decalcified and hydrated zirconolite thereby forming a film
of little soluble metal hydroxides (Zr, Ti, Al).
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Fig. 182. Altered layer developed at the surface of an altered 
zirconolite, observed through transmission electron microscopy 
from Reference [17].
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Thorium phosphate-diphosphate (TPD)

A multiparametric study [15] was conducted on TPD of for-
mula Th4(PO4)4P2O7, in which Th mimicks a tetravalent
actinide and related solid solutions (PDT-U, PDT-Np and
PDT-Pu). It made it possible to assess the influence on the
corrosion rate of several parameters such as, e.g., pH [18]
(partial orders: n = 0.31 – 0.40 in an acid medium and m =
0.37 in a basic medium), temperature (Ea = 37 - 49 kJ.mol-1

within the range of 4-120 °C), actinide doping ratio (no sig-
nificant effect for U and Pu), specimen morphology (no sig-
nificant difference between powder and sintered), presence
of solution ions such as phosphates, sulfates, chlorides…

Corrosion rates are always between 10-5 and 10-8 g.m-2.d-1,
including in very aggressive environments such as HNO3
0.1M. The extrapolation done at pH = 7 and at 90 °C leads
to a value between 5 and 8 10-6 g.m-2.d-1 confirmant which
corroborates high resistance of PDT and solid solutions to
alteration.

By adopting an approach based on thermodynamic equilib-
ria, secondary phases formed at the back-end of the initial
dissolution reaction have been identified for each actinide
investigated (Th, U, Pu, Am, Cm). Under conditions of low
renewal of the alteration solution, it was demonstrated that
the related thermodynamic equilibria could be rapidly
reached [19]. All these phases correspond with hydrated
phosphate phases with a very low solubility.Thus, under sat-
uration conditions, the migration of the actinides released
during the dissolution of the initial matrix would be rapidly
and significantly delayed through precipitation within these
newly formed phases.

The solid solution monazite/brabantite 
Ln2-x(CaAn)x/2(PO4)2

Most of leaching data is related with monazite (NdPO4), and
is issued from a study carried out on a natural mineral aged
500 million years or so [18]. At 70 °C, the dissolution rate
depends on pH with a minimum of the order of 4.6 10-7 g.m-2.d-1

in a medium close to neutrality.

Activation energy is 43 kJ.mol-1 (measured at pH 2). An
experiment carried out at pH 2 and 25 °C on synthetic
NdPO4 resulted in a rate of 1.8 10-6 g.m-2.d-1 in agreement
with data on natural monazites.

Preliminary data on synthetic LaPO4 bear out these values
as the La release rate in pure water at 96 °C is lower than 
10-6 g.m-2.d-1.

Ceramics: a very good resistance to aqueous
alteration

All the conditioning matrices investigated exhibit early disso-
lution rates lower than 10-2 g.m-2.d-1 (at 90 °C and with a neu-
tral pH) which show their very high resistance to aqueous
alteration.

This high performance has also to be corroborated basing
upon the study of the alteration of ceramics doped with
radioactive elements in order to evaluate the consequences
of the self-irradiation effect. In this respect the first results
collected on pellets of Pu-238- or Pu-239-bearing zircono-
lites are encouraging, for they do not display any significant
difference if compared with ceramics where inactive
neodymium mimicked occurring radioactive actinides.
However, the high resistance of these ceramics to aqueous
alteration no longer seems to pave the way for their use as
confining matrices owing to the high performance of “con-
ventional” matrices such as glass and concrete.

“Underwater” durability 
of concretes
Given their easy implementation, intrinsic properties and
proven physico-chemical durability, hydraulic-binder-based
materials (i.e. concretes, generically speaking) stand as a
key component of the objects (package, overcontainer) and
structures (dedicated civil engineering work, engineered bar-
riers) involved in the long-term management of nuclear
waste.

Within the framework of long-term deep geological disposal,
underground waters bearing more or less aggressive chem-
ical elements will constitute the major vector of degradation
of these cementitious materials.

The overall strategy selected for investigating the long-term
behavior of cementitious materials in saturated environment
is illustrated on Figure 183 [20]. Models of chemical degra-
dation are aimed at describing the major physico-chemical
evolutions of materials (interstitial chemistry, materials flux,
transport properties).

Their coupling to radionuclide (RN) retention models and/or
mechanical models using the CAST3M Code and/or the
ALLIANCES platform is intended to describe and integrate
the RN source terms (containment / release) and the
mechanical state of the objects and/or structures (mechani-
cal behavior).
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Chemical degradation of cementitious materials

Concretes used for management of nuclear waste (pack-
ages, structures) have been primarily formulated from
Portland cement of type CEM I (100% clinker) or CEM V (a
clinker with more or less substantial proportions of blast fur-
nace ash and slag) [see the DEN monograph “Nuclear Waste
Conditioning”].

The anhydrous phases which constitute these cements are
essentially calcium silicates and aluminates (some of them
containing iron). Once hydrated, concrete compounds mainly
correspond with hydrated calcium silicates (C-S-H), port-
landite [Ca(OH)2], hydrated aluminates (especially ettringite,
AFt and monosulfoaluminate, AFm).

A broad range of experimental conditions has been investi-
gated at the CEA that makes it possible to compare the
respective influences of the material’s various intrinsic or
extrinsic parameters upon its resistance to underwater
degradation (évolution of its chemical, mineralogical,
microstructural, transport, and mechanical properties).

The nature of the cement used influences degradation kinet-
ics owing to its mineralogical composition (low portlandite

content in CEM-V cements) and its different diffusional prop-
erties (lower diffusivity in CEM-V cements) (Fig. 184a).

On the other hand, as regards concretes (paste + sand +
aggregates), the decalcification depth is not influenced by
granulates and, so, the degradation process is still fully
driven by the hydrated cement paste [21] (Fig. 184b).

The increase in the diffusional process rate under tempera-
ture has a direct impact on decalcification kinetics, just as
calcite precipitation on the material’s surface lowers it
through porosity clogging (Fig. 185).

In most cases the evolution of cementitious materials in pres-
ence of water may be summarized as the leaching of the
phases that prove very rich in calcium. The prevailing phe-
nomena in it are portlandite dissolution and C-S-H decalcifi-
cation (Fig. 186). Dissolution is controlled by diffusional trans-
port processes, so that the alteration depth is proportional to
the square root of time (Fig. 184 and 185).

Fig. 183. Schematic representation of the approach for investigating
and modelling the long-term behavior of concrete.
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The DIFFUZON model which allows for the detailed descrip-
tion of the evolution in the cementitious (especially CEM-I-
based) system [23], is based on thermodynamic equilibria
between mineral phases, and on mass transfer processes. It

enables mineralogical evolutions to be finely depicted, and
requires to take into account the feedback of dissolution /
precipitation phenomena on transport coefficients and, so,
on materials microstructure [24] (Fig. 187).
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Fig. 186. Micrograph of degraded zones in a CEM I cement paste
and projection of mineralogical profiles measured through X-ray dif-
fraction [22].
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In order to take into account evolutive boundary conditions
and access to better understanding of couplings, especially
with mechanics, a simplified model (DIFFU-Ca) was pro-
posed and validated. This model only considers portlandite
and C-S-H, and relies on the resolution of only one, but suf-
ficient, mass balance equation for calcium (Eq. 1):

(1)

where t is time, CCa calcium concentration in solution, SCa
calcium concentration in the solid, φ the material’s porosity,
and De calcium effective diffusion coefficient.

The DIFFU-Ca model is the basic brick upon which has been
built the “concrete” operational model chiefly dedicated to
simulating long-term behavior of concrete engineered barri-
ers. It allows to focus on cementitious materials decalcifica-
tion by water and coupling with radionuclide migration, tak-
ing account or not of a pre-existing microcracking and/or a
diffusive barrier related to, e.g., atmospheric carbonation.

These models are set up in the numerical tool CAST3m and
are to be integrated more globally in the numerical platform
ALLIANCES [25].

Let us take the case of highly conservative and, so, highly
enveloping boundary conditions corresponding with leach-
ing in pure water at 25 °C and at pH 7: such a case applied
to a CEM-I concrete (cf. Fig. 184b) would result in a degraded
thickness of the order of one dozen centimeters over 1000
years.
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Chemo-mechanical
degradation of cementitious
materials

Underground waters may feature sub-
stantial SO4

2- sulfate ions concentra-
tions (15 mmol/L on the average).
These ions are likely to diffuse through
the porous network of cementitious
materials and react with aluminate
phases, thereby entailing expansive
phase precipitation (ettringite and gyp-
sum) [26]. In these newly formed
phases grow crystallization pressures
which generate stresses, the latter
inducing a damage which is likely to
reach the environment’s cracking

and/or fracturing (Fig. 188). Basing on the DIFFU-Ca model,
a preliminary phenomenological modelling enables the
macroscopic mechanical behavior of cementitious materials
to be described in this configuration (Fig. 189).

Fig. 187. Phenomenological model of chemical degradation in a
cementitious material, and reconstruction of the physico-chemical
parameters (C/S, calcium/silica ratio, De calcium effective diffusion
coefficient, φ porosity).

Fig. 188. Microcracking damage of a cementitious matrix due to sul-
fate ion intrusion, and projection of the areas of localized expansive
phases (the latter being identified by X-ray diffraction).
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Advances in knowledge, understanding and goals lead to
take into account systems increasingly closer to reality, and
so increasingly complex, coupled and integrated. As a con-
sequence, outlooks and efforts to be continued are particu-
larly focused on the following items:

• Couplings between physico-chemical evolutions and
mechanics (degradation / damaging /cracking). In this field
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the latest promising advances have focused on developing
a micromechanical approach which relies on homogeneiza-
tion techniques [27] implemented in the ALLIANCES plat-
form [28] as well as on techniques for 3D-reconstruction of
porous media using tools endowed with very high-density
mesh systems coupled with optimized multi-physics
solvers.

• The multiscale component (homogeneizations, meshing,
numerical resolutions). The aim is integrating the effects
locally evidenced up to the scale of the structure itself.

Transformation of engineered
barrier clays

The barrier function of clays

Within the multibarrier containment system investigated for
geological disposal, clay materials play a prominent role in
terms of safety, whether they are the host rock of the disposal
site (argillite) or the basic material of engineered barrier sys-
tems (EBS), if any.

The initial function of the engineerred barrier is limiting the
centripetal flow of deep waters towards the package and its
envelopes. In this case, the swelling properties featured by
swelling clays (smectites), and clay material’s low porosity
and extreme tortuosity are beneficial, as they limit water flow
and so the alteration of the near field other materials.

In the event of an early containment failure due to alteration
of the first envelopes, the engineerred barrier will also play
the role of a centrifuge barrier in order to mitigate radionu-
clide migration from the package to the biosphere. Here are
concerned the retention properties of smectites and, more
generally, of clay materials (with the related minerals).

In the first hundreds of years of operation of the repository,
the near field clay materials will be rehydrated by the site
waters and will undergo overheating due to the presence of
exothermal packages. Under such conditions metallic corro-

sion (affecting container, overcontain-
ers…) will be allowed to start, develop,
and generate chemical disorders
which will affect clay materials during
the various phases of the near field
evolution, thereby giving rise to sub-
stantial pH and redox changes, as well
as the release of a high iron amount
into the environment. Transformations

will occur at the expense of clays at reference temperatures
of the order of 80 °C and in saturated and reducing environ-
ment, accordingly with commonly retained scenarios.

Metal / clay reactivity raises the issue of long-term stability of
clays in terms of durability of the clay material’s containment
performance and, so, of the impact of alteration in their
swelling or retention properties.

Clay reactivity in presence of iron in natural
environments

In the environments of marine deposits or along sedimen-
tary sequences, reduced iron-rich pattern often induce the
formation of iron-bearing non-swelling minerals with low
retention potential, of chlorites and serpentines such as,
especially, berthierine. However the analogy cannot go fur-
ther, for metallic iron is not occuring in such natural systems.
Reversely, it is present in some meteorites which stand as
the only analogue actually known in our system. As a matter
of fact, in the early ages of the solar system, silicate dusts,
metallic elements and ice accreted. Some of them experi-
enced sufficient growth for radioactive decay mechanisms to
generate significant overheating (up to a hundred °C) for a
few million years during their interstellar trip. An aqueous
alteration can then occur within the matrix of the meteorites
on contact with metal (Fig. 190).

Fig. 189. Maps of damage pattern (top) and deformation areas (bot-
tom) calculated for a cementitious materials platelet after leaching in
a sulfate medium.

Fig. 190. Metal (white) / silicate (grey) reactive assembly 
in meteorites.
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The hydrated phases resulting from this phenomenon are
primarily iron-rich phyllosilicates (Fig. 191): serpentines, chlo-
rites, Fe-smectites. Cronstedtite, an iron-rich phyllosilicate
mineral of the serpentine family, can be observed on direct
contact with metal. Cronstedtite is described as an early
phase which has crystallized in the early steps of metal alter-
ation. The analogic studies carried out on iron-clay natural
systems in presence of fluids and at temperatures of 20-
150 °C, clearly prove aqueous alteration of metallic iron in
an aluminosilicate system at a low temperature induces the
formation of iron-bearing phyllosilicates of the serpentine
type with a 7 Å mesh parameter, as well as of chlorites at
high temperatures. This means that the confining properties
of swelling clays and argillites during their reaction with
metal-iron are well and truly jeopardized.

environment, this gel may grow and form iron-rich serpen-
tines (Fig. 192). In other terms, the alteration of a mineral
(clay) promotes the crystallization of another mineral of dif-
ferent crystallographic structure (Fe-serpentines, berthier-
ine).

Dioctahedral smectites display a very high reactivity with
respect to trioctahedral species (saponite). Smectites are all
the more reactive as the following conditions exist: wide
opening of the interfoliar space, high Fe3+ content, Fe3+ under
the form of octaedric clusters, and tetraedric charge deficit
(beidellite). The heterogeneity of the side faces of smectites
enhances their reactivity by favoring structural protons
involvement in metallic corrosion [29].

The reaction between metallic iron and smectite is direct (i.e.
results from a physical contact), and takes place within smec-
tite itself [30] through structural water and the related pro-
tons.This enables us to define the phenomenon of smectitic
corrosion [32] identified in the case of compacted clays.

In any case metal / clay reactivity is accompanied with a sig-
nificant alteration of smectites which is revealed by a sharp
decrease in the related cationic exchange capacity (Fig.
193). Reactional thresholds are thus evidenced, especially
regarding metallic iron supply [29], as is clearly shown on
Figure 193. Metal / clay reactivity is so maximized when
metallic iron is available in high amounts [31] and when the
Fe2+ flow issued from corrosion is high [32].

Fig. 191. Iron-bearing serpentine (cronstedtite) with a lattice parame-
ter of 7 Å formed on contact with metal in a meteorite.

Fig. 192. a) alteration gels of smectite (Texas bedeillite) in presence
of metallic iron with crystallization of iron-bearing serpentine rod, 
b) iron-bearing serpentine (berthierine) crystals issued from Si-Al-Fe
gels.

Metal / clay reactivity was investigated identifying the geo-
chemical and mineralogical controls which impose con-
straints on the evolution of the system. A number of clays
have been studied in presence of pulverulent metallic iron
within a temperature range of 25-200 °C and with a wide
variety of experimental solutions going from pure water to
site water [29-31].

Irrespective of the type of clay, an attack of clay smectites by
metallic iron can be observed as early as 80 °C, which
results in smectite conversion into an amorphous gel.
Depending on conditions of temperature and iron input to the

a b
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Clay alteration effects upon waste repository
safety

The reactional processes depicted hereabove have been
determined in a dispersed environment. In a compacted envi-
ronment, the experiments Stripa and “Corrosion in argilla-
ceous medium” [32] have shown that the newly formed iron-
bearing products (7 Å serpentine) are the same, which
suggests that reactional processes in dispersed or com-
pacted environments are identical. However, in a compacted
environment more realistic as regards migration and chem-
istry/transport coupling conditions, and so closer to condi-
tions prevailing in a marl clay site, the potential role of tex-
tural heterogeneities on reactivity amplitude and
development have to be taken into consideration.

For the kinetics of metal / clay reactivity is not merely ther-
mally activated. Other parameters are likely to be involved,
especially reactant availability, which is conditioned, first, by
the corrosion processes freeing iron into the system, and,
secondly, by water activity which allows smectite to be turned
reactive.

In this respect, any heterogeneity in water distribution and
availability in the host rock (argillite) as in the whole of the
near field, is likely to exert a direct influence upon reactivity.
For example, as regards swelling-clay-based engineered
barriers, conditions of compaction, emplacement and initial
water content will play an important role in reactivity initia-
tion and development. In the case of site argillites, sedimen-
tary heterogeneities, fracturing network and the whole
mechanical cohesion are able to locally alter water circulation
through the near field and allow iron / clay reactivity to be
possibly extended to the host rock argillite.

During the early times of near field operation, water availabil-
ity is also a function of the environmental perturbations due

to digging and to the heat released by packages. This
induces an early dehydration which is accompanied with a
whole set of changes in the near field that may be chemical
(oxidation, mineral phase alteration…) and mechanical
(recession, cracking, fracturing…). Such perturbations can
generate a set of preferential paths which strengthens the
influence of pre-existing heterogeneities, and may enhance
reactivity locally. This process may have consequences in
relation with safety, since it is likely to locally entail an early
rupture of the confining envelopes.

Another of the key issues in safety assessment in relation
with near field reactivity will be to know whether this reactiv-
ity starting locally may be maintained or coupled with the pre-
cipitation of new mineral phases following the dissolution /
crystallization process.This precipitation may entail a poros-
ity clogging which will stop water flow and will so induce a
drop in reactional rates. Hydrodynamics will then be trans-
ferred to a purely diffusive system, which will considerably
restrain near field reactivity in space and time, and so
strengthen the durability of materials (clays, argillites, steels)
involved in containment.

The robustness of the safety assessment will partly rely on
determining the impact of each of these processes within the
overall reactivity of steels in clay medium.
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Materials Biodegradation

Microorganisms and nuclear waste
Materials introduced into the nuclear waste repository are
likely to evolve (aging, alteration) as a result of not only
mechanical, chemical, physical, but also microbiological fac-
tors. For microorganisms have been evidenced under
extreme conditions and are often presented as a factor prej-
udicial to radioelement confinement [1].

In this context the aim of the investigations carried out is as
follows:

• Better defining the possibility of a bacterial growth within a
repository for various types of packages, whether consid-
ered in their environment or not;

• Characterizing the influence that microorganisms might
have on long-term behavior of occurring materials, whether
they are embedding materials (bitumen, hydraulic binders),
engineered barrier materials (hydraulic binders) or packag-
ing materials (steel).

As regards this first point, investigations conducted jointly
with ANDRA for different types of packages have shown that
type C packages (vitrified waste) and SF (spent fuels) do not
present any risk of bacterial growth in themselves, whatever
their environment may be.

Nevertheless, concerning the baseline repository site, it is
assumed that bacterial activity is likely to occur in the
hydraulic conditions under consideration (presence of under-
ground waters in the package environment).

Biodegradation of embedding
materials: bitumen
Assessing the influence of the microbian parameter in the
environment of a bituminized package relies on a (mass and
energy balance) thermodynamic study based upon a quali-
tative and quantitative inventory of present materials (bitu-
men, salts), and of the composition of the site water likely to
be present in the environment of these packages [2].

On acount of its organic nature the bimuminized waste is
likely to undergo biodegradation phenomena. Besides, it con-
tains all nutrient (C, H, O, N, P, S) and energetic elements
(electron donors and acceptors such as nitrates or sulfates)

necessary for bacterial activities.These biodegradation phe-
nomena are thermodynamically possible, yet limited to less
than 10% of bitumen mass, the limiting factor being the
amount of oxidants present in packages.

As a matter of fact, for a STE3 embedded waste, this phe-
nomenon affects 1 weight percent of bitumen, referring to a
diffusional kinetic of biodegradation, and it does not signifi-
cantly interfere with salt release mechanisms during its
degradation in persence of water.

The main direct or indirect consequences of bacterial growth
in the environment of STE3 bituminized waste packages are
the following:

• Microbial generation of gas (CO2, N2 and H2S under anaer-
obic conditions).This generation is on the order of 8 L/pack-
age/year on the first year, and it is expected to drop to less
than 1 L/ package/year after 40 years [3-4];

• Biomass production. The microorganisms generated dur-
ing bituminized waste biodegradation can fix radionuclides
on their outer wall. This microbial fixation is expected to
delay radionuclide migration on account of strong interac-
tions between microorganisms and particles in the geolog-
ical environment.

Biodegradation of embedding
materials: hydraulic binders
The chemical composition of hydraulic binders indicates that
a direct biodegradability by microorganisms cannot be con-
templated (owing to the absence of nitrogen and phospho-
rus). By contrast, the presence in the concrete package envi-
ronment of all the elements required for bacterial activities
may induce an indirect attack of the material by acids issued
from microorganism metabolism.

These microorganisms may belong to one of the following
three categories:

• Sulphate-oxidizing bacteria that generate sulfuric acid;

• Nitrifying bacteria that generate nitric acid;

• Mushrooms that generate organic acids.

Materials Corrosion and Alteration at the Back-End of Fuel Cycle
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Biodegradation of cementitious matrices by organic acides
issued from microbial metabolism is hardly mentioned in lit-
erature. Now, organic acid generation by mushrooms, espe-
cially by heterotrophic microorganisms (Trichoderma viride

and Aspergillus niger), is particularly aggressive on cemen-
titious matrices [5] as a result of:

• The complexing effect of organic acids with calcium, a
major constituent of the material;

• High generation of biofilm on the material’s surface by these
microorganisms, which induces a locally high acidity.

These mushrooms have been contacted with cementitious
matrices for one year using the experimental device shown
on Figure 194, with a continuous circulation of the culture
medium containing the microorganisms [6].

A matrix degradation about 5 mm thick can be observed after
a 9-month contact with the microorganisms in a solution at
pH = 4, as well as very high fragility of the material’s surface
(Figure 195).

In addition, it is worth noting that these works have made it
possible to demonstrate the feasibility of a biodecontamina-
tion of hydraulic binders surface-contaminated by radioele-
ments.

Fig.194. Experimental device for inducing biodegradation 
in cementitious matrices. Cement sample size: diameter = 110mm,
thickness = 30mm.

Fig. 195. Degraded volume and volume percentage of the initial
CEM V cementitious matrix at the various experimentation times 
in presence of microorganisms.
Optical microscopy photographs show the corresponding 
degraded thickness.
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Biocorrosion of packaging
materials: steels
Even if we use the term “biocorrosion”, Standard ISO 8044
only defines microbial corrosion (i.e. “corrosion associated
with the action of microorganisms present in the corrosion
system”) and bacterial corrosion (i.e.“microbial corrosion due
to the action of bacteria”) to name these interactions between
the living world and metallic materials.

Biocorrosion is not a new form of corrosion; in particular, bac-
teria do not directly attack metals, but metabolisms of
microorganisms alter the physico-chemical conditions exist-
ing on the metal surface. If it is obvious that biocorrosion can-
not exist without microorganisms, in contrast the presence
of microorganisms does not necessarily lead to biodegrada-
tion phenomena. In order to better understand the role of
microorganisms, it is worth keeping in mind that corrosion in
aqueous environment is an electrochemical phenomenon by
nature.

Microorganisms do not alter this electrochemical nature of
corrosion. If the presence of microorganisms ever acceler-
ates the partial (anodic or cathodic) limiting reaction directly
or indirectly, then the corrosion phenomenon will be accel-
erated. Thus, corrosion by microorganisms is well and truly
of electrochemical nature and, so, does not constitute a new
form of corrosion. The approach adopted consists in taking
into consideration three factors which are the environment,
the material and microorganisms, together with the specific
parameters of each factor, as illustrated on Figure 196. This
approach is developed for describing and interpreting micro-
bial corrosion phenomena as well as for implementing pre-
ventive or remedial action.

The works conducted deal with microorganism influence on
corrosion of unalloyed steels and passivated alloys such as
stainless steels. They aim at understanding mechanisms
under aerobic or anaerobic conditions.

• In presence of oxygen microorganism influence on the
elctrochemical behavior of stainless steels leads to a signif-
icant increase in free corrosion potential (Ecor). An expla-
nation of this phenomenon based on the enzymatic activ-
ity of microorganisms is proposed herein. For within biofilms
bacterial cells contain enzymes,
such as oxidases which catalyze
generation of organic acids and oxy-
genated water, these products
increasing the cathodic reaction [6].

• Under anaerobic conditions, crevice
corrosion potential experiences a
substantial decrease.This result has
been obtained in presence of anaer-
obic sulphate-reducing bacteria

(SRB), but is also reproduced in presence of sulfides alone,
the latter being the main products of the metabolism of
these bacteria (Table 1).

So the effect of anaerobic sulphate-reducing bacteria, often
evidenced in biocorrosion phenomena, is chiefly related to
the alterations (pH and sulfide generation) that these bacte-
ria impose to the surrounding medium.

Thus, within the framework of a deep disposal facility where
mixed, aerobic and anaerobic conditions will be prevailing,
bacterial activity will be likely to lead not only to an increase
in free corrosion potential, but also to a (pitting or crevice)
localized corrosion.

Reproducing these mixed conditions in laboratory will so be
the next goal in order to test the behavior of the packaging
materials candidate for deep disposal conditions.

These three examples of investigation of materials biodegra-
dation illustrate the variety of microbial reactions likely to
occur within a nuclear waste repository, which are being
studied at the Nuclear Energy Division (DEN) as part of pro-
grams conducted on nuclear materials corrosion and alter-
ation.

Table 8.

Compared influence of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) and sulfides 
on the crevice corrosion potential in various stainless steels

Seawater Crevice corrosion potential
mV/SCE

[S-] mg.L-1 pH 316L 254 SMO SAF 2205

SRB 400-450 7.1 -240±15 +40±50 +60±100

Na2S 400 7.0 -210±15 +20±50 +20±130

Sterile conditions 0.0 8.2 300±100 >300 >300

Nature of the material or alloy
Additional or alloying elements

Surface state
Welds

Implementation

Material

Microorganisms Medium

Bio-corrosion

Planctonic, sessile bacteria
Extracellular proteins
Exopolysaccharides
Metabolisms
Enzymes
Biofilm

pH
Oxygen

Temperature
Organic products

Flow rate
Aggressive or inhibiting ions

Fig.196. Biocorrosion: material-environment-microorganism 
interactions.
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Conclusion

Corrosion and, more generally, chemical alteration of
materials is an important issue for almost all facilities or
objects with an expected long lifetime. This is the case,
indeed, of nuclear facilities, among other facilities. Reactor
safety, fuel cycle plants as well as waste storage and dis-
posal facilities are highly dependent on this issue. Nuclear
economic competitiveness is also deeply concerned: the
related economic stakes amount to dozens of billions of
euros for the world’s nuclear industry. Current stakes are par-
ticularly high, for today nuclear operators want to extend the
lifetime of their reactors. As for third-generation reactors, they
are scheduled to last sixty years, that is twice the time ini-
tially scheduled for the previous generation’s reactors. As the
aging of these facilities is known to be strongly governed by
corrosion phenomena, it is easy to understand the stakes
involved in the efficient control of related phenomena. This
justifies the DEN’s ongoing research effort initiated long ago,
which is aimed at predicting and mitigating corrosion.

A number of factors increase the complexity of chemical
alteration phenomena in materials:

• First, phenomena of ion transport through boundary layers
or already formed alteration products are closely coupled
with chemical reactions at the interfaces. These couplings
are more or less important depending the systems under
investigation, for their hierachization is dependent on a
whole set of factors: renewal conditions of the alterating
fluid, microstructure of the material under alteration, the
material’s impurities contents and space distribution, the
alterating layer’s morphology (thickness, porosity, fractur-
ing degree) and its (electron, ion) transport properties.
Depending on their hierarchy, these couplings generate a
rich, varied population of alteration phenomena, many
examples of which are given in this monograph.

• Secondly, even if the resulting status of corrosion looks
global and uniform, corrosion often originates in localized
phenomena. The importance of crystal defects (grain
boundaries) and surface defects (steps, cracks) is to be
emphasized, for physico-chemical conditions in their vicin-
ity may be quite different from those of the surrounding
environment seen with a “macroscopic” eye.

• Last but not least, as could be be seen all along this mono-
graph, corrosion’s devil takes root in details: to quote only
a few examples, the material’s impurities are important, as

they are likely to alter local chemical conditions; the alter-
ating fluid composition deeply impacts on dissolution-pre-
cipitation, so that the nature of the precipitated phases may
be governed by very minor elements of the solution; even
bacteria may play a role, indeed, by locally upsetting pH
and redox potential.

To be true, all this may leave the hopeless impression that
as regards corrosion, each case is a special case. We can
but conclude that, indeed, we have not yet reached a unified
approach of corrosion.

A close-up of corrosion science shows it like a patchwork
which only displays separate disciplines: thermodynamics,
chemical kinetics, chemistry, electrochemistry, metallurgy,
mineralogy, up to mechanics and even biology.

However, even if the space scales involved extend over a
range of about eight orders of magnitude, some coherence
emerges from the approaches implemented to describe the
various corrosion phenomena, so that some leading princi-
ples can be outlined and phenomena can be somewhat
ordered. From now on ab initio and molecular dynamics
approaches make it possible to model the three major phe-
nomena involved in any corrosion process: redox phenom-
ena at the interfaces, chemical species transport phenom-
ena, and dissolution-precipitation phenomena. In addition, it
may be hoped that ab initio or molecular dynamics
approaches will provide the kinetic parameters required for
kinetic models. Similarly it may be hoped that models of type
Diffusion-Poisson will enable the limiting steps of the corro-
sion process to be identified, thus providing stable grounds
to the heterogeneous kinetics models under construction.
This interconnection of models seems to pave the way for
their unification through nesting of the space scales involved.

On the other hand, the tools we make use of for investigat-
ing corrosion are improving, indeed: a wide variety of exper-
imental, characterizing and computational tools are now
available that are likely to provide better understanding of
phenomena, and allow treatment of chemistry / mechanics
/transport couplings.
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152 Conclusion

Let us take the challenge that, within a few years, the next
edition of this monograph will be structured according to the
various phenomena involved in corrosion, instead of the
materials and fields of application.

Meeting this challenge will first mean making progress in uni-
fied understanding of the mechanisms involved in materials
corrosion and chemical alteration phenomena. Now, condi-
tions required for this understanding have been brought
together and are available today, since experimental and the-
oretical tools do exist. So, to put it a nutshell, hopes are high,
indeed.

Bernard BONIN,
Scientific Division

Fig. 197. Metallic corrosion as a multiscale set of phenomena, 
along with the tools required to describe the latter.
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ALCYONE: a computer code tailored to model fuel rod thermo-
mechanical behavior. 22, 43.

All volatile Treatment: see AVT*.

ALLIANCES: a numerical platform dedicated to performance mod-
elling and safety calculations in the context of nuclear waste dis-
posal and co-developed by the CEA, ANDRA and EDF (hydro,
transport, chemistry, mechanics…), which integrates and couples
(CEA’s and external) existing codes. 138, 139, 141, 142.

Allotropic: qualifies a solid which displays a crystalline structure
thermodynamically stable under certain temperature and pressure
conditions. An allotropic transformation consists in turning a solid
from one stable crystalline structure into another. 71.

Alloy: a metallurgical product resulting from incorporation of one or
several (metallic or nonmetallic) elements into a base metal. 13, 14,
16, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 55, 57, 59, 63-68, 82, 87, 89, 92, 93, 95,
96.

Alloys 600 and 690: alloys used, among others, for steam gener-
ator tubes in pressurized water reactors. 24-26, 36, 38, 40, 41, 47, 50,
55.

Amorphous: qualifies a solid with a disordered crystalline struc-
ture. 129, 130, 134, 143.

Analogue (or analog) (natural, archaeological): natural or
ancient materials (glass, metals, cements), the study of which may
bring information on their long-term behavior (on the century-to-
millenium timescale). 8, 110, 111, 115, 124, 128, 133, 137, 142, 144.

ANDRA: Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Déchets
RAdioactifs.The French National Radioactive Waste Management
Agency. 5, 9, 115, 124, 135, 144, 147.

Anodic reaction: in corrosion, oxidation of a metallic material
which takes place at the anode. It is coupled with a reduction reac-
tion (the so-called cathodic reaction*), which consumes the elec-
trons generated by the metallic material’s oxidation and takes place
at the cathode. 13, 16, 23, 24, 36, 40, 98, 99, 103, 110, 149.

Archaeological analogue: see Analogue (natural, archaeolog-
ical)*.

ARCORR: an experimental device developed at the CEA for inves-
tigating corrosion in a clay medium. 122, 123.

Assembly: see Fuel assembly*.

Austenitic structure: a centered-faced cubic crystalline structure
that can be found in some metal alloys, especially some steels. 36,
50-54, 77-81, 85, 86, 88, 91, 92, 93, 103.

Autoclave: an airtight experimental device designed for work under
given temperature and pressure conditions. 15-18, 20-23, 37, 38, 39,
41, 53, 55, 122, 123.

AVT: All volatile Treatment. An ammoniac- and hydrazine-based
chemical treatment of the secondary coolant system in a pressur-
ized water reactor. 46.

Azeotrope: a mixture of liquids that cannot be separated through
distillation, because the boiling point temperature of the mixture is
not dependent on its composition. 103.

Behavior law US: an empirical or semi-empirical relationship
between a property, e.g.of a material, and a parameter of the mate-
rial, which may be intrinsic (chemical composition, microstruc-
ture…), or extrinsic (i.e. related to the environment, testing condi-
tions: T °C, P). 71, 109.

Biocorrosion: a corrosion phenomenon initiated or accelerated by
the presence of microorganisms, such as bacteria or mushrooms.
149.

Biofilm: a heterogeneous film consisting of living microorganisms
and organic compounds which grows at the interfaces. 148, 149.

Bitumen: an embedding matrix for conditioning long-lived low-and-
intermediate-level nuclear waste (LILW-LL). 7, 101, 107, 111-114,
147, 150.

Burnup (or burn-up) (also called burn-up fraction or burnup
rate): strictly speaking, it corresponds to the percentage of heavy
atoms (uranium and plutonium) that have undergone fission over
a given time interval (referred to as the “burnup fraction”). It is com-
monly used to determine the thermal energy produced in a reac-
tor per unit mass of fissile material, between fuel loading and
unloading operations, expressed in megawatt.days per ton
(MW?d/t). (See also Specific burnup*).The discharge burn-up is
the value for which a fuel assembly must be effectively unloaded
(i.e., after several irradiation cycles). 20, 29, 83-86.

CASA: a thermo-hydrodynamic numerical model.CAST3M a com-
puter simulation code dedicated to mechanics (materials, struc-
tures, fluids). 109, 114, 115, 119, 138, 141.

Cathodic reaction: see Anodic reaction*.

CEM I: a name for Portland type cements in the cement industry
which only consist of clinker*. 139-141.

CEM V: a name for Portland cements including additions of blast
furnace slag (a by-product of the steel industry) and fly ash from
power stations (or natural or artificial pozzolans). 139, 140, 148.

CIRENE: a loop for studying corrosion of the PWR primary coolant
system. 27, 28.

Clad (also called cladding): the envelope surrounding the fuel,
intended to ensure its containment and mechanical resistance in
the reactor core. 9, 11, 14, 15, 17, 19-23, 33, 43, 44, 50, 57-59, 68-70,
79-81, 83-86, 94.

Clinker: a basic constituent of present artificial cements resulting
from the baking of a mixture of about 80% limestone and 20% clay
at 1,450 °C, which consists of calcium silicates and aluminates (a
mixture of lime (CaO) with silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3), and iron
oxide (Fe2O3)). 139.

COCHISE: a corrosion code developed for zirconium and its alloys
in PWR primary environment. 21, 22, 33.

153Corrosion and Alteration of Nuclear Materials

15. Note to readers.- This set of terms and definitions is strictly intended
to be a translation of the French DEN Monograph Glossary and is pro-
vided only for convenience purposes. Accordingly, the definitions herein
may differ from standard or legally-binding definitions prevailing in English-
language countries.
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Cold work(ing): an action consisting in pressing (forging…), rolling,
or drawing a metal at a temperature lower than its annealing tem-
perature. Cold working generally increases metal resistance to
deformation (which is termed work hardening). 24, 44, 48, 51, 52.

COLONBO. 113.

Complexing: the building of a structure consisting of a central
metallic ion, to which other ions, atoms or molecules are bonded.
The structure stability is governed by the geometry and electric
fields of the species involved. 14.

Concrete: a structural material of nuclear reactor containment sys-
tems, also used for conditioning low and intermediate level nuclear
waste (LILW). 7, 10, 101, 107, 114-120, 138-141, 145, 147.

Conditioning (of radioactive waste): all the successive opera-
tions to be performed to bring radioactive waste to a stable, safe
form suitable for its future management, whatever it may be: stor-
age*, transmutation, or disposal*. In particular, these operations
may include compaction, embedding, vitrification, and packaging.
10, 101, 111, 112, 114, 120, 129, 135, 138, 139, 146.

Conditioning matrix: see Embedding matrix*.

Confinement: see Containment*.

Container: a (metal, concrete…) outer envelope of a waste pack-
age. 10, 82, 101, 107, 109, 111, 112, 114, 121, 124, 128, 134, 135, 138,
142.

Containment (also called confinement): the physical and/or
chemical ability to maintain radioactive and/or toxic elements at a
given location or within a given object so as to prevent or limit their
dissemination or release. 7, 11, 71, 98, 101, 111, 114, 115, 121-123,
129, 133, 135-138, 142-145, 147.

Contamination (radioactive): see Radioactive contamination*.

Coolant: a liquid or gas used to transfer heat generated by nuclear
fission to a heat exchanger in which steam is produced, the latter
being used by a turbine to drive an alternator.The cooled liquid or
gas is then sent back to the reactor. 19, 61, 63, 64, 65, 68, 69, 71,
77, 86, 87, 90, 95.

CORAIL: a loop for investigating corrosion in zirconium and its
alloys. 15,19.

CORCY: a code that describes corrosion of zirconium alloys. 19-
24.

CORDOBA. 116.

CORELE. 27.

Corrosion potential: the potential difference measured between
a metallic material (the working electrode) and a reference elec-
trode in contact with the same electrolyte.The free corrosion poten-
tial is measured in the absence of net (external) electric current
flowing to or from the metal surface. 149.

Creep: the progressive deformation of a solid under a field of
stresses applied for long periods of time. Creep may be activated
by heat (it is then referred to as “thermal creep”), and/or irradiation.
For some materials, such as concretes, creep may be subdivided
into drying creep and basic creep. 43, 52-55, 63-65, 78, 119.

CYRANO: an EDF computer code for simulating fuel rod thermo-
mechanics. 21, 22.

DIFFUZON. 140.

Dislocation: a defect affecting atomic arrangement in a crystalline
solid.Two types of dislocations can be distinguished, which can be
respectively visualized as dislocations caused by insertion of a half-
plane of atoms into the crystal (edge dislocations), and as disloca-
tions formed by cutting through the crystal along a half-plane and

shifting the crystal’s atoms parallel to the edge of the cut half-plane
(screw dislocations). 52, 152.

Disposal (of radioactive waste): the action of radioactive waste
emplacement in a facility specifically laid out to confine it in a poten-
tially permanent way.The disposal facility in which waste is placed
without intent to retrieve it is called a repository. Retrieval would still
be possible, however, in the case of a reversible disposal (see also
Storage*).Deep geological disposal of radioactive waste is the dis-
posal of such waste in an underground facility (referred to as a deep
repository or a geological repository) specifically laid out for this
purpose. 7, 10, 101, 112, 129, 147.

Dpa: the number of Displacements Per Atom induced in a material
under irradiation. This unit is well-adapted to quantify irradiations
in metals. 53. 54. 83. 84.

ECCS: Emergency Core Cooling System. 50.

EKINOX. 108.

Embedding matrix (also called encapsulation matrix or immo-
bilizing matrix or conditioning matrix): an organic or mineral
matrix (glass, bitumen, hydraulic binder, ceramic), the function of
which is waste immobilization to avoid its dispersion, and/or long-
term radionuclide containment. 111.

Encapsulation matrix: see Embedding matrix*.

Eutectic: The melting temperature of a binary mixture depends
upon the mixture proportions. It may be significantly lower than the
temperature of the two pure components, and reaches its lowest
value with a composition referred to as the “eutectic” composition.
77, 86, 88, 90, 91.

Expansion (roll): see Roll expansion*.

Fast neutron reactor (also called fast reactor). 77, 83, 86.

Ferritic: qualifies a metallic phase crystallized in the body-centered
cubic system (by analogy with ferrite made out of pure iron). 36, 77-
79, 81, 85, 87, 88, 93.

Fission products (FPs): nuclides generated either directly through
nuclear fission, or indirectly through disintegration of fission frag-
ments. 95.

Fluence: the total number of neutrons received per unit area dur-
ing an irradiation. 30, 53.

FoCa-7 clay: Calcium smectite clay, also referred to as Fourges-
Cahaignes clay, mainly consisting of an interstratified kaolinite-bei-
dellite compound, together with ancillary minerals (quartz, kaolin-
ite, goethite, calcite).This clay is contemplated for use as a material
for sealing elements or engineered barriers in radioactive waste
disposal facilities. 121, 122. 

Fretting: material wear under the conjugate action of friction (as a
result of low-amplitude vibratory motion) and corrosion. (This term
is applied in particular to the wear affecting a fuel rod clad at the
contact point with the spacer grid). 59.

Fuel assembly: in the core of a water-cooled reactor, fuel rods are
gathered together in clusters of suitable rigidness which are set in
place with a definite position in the reactor core. The so-called
“assembly” is the whole of this structure, grouping one hundred to
a few hundred rods, which is loaded into the reactor as a single
unit. 14, 33, 52, 57, 71, 80, 84, 123, 131, 145.

Fuel cycle: the whole series of stages which nuclear fuel is to fol-
low. The cycle includes ore mining, fissile material concentration,
enrichment, fabrication of fuel elements, their use in reactors, spent
fuel treatment*, possible recycling* of heavy elements so
retrieved, as well as radioactive waste conditioning* and dis-
posal*. 101, 103, 121, 147.
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Fuel pellet: see Pellet (fuel)*.

Fuel rod: see Rod*.

Galvanic coupling: an electric contact between two different mate-
rials. 46, 104.

General corrosion: corrosion that proceeds over all the surface of
a material. 9, 11, 13, 23, 26, 28, 33, 35, 77, 79, 80, 82, 83, 97.

Generation IV: the usual name for an international collaboration
(Generation IV International Forum) designed to develop fourth-
generation nuclear systems. 61, 71.

GFR: Gas-cooled Fast Reactor. 61.

Glass: a confining matrix used for conditioning high-level nuclear
waste (HLW). 129.

GRAAL: a model of nuclear glass alteration. 131, 132, 134, 135, 145. 

Graphite. 71.

Hard rolling: see Roll expansion*.

Hastelloy: a series of nickel alloys used at high temperatures. 61,
71.

Helium. 63.

High-performance concrete (HPC): a concrete that displays a
compressive strength of 60-120 MPa owing to a specific formula-
tion endowing it with high compacity as well as low porosity. 118,
119.

HLW-LL: Long-Lived High-Level Waste. 129.

Illite: a clay mineral of formula (K,H3O)(Al,Mg,Fe)2(Si,Al)4
O10[(OH)2,(H2O)]. 127, 128.

ILW-LL: Long-Lived Intermediate-Level radioactive Waste.

Immobilizing matrix US: see Embedding matrix*.

Impedance measurement: a technique for measuring the electri-
cal characteristics of a system (resistance and capacity - electrical
impedance), as well as their variations. 23.

Intergranular corrosion: a corrosion located at the boundary
grains of a crystalline material or at their close neighbouring. This
is a specific case of localized corrosion*. 9, 78, 103-105.

Internals (also called vessel internals): an abbreviation for the
vessel internal equipment in a reactor. 11, 50, 52-54, 133.

Interstitial atom: see Point defect*.

Irradiation: exposure to radiation of a living organism or substance.
7, 20, 30, 52, 74, 82, 112, 138.

JACOB. 113.

Leaching: the contacting of a solid body with a liquid with the pur-
pose of extracting some elements. By extension, refers to any
experiment focusing on the alteration of a solid in a liquid. 112-114,
124, 139-142.

Lepidocrocite: a mineral corresponding to the γ-FeO(OH) poly-
morph. 110, 116.

LFR: Lead (alloy)-cooled Fast Reactor. 61.

LILW-LL: Long-Lived Low and Intermediate Level radioactive
Waste. 111.

Localized corrosion: a corrosion that concentrates preferentially
on discrete sites on the surface of a material. It may appear as
cracks, pits, or grooves. 11, 30, 34, 83, 149, 152.

Magnetite: a ferrimagnetic mineral of the oxide family. It crystal-
lizes in the cubic system, and is part of the spinella group. Its chem-
ical formula is Fe3O4. 30, 88, 89, 108, 109, 116, 126-128, 134.

Martensitic (structure): a face-centered cubic (FCC) crystalline
structure found in some metallic alloys, especially in some steels.

Matrix (embedding): see Embedding matrix*.

METEOR: a CEA computer code for modelling fuel rod thermome-
chanics. 21, 43.

Microstructure: in the case of nuclear fuel or a material, the form,
size, and ordering of its components (grains of a polycrystalline
material, minerals) and of its voids (porosity, vacancies…). 52.

Minor actinides: heavy nuclei formed in a reactor through succes-
sive neutron captures from the fuel nuclei.These isotopes* mainly
are neptunium (237), americium (241, 243), and curium (243, 244,
245). 129, 135.

Mixed OXide fuel: see MOX fuel*.

MOX fuel (also called Mixed OXide fuel): a nuclear fuel containing
Mixed OXides of (natural or depleted) uranium and plutonium. 29.

MSR: Molten Salt Reactor. 61.

Natural analogue: see Analogue (natural, archaeological)*.

OCR: Oxide-Clad Reaction: a type of internal corrosion observed
in the fuel pins of the Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor. 84.

OSCAR: a code based upon a phenomenological description of
contamination in a PWR primary coolant system. 29.

Package: a packaging for transport, storage and/or disposal
together with its specified radioactive contents. 109, 111, 112-114,
121, 129, 134, 138, 142.

PACTOLE: a code used to describe and predict contamination in
a PWR primary coolant system. 26-29. 

Passivation: decrease in the corrosion rate of a metal, in a given
environment, that results from the formation of a thin corrosion
products layer (the so-called passivation layer). Incomplete passi-
vation may lead to localized corrosion. 13, 14, 35, 57, 59, 69, 105,
115.

Passivation layer: a chemical barrier able to passivate a surface,
i.e. delay, or even prevent corrosion in the underlying material.

PCI: see Pellet-clad interaction*.

Pellet (fuel): a small cylinder made of a ceramic consisting of ura-
nium, plutonium or other actinides, which is used as nuclear fuel
and stacked within a clad* to make up a fuel rod*. 43.

Pellet-Clad interaction (also called Pellet-Cladding Interaction)
(PCI). 43.

PHREEQC: a computer code designed for the coupled description
of geochemical equilibria in sorption and dissolution-precipitation.
29.

Pitting corrosion: localized corrosion resulting in cavities extend-
ing from the surface into the material. 35.

Point defect: a local defect in a point of a crystal lattice, that results
either from a missing atom (vacancy*), or from an additional atom
located between normal atomic sites (interstitial atom*), or from
a foreign atom substituting for one of the lattice atoms. A Frenkel
pair is produced by pushing an atom off its site in the crystal,
thereby forming a vacancy and an interstitial atom. 152.

Polarization: in corrosion, applying a potential different from free
corrosion potential. 23, 31, 32, 33, 98, 99.

Potential (corrosion): see Corrosion potential*.

Primary coolant system (also called primary coolant circuit): a
closed loop system or set of closed loops which enables fuel rod
heat to be extracted through a flowing coolant* in direct contact
with these fuel rods*. 50.
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PUREX: a hydrometallurgical process for spent fuel treatment
which is being implemented on the industrial scale in order to extract
from spent fuel the still energetically valuable materials, uranium
and plutonium. This process separates these two elements from
minor actinides and fission products, considered as waste. 103.

Pyrochemistry: high-temperature chemistry (several hundred
Celsius degrees). Pyrochemistry does not involve water or organic
molecules, only liquid metals and molten salts. 99.

R7T7: a borosilicate glass type intended for confining waste which
arise from spent fuel treatment, and named after the R7 and T7
workshops of La Hague Plant where it is produced. 129.

Radioactive contamination: the undesirable presence of a
radioactive substance on a surface or within a medium. 9, 11, 14,
17, 27-29, 77, 79, 80-83, 93, 96, 98, 148.

Radiolysis: the breakdown of molecules by ionizing radiation. 53.

RAMAN spectrometry: the spectrum of light scattered by a sub-
stance illuminated with a monochromatic infrared radiation exhibits
rays that result from coupling between the emitted radiation and
the vibrations and rotations of the molecules which it goes through
(Raman effect). Analyzing these rays brings information about the
molecules in the substance. 15, 17, 32, 111, 115, 126-128.

RBS: Rutherford Back Scattering. This analytical technique con-
sists in analyzing the backscattering of alpha particles sent onto a
sample. It gives access to the local composition of the sample in the
neighbouring of its surface. 25, 108.

Reactor vessel (also called vessel): a vessel that contains the
core of a reactor and its coolant. 27, 45, 47, 52, 95.

Recycling: reuse in a reactor of nuclear materials derived from
spent fuel treatment*. 61, 101.

Repository: see Disposal (of radioactive waste)*.

RIFF: a French acronym for “Réaction à l’Interface Fissile-Fertile”:
fissile-fertile interface reaction. 84-85.

RHRS: Residual Heat Removal System. 50.

Rod: a small-diameter tube closed at both ends used as a compo-
nent of the core in a nuclear reactor and containing fissile, fertile or
absorbing material. When containing fissile material, the rod is a
fuel element. 14, 20-23, 43, 57.

ROG: a French acronym for “Réaction Oxyde-Gaine”: oxide-clad
reaction: a type of internal corrosion observed in the fuel pins of a
sodium-cooled fast reactor. 84.

Roll expansion (also called hard rolling): the pushing back of the
metal of a tube part sleeved into a support, so as to increase its
outer diameter and couple it to its support. Example: the U-shaped
tubes which constitute the PWR steam generator tube bundle, are
rolled into a tubesheet. 45.

SCC: see Stress corrosion cracking*.

SCWR: SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor. 61.

SEM: Scanning Electron Microscope. 23, 24, 65, 66, 70, 92, 93, 121,
122, 125, 128, 134.

Sensitized (US) (or sensitised UK): qualifies a steel or alloy in
which chromium carbide precipitates are located at grain bound-
aries.The material is then sensitive* to the intergranular corrosion
phenomenon. 48, 103.

Sensitivity (also called susceptibility): see Sensitized*. 36, 43-
48, 51, 52, 64, 78.

SFR: Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor. 61.

Siderite: Iron (II) carbonate, of empirical formula FeCO3, which
crystallizes in the trigonal crystal system and exhibits rhombohedral

crystals. 122, 124, 126-128, 134.

Silica fume: it consists of particles approximately a hundred times
smaller than cement grains (about 0.1 µm average diameter), and
displays pozzolan properties due to its high amorphous silica con-
tent.Besides, it completes cement grain sizes in the ultrafine range.

Simulation: a set of methods which consists in reproducing or pre-
dicting complex system operation through calculation, especially
in the various nuclear research and development branches. After
validation, these methods may be used for designing new systems.
8, 21, 22, 27, 28-30, 69, 70, 80, 83, 89, 90, 101, 114, 119, 120, 123, 134,
135, 140, 141. 

Smectite: a mineral consisting of aluminium silicate and hydrated
magnesium, of the phyllosilicate family. 127, 128, 133, 142.

Sorbed: see Sorption*.

Sorption: the light, reversible fixation of an atom or a molecule onto
a solid surface. 14, 134.

Specific burnup (also called specific burn-up or burn-up rate or
burn-up): the total amount of energy released per unit mass in a
nuclear fuel. Generally expressed in megawatt x day per ton
(MW•d/t). 20, 29, 83-86. 

Spectrometry: the measurement and interpretation of quantity
spectra related to the physical or chemical constitution of a body or
to the analysis of a wave. For instance, mass spectrometry relies
on separating the atoms or molecules of a body as a function of
their mass. 25, 28, 29, 115, 121.

Spectrometry (Raman): see Raman spectrometry*.

Spent fuel treatment: see Treatment (of spent fuel)*.

Stainless steel: iron base alloy containing at least 12% chromium.
31, 32, 36, 42, 43, 55, 57, 58, 78, 79, 103.

Storage (of radioactive materials or waste): the action of placing
radioactive materials or waste temporarily in a surface or subsur-
face specially designed facility, pending their retrieval.The facility in
which waste is placed with the intention of further retrieval is
referred to as a storage facility (see also Disposal [of radioactive
waste]*). 7, 10, 101, 112, 129, 147.

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC): a cracking that results from a
process involving the conjugate action of corrosion and deforma-
tion on the material under applied or residual mechanical stresses.
9, 11, 35-37, 39-56, 77, 78, 83, 152.

Stress intensity factor (K): a quantity characterizing the loading
at the crack tip in a material subjected to stress. The crack propa-
gates if the stress intensity factor goes beyond a threshold value,
characteristic of the material. 35, 39, 44, 46, 48.

Susceptibility (also called sensitivity*): see Sensitized*. 36.

Synchrotron radiation: any charged particle submitted to an
acceleration emits an electromagnetic radiation. Such a property
is used to produce intense X-ray beams in dedicated particle accel-
erators, e.g. ESRF or Soleil synchrotrons. Synchrotron radiation is
used to probe matter structure on the atomic scale. 111, 127.

TEM: Transmission Electron Microscope. 16, 17, 24, 25, 109.

Test loop: an experimental device dedicated to specific studies
under dynamic or recirculation conditions (closed loop, purification,
desired conditions maintained). 15, 19, 28, 66, 86.

THERMODY: a computer code dedicated to the thermodynamics
of aqueous environments at high temperature. 29.

Transpassive range: a potential range where the passive layer of
a passivable alloy is no longer stable, and which features a high
increase in the corrosion current in the absence of pitting. 103.
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Treatment (of spent fuel) (also called reprocessing or spent fuel
treatment): an operation that consists in separating valuable mate-
rials in spent fuel from the remainder, which can be then considered
as waste and conditioned accordingly. 103.

Tribocorrosion: wear corrosion. 57.

Uniform corrosion: a general corrosion* that extends at the
same rate (uniformously) on all the material surface. 13, 14, 16, 21,
24, 27, 32, 121.

Vacancy: see Point defect*.

Vessel: see Reactor vessel*.

Vessel internals: see Internals*.

VHTR: Very High Temperature Reactor. 61.

Work hardening: see Cold work(ing)*.

XANES: X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (see XAS*).

XAS: X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy used for measuring the mod-
ulations in the X-ray absorption coefficient in an energy range of a
few hundred electronvolts beyond the ionization threshold of a
chemical element. This analysis provides information on the elec-
tronic characteristics (oxidation degree) of the element being
probed (XANES), as well as its atomic environment: nature, dis-
tance, and number ot atoms in the vicinity of the analyzed element
(EXAFS). 111.

XPS: X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. When a material speci-
men is bombarded by X rays, the energy of the photoelectrons
emitted brings information about the chemical species present in
the neighbouring on the specimen surface. 24, 70.

Zircaloy: an alloy of zirconium and one or several other metals (tin,
iron, chromium, nickel), which displays outstanding mechanical
strength and chemical resistance. It is used for fuel clads* in water-
cooled reactors. 15-23, 33, 43, 44, 56, 57.
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	Bouton1: 
	Irradiations: Irradiation: exposure to radiation of a living organism or substance.
	Primary coolant system: Primary coolant system (also called primary coolant circuit): a closed loop system or set of closed loops which enables fuel rod heat to be extracted through a flowing coolant* in direct contact with these fuel rods*.
	General corrosion: General corrosion : corrosion that proceeds over all the surface of a material.
	Stress corrosion cracking: Stress corrosion cracking (SCC): a cracking that results from a process involving the conjugate action of corrosion and deformation on the material under applied or residual mechanical stresses.
	internals: Internals (also called vessel internals): an abbreviation for the vessel internal equipment in a reactor.
	Intergranular corrosion: Intergranular corrosion: a corrosion located at the boundary grains of a crystalline material or at their close neighbouring. This is a specific case of localized corrosion*.
	radioactive contamination: Radioactive contamination: the undesirable presence of a radioactive substance on a surface or within a medium.
	Localized corrosion: Localized corrosion: a corrosion that concentrates preferentially on discrete sites on the surface of a material. It may appear as cracks, pits, or grooves.
	Sorption: Sorption: the light, reversible fixation of an atom or a molecule onto a solid surface.
	Clad: Clad (also called cladding): the envelope surrounding the fuel, intended to ensure its containment and mechanical resistance in the reactor core.
	Fuel rod: Rod: a small-diameter tube closed at both ends used as a component of the core in a nuclear reactor and containing fissile, fertile or absorbing material. When containing fissile material, the rod is a fuel element.
	test loops: Test loop: an experimental device dedicated to specific studies under dynamic or recirculation conditions (closed loop, purification.
	Alloy-600: Alloys 600 and 690: alloys used, among others, for steam generator tubes in pressurized water reactors.
	RBS: RBS: Rutherford Back Scattering. This analytical technique consists in analyzing the backscattering of alpha particles sent onto a sample. It gives access to the local composition of the sample in the neighbouring of its surface.
	Stainless steels: Stainless steel: iron base alloy containing at least 12% chromium.
	Fuel pellets: Pellet (fuel): a small cylinder made of a ceramic consisting of uranium, plutonium or other actinides, which is used as nuclear fuel and stacked within a clad* to make up a fuel rod*.
	Sensitivity: Sensitized (US) (or sensitised UK): qualifies a steel or alloy in which chromium carbide precipitates are located at grain boundaries. The material is then sensitive* to the intergranular corrosion phenomenon.
	Microstructure: Microstructure: in the case of nuclear fuel or a material, the form, size, and ordering of its components (grains of a polycrystalline material, minerals) and of its voids (porosity, vacancies…).
	Dislocation: Dislocation: a defect affecting atomic arrangement in a crystalline solid.Two types of dislocations can be distinguished, which can be respectively visualized as dislocations caused by insertion of a halfplane of atoms into the crystal (edge dislocations), and as dislocationsformed by cutting through the crystal along a half-plane and shifting the crystal’s atoms parallel to the edge of the cut half-plane (screw dislocations).
	Radiolysis: Radiolysis: the breakdown of molecules by ionizing radiation.
	Creep: Creep: the progressive deformation of a solid under a field of stresses applied for long periods of time. Creep may be activated by heat (it is then referred to as “thermal creep”), and/or irradiation. For some materials, such as concretes, creep may be subdivided into drying creep and basic creep.
	Allotropic: Allotropic: qualifies a solid which displays a crystalline structure thermodynamically stable under certain temperature and pressure conditions. An allotropic transformation consists in turning a solid from one stable crystalline structure into another
	Generation IV: Generation IV: the usual name for an international collaboration (Generation IV International Forum) designed to develop fourthgeneration nuclear systems.
	Dpa: Dpa: the number of Displacements Per Atom induced in a material under irradiation. This unit is well-adapted to quantify irradiations in metals.
	ROG: ROG: a French acronym for “Réaction Oxyde-Gaine”: oxide-clad reaction: a type of internal corrosion observed in the ffuel pins of a sodium-cooled fast reactor.
	Riff: RIFF: a French acronym for “Réaction à l’Interface Fissile-Fertile”: fissile-fertile interface reaction.
	Eutectic: Eutectic: The melting temperature of a binary mixture depends upon the mixture proportions. It may be significantly lower than the temperature of the two pure components, and reaches its lowest value with a composition referred to as the “eutectic” composition.
	Coolant: Coolant: a liquid or gas used to transfer heat generated by nuclear fission to a heat exchanger in which steam is produced, the latter being used by a turbine to drive an alternator. The cooled liquid or gas is then sent back to the reactor.
	Fission products: Fission products (FPs): nuclides generated either directly through nuclear fission, or indirectly through disintegration of fission fragments.
	Pyrochemical: Pyrochemistry: high-temperature chemistry (several hundred Celsius degrees). Pyrochemistry does not involve water or organic molecules, only liquid metals and molten salts
	Disposal: Disposal (of radioactive waste): the action of radioactive waste emplacement in a facility specifically laid out to confine it in a potentiallypermanent way. The disposal facility in which waste is placed without intent to retrieve it is called a repository. Retrieval would still be possible, however, in the case of a reversible disposal (see also Storage*). Deep geological disposal of radioactive waste is the disposal of such waste in an underground facility (referred to as a deep repository or a geological repository) specifically laid out for this purpose.
	Treatment: Treatment (of spent fuel) (also called reprocessing or spent fuel treatment): an operation that consists in separating valuable materials in spent fuel from the remainder, which can be then considered as waste and conditioned accordingly.
	Purex: PUREX: a hydrometallurgical process for spent fuel treatment which is being implemented on the industrial scale in order to extract from spent fuel the still energetically valuable materials, uranium and plutonium. This process separates these two elements from minor actinides and fission products, considered as waste.
	Transpassive: Transpassive range: a potential range where the passive layer of a passivable alloy is no longer stable, and which features a high increase in the corrosion current in the absence of pitting.
	Passive layer: Passivation layer: a chemical barrier able to passivate a surface, i.e. delay, or even prevent corrosion in the underlying material.
	Waste storage: Storage (of radioactive materials or waste): the action of placing radioactive materials or waste temporarily in a surface or subsurface specially designed facility, pending their retrieval.The facility in which waste is placed with the intention of further retrieval is referred to as a storage facility (see also Disposal [of radioactive waste]*).
	Behavior laws: Behavior law US: an empirical or semi-empirical relationship between a property, e.g. of a material, and a parameter of the material, which may be intrinsic (chemical composition, microstructure…),or extrinsic (i.e. related to the environment, testing conditions: T °C, P).
	LILW-LL: LILW-LL: Long-Lived Low and Intermediate Level radioactive Waste.
	Embedded waste: Embedding matrix (also called encapsulation matrix or immobilizing matrix or conditioning matrix): an organic or mineral matrix (glass, bitumen, hydraulic binder, ceramic), the function of which is waste immobilization to avoid its dispersion, and/or longterm radionuclide containment.
	Raiolysis: Radiolysis: the breakdown of molecules by ionizing radiation.
	Leaching: Leaching: the contacting of a solid body with a liquid with the purpose of extracting some elements. By extension, refers to any experiment focusing on the alteration of a solid in a liquid.
	Containment building: Containment (also called confinement): the physical and/or chemical ability to maintain radioactive and/or toxic elements at a given location or within a given object so as to prevent or limit their dissemination or release.
	Andra: ANDRA: Agence Nationale pour la gestion des Déchets RAdioactifs.The French National Radioactive Waste Management Agency.
	TEM: TEM: Transmission Electron Microscope.
	Alloy-600-2: Alloys 600 and 690: alloys used, among others, for steam generator tubes in pressurized water reactors.
	ROL: Roll expansion (also called hard rolling): the pushing back of the metal of a tube part sleeved into a support, so as to increase its outer diameter and couple it to its support. Example: the U-shaped tubes which constitute the PWR steam generator tube bundle, are rolled into a tubesheet.
	Vessel: Reactor vessel (also called vessel): a vessel that contains the core of a reactor and its coolant
	Stress intensify factor: Stress intensity factor (K): a quantity characterizing the loading at the crack tip in a material subjected to stress. The crack propagates if the stress intensity factor goes beyond a threshold value, characteristic of the material.
	Alloy: Alloy: a metallurgical product resulting from incorporation of one or several (metallic or nonmetallic) elements into a base metal.
	HLW-LL: HLW-LL: Long-Lived High-Level Waste.
	Graal: GRAAL: a model of nuclear glass alteration.


